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Summary

This thesis examines the consequences for representations o f the national through 
national discourses of the increasing artistic and technical collaboration that occurred 
between the Abbey Theatre and a number o f film producers interested in representing 
Ireland on screen during the period from 1930 -  1960. O f principal importance is the 
changing role o f the stage-Irishman (and, more broadly, stage-Irishness) as national 
stereotype as it evolved from stage to screen, and was framed within the second medium. 
Several theatrical contingencies were to play a significant role in the way “Irishness” was 
constructed on screen at a crucial moment in the evolution o f a postcolonial identity, and 
these performative processes may be useftilly considered as exposing the fluidity o f 
national identity and narratives o f the nation. The work concentrates predominantly on 
the textual interactions o f theatricality and the cinematic and my methodological 
approach is broadly deconstructive, as it applies grammatological practices to the cultural 
discourses analysed. Two groups o f films have been selected for their relevance to the 
subject, both to mark changes in the representations, and to reflect the moments in Irish 
cinema history when members o f the National Theatre Society did the greatest -  and 
most intensive -  amount o f work in film.
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Introduction



“To believe in the ability to utter authentically may be to fail to see the continuation o f 

power struggles existing as after-effects o f colonialism.” '

“[T]he continued existence o f the Irish nation, as a community with coherence and a 

character o f its own, can be ensured only by saving the ancestral language and by thus 

giving the country the possibility o f retaining a vigorous and distinctive living culture.”^

(Ernest Blythe, Abbey Theatre Managing Director)

The second quotation here is from a booklet that was released in 1966 to coincide with 

the reopening o f the National Theatre in Abbey Street after its destruction by fire fifteen 

years earlier. It is not only demonstrative o f the belief by the company’s director, Ernest 

Blythe, o f the importance o f the role o f the theatre in society, but it is also significant for 

his implicit commitment to the restoration o f a national authenticity o f “Irishness” 

specifically through the promotion o f Irish language plays. It is perhaps difficult to 

imagine how there might have been such a profound need to reiterate Ireland’s communal 

coherence and dynamic, expanding culture in the decade following de Valera’s 

succession by Lemass: a period often hailed as “the best o f decades”, celebrated for the 

change to the country’s modem, industrial, international ideological mindset, and noted 

for the rejection o f economic protectionism and conservative cultural censorship. The 

problematic position and veneration o f authenticity in the postcolonial state is one that 

cannot ever be tidily resolved, but will recur ad infinitum through any number o f 

discursive and cultural practices. Noting the significance o f  the search for authenticity as 

characteristic o f  the anti-colonial struggle to re-appropriate what has already been 

deemed m-authentic by the coloniser, Colin Graham has explained: “The authentic...is 

never obvious and is forever in need o f the supplement o f commentary.”  ̂ With his 

conviction to increasing the number o f plays in the Irish language on the national stage, 

Ernest Blythe implicated the Abbey performances in “the supplement o f commentary”

‘ Colin Graham Deconstructing Ireland: Identity, Theory, Culture (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press, 2001) p. 143
 ̂ Ernest Blythe The Abbey Theatre (Dublin; The National Theatre Society Ltd., 1966) p. 28 
 ̂ Graham, p. 133



that is required for the projection o f  an authenticity o f  Irishness. It is ironic, therefore, 

that the same cultural body -  the Abbey Theatre Company -  was largely responsible for 

the cradling o f  the reborn stage-Irishman, a theatrical paradigm that I will propose came 

to challenge inherently the legitimacy o f  the idea o f  national authenticity, both as the type 

reappeared on stage and even more evidently when it appeared on the cinema screen.

By reconsidering the performance o f  stage-Irishness and its adaptation from stage to 

screen in the period from the earliest representations o f  Ireland in sound cinema to the 

opening o f  Ardmore Studios in Bray, County Wicklow, I hope to reinvigorate discourses 

around the performance o f  the stereotype that have become historically closed, and set 

within analytical binaries. It is fair to say that most o f  the discussion on the stage- 

Irishman inherently questions the value o f  the falseness o f  the type, but while one group 

dismisses the performance and another celebrates it, a new binary operation is established 

that is indebted to the original and restrictive true/false hypothesis. Frequently, publicly, 

the character is considered an embarrassment, an inaccurate and offensively exaggerated 

mockery o f  the Irish and Ireland while more commonly, in academic and critical writing, 

the type is believed to be a subversive swipe at the strategic essentialism o f  a former 

colonial discourse and its ideologically power-based representations. In both o f  these 

positions, because the “falsity” o f  representation is either rejected or appreciated, there is 

an implicit insinuation in the possibility o f  inverting the depiction for the unveiling o f  a 

tangible “truth”, or the possibility that such a truth actually exists. I want to reconsider 

the stage-Irishman, as its textual operations are re-performed on the screen, beyond the 

binary opposition o f  (publicly perceived) ww-representation and (academically usefully 

mobilised) i/w-representation. I want to celebrate the type’s acting out o f  its own in- 

authenticity, its framing o f  national identity as mere performance, and examine the 

effects o f  this for questions surrounding the authenticity o f  national identifications and 

how national identities become enacted. Furthermore, I want to refocus and expand the 

territory in which stage-Irishness has been traditionally regarded, so that it moves on 

from being merely the performative style o f  the stage-Irishman to being any theatrical 

display o f  Irishness that reflexively and meta-theatrically reframes its order o f  

representation. Stage-Irishness, in this sense, may be applied to the cinematic framing o f



landscapes, costumes, language, music, history, folklore, customs, or character, in any 

way that reopens the fixity or intimated authenticity o f  the presentation in favour o f 

displaying its ambiguities and simulation.

The relevance o f David Lloyd’s demonstration that “history is written from the 

perspective o f and with the aim o f producing a non-contradictory subject”'* for the present 

discussion lies in its emphasis on a textuality o f  history that represses its own ambiguity. 

Relating the transition from pre-modemity to modernity under colonial rule, Lloyd 

emphasises a historiographical continuity:

History constitutes and differentiates the developed and 

undeveloped, the civil and the savage, the rational and the irrational, 

the orderly and the violent. Resolution is the containment o f  the 

state o f the crises constantly produced by these differentiations.^

It is a part o f my project to explore the undoing o f this effect o f resolution, and to read 

with consideration o f a reopened dialectics the performativity o f national textualities 

exposed in stage-Irish representation. Stage-Irishness does not occupy an “outside”, but 

it performs -  by undoing ideological national discourses (nationalism, colonialism, 

postcolonialism, etc.) -  the possibility o f the dissolution and continual opening o f the 

“inside”. Lloyd has written:

The outside o f  the state and the outside o f  history are the same, 

determined as irrational: beyond the pale o f each lies not only the 

unknown, but what is strictly unknowable to them.^

By calling on a Derridean unwinding o f logocentrism and an advancing towards an ever- 

opening “writing”, I will show that stage-Irishness not only performs Lloyd’s irrational

 ̂ David Lloyd Ireland After History (Cork: Cork University Press, Field Day Essays 9, 1999) p. 17 
 ̂ ibidem 

® ibidem



and unknowable, but in so doing also problematises the relation between national 

authenticity and representations o f the nation.

Just as a considerable part o f Lloyd’s project seeks to challenge historicisms that relegate 

alternative pasts to silence, so too will my work attempt to reread the flexibility o f the 

stage-Irishman against the background o f the binary readings in which it has been fixed. 

My own project has a parallel with the performance o f the stereotype in that while it 

liberated depictions o f the national from the closed ideological discourses o f colonialism 

and then (later) postcolonial nationalisms, so too will I attempt to extract the stage- 

Irishman from similarly closed historical discourses within which, I will argue, it was 

frozen when it ceased to serve any ideologically subversive or counter-hegemonic 

purpose. While a deconstructive venture as recently proposed as Lloyd’s Ireland After 

History attempts “a sketch o f the alternative terms and methods through which to shatter 

and displace the common sense o f historic ism”,’ I hope to show that this shattering and 

displacement o f  a discursive line o f historical continuity had already been long in 

evidence from the time o f the earliest appearances o f the stage-Irishman in sound cinema.

Because I locate the primary moment o f the disturbance o f the lines o f national and 

counter-national historiographies by the stage-Irishman at the juncture o f the overlap 

between representations o f Ireland on the stage and screen, my work is heavily 

circumscribed by textual analysis. Not only does this approach imply the significance o f 

theatrical and cinematic texts in their roles o f cultural and historiographical praxis, but it 

also elevates the operation o f the films analysed to a mode o f live performance, in which 

the cinematic event confronts the spectators present with its own intellectual stimulation, 

visceral engagement and “libidinous physicality”.* In this way, my thesis will 

concentrate on historical and cultural textuality not as an unchangeable, immobile artefact 

or historiographical contribution to the canon o f national defmition, but as an active 

engagement with and interactive construction o f the national subject strategically

’ ibidem, p. 1
* A phrase that I will borrow more than once from Lionel Pilkington’s writing on the Irish theatre and the 
nation in Theatre and the State in Twentieth Century Ireland: Cultivating the People  (London, N ew  York: 
Routledge, 2001)



implicated in this activity, as a powerfiil ideological practice and material political entity. 

A textual reading o f the performativity o f  stage-Irishness through and across adaptations 

o f cultural discourses such as the theatre and cinema will demonstrate that the performed 

stereotype exposes the concealed ideological operations that bind subject identification to 

the history o f the nation by national identity. My readings will not ignore the contexts in 

which the theatrical stereotype came to be reframed cinematically, but it gives 

prominence to the dialectical means by which stage-Irishness deconstructs the textual 

procedures with which histories o f the national engage and reify the subject through 

precise narrative practices. Fredric Jameson has emphasised the ideological implications 

o f the narration o f history:

History is not a text, not a narrative, master or otherwise, b u t...as an 

absent cause it is inaccessible to us except in textual form and...our  

approach to it and to the real itself necessarily passes through its 

prior textualization, its narrativization in the political unconscious.^

I will propose that the performance o f the stage-Irishman acts out and foregrounds -  with 

its adaptation and re-framing in cinema -  this textualisation and narrativisation so that 

they are no longer prior to, but contemporaneous with, the event o f spectatorship and 

might become a part o f the political consciousness. By performing the process by which 

subjects are interpolated through the national text, the staged national stereotype exposes 

nationality as contingent and in need o f performance. In Margins o f  Philosophy, Jacques 

Derrida criticises J. L. Austin’s readings o f performative and constative utterances when 

Austin marks the former as “hollow or void” in certain circumstances. Austin’s 

implication is not only that constative utterances are somehow more reliable in their 

communication, because they are contextually attached, but also that only performative 

utterances (such as an actor’s declaration o f love on stage) can be emptied o f significance 

because their context has been disturbed or discontinued. If  that were the case, the 

performative utterance o f the stage-Irishman would only serve to undermine its own 

representative position: “I am not really a representation o f Irishness.” However,



because, as Derrida has shown, all utterances are equally susceptible to ambiguities, 

instabilities and de-contextualisation, then no linguistic communication is immovable. 

The performative utterance o f the stage-Irishman becomes: “Irishness is really only ever 

a representation, and I am a part o f that national narrative.” When Austin suggests that 

language can slip into a vague situation wherein an imprecision that is out o f step with its 

performative context may take place, Derrida asks rhetorically:

[D ]oes the generality o f  the risk admitted by Austin surround  

language like a kind o f  ditch, a place o f  external perdition into which  

locution might never venture, that it might avoid by remaining at 

home, in itself, sheltered by its essence or te lo s l  Or indeed is this 

risk, on the contrary, its internal and positive condition o f  

possibility? this outside its inside? the very force and law o f  its 

emergence?'® [emphasis original]

The stage-Irish stereotype -  as performative utterance o f the national history’s necessary 

performativity -  is the “internal positive condition” o f the possibility o f  the risk o f the 

national discourse becoming “other” than itself when its protective “essence or telos" is 

destabilised. It is an ambivalent performance and admission of what Jameson has 

referred to as history’s “necessar[y passing] through its prior textualization”, and as I 

examine how it operates in the adaptation o f performance from stage to screen in a 

number o f cinematic texts I will be in effect validating discursive practices that have been 

historically marginalised. Once more echoing Lloyd’s project my work will frequently 

“find blockages and breaks” in cuhural historiographies and search “alternative terms and 

methods through which to shatter and displace the common sense o f historicism”. ‘' In 

this I will call on a number o f Derridean grammatological paradigms and apply them to 

readings o f  the relations between subjective identities and national narratives as they are 

reframed in cinematic representations.

 ̂ Fredric Jameson The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (Ithaca, New York: 
Cornell University Press, 1982) p. 35

Jacques Derrida Margins o f  Philosophy Alan Bass (trans.) (New York, London: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1982) p. 325 
" Lloyd, p. 1
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One o f the first criticisms o f textual readings o f  the national was contemporaneous with 

the earliest developments in poststructural thought, the movement that would be chastised 

frequently for its obsessive concentration on the text. It is often claimed that this 

approach operates to the detriment or disregard o f cultural and political praxis, due to its 

blinkered textual analysis. Elie Kedourie narrates the story o f an encounter between a 

Polish diplomat and a British counterpart at a social gathering in England in 1919. When 

asked by Sir Lewis Namier to explain the logic and contention behind his country’s

justification for its quest for independence at that time, the Polish politician says that his

countrymen defend the cause: “On historical principle, corrected by the linguistic 

wherever it works in our favour.”'^ Kedourie goes on to use this example for an out-and- 

out condemnation o f theoretical approaches that belabour the significance o f academic, 

political, social or cultural texts:

It is absurd to think that professors o f linguistics and collectors o f 

folklore can do the work o f statesmen and soldiers. What does

happen is that academic enquiries are used by conflicting interests to

bolster up their claims, and their results prevail only to the extent that 

somebody has the power to make them prevail.'^

More recently, Christopher Norris has been disparaging o f the excesses o f “textualism” in 

the writings o f  some academics who have used a poststructural (specifically Derridean) 

approach to postcolonial studies. Norris claims that by the reduction o f historical events 

and acts to past (and present) discourses, poststucturalism has closed history off from the 

possibility o f any coherent analysis or rational r e f l e c t i o n . H e  and a host o f other writers 

have found much o f the poststructural and postcolonial canon inaccessible and vague, 

tiresomely circular and verbose, without any sense o f progression and lacking common 

interest. With many o f these critiques directed at the work o f Homi K. Bhabha and 

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, the most extreme positions o f discord propose that the

Elie Kedourie Nationalism (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1966), p. 121 
ibidem, p. 125

''' Christopher Norris Derrida (London: Fontana Press, 1987) p. 109
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poststructural approach marks a further malign and corrupt Eurocentric colonisation of 

historiography. The same criticism that was levelled against the “Western” discourse of 

nationalism by Eastern scholars o f decolonisation such as Partha Chatterjee and Abdul 

JanMohamed is now returning against an academic movement that was hailed by some 

from its inception as liberationist. An overview o f current writing displays a strangely 

divided academic field, whereby in the collective interest o f accommodating difference 

and otherness within a universal method, diverse theoretical practices are shouldering the 

effects o f a critical neo-sectarianism: open discourses are becoming ideologically suspect 

and “othered” in the process o f their interpretation. Furthermore, as I will point out later, 

the methodologies that are challenged for emphasising the material influences and 

authority o f ideological operations in discourses are ironically being challenged and 

criticised through further textual practices. In a somewhat incongruous situation, the 

powerful performative materiality o f discourse is being mobilised to undermine the 

political implications o f  textuality, and the determination o f fiiture history by narrative 

control is ostensibly denied. Lloyd reiterates the significance o f the ideological 

deconstruction o f various narratives struggling in postcolonial states when he underlines 

that a “critique o f empirical representation and the recovery o f alternative 

conceptions...are at the core o f most postcolonial and related work”.'^ He continues by 

emphasising the inevitable importance o f discursive “claims and counter-claims” in 

postcolonial situations;

[E]ach o f  the claims is distinctly performative, in that they at one 

repeat or reiterate apparently foundational statements and in doing so  

constitute institutionally effective realities.**

This work will concentrate uniquely on the performed discursive framing o f the stage- 

Irishman in film, and will involve three interconnected sections: a theoretical reading o f 

the discursive and performative matrix that interpolates subjectivity, national identity, 

and national history; an in-depth contextualisation in explanation o f the relationship 

between the National Theatre and film projects that created a theatrical space and style in

Lloyd, p. 13
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the cinematic medium; and close analytical readings o f two blocks o f texts that 

interrogate or destabilise the performative position o f stage-Irishness.

In Chapter 1 I will examine how the nation as textual process necessarily ties the subject 

ideologically through identification to a national identity, and I will suggest how 

deconstructive readings o f this procedure o f national narration (whether colonial, anti

colonial, postcolonial, neo-colonial or otherwise) have been usefully opened by certain 

representations o f nationwe^^; in particular the performing stereotype. Arguing that the 

healthily protean nature o f national development is closed, and denied its ambivalence 

under authoritarian and repressive forces that reify subjects discursively, I will advance a 

number o f difficulties that are not always evident for the procedures o f national 

narratives, discourses and representations in the transition from colonial to postcolonial 

times. My theoretical argument continues in Chapter 2 when I will concentrate on the 

machinations and interaction o f the theatre and the cinema as two o f the predominant 

cultural channels through which discourses o f the nation pass. Once again, the discursive 

positioning o f the subject (character) within an identified national history (narrative) is 

central, but now I will show how this on-going process occupies a public space that is 

highly contested both in colonial and postcolonial times. I will call on grammatological 

concepts and relate them to diverse discursive practices o f nationality, identity and the 

representation o f both in order to demonstrate how one discursive entity (the performing 

national stereotype on film) can highlight the moments o f deconstruction o f another (the 

narrative o f the nation), at the moment when a theatricality infiltrates and disrupts the 

coherence o f a filmic system.

In Chapters 3 and 5 I will turn my attention to the historical contexts in which there 

occurred a renaissance o f  the stage-Irishman on the national stage at a time following the 

1930s tours o f America when actors from the theatre were being increasingly engaged in 

film roles. These chapters will also outline the interaction between the Abbey Theatre 

and film producers who approached the management o f the company with a view to 

establishing a working relationship based on employing the skills o f  theatre practitioners

ibidem
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in film production: some o f these proposals involved the establishment o f permanent film 

studios in Ireland. In Chapter 3, socio-ideological reasons for the re-emergence o f the 

stage-Irish stereotype are proposed in the contexts o f what was happening both at the 

theatre and in Irish society more broadly. This period ends roughly with the succession 

o f Eamon de Valera as Taoiseach by Sean Lemass, and the establishment o f Ardmore 

Studios, although the chapter will fmish just before the fire at the theatre in 1951. 

Chapter 5 will resume the historical narrative and provide contextual information for the 

analysis o f the three films from the Abbey Theatre and Emmet Dalton collaborations 

made at the new studios.

In the analytical chapters I will discus how stage-Irishness on film provides for a 

deconstruction o f the fixity and regulation o f the national narratives that ideologically 

bind the subject to a national identity. The exposure o f the unnaturalness o f these 

discourses o f the nation occurs in different ways in each o f the groups o f films bracketed. 

Chapter 4 will concentrate on John Ford’s four Ireland-based productions and considers 

how an evolution o f stage-Irishry effects and affects a meta-cinematic performativity o f 

film, in ways that are frequently associated with syntagmatic and syntactic aspects o f the 

musical. The randomness o f  the “libidinous physicality” o f  the theatrical in these films 

brings about a combination o f interactive and variable layers o f cinematic diegesis, and 

creates a performativity o f the medium that destabilises the fixity o f  its text. Effects o f 

stage-Irishness occur in the Ford films with a blatantly insincere depiction, a hyperbolic 

performance o f the performance, and an over-stated comic meta-theatricality. The 

Emmet Dalton productions analysed in Chapter 6 do not present the same degree o f 

cinematic complexity either mechanically or in their intra-diegetic play. The appearance 

o f  the stage-Irish character is reduced, and there are usually only one or two comic 

characters used as foils against the central action. The after-effect o f the character’s 

earlier appearances on screen is strongly in evidence as these films foreground a textual 

self-interrogation o f the (ideological) construction o f historical, communal, familial, 

personal and national narratives, and the complexity o f their discursive inter-dependence. 

What happens in these films, I will suggest, can only happen after the period o f 

dramatisation o f the “discursive instability” o f all national narratives, that the stage-



Irishman had already effected in the Irish films o f John Ford. I will explain how the later 

Dalton films, at a specific juncture in the development o f a national critical self- 

consciousness, display a mature self-interrogation not only o f the notions o f  (cinematic) 

representation o f narratives o f history and how they relate to discourses o f nationality, but 

also a reflection on earlier representation o f the stage-Irishman. While the Ford films 

display the “writability” o f historical discourses and narratives by framing their own 

performativity, the more technically straightforward Dalton films discuss it. There is 

recognition in the later films o f the writing o f histories -  its characters, identities and 

narratives -  and a celebration o f the possibility o f rewriting them in perpetual reiteration, 

both as they frame their theatrical performances, and as they work as commentaries on 

the theatrical texts on which they have been based.
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Chapter One
A methodological approach to reading discourses o f

the nation



1.1 The nation as text, the text as national

While the evolution of theoretical writing on the nation has tended towards increasing 

interrogation of the ideological implications of the processes of nation-making, and of the 

simultaneous and connected practices of defining the national, historiographies o f the 

nation have always themselves been concerned with a particular kind of writing. Implicit 

in, if not central to, such work is the suggestion that the nation is somehow 

simultaneously conceptualised as it is communicated. With their seminal works on 

nations and nationalism, Benedict Anderson and Ernest Gellner were the first to explain 

that a series of historical contingencies from the 18*'’ century onwards facilitated new 

methods of interaction and communication among individuals, who could then reconsider 

themselves as a collection of people “in profoundly new ways”.' For the first time the 

fabrication rather than the fabric of “nation-ness” shifted to the centre of critical 

discussions about the evolution and maintenance of nationalism, as Gellner’s project 

showed that:

Nations as a natural, God-given way o f  classifying men, as an

inherent though long-delayed political destiny [were] a myth.^

This set in place an argument that would ensure that the nation was thereafter understood 

as an “imagined community” and “the consequence of a new form of social 

organisation”, and no longer appeared u priori as an entity already waiting to be 

described. According to Anderson, developments in print capitalism readily assisted the 

recording, preservation and spread of the previously fluid and ephemeral elements of pre

industrial oral cultures, and so brought about the means by which the modem nation 

could be conceived. He emphasises throughout his text:

What, in a positive sense, made the new communities imaginable

was a half-fortuitous, but explosive, interaction between a system of

' Benedict Anderson Imagined Communities: Reflections on the origin and spread o f  Nationalism 
(London: Verso, 1983) p. 40
 ̂ Ernest Gellner Nations and Nationalism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1983) pp. 4 8 - 9
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production and productive relations (capitalism), a technology o f  

communication (print), and the fatality o f  human linguistic 

diversity.^

The reading o f the nation as process o f communication that is linguistically print-based is 

further implied by later theorists who choose to direct their attention towards the 

“senders” and “addressees”'̂  o f the national text. Grounding the vitality o f national 

sentiment in Kant’s idea o f free will and the individual’s sense o f responsibility through 

obedience to the categorical imperative, Elie Kedourie describes the French 

revolutionaries as the “senders” o f  French nationalism in the late 18*'’ century.^ Anthony 

Smith elsewhere explains where Kedourie might have found his national “addressees”:

The context... in which the example o f  the French Revolution and the 

ideals o f  the German Romantics captured the imagination o f  the 

frustrated youth, was specifically modern and European.*

A considerable number o f other writers have also emphasised the role o f youth 

movements as both receivers and activists o f the discursive ideological forces in the 

unfolding o f  national sentiment. Reasoning differently, when he calls attention to the 

capitalist ideological machinations o f the national text, Tom Nairn reads the lower classes 

as the “addressees” . For Nairn, the nation was strengthened by a number o f textual 

operations o f popular inclusion, and the development o f print capitalism and its 

consequence o f rising literacy meant the possibility o f greater popular control by the 

industrial classes. For him, as for Kedourie, the intellectuals played a vital role as patrons 

o f the national text:

 ̂ Anderson, p. 46
Terms used by Umberto Eco in “Theory o f Communicational Acts” in A Theory o f  Semiotics 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976) pp. 4 8 - 5 8  
 ̂ Elie Kedourie Nationalism (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1966) p. 58

* Anthony D. Smith “Nationalism and the Historians” in IntemationalJournal o f  Comparative Sociology 
XXXIII, 1 - 2 ,  1992, p. 68
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The New middle-class intelligentsia of nationalism had to invite the 

masses into history, and the invitation had to be written in a language 

they understood/

But to establish a binary operation in the communicative process between sender and 

receiver o f the message -  a dialectical operation that renders the nation legible -  is 

inevitably to get caught within the primary ideological trapping o f nationality: the myth 

o f origin. If the conceptualisation o f the nation can be finitely re-sourced to an 

originating event that somehow existed prior to it and gave it life, then its propulsion 

through time can be strengthened and maintained, and the nation can be justified and 

celebrated. Richard Kearney has explained the workings o f this myth in temporal terms:

Foundational myths disclose the original meaning of tradition -  

tradere -  carrying the past into the present and the present into the 

past.*

The communicated conceptualisation o f the nation refers backwards in time to deny the 

fabrication o f its own historical narrative lest its unnaturalness be discovered. By 

functioning diachronically, the myth of origin sutures impossible logical oppositions into 

a coherent, credible whole, and resolves the potentially disruptive tautological “chicken- 

and-egg” situation: which came first the nation or the national? Once Gelbier has 

claimed that nationalism “is not the awakening o f an old. latent, dormant force” but the 

material and historical consequences o f “a new form o f social organization”,  ̂ it is not 

difficult to understand the reasoning behind his conclusion: that the ideologies of 

nationalism invent nations. The nation becomes the invented text o f participants -  

comprising predominantly nationalists in Gellner’s view -  in whose minds it has been 

(re)constructed as a residue of conveniently selected historical contingencies. The 

aftermath has become an antecedent and is mythically reproduced; it embodies not only

 ̂ Tom Naim The Break-up o f Britain: Crisis and Neo-Nationalism (London: New Left Books, 1977) p. 
340
* Richard Keamey Postnationalist Ireland: Politics, Culture, Philosophy (London, New York; Routledge, 
1997) p. 109 
’ Gellner, p. 48
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justification for the existence o f the “being-proposed” nation, but also the “always 

already” o f its origin. Anthony Smith undermines the myth thus:

The nation dates from the moment o f  nationalist success: it is a 

purely modern construct and the product o f  quite modern processes 

like bureaucracy, secularisation, revolution and capitalism.'®

From another point o f view, Richard Kearney locates the origin o f the myth of the origin 

in a Kantian will, in much the same way that Kedourie had done previously, and provides 

a platform for a post-structuralist approach to considering the nation, to which I will 

return. The reciprocal origin-end, end-origin o f  his summary is central to my Derridean 

reading o f the nation as supplement and trace:

The national w ill becom es its own origin and end, with nothing 

before or after it. The com m on will o f  the nation is a justification in 

itself: it is legitimate by virtue o f  the fact that it w." [emphasis 

original]

Like Kedourie, and Ernest Renan before him, the inference is that “the will o f  the 

individual must ultimately indicate whether a nation exists or not”, ’̂  and while this lends 

a certain democratic element to the notion, what it points to is the continuing process that 

is the writing o f the nation and, by implication, to the construct that is the nation itself 

Meta-discourses are subsumed into discourses o f the nation which, according to Jean- 

Fran9ois Lyotard, “always remains in statu nascendi or moriendi, always keeping open 

the issue o f whether or not it actually exists”.'^

Furthermore, when Gellner claims that national discourses facilitate a fundamental self- 

deception through the projection o f a putative folk culture, and with the symbolism o f a

Smith, p. 67 
“ Kearney, p.22 

Kedourie, p. 80
Jean-Frangois Lyotard Peregrinations: Law, Form, Event “The Welleck Library Lectures” (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 1988) p. 39
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“healthy, pristine and vigorous” peasant (Volk) life,'"* the precise words he chooses mark 

a meta-discursive practice, and show how this (secondary) communication is implicated 

within “the formation o f most groups, large and small”. T h e  words “projection” and 

“symbolism” underscore a double-articulation implying paradoxically that the origin only 

becomes so after the fact, and that what is initially conceived (pre-projection or prior to 

symbolic representation) is grasped a posteriori as primary and original.

From this it can be seen that the communicative “writing” o f the nation is a procedure 

that dialectically connects chronologically separate aspects under a single, credibly 

complete discursive system. This process fiinctions diachronically by binding addressee 

to addresser (“sender”), the supposed progress o f modernity to tradition, the young to the 

old, and history to origin. It simultaneously fiinctions synchronically, bringing together 

each o f these correlations under a broader structure, by continually creating and 

recreating a narrative fi-amework in which the social individual (“character”) is bound to 

a collective identity (“story”). Consequently, the nation may be best understood as a 

textual process o f ever-evolving invention and re-invention, designation and re

designation, narration and re-narration. Not only does this imply that the “nation being 

written” is susceptible to ideological interventions, such as may operate through 

historiographies, nationalisms and colonialisms, but it also highlights the fact that the 

nation, as discursive process, can only ever take form through ideological intercession. 

The narrative practice that necessarily facilitates national representation is unavoidably 

ideologically interested. The nation-as-projected, therefore, is eminently susceptible to 

political manipulation by any o f the ideological interests mentioned here precisely 

because it is an ever-evolving process, and not the closed, fixed, and permanent product it 

must appear to us as. The nation is not simply written, it is an actual act o f writing, and 

there is no writing about the nation that exists outside o f  the defining process that is the 

nation. Paraphrasing Jacques Derrida, we may say: il n ’y  a pas de hors-nation.

Gellner, p. 57  
ibidem , p. 53
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1.2 The ideological consequences of the nation as process of “being written”

To appreciate fully the implications o f this claim it is necessary to broaden the notion of 

“writing” in order to accommodate the useful grammatological approach advanced by 

Derrida to a reading o f the nation. Pointing out that the word “language” was once used 

to explain “action, movement, thought, reflection, consciousness, unconsciousness, 

experience, affectivity, etc.”,'^ he goes on to explain that:

we say “writing” for all that gives rise to an inscription in general, 

whether it is literal or not and even if  what it distributes in space is 

alien to the order o f the voice: cinematography, choreography, o f 

course, but also pictorial, musical, sculptural “writing” .'^

Hence, the nation writes itself, and is written, through a variety o f “voices”, o f which 

Jeffrey Richards offers a sizeable list:

flags, anthems, parades, coinage, passports, war memorials, folklore, 

museums, oaths, popular heroes and heroines, fairytales, national 

recreations, legal procedures, educational practices and military 

codes.'*

In the context o f Ireland, Desmond Fennell has proposed a concise listing o f some o f the 

manifestations o f such historical “institutions, events, symbols and ceremonies”.'^ 

Among others noted in his work, he mentions:

Arthur G riffith’s Sinn Fein, D. P. M organ’s The Leader, the Abbey 

Theatre, the Gaelic League, [and] the Catholic Church.^”

Jacques Derrida O f Grammatology Gayatri Spivak (trans.) (Baltimore, London: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1976) p. 9 

ibidem, p. 9
** Jeffrey Richards Films and British National Identity: from Dickens to Dad’s Army (Manchester, New 
York: Manchester University Press, 1997) p. 2 
”  ibidem
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Commenting on the potential allegorical writing o f a nation, Luke Gibbons concentrates 

on the agrarian protests and secret society operations o f such subversive anti-colonial 

groups as the Whiteboys, Mummers, Strawboys, Lady Clare boys, and the Molly 

Maguires.^' The present textual consideration o f the nation also by necessity infiltrates 

other “Irish” meta-theoretical essays, so that works in the field o f cultural studies such as 

Writing Ireland (Cairns & Richards; 1988), Inventing Ireland (Kiberd; 1996), Translating 

Ireland (Cronin; 1996), Representing Ireland (Shaw Sailer; 1986), Screening Ireland 

(Pettitt; 2000), Reinventing Ireland (Gibbons, et al.; 2002) and even, somewhat 

ironically. Deconstructing Ireland (Graham, 2001) become in themselves the extension 

and expansion o f “Ireland” into the body o f the work, despite the apparent a posteriori, 

descriptive nature o f the titles.

These texts consciously or unconsciously recreate the mental, geographical, cultural, 

social, historical or political landscapes o f Ireland even as they purport to consider their 

states with degrees o f objective detachment. However, they are predominantly non-self- 

reflexive and as they presuppose a certain analytical distance regarding the fictions they 

use as primary texts for criticism, the extent to which they play a role in the composition 

o f the history o f the canon o f “national narratives” is concealed. As a part o f her project, 

Linda Hutcheon attempts to disturb the boundaries between historical and fictional 

writing generally, that are also maintained in the works listed above. However, in doing 

so, she exposes one o f the essential differences between historical fictions and the writing 

o f the nation, in its involvement of what 1 have called “a narrative framework in which 

the social individual (“character”) is bound to a collective identity (“story”)” . When 

Hutcheon uses the theoretical work of Fredric Jameson to challenge the concept o f pure, 

transcendental, linear and objective historical writing, she problematises the notion by 

pointing to self-conscious fictional documentaries that undermine the credibility o f  the 

history that they narrate, even while they offer its authenticity. She explains: 

“postmodern writing...has taught us that both history and fiction are discourses.

Desmond Fennell State o f  the Nation; Ireland since the Sixties (Dublin: Ward River Press, 1984) p. 39 
Luke Gibbons “Identity without a Centre: Allegory, History and Irish Nationalism” in 

Transformations in Irish Culture (Cork: Cork University ftess , Field Day Essays, 1996) pp. 1 3 4 - 4 7
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that... constitute systems o f signification by which we make sense o f the past.”^̂  Before 

she points to the active realisation and construction o f history by the text, and the 

capability o f some texts to undermine the authenticity o f history, she evokes the term 

“historiographic metafiction” to denote specific texts that expose their own processes o f 

creating history. In a gesture that underscores the approach to reading the nation as 

textual procedure that I have argued above, she notes the tendency in postmodern works 

to reinstall “historical contexts as significant and even determining” by highlighting the 

fact that:

the meaning and shape are not in the events, but in the system s which 

make those past “events” into present historical “facts”.̂  ̂ [emphasis 

original]

What is remarkable, but not surprising, about Hutcheon’s chapter “Historicizing the 

Postmodern: the Problematizing o f History”, is the absence o f any reference to a 

hermeneutics o f the text that might prioritise the interpretive role o f a subject reader. 

With her emphasis on history as text, and text as history, it is only to be expected that she 

would espouse the poststructuralist notion o f the subject as fragmented, decentred and 

contradictory, and as much a “subject in process” as the history on which she is 

concentrating. I f  her historiographic metafictions have the capacity to undermine their 

own structuring, then their subjects are rendered external in the process. Simply put: the 

text embodies its self-doing and undoing, regardless o f  the presence o f an interpreting 

subject, which is constructed beyond the perimeters o f  the text. This characteristic o f 

Hutcheon’s historiographic metafictions bears similarity to textual operations that 

constitute the nation, but with one difference that inverts the latter operation. Whereas in 

order for Hutcheon’s definition to endure, the historiographic metafiction must expel and 

fragment the subject, the national text operates on the contrary by reinstating and reifying 

it. The subject o f  the national text -  the subject o f  the text that we may now call the 

nation -  is constructed simultaneously with the nation, within the nation, and through a

Linda Hutcheon A Poetics o f  Postmodernism: history, theory, fiction  (New York, London: Routledge, 
1988) p. 89 

ibidem
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particular relationship to the nation, and this engages the reader in a very specific way. 

Subjects are interpolated by discourses that bind the individual to the national (the 

historical and historiographical “collective” narratives) through discursive practices o f 

identity and identification.

So synchronised is the relationship between the nation and the subject as ever-evolving 

and unfolding textual processes, and such is their mutual reliance, that their intersection 

provides the most durable platform on which identity and identification may be 

constructed, negotiated, fought for and regulated. The nation is a narrative process that 

binds spatial and temporal elements into a necessarily fixed state, by the repossession of 

memory. Having explained that memory is inextricably bound with the notion of 

identity, in an article on cinema and the nation, Susan Hayward takes her cue from 

Anthony Smith and notes “nations are a product o f a territorialisation o f memory”.̂ '* As 

its most vociferous -  and perhaps directly implicated -  ideological associate, the 

“fiindamentally unstable discourse”^̂  that is nationalism frequently exposes its 

problematic attempts to colonise abstract space and time for the nation. Gerry Smith 

notes this (useful) instability:

As a set o f  political and cultural prescriptions it is characterised by 

the drive towards coherence and consistency, yet it cannot help 

revealing at all times an inability to ground the nation in secure 

temporal and /  or spatial co-ordinates.^^

Above all else, the primary ideological discourse o f the nation -  nationalism -  facilitates 

the mythical organisation o f time, space and protagonist into a comprehensible and 

seamless linear narrative. The national “past” is an essential component:

Susan Hayward “Framing National Cinemas” in Cinema and Nation Mette Hjort & Scott Mackenzie 
(eds.) (London, New Yoric: Routledge, 2000) p. 90

Gerry Smyth Decolonisation and Criticism: the Construction o f  Irish Literature (London, Sterling, 
Virginia: Pluto Press, 1998) p. 13 

ibidem, pp. 1 3 - 1 4
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Past contingencies...are appropriated by the contemporary nation by 

mythically expanding the nation into a transhistorical, and thus 

eternal reality.^^

Within the hegemonic discourses o f colonialism, the historical and national narratives o f 

the controlled people are continually reiterated in a position o f subordination. One of the 

primary ways o f maintaining the inferior position o f the colonised is through the process 

o f strategic essentialism. As a form of racialism, it works by the discursive justification 

for the categorisation o f peoples, who are subsequently and simultaneously essentialised 

as “other” and “second-rate”. One of the clearest manifestations o f a colonising strategic 

essentialism is the regeneration and preservation o f a stereotypical national image -  an 

immediately accessible, easily characterised and inflexible representation o f supposed 

national attributes -  and this is upheld through ideological and textual power practices. 

Because o f this ideological colonisation o f national identity narratives, the configurations 

o f dominance are more readily sustained, however before considering the effect o f this on 

the emerging post-colonial nation it will be necessary to examine the relationship 

between the identity o f the individual and the national narrative in the first instance. As 

Edward Said has explained, perhaps the most widespread ideological, material and 

oppressive possession and impregnation o f narratives o f the national over the last 300 

years has been the Imperial project; one from which national extraction has been heavily 

contested this century.^*

1.3 Ideologies o f identities o f the national

Because the nation is reflected and refracted through an intricate hierarchy o f  cultural 

discourses, and because the individual’s relationship to any number o f these is contingent 

and changeable, national identity is a variable element that subordinates its owai 

ambivalence through the operations o f “projection” and “symbolisation” -  terms used by

Karin Liebhart (etal.) The Discursive Construction o f  National Identity Angelika Hirsh & Richard 
Mitten (trans.) (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1988) p. 1

Edward W. Said Culture and Imperialism (London: Vintage Books, 1993)
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Ernest Gellner (mentioned above). Its predominant susceptibility is to that o f ideological 

exploitation and it comes not from the changeability and constant flux o f its texts, but 

from the hermeneutic and rationalistic application o f “meaning” to the same texts. As 

Stuart Hall elaborates on the concept o f national culture as discourse, he brings together 

the notions o f national identity and meaning in a significant way:

National cultures construct identities by producing meanings about 

‘the nation’ with which we can identify', these are contained in the 

stories which are told about it, memories which connect its present 

with its past, and images which are constructed of it.^  ̂ [emphasis 

original]

The ostensibly innocuous word “meanings” in the quotation from Hall, to which he draws 

no particular attention either here or later in his text, is central to the problem o f how the 

narratives o f nation become exposed to and exploited by different hegemonic practices. 

“Meaning”, and all that it exemplifies in its post-Enlightenment ramifications on 

positivistic sciences, teleological historiographies, and rationalist and empirical 

philosophies, counteracts the textual opermess and congeals the unending evolution that 

has characterised the usefully unrestricted attribute o f “nation as discourse”. These 

adaptable and adapting traits are largely responsible for the protean nature o f nations and 

how they have been imagined and reinvented, but their defencelessness in the face o f 

ideological intrusion is clearly manifest in discourses surrounding national identity and 

relationships, as is exposed in the following quotation:

The discursive construction of national identity revolves around the 

three temporal areas o f the past, the present and the fiiture. In this 

context, origin, continuity/tradition, transformation, (essentialist) 

timelessness and anticipation are important ordering criteria. Spatial,

Stuart Hall “The Question o f  Cultural Identity” in Modernity: An Introduction to Modern Societies 
Stuart Hall, David Held, Don Hubert & Kenneth Thompson (eds.) (Cambridge, Massachusetts, Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1996) p. 613
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territorial, and local d im ensions...are likew ise significant in this 

discursive construction o f  national identity.^®

Denis-Constant Martin also deals with the issue o f the susceptibility o f “subjective” 

identities as identifications o f national discourses to ideological contamination, and 

stresses the fact that it is because national narrative identity is “open-ended” that it is at 

risk.^' The modes o f different ideological apparatuses infuse the text o f the nation with 

meaning by interpolating the individual through discourses surrounding identity. The 

ideological voices o f any number o f bodies may percolate through the nation on a variety 

o f social, political, cultural or academic levels: nationally or internationally. In the Irish 

context examples o f the former include the ideological positions o f the Gaelic Athletic 

Association, the National Theatre, Radio Telefis Eireann, Sinn Fein and Fianna Fail, 

while some instances o f the latter are Nationalism, Republicanism, Catholicism, Euro- 

scepticism and pro-Americanism. Neither are these ideological operations utterly distinct 

from one another or immune from cross-fertilisation, nor is the individual impervious to 

or conscious o f effect by any number o f them. Moreover, and paradoxically, it is only 

through the supplementary utility o f  these discourses that the narrative connection of 

identity and the nation can become. A position o f tautological concatenation occurs in 

which discourses that render the individual’s identification with the nation (national 

identity) can only come to be through their interpolation by other hegemonic discourses, 

which simultaneously write and obscure them. Pierre Bourdieu has vsritten:

Through classification system s... inscribed in law, through 

bureaucratic procedures, educational structures and social 

rituals...the state moulds mental structures and im poses common  

principles o f  vision and division ...A nd it thereby contributes to the 

construction o f  what is com m only designated as national identity.

Liebhart, p. 26
Denis-Constant Martin “The Choices o f  Identity” Social Identities 1:1 1995 p. 8 
Pierre Bourdieu “Rethinking the State: Genesis and Structure of the Bureaucratic Field” Sociological 

Theory 12:1 1994 p. 78
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It is largely because o f  this last operational attribute o f the parasitic nature o f such 

ideological discourses as nationalism, colonialism or post-colonialism on the nation (as 

text) that two misconceptions come about. Firstly, the possibility that the nation may be 

understood as text in its own right is subordinated to broader studies o f its cultural 

components as independent artefacts and contexts. The result is a tendency to use top 

down approaches in order to delineate what is national by presupposing an idea o f the 

nation even before the definition has begun. In spite o f the fact that the tautological 

position o f all national classification is inescapable, the problem in this instance is that it 

goes frequently unmentioned. Secondly, the idea o f the nation as text (when recognised) 

is conflated with nationalism, so that when the latter comes under criticism, the 

implication is that the former has been proven untenable also.

In one such instance, Susan Hayward sets out to prove certain constrictive practices o f 

defining the nation or its analysed elements that blind people to its ideological operations, 

and restrict alterity and openness. Speaking of its “closed discursive circles” and “self 

referential circles”, she equates the idea o f nation with the ideological movement o f 

nationalism:

The nation for its part is defined as a social and cultural community 

and yet it is one that must comply with the state. Nationalist 

discourses around culture work to forge the I ink... the state is 

founded in the nation and the nation is constituted as the state.^^

The irony here is that this kind o f definitional writing, as a meta-critical discourse, does 

as much to congeal the idea o f the nation, as does the very nationalism with which it is 

being indelibly associated. The deceptive conclusion that ensues from any premise 

working within the same logic as the one above is a condemnation of all discursive 

practices that make the nation a perceptible reality. Accordingly, Hayward concludes:

Hayward, pp. 89 -  90
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As a historical subject, the nation becom es itse lf a self-regarding 

concept/object, displaying a narcissism that conceals what really is at 

stake, namely practices  o f  power and knowledge.^"' [emphasis 

original]

Having separated national discourse from nationalism and having explained that both are 

polymorphous and protean, it becomes easier to show that nationalism is but one of 

several hegemonic discursive practices that compete for the narrative space o f national 

identity. In reference to the work by Tzvetan Todorov on nationalism(s), Gerry Smith 

describes the contradictions inherent in various understandings o f the nation as a real and 

fictional, spatial and temporal entity that is open to territorial struggle. He portrays

the modern nation as an ongoing amalgam o f  the cultural and civic  

discourses that are basic to human existence, discourses which are 

historically and theoretically distinguishable but which took an 

inexorable turn towards identification during the eighteenth 

century.^’

The nation is therefore plagued by another paradox: its most constructive attributes are 

what make it most susceptible to ideological insemination, fixity and permanence. Its 

open narrative and protean nature, its dependence on mediation, and its striving for 

concrete depiction as prerequisite, all leave it vulnerable to appropriation. Quoting 

Foucault’s well-known dictum, “discourse is the power to be seized”,̂  ̂David Cairns and 

Shaun Richards clarify:

If culture is the site on which the struggle for hegemony takes place, 

then discourses are the primary cultural means through which 

individuals becom e subjects.

ibidem 
Smyth, p. 11
David Caims & Shaun Richards Writing Ireland: colonialism, nationalism and culture (Manchester: 

Manchester University Press, 1988) p. 16
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In the case o f Ireland -  or any other in which the national discourses have been subsumed 

into the grand narrative o f colonialism -  subjects o f the national text must find ways o f 

re-establishing a discursive elasticity without falling prey to essentialist, positivistic 

systems o f inclusion and exclusion that are motivated by the same hegemonic practices of 

concealment o f power structures that were operating through the oppressive regime. This 

need not imply an out-and-out rejection o f the “dominant” discourse, or the necessity o f 

its subversion, but a realisation that the solution may always already be in operation in 

the national text, and awareness o f the fact that even concession to the imperial force as 

“dominant” may prolong submission to it. While his book Postnationalist Ireland is less 

predicative than suggestive, less a description o f than a concession to fiiture possibilities, 

Richard Kearney is not as pessimistic as other postcolonial Irish theorists about the 

means o f reinvigoration and reopening o f the national text. Kearney suggests that one 

way out o f the atavistic abuses o f national history, and an escape from the acts o f 

violence surrounding and motivated by nationalism is the realisation that it is within 

every individual’s capacity to contribute to the heahhily continual re-designation o f what 

it is that comprises the nation.^*

In order to consider the way an ideological infiltration may occur, as colonisation o f the 

national text, it will be necessary to concentrate on the idea o f identity as the nexus 

between “centripetal” and “centrifugal” discourses o f the nation. Writing about the 

national identity as a fixed “invariant core, or centre”,̂  ̂Eugene O’Brien has summoned 

these terms to evoke the way in which an otherwise open discourse such as nation, 

becomes fixed ideologically around centres o f identity and identification. One o f the 

primary focal points o f this textual fastening is the national stereotype, and it is one that 

is both central to the discursive operations o f the colonial project and to the mechanical 

reproductions o f national identity on stage and screen as they will be considered in this 

thesis.

”  ibidem, p. 15 
Kearney, p. 69
Eugene O ’Brien The Question o f  Irish Identity in the Writings o f  William Butler Yeats and James Joyce 

(Lewiston, Queenston, Lampeter: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1998) p. 5
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1.4 Colonising national identity

I have already outlined the procedures through which a nation as association of 

individuals endures the multi-faceted alterations of history by maintaining a discursive 

continuity and singularity. I have detailed the ways in which this temporal endurance 

succeeds by tying receiver to sender, youth to old age, progress to tradition, and the 

narratives of history to an originary annunciation. I have suggested that the overall 

framework within which this operation occurs is the ideological binding of subject to 

national identity through identification. In this section I will deal with the effects of a 

disempowering colonial ideological discourse that upsets the causality o f this binding to 

replace it with a “naturalness” o f its own.

Residues of Friedrich Nietzsche’s theoretical writing, as it diverges from perspectives o f 

Western Enlightenment thought by rejecting the myths of pure origin and teleological 

progress may be found in the anti-rationalist writing of Jacques Derrida and Michel 

Foucault. Nietzsche criticised all means by which understanding or definition of the self 

was achieved by deliberate omission of the other, and he made reference to what he 

considered to be the ethically and ontologically problematic premises of the Cartesian 

cogito. Descartes’ epistemology worked to formulate an understanding of the self, which 

ultimately operated by perverse and necessary omission of the other. Almost a century 

later Michel Foucault described a change from the pre-classical to classical episteme: he 

showed that ways of epistemological classification before the 16th century were based on 

structures of similarity and resemblance, whereas afterwards methods of discrimination 

and differentiation were preferred.'**’ Arguing that advances made in technologies of 

navigation, which facilitated the expansion of global travel and exploration and 

ultimately resulted in broader international reportage, he demonstrated that scientific 

cataloguing of people and places was becoming ever more a documentation of 

“otherness”.'*’

Michel Foucault The Order o f  Things (London; Tavistock Press, 1970)
Foucault’s writing on Descartes has not gone unchallenged by Derrida, but the details o f the latter’s 

address to Foucault over his reading of the “Cogito and the History o f Madness” need not detain us here.
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As military expansion strengthened colonial development and reinforced the broad 

geographical domination o f the British Empire, the epistemological shift outlined by 

Foucault is one factor that might be used to explain the growing tendency among 

travelogues to move consciously from describing “otherness”, to a mode o f prescriptive 

“othering”. New frontiers were created along which contrasting cultures met, and 

became knowable by varying methods o f documentation. To be understood (made 

comprehensible) was to be channelled through discursive fields: to be recreated as object 

for the subject controller o f the discourse. This action empowered the writer by assuring 

his dominant perspective o f control as much as by freezing the discursive position o f the 

objectified people. For Antonio Gramsci, sites o f cultural discourse assist a society in an 

evolutionary process to a state o f critical self-consciousness, and provide means o f 

identification that facilitate perspectives o f group identity that are beneficial only when 

open to alterity, changeability and flexibility.'*^ This inscribed variability and 

inconsistency prevent ideologically fixed essentialisms from surrounding and solidifying 

identity, and serve to expose all textual analyses and interpretation as vulnerable to 

appropriation. This demonstrates at the same time that discourses are the principal arena 

for cultural counter-hegemonic struggle. It is the practice o f the coloniser to represent the 

colonised as inferior and justify this inferiority -  already a justification for colonisation -  

by fixing and closing the dialectical processes o f subjects’ identification with the nation 

that would otherwise have been open and protean.

Much o f Foucault’s project is based on specific “othering” through discursive strategies 

based on a power / knowledge dialectic. However, it is by the establishment o f an 

“other” -  specifically opposed to the self -  that the controller, himself, comes to be 

defined, and this renders problematic the position o f the dominant “writer” on two 

accounts. Firstly, it inaugurates him in a position within the discourse as fixed as the 

other he has recognised, and secondly, it binds him to that other often as a necessary 

component for self-definition. The danger is that for any culture, nation, or identity to

See Jacques Derrida Writing and Dijference Alan Bass (trans.) (London, New York: Routledge, 2001) 
pp. 36 -  76

Antonio Gramsci Selections from the Prison Notebooks Quentin Hoare & Geoffrey Nowell Smith (eds. 
& trans.) (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1971)
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exist as homogenous, separate, and continuous, exposure to and interaction with what is 

deemed to be an “unlike” culture is essential. This is not a fixed state, but one needing to 

be re-written continually because o f the fact that perspectives o f the “se lf’ and the 

“other”, and the identities they maintain, are in constant flux. Ironically, the same action 

o f discursive representation that empowers the speaker also demonstrates the 

impossibility o f his guaranteeing a stable identity in any way but discursively. Noting, 

in another specific context, the discursive power positions devised and maintained by 

Orientalism, Edward Said has written:

the construction o f  identity...involves the construction o f opposites 

and ‘others’ whose actuality is always subject to the continuous 

interpretation and reinterpretation o f their differences from us.'*̂

If  there is any possibility at all o f the undermining o f the colonial discourse -  or any other 

ideologically frozen identity discourse -  particularly by destabilising the stereotype, it 

will not be extra-textual. There needs to occur a retrieval o f  the moments o f instability 

and open “utterability” that existed before the fixing and sealing o f the discursive 

identity, so that the latter may be destabilized.

Certain sections o f Homi K. Bhabha’s writing on colonial and post-colonial discourses 

concur with positions held and developed by Edward Said and Franz Fanon. The means 

by which the dominant discursive practices comc to empower the speaker is by 

establishing a supposedly natural difference in some Other, and by simultaneously 

disavowing and disempowering that difference by blocking it within the discourse. By 

this action, “identity” is re-sourced to the moment o f annunciation, and its otherness 

becomes a closed paradigmatic category o f the discursive field. Differences and 

discruninations are bound in an apparatus that works through procedures o f 

hierarchisation, by holding the various possibilities in place. Referring to the Western 

textualisation o f Orientalism, Said has emphasised the “median category”,'*'̂  the space in 

the discourse which encapsulates the possibility o f  positioning something that is, at once,

Edward W. Said Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979, Afterword, 1994) p. 331 -  2
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strange and familiar, mysterious and knowable. For Bhabha, the empowered ideological 

text closes off this prospect by use o f realist narratives: discourses whose productivity 

and effects become invisible within their broader “recognizable totality”.'*̂

However, at this point Bhabha departs from the theoretical positions o f the earlier writers, 

and rejects the oppositions o f polarity that the texts o f Said and Fanon presuppose and 

maintain in their discussions o f colonial discourses. Rather than holding the coloniser 

and colonised in a distinct binary relationship, Bhabha explains the mechanics o f the 

colonial discourse through the maintenance o f the stereotype, which he claims is a form 

o f “multiple and contradictory belief’/^  By reference to Lacanian developments on the 

primal scene o f Imaginary identification, Bhabha holds that the operation o f the 

stereotype is similar to that o f the fetish, which marks the primal moment o f recognition 

o f difference and the simultaneous, anxious disavowal o f the same. His summary o f this 

position is one of the more lucid developments in the extract, and it is worth quoting in its 

entirety:

It is precisely these tw o forms o f  identification that constitute the 

dominant strategy o f  colonial power exercised in relation to the 

stereotype which, as a form o f  multiple and contradictory belief, 

gives knowledge o f  difference and simultaneously disavows or 

masks it. Like the mirror phase ‘the fu llness’ o f  the stereotype -  its 

image as identity -  is always threatened by lack."*̂

As a discursive function o f the colonial narrative, the stereotype can be considered 

syntactically as both metaphor and metonym. Its metaphorical aspect is evident through 

an examination o f the basic shorthand essentialist paradigms at work in any stereotypical 

depiction. Above all else the stereotype acts through temporal and spatial reductionism, 

concisely depicting the complex and variable with simplistic mediation by the stable and 

knowable. Furthermore, because it uses mechanisms with the regeneration o f fixed

ibidem
Homi K. Bhabha The Location o f  Culture (London: Routledge, 1994) p. 71 
ibidem, a phrase which recurs frequently throughout the essay
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images and identities similar to those which can be seen to be proliferating throughout the 

broader discourse (colonial, national, etc.) the isolated example o f the stereotype can be 

read as an adequate metonym for the overall process o f  ideological fixity in the discourse. 

Effectively, the stereotype, like the fetish, works metaphorically and metonymically by 

demonstrating the reconstitution o f difference and then masking its “alterity” by denying 

discursive differance. The stereotype performs a negation o f differance. It is my 

contention that the possibility o f disturbing the means o f ideological stereotj^^ical 

narration is available to any minor party in a situation o f colonial exchange. Bhabha 

suggests a possible first step in the process:

the recognition and disavowal o f  ‘difference’ is always disturbed by

the question o f  its re-presentation or construction.'**

To follow on from this, there must occur a performance o f this instant o f the negation o f 

differance that leads to the establishment o f difference. There have been many examples 

from cultural texts representing “Irishness” that demonstrate such an interrogative use o f 

the prescribed Irish image by the Irish themselves, and one o f the most frequently to have 

been performed or described in literature has been the stage-Irishman.

An unsettling o f the accepted stereotype is brought about by reopening the flexibilities o f 

the subject and object positions in the (colonial) discourse, and works in two stages. 

Firstly, the image is deliberately embraced, in a mimicry that ensures the confiision o f the 

stability o f the representation. This adoption marks equally the impossibility o f relying 

on the text for depth and singularity o f identity and origin, and undermines the possibility 

o f essentialist truth claims based on textual rationality. Secondly, the intruding writer 

(performer) intentionally exaggerates the image that has been seized by framing the 

textual performance o f “otherness” that was a part o f the operation o f the dominant 

discourse. This facilitates the re-establishing o f  differance as a helpfully protean element 

o f the “identity before identification” by exposing the processes o f identification that hold 

the individual within the national narrative as being without origin, unstable and utterly

ibidem, p. 77
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performative. As the set characteristics which came to connote ‘Irishness’ in 

iconographic and symbolic form were perennially recreated, two important movements 

emerged as significant in the history o f representation o f Ireland and the Irish, and both 

occur at different periods o f development o f the stage-Irishman. These moments are the 

clearest examples o f the possibility o f rejuvenating the instability o f the stereotype as a 

discursive formulation o f the coloniser. Now I will consider the historical evolution of 

representations o f the Irish on the English stage, before examining the postcolonial 

performance o f Irishness on stage and screen, and the relevance o f this mode o f national 

identity framing for emerging postcolonial identification narratives.

1.5 The Irish colonial stereotype

I have described the validation o f the theories o f Foucault’s distinction between the pre- 

classical and classical epistemes, as the “documentation o f otherness” and the rendering 

different o f the Other. It is appropriate now to concentrate on precise examples o f the 

“strategic essentialising” that were evident in some o f the colonial narratives concerned 

with Irish identity, which marked the discursive process o f domination o f which Ben 

Agger has written in the colonial construction o f “others as less valuable than members of 

the dominant centre”.''  ̂ A few examples from English writing on Ireland from both 

periods suffice to present the kind o f thinking about Ireland and the Irish that might have 

had considerable influence in circles o f power. The 1422 Parliamentary Rolls o f England 

state:

manslaughters, murders, felonies, rapes, robberies, riots and other

misdeeds which have been committed afresh by persons repairing to

Oxford, some o f  whom are liege subjects o f the King born in Ireland,

ibidem, p. 81
Ben Agger Critical Social Theories (Oxford: Westview Press, 1998) p. 50
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and the others who are no lieges o f  his but enem ies to our land, the 

King and his realm, called wylde Irissmen [sic].^“

and continue in a similar tone to the conclusion:

all Irish should be voided from this Kingdom or be imprisoned, save 

graduates or men with benefices or those born o f  one English parent 

or with English w ives.’ ’

Even before generalisations are considered, the document is notable for the belief in the 

possibility o f Irish social assimilation into England, albeit through very particular 

circumstances deemed legitimately tenable. By the time Edmund Spenser wrote Faerie 

Queen and View o f  the Present State o f  Ireland in the late-1500s, and Charles Kingsley 

was writing some centuries later around 1860, the influence o f Calvinist thought which 

separated humanity into those who were to be saved and those to be damned, had left the 

Irish, in the eyes o f later writers on unequal terms. By then, the most outstanding 

accounts depicted the natives in varying degrees o f degeneracy, describing them 

frequently as incapable o f integration on any account, other than as base servants to the 

superior race. Clearly failing to find any adequate means o f visual differentiation, 

examples o f which were abundant when classifying “otherness” in the Empire’s African 

colonies, Charles Kingsley went to descriptive extremes when writing on his experiences 

in Ireland:

I am haunted by the human chimpanzees I saw  along that hundred 

miles o f  horrible country...But to see white chim panzees is dreadful, 

i f  they were black, one would not feel it so much, but their skins, 

except where tanned by exposure are as pale as ours.’^

quoted by G. C. Duggan in The Stage Irishman (London, New York, Toronto: Longman’s, Green & 
Co., 1937) p. 166 

ibidem
Francis E. Kingsley (ed.) Charles Kingsley, His Letters and Memoirs o f  His Life, vol. I ll  (London: 

Macmillan & Co., 1901) p. I l l



The scopic discrimination o f this example brings to mind Franz Fanon’s story o f  the 

young girl who in fear o f the black man whom she has just seen, turns her gaze back to 

her mother saying: “Look, a Negro...Mama, see the Negro! I’m frightened.”^̂  In 

marking otherness by means o f racial differentiation in this way, the other is removed 

from a possible position o f discursive control and is inscribed within the immovable field 

o f that discourse. It is necessary for the colonial force to reiterate with regularity the 

position o f its people as superior and pure, and maintain the colonised in a position of 

political and cultural subordination. Whether in political or theatrical texts the recurrence 

o f certain images o f Ireland and the Irish served this purpose with varying degrees o f 

subtlety. Against the ordered, civilised and dominant English, literary records of 

“Irishness” portray a characterisation o f all that was abject; thus being deemed “not” 

English by nature in the process. David Cairns and Shaun Richards claim:

From the late 16* century, products which celebrated the supremacy 

o f  Englishness were based upon difference and discrimination and 

ensured that the positional superiority o f  the English was produced 

through the ‘otherness’ and inferiority o f  alien peoples o f  which the 

Irish were one.^

An extreme position has been recently outlined by Stephen Howe which seeks to 

undermine any generalisations made to justify the homogeneity o f a widespread, coherent 

and forcefully intentional colonial strategy based on a series o f literary texts from any 

period.^^ Critical postcolonial theorists, according to Howe, fall frequently into the trap 

o f assuming a priori, that every text or discourse represented what was a stringent 

ubiquitous colonial regime. On the contrary, he argues, a sense o f colonial discourse is 

only actually being legitimised in hindsight, by reference to a diverse, but insubstantial, 

range o f critical quotations and dispersed references. Howe seems to acknowledge the 

poststructural textual authority and ubiquity [“II n’y a pas de hors-nation”] by suggesting

Franz Fanon Black Skin, White Masks (New York: Grove Press, 1967)
Cairns & Richards, p. 7
Stephen Howe Ireland and Empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) The chapter most relevant 

to my current discussion is “Colonialism, Criticism and Cultural Theory” [pp. 107 ~ 147], I will expand
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that colonialism is being written into history by postcolonial writing yet, paradoxically, 

he presumes to occupy a position o f safer, more objective, exteriority when he fails to 

acknowledge that his own writing is also (re)creating an historical narrative, in what 

happens to be a neo-colonial review o f academic writing on Irish society, culture and 

history. Unlike the Irish historian J. J. Lee, Howe would probably not concede much 

historical credence to the literary canon, and may well question Lee’s comment while 

writing on the “facts” o f emigration in Ireland in the 1940s: “It is to the writers the 

historian must turn, as usual, for the larger truth.”^̂

What Howe fails to address is that element o f colonial operations -  regardless o f the 

absence o f any evidence o f a coherent plan o f attack -  that sought to justify, in a broad 

number o f ways, its own legitimacy. Within the colonial reality -  a reality that Howe 

refers to as “a patchwork quilt”^̂  -  cultural mediations became outlets for critical voices 

on both sides o f the Irish Sea. Such expressions in texts as have been found by 

postcolonial theorists concentrating on Ireland serve often to demonstrate the reiteration, 

which maintained the power divide: it did not act as a sub-unit o f a greater ideological 

drive, nor did it occur with enough frequency or homogeneity to be allotted a hegemonic 

standing, but in historical hindsight the effect o f any o f these texts was evident. (This is 

the case even if their inspiration, authoritative reliability, audience reached and ultimate 

achievement are, or will always remain, unquantifiable or unknown.) The on-going 

requirement o f this otherness, and the necessity for its perpetual description may never 

have been monolithic and cannot be cited as a primary operation o f colonial discourse, 

nonetheless, the concretised symbolic form that so many representative texts took -  

particularly in fiction -  was the stereotype. An immediately recognisable shorthand 

facilitating categorisation o f  sameness and difference along political, racial, social or 

cultural axes, the stereotype was capable o f retaining permanence within flexibility, in a 

unique operation o f colonial discourse which Homi Bhabha identifies as “the process of

my analysis and debate regarding the substance of this chapter by tying Howe’s lines of thought into my 
own work, at a later stage.

J. J. Lee Ireland I9I2 —1985: politics and society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) p. 
384
”  ibidem, p. 110
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ambivalence”.^  ̂ Before analysing how this ambivalence becomes problematised by 

performance in post-colonial representations, it will be necessary to outline the 

background o f the development o f the Irish national stereotype within colonial 

discourses. This will entail a consideration o f the historical context in which that 

performing entity -  the stage-Irishman -  developed.

1.6 The stage-Irishman performing a colonial discourse o f national identity

Before, and for the greater part of, the 19*** century, high drama of the English stage rarely 

dealt with Irish subject matter, concerns or characters. However, to ignore the 

significance o f the other diverse or miscellaneous dramatic forms which used the Irish 

character would be to neglect a large number o f important representations. From the 

earliest appearance of the Irishman on stage, set qualities made the type identifiable. 

Dressed in tight trousers, wielding a shillelagh, and frequently holding a jar o f whiskey, 

his demeanour, deportment and speech would display eloquence, strong national pride, 

excitability, pugnacity, stupidity and rudeness. Usually appearing as the hotheaded 

soldier or the feckless servant, the clearest signifiers o f his nationality were his linguistic 

traits. On the one hand his dialogue was necessarily designed to avoid confiision o f 

communication with the audience, nonetheless the lines and grammatical structure had to 

exhibit enough diversity from the norm to show national peculiarity through speech. For 

the most part, contribution to the plot by the Irish character was minor: usually a brief 

aside or a moment o f comic relief Generally, this makes analytical historical 

commentary on the Irish by representation on stage very difficult from ideological points 

o f view, particularly because this style o f presentation could maintain and conceal its 

racialist undertones as long as the humour was foremost in the depiction. Greater 

influxes o f new waves o f Irish immigrants into England at the beginning o f the 17**’ 

century, and increased national militant surges in the colony, saw a number o f plays 

dealing with the Irish persona begin to alter the character and its modes of presentation. 

Emerging from one repeated device was the first major change to contribute to the

Bhabha, p. 66
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character that would be called later the stage-Irishman: the recurring appearance o f  the 

“sham Irishman”.

In a short series o f plays described by G. C. Duggan in his compilation o f Irish characters 

on stage, the sham Irishman appears for the first time. Through various twists or turns in 

the plots o f three plays that were first performed in the early 1600s, English characters 

are seen to disguise themselves as Irishmen, in an effort to deceive others. This 

deception usually provides for a meta-theatrical commentary on the Irish or stereotypical 

characteristics o f the Irishman. In the first rather innocuous example Thomas Dekker’s 

“Old Fortunatus”, the hero’s son and servant appear disguised as coster-mongers: their 

trade (one typically associated with the Irish in large English towns at the time) and 

bizarre accent immediately betraying their country o f origin. When offers o f apple sales 

are turned down, one declares:

De Irishman now and den cut di countryman’s trote, but yet, in fate,

he love di countriemen. ‘Tis no dissembler. St. Patrick, and St.

Peter and all de holy angels, look upon dat fash and make it fair.^^

In the play “The Welsh Ambassador” -  o f unknown author -  the brother o f the Saxon 

King Athlestane comes to visit him disguised as an Irishman, with two others disguised 

as ambassadors. Apart from even more exaggerated linguistic differentiation than in the 

example cited above, traits that were at the time deemed “o f the Irish” were lightly 

mocked. These included fleetness o f foot, heavy whiskey drinking and particular tastes 

such as “shamrocks, bonny clabbo, soft bog, a great many cowes, a garron, an Irish 

harpe, cleene trosses and a dart” .̂ *’ More direct harassment occurs in a later play titled 

“The Coxcomb” by Beaumont and Fletcher, in which the theatrical device o f the sham 

Irishman is summoned primarily to spy on or confuse other characters but, ultimately, 

becomes an outlet for critical expressions towards the race.

”  Duggan, p. 185 
ibidem, p. 186
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In an attempt to discover whether or not his wife is betraying him with a visitor to his 

home, Antonio masquerades as the Irish servant o f  the guest. As he appears at her door, 

claiming to carry a letter for her, an aside reveals his own attitude to the “rebel tongue” :

Cran a cree, do it quickly!

This rebel tongue sticks in my teeth,

Worse than a tough hen; sure it was 

Ne’er known at Babel -  for they sold no apples 

And this was made for certain at the first 

Planting of orchards, it is so crabbed.^'

More importantly, however, when his wife discovers his disguise she continues her 

criticism pretending to him that she has not recognised him -  her sarcasm is then directed 

not at her husband, but at Irishmen generally. Having ordered her servant to “kick him 

till his breeches and breech are o f  the one colour, a bright blue both,” she continues: “Oh 

hone; oh hone, oh St. Patrick, pity the poor Irishman.”^̂

It is the continual affirmation o f  certain characteristics in this way, woven into the fabric 

o f  the stereotype, that underpins the ideological strength o f  the colonial discourse and 

imperial strategy that Bhabha notes:

ensures its repeatability in changing historical and discursive 

conjunctures; informs its strategies of individuation and 

marginalization [and] produces the effect of probabilistic truth and 

predictability.^^

It is reasonable to assume that such characterisation was all the more effective, acceptable 

and less serious from the point o f  view o f  an audience because the presentation was 

comical. In his essay “The Image o f  Ireland in N ineteenth Century Drama”, Heinz 

Kosok points to the attractiveness o f  Irish plots to English writers because the country

ibidem , p. 187 
ibidem
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was known, knowable, and yet at a conveniently safe remove. Without acknowledging 

the ideological power in such representations he writes:

the audiences were not deeply worried about political or ideological 

implications o f  such plots as long as they fulfilled certain 

prerequisites.^

However, he does not make any ideological connection with his earlier analysis and 

disregards the potential effect o f such image formation on a broader public when he later 

admits o f certain plays that:

their treatment o f  these themes must have contributed to the image o f  

Ireland that was formed, or confirmed, in the minds o f  the 

spectators.^^

In the period about which Kosok wrote, a second significant development occurred in the 

make up o f the stage-Irishman. With another surge in the numbers o f Irish immigrants 

into England in the years immediately following the Great Famine, new problems arose 

for those seeking social integration.^^ The establishment o f the gentleman’s magazine 

Punch heralded the beginning o f more extreme depictions o f Ireland and its people, in 

both cartoon and text.^’ Up until the time of its release, when there were further political 

stirrings surrounding the Irish Question with the rise o f the Young Ireland movement and 

increased activity among organisers o f agrarian protest, stage representations had 

remained to a greater extent good-humoured with characters, although exaggerated, still 

moderately tempered and amiable. As extensions o f  the documented attitudes o f Charles

Bhabha, p. 66
^  Heinz Kosok “The Image of Ireland in Nineteenth Century Drama” in Jacqueline Genet & Richard 
Cave (eds.) Perspectives o f  Irish Drama and Theatre (Gerards Cross: Colin Smythe, 1991) p. 60. 

ibidem, p. 61
“  The rise in the number of Irish immigrants in Britain between the years 1841 and 1851, and the social 
implications of these changes, have been documented in detail by Jeffrey G. Williamson in “The impact 
o f the Irish on British labor markets during the industrial revolution” in Roger Swift & Sheridan Gilley 
(eds.) The Irish in Britain 1815 -  1939 (London: Pinter Publishers, 1989) pp. 1 3 4 -6 2  [Table: p. 146] 

Several examples of cartoon and joke representations o f the Irish in Punch and other journals and 
newspapers are documented in Liz Curtis’ study Nothing but the Same Old Story: the roots o f  anti-Irish 
racism (Belfast: Sasta, 1998)
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Kingsley about the Irish, the depictions in Punch and a number o f equally broadly read 

publications replaced the triviality and light-heartedness that were characteristic o f the 

earlier stage representations with more acerbic and politically violent depictions. 

Paradoxically, as the caricatures became harsher and more brutal in the English media, in 

America the opposite was happening: whereas the Irish had long been depicted as 

disposed towards drunkermess, fist-fighting and criminal activity, Susan Dente Ross has 

drawn attention to a mid- to late-19*'' century change in the press that “presented a less 

caustic and more romanticized version o f lower-class Irish immigrant life to American 

newspaper readers.” *̂ One of the explanations offered for this alteration is a perceived 

change in the social integration o f the foreign classes, once afflicted by dire poverty, but 

gradually earning the respectability o f  their peers. Ross continues:

Empowered by the positive moral values o f  the Catholic church, they 

worked through their powerfiil government and labor organizations 

to improve the living conditions o f  all citizens. Better jobs improved 

their econom ic position and status. Education aided their 

assimilation as more Irish had better knowledge o f  English and were 

able to mix more successfully with mainstream cuUure.^^

But in England these social points o f contact -  religion, education, and the ability to 

speak English -  did not encourage their social integration: rather they were the facets o f 

“Irishness” that set them apart as even more “different” than the natives and made it 

much more difficult for them to be incorporated socially. Assimilation into English 

society, or any integration that would facilitate equality o f  employment or social 

acceptance was to be very hard for the majority o f those who had left Ireland. The need 

for identification with some group following the significant social displacement caused 

the realisation that an Irish image had already been for a long time in currency in popular 

circles. The accuracy o f earlier representations was not important: it was the space 

carved in the discourses that was significant. The image o f the stage-Irishman was

Susan Dente Ross “The Emotional, Irascible Irish” in Ethical Issues in Journalism and the Media 
Andrew Belsey & Ruth Chadwick (eds.) (London, New York; Routledge, 1992) p. 56 

ibidem
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adopted as a mask over a period o f time, and this operation served three purposes for the 

new social class. '̂^ First and foremost, appropriating “Irishness” facilitated contact with 

the English on social, professional and racial grounds that the latter recognised. Years of 

representation had forged a social space for Irish immigrants to inhabit: an identified 

other was “occupying an identity” and cultural dimension that had already been 

designated their own. Though commonly in a position o f economic and professional 

inferiority, and therefore subordinate to the ruling race, the zone marked a cultural 

frontier, which delineated the quality, the extent and the etiquette o f social contact 

between the nationalised classes. Secondly, working under the guise o f the Irishman as 

traditionally perceived meant that true political convictions could be easily concealed. 

By looking like the innocent flower, behaving as the colonising race had depicted -  

incapable, puerile and backward -  the Irish could be the serpent under it; a strategically 

beneficial political position for those intent on revolution or regicide. Finally, and most 

importantly in the context o f the colonial power position, the requisition o f the stereotype 

marked the manipulation o f an important metaphorical and metonymical paradigm o f the 

historically established and firmly rooted hegemonic ruling discourse. Appropriation o f 

the discursive social and national image meant that control o f the identity and the power 

to influence its position ideologically increasingly shifted into the hands o f those initially 

inscribed in the discursive field. The proliferation o f the term “stage-Irishman” was 

enough to indicate that its use, in actuality, signified the very possibility o f  “displaying” 

Irishness as it might be staged anywhere, especially outside the performance space o f the 

theatre. The more the role was enacted -  more than ever, both on and off the stage -  the 

more the characteristics solidified around perception o f the character, until currency 

confiised the depiction. Many commentators have shovm that the images recurred in 

widespread social situations and institutions. Declan Kiberd, for example, refers to 

newspaper reports about court cases involving trials o f  Irish:

Male defendants were inexorably depicted as a ‘broth o f  a boy’, ‘as 

fine a sprig as ever flourished in the Ould Emerald Isle’, or

™ Decian Kiberd “The Fall o f the Stage Irishman” in The Genres o f  the Irish Literary Revival Ronald
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introduced as ‘Big Blarney’ or ‘Poor Paddy’. This was the 

newspaper variant o f  the music-hall phenomenon.^'

However, with the propagation o f the image and its popular seizure by those who were 

formerly delimited within its boundaries, a corresponding quality emerged in the stage- 

Irishman around the third quarter o f the nineteenth century. Previously not a part o f the 

construction, now the character became devious and two-faced. His disingenuousness 

and the sense o f double-dealing that surrounded his actions became central components 

in how he was designed on the stage. Many o f the traits that had previously defined his 

nationality -  his eloquence, wit and fondness for argument or confrontation -  were turned 

to the service o f  his hypocrisy, deceitfulness and treachery. It would appear that the new 

stage-Irishman was received with reasonable popular acclaim, and it has been suggested 

that this might have been the case because it was recognised by the acquiescent Irish as a 

subversive swipe at the ideological machinery that had formerly held it in place. The 

appearance o f this character on stage became -  and was to remain for many years -  in 

plays by writers such as Dion Boucicault a symbol o f  the victorious acquisition o f an 

important piece o f the empowering discourse. Other playwrights were more disparaging 

o f the stage type, and his social counterpart. George Bernard Shaw acknowledged the 

irreverence o f these characters with clear confession and caution. In his 1904 play John 

B ull’s Other Island, Doyle warns his English friend:

Is it possible that you don’t know that all this top-o-the-m orning and 

broth-of-a-boy and m ore-to-the-power-of-your-elbow business is as 

peculiar to England as the Albert Hall concerts o f  Irish music are?

No Irishman ever talks like that in Ireland, or ever did, or ever will.

But when a thoroughly worthless Irishman comes to England and 

finds the whole place full o f romantic duffers like you, who will let 

him loaf and drink and sponge and brag as long as he flatters your

Schleifer (ed.) (Dublin: Wolfhound Press, 1989) p. 42 
ibidem, p. 41
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sense o f  moral superiority by playing the fool and degrading him self 

and his country, he soon learns the antics that take you in.^

By the end of the nineteenth century the “Irishness” o f  the stage-Irishman was being 

increasingly exposed as a performative prop: a reframed sense o f national enacting. 

While many o f those in the theatre who had higher aesthetic principles dismissed 

representations o f  Ireland that showed it as the home o f “buffoonery and o f easy 

sentiment”,’  ̂ it appeared that Irish audiences recognised and liked the character. 

Christopher Morash comments on the theatre spectators’ ability to discriminate between 

politically offensive and ideologically subversive version o f the same stage persona when 

he comments on the sensitivity o f audiences who “had sharp eyes from distinguishing 

between insulting and strategic forms o f stage Irishry.” '̂’ The cultural process o f 

formulation o f identities necessarily undertaken by the colonial power discourse also 

created openings in the discursive field which assisted the disturbance o f the master 

discourse by the colonised. Ania Loomba has noted the power inherent in embracing the 

syntax and grammar o f the dominant discourse, as a fundamental strategy frequently used 

by the colonised in undermining the whole binary operation o f colonial authority:

anti-colonial movements and individuals often draw upon Western 

ideas and vocabularies to challenge colonial rule. Indeed they often  

hybridised what they borrowed by juxtaposing it with indigenous 

ideas, reading it through their own interpretive lens, and even using it 

to assert cultural authority or insist on an unbridgeable difference 

between coloniser and colonised.^^

The “drawing” involved in the assumption o f the Irish mask simultaneously marks and 

subverts the complicity which conceals the binary, mutually dependent relationship lived

George Bernard Shaw John Bull’s Other Island (Middlesex: Penguin Books Ltd., 1984) p. 78. This 
particular speech is just one of many which support the recurring theme o f feigning Irishness and 
performing national identity, themes that are central to Shaw’s play.

Lady Augusta Gregory Our Irish Theatre: A Chapter o f  Autobiography (GCTards Cross: Smythe, 1972)
p. 20

Christopher Morash A History o f  Irish Theatre 1601 -2 0 0 0  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002) p. 159
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by coloniser and colonised. It challenges the notion o f fixity o f  identity, acknowledges 

the need for representation o f the designed sense-of-self, and then problematises the 

dominant discursive medium through which the image has been projected. The stage- 

Irishman as performing nationality was framed doubly with his appearance on the screen. 

Before continuing with an examination o f how a postcolonial national identity may 

emerge from the narratives o f colonial textuality, I will spend some time outlining how 

postcolonial theorists have problematised the processes o f  the development o f nationalist 

discourses during decolonisation.

1.7 The difficulties in ideologically de-colonising the discursive dialectic o f subject 

identity and national identification

The motivating caution implicit in all postcolonial theory is the need to be wary o f the 

methodologies by which writers and commentators attempt to extract a proposed “purity” 

o f nationality from the cultural and historical products under free state sovereignty, 

following a period o f colonial subjugation. Much postcolonial writing is concerned with 

the possibility or impossibility o f  ever being able to heal the bruised relationship between 

subject and identity (national, among others) through a textual identification with the 

broader nation that has been defined in so fixed a way under the discourses o f 

colonialism. While the warning may be sufficient, it is the contention o f this thesis that 

the dangers in redefining a postcolonial subject/national relation have been frequently 

prevalent enough in the Irish situation to create an obsessive, and often inadvertent 

continuation o f colonial confinement within historical narratives o f dominance, by the 

colonised themselves. The question is how to discover a medium in which the subaltern 

may be heard, without falling prey to the ideological trappings o f  the earlier modes of 

discourse.

Homi K. Bhabha strikes at the heart o f this issue by attempting to answer Spivak when 

she asks how it might be possible for the subaltern to speak. His fiindamental move is to

Ania Loomba Colonialism / Postcolonialism (London, New York: Routledge, 1998) p. 174
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avoid -  in typically poststructuralist mode -  any mere reversal o f  hierarchical binaries 

that have operated from the dominant point o f view downwards during the period o f 

colonial occupation. To perceive decolonisation as a strategic implementation o f either 

liberal (universal egalitarian) or radical (anti-universal “othering”) nationalism is in each 

case to remain trapped within an apparatus that is derivative of, and inescapably bound 

to, a discursive system that secured the position o f the former power-holders. As an 

alternative, Bhabha encourages an undermining o f the colonial hegemony by the 

colonised by locating and exaggerating moments o f hybridity and ambivalence that 

appear throughout the dominant discourse; elements o f differance that are otherwise 

concealed in order to maintain its supremacy. One possible point o f hyperbolic 

performative utterance is that o f mimicry, the moment at which the textual manipulation 

may be evaded, rather than just inverted:

The effect o f  mimicry on the authority o f  colonial discourse is 

profound and disturbing. For in ‘normalizing’ the colonial state or 

subject, the dream o f  post-Enlightenment civility alienates its own 

language o f  liberty and produces another knowledge o f  its norms.^*

In a similar way, Spivak seeks to challenge the fixity o f the discourses o f imperial rule by 

deliberately embracing rather than by attacking its systems o f knowledge and power. She 

suggests the oppressed reemploy the givens o f the colonial discourse through a procedure 

o f  imaginative negotiation that will facilitate a new, unblemished self-expression. Gerry 

Smyth has detailed her position by explaining that the disenfranchised ought to:

operate with a form o f  knowledge belonging  to the dominant 

discourse but necessarily changed through its articulation to 

subaltern contexts and idiom s.^ [emphasis original]

In order to position the theses o f these theorists within the current debate, it is necessary 

to address carefully some o f the criticisms brought against them. The common approach

Bhabha, p. 86 
Smyth, p. 23
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used by Bhabha and Spivak operates by undermining the essentialisms by which 

empowering discourses (mainly colonialism but also nationalisms, republicanisms, and 

so forth) construct and present the nation. It highlights by hyperbole the performative 

nature of these texts, and retrieves and reveals their inherent ambiguous and hybrid 

modes of negotiation. Bhabha and Spivak have both been criticised for the overtly 

esoteric and alienating nature of their writing, and for the fact that they frequently fail to 

acknowledge the material conditions of the colonial and postcolonial situations. It has 

been claimed that they work through a hyper-textualisation that panders to the 

methodologies and syntax of Western academic circuits, and have become immersed in 

the very set of rational post-Enlightenment arguments that justify the imperial project in 

the first instance. Abdul JanMohamed has been unequivocal in his claim that even the 

notions of “ambivalence”, “alterity” and “hybridity” contain a perverse operation of 

imperial duplicity.’* None of these counterarguments is unfounded, but paradoxically 

each undermines in various ways the possibility of assessing the power and knowledge 

problem with a completely text-based approach, as it simultaneously criticises the texts’ 

latent continuation of the ideological power structure. There may be some irony in the 

fact that the medium -  and the academic circumstance -  being used to criticise is also the 

one that is being criticised: a situation that is reminiscent of Derrida’s comments on the 

incongruity o f Plato’s writing Phcedrus, '̂^ in order best to communicate Socrates’ distrust 

of the written word.**’ There is, indeed, something paradoxically praxino-CQWinc about 

academic texts that proclaim their suspicion of academic discourse in the face of political 

praxis, in the way these critics do.

While recalcitrant theorists acknowledge the persistence of ideological structures within 

the works of Bhabha and Spivak, implying -  even as they express doubt about it -  the 

hegemonic capability of the discourse, many have failed to acknowledge that the 

maintenance of the colonial order as dominant, all-embracing and prone to continuity, 

occurs (during the postcolonial or neo-colonial period) in these same texts. It is not only

Abdul R. JanMohamed “The Economy o f  Manichean Allegory: The Function o f  Racial Difference in 
Colonialist Literature” Critical Inquiry Vol. 12 1985 p. 60

Benjamin Jowett (trans.) The Essential P lato  (The Softback Preview, 1999) pp. 781 - 8 5 1  
Derrida (1976), pp 34 -  39, and elsewhere throughout the work.
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the case (as many have pointed out) that a post-Enlightenment ideology o f rationalism 

remains dominant in the logic and Eurocentrism o f the writings o f Bhabha and Spivak, 

but that their point o f departure is the re-establishment o f the colonial discourse in all o f 

its former glory. In an example o f  the kind o f “perverse mutuality” o f which Albert 

Memmi has written in terms o f the (post)-colonial oppressor/oppressed relationship,*’ the 

problem is as much the retreat o f the coloniser, as it is his being written out o f the 

national text by the colonised. Leela Gandhi offers a description o f the mutual 

involvement:

The forgotten content o f  postcoloniality eflfectively reveals the story 

o f  an ambivalent and symbiotic relationship between coloniser and 

colonised.*^ [emphasis original]

What Bhabha and Spivak do is to work from the premise that the (former) colonial 

dominant is still total in its infringement into postcolonial times, but do not often 

acknowledge that texts such as theirs maintain the hegemonic power relation as possible 

by placing de facto  the coloniser as a (still) conspicuously influential force. The 

colonisation is continually written and rewritten with the establishment a priori o f the all- 

embracing imperial binary. The consequence o f such an approach is the rejection o f one 

set o f essentialist binaries for another, and it is an effect that appears intermittently 

throughout Irish postcolonial writing. A lingering obsession on defining the “national” 

through its cultural artefacts to the extent that expression is overshadowed by designation 

is a characteristic o f newly emerging postcolonial states that has at times been evident in 

the critical writings on Ireland. In reference to the literary contemporaries o f Liam 

O’Flaherty, John Zneimer has noted the detrimental tendency:

The tradition o f  Irish criticism after the Free State -  a tradition 

including A.E., Monk Gibbon, Hugh Law, Ernest Boyd, Padraic 

Colum, and Sean O ’Faolain [sic] -  tended to look at the Ireland in

Albert Memmi quoted by Leela Gandhi Post-Colonial Theory: A Critical Introduction (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 1998) p. 11 

ibidem
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Irish literature and to judge the literature on the basis o f  the Ireland 

represented there.

As a related trait o f postcolonial writing Seamus Deane has described the paradoxical 

deception that is common in the Irish situation, and criticises the dangers o f certain 

readings o f  Irishness, which he chastises when understood as;

the quality by which we want to display our non-Britishness -  or our 

anti-Britishness or, Britishness as the quality by which w e display 

our non-Irishness. Both are forms o f  dependency. The idea o f  what 

is British continues to govern the idea o f  what is Irish.*^

Deane demonstrates in this example how an entrapment can occur in the postcolonial 

experience for the colonised who are undergoing a process o f self-(re)constitution. 

Rather than being caught in one essentialist rut, the mode o f rationalist thought arrests the 

nation in three: in response to the question “Who are we?” the answers can only be non- 

Irish, non-British, or not either. Oppositional logic endures in the face o f postcolonial 

theory. It is necessary that the answer to the question be much broader and inclusive, 

much more flexible, much less derivative, and much less supportive o f the rationale that 

restricts it everywhere. A theoretical basis must be secured on which the notion o f an 

ever-evolving sense o f Irishness may develop into a position o f ever-becoming. What we 

need to do is seek and celebrate within the cultural canon o f “written” Irishness moments 

o f textual openness that expose the instability o f national identity and the national 

narrative as ever-evolving performative entities.

I wish to show, over the following pages, that there have been moments o f such potential 

at particular times in the historiography o f Irishness, Ireland and Irish identity, and that 

elements o f  Jacques Derrida’s poststructural approach to textuality will provide valuable 

perspectives from which to consider these instances. What is denied the national text

John Zneimer The Literary Vision o f  Liam O'Flaherty (Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University 
Press, 1970) p. 16
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during its literal and figurative colonial (or other hegemonic, systematic) occupation is 

the visibility o f  its unutterable and variable peculiarities, and the retrieval o f these 

processes is complicated even more by the continuity o f the influences o f colonial 

discourses beyond the colonial period.

1.8 Out o f the colonial frying pan, into the postcolonial fire: neo-colonial cultural 

entrapment and a lead into grammatological deconstruction as an alternative

Writing on the national stereotype (in the broadest sense o f the term, not merely relating 

to individuals but any hackneyed category or characteristic o f national identification), 

Homi Bhabha describes the “fixity” that renders the modes o f alterity invisible:

The stereotype is not a simplification because it is a false 

representation o f a given reality. It is a simplification because it is 

an arrested, fixated form o f representation that, in denying the play 

o f difference (which the negation through the other permits), 

constitutes a problem for the representation  o f the subject in 

significations o f  psychic and social relations.*^ [emphasis original]

Citing the much-quoted example o f  the Irish soldier MacMorris in Shakespeare’s Henry 

V as one o f the earliest stage-Irish stereotypes, Eugene O ’Brien evokes Bhabha’s concept 

o f fixity in a statement that is as relevant to primary and created fictional texts around 

Irish identity, as it is to secondary critical and theoretical academic writings on the same 

subject:

In this fixed categorization o f Irishness, there is no room for any 

development or growth; either in terms o f Irishness, or in terms o f  

the English attitude to Irishness. Indeed, the latter is also predicated

Seamus Deane “Remembering the Irish Future” The Crane Bag Vol. 8 No. 1 (RTE / UCD Lectures, 
1984) p. 90 

Bhabha, p. 75
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on an essentialist view  o f  se lf  and other, with little chance o f  

interconnection between them .^

Readings o f  the colonial situation from the postcolonial perspective usually establish its 

position against that o f nationalism, anti-colonialism, republicanism, and even 

postcolonialism. This usefially demarcates their oppositional ideological strands but also 

frequently blurs shared characteristics as parasitic discourses basing themselves on the 

nation. The tendency is to segregate the colonial project as distinct from the others by 

explaining how it:

encom passes a cluster o f  political and cultural discourses 

characterised by a precarious discursive econom y o f  identity and 

difFerence.*^

This relegates other potentially insidious “isms” into positions o f  useful antagonism: that

which may be mobilised against the authoritarian and oppressive force o f the coloniser

can appear to be only constructive. This approach has two directly negative effects.

Firstly it blinds the colonised subjects to the latent risk o f the ideological forces that have

been used to undermine the strategic position o f the previously domineering colonial

venture. Later anti-colonial discursive apparatuses appear as pure and irmocent, and

become all the more harmful as a result. One such model was the basis o f  constructive

unionism that Lionel Pilkington has shown to be central to the political operations o f the
88directorate o f the Abbey Theatre from its establishment, until well into the Free State.

From the point o f view o f the national cinema o f a postcolonial country, it is common to 

find that the aesthetic modes o f realism are re-enacted in an attempt to achieve narrative 

coherence and uniformity with technical and stylistic unity that usually leads to a sense o f 

concision, comprehensiveness and closure. The political components o f the emerging 

cinema o f the burgeoning independent state are harmonious, seamless and linear, and

O’Brien, p. 5 
Smyth, p. 9
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offer themselves to an audience as credible and viable alternatives. The ideological 

implications render themselves invisible and the verisimilitude portrayed materialises 

blatantly, paradoxically merging into its own conventions. One writer has commented on 

the development o f the realist aesthetic in early post-independence Indian cinema:

the achievement o f  realism in a film becom es a mark o f  value, a sign 

o f  sincerity and truthfulness on the part o f  the filmmaker and o f  

“authenticity” o f  the material presented. This was particularly true 

during the postindependence period, when such qualities crystallized 

the hopes o f  a nation in search o f  its “true” identity.*^

In the context o f Irish film in the early years o f the development o f sound, Luke Gibbons 

explains the movement towards realism as a deliberate effort to evade what were being 

perceived as earlier misrepresentations:

Faced with these alienating images it is not surprising that cultural 

apologists within Ireland should seek an alternative body o f  imagery 

which addressed itself to the realities o f  Irish life, free from the 

straightjacket o f  stereotypes and misrepresentation.^

Gibbons also notes Irom critical reviews o f the “realist” films Man o f  Aran (Flaherty, 

1934) and Ryan’s Daughter (Lean, 1970) a sense o f escape fi'om the “inauthentic” 

reproductions o f  Irishness on screen that came in different ways Irom England and 

America. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that Eamon de Valera wholly endorsed the 

values portrayed in Flaherty’s film, and that “official government thinking” approved 

completely o f the “evocative portrayal o f  the harsh realities o f life on the West coast o f 

Ireland”.^' As one o f many counter-colonial strong points, the ideological force of

** Lionel Pilkington Theatre and the State in Twentieth Century Ireland: Cultivating the People (London, 
New York: Routledge, 2001)

Sumita S. Chakravarty National Identity in Indian Popular Cinema 1947 -  1987 (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 1993) pp. 80 -  1

Luke Gibbons “Romanticism, Realism, and Irish Cinema” in Kevin Rockett (et ai.) Cinema and 
Ireland (London: Routledge, 1987) pp. 1 9 4 - 5  
”  ibidem, p. 195
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realism could be easily harnessed and offered up to the general public as a liberating 

voice in the wake of the distorting colonial cacophony o f foreign accents, but the 

suggestions o f “truth”, “openness” and “transparency” that it embodied belied its inherent 

liability to misuse. Gibbons comments on this risk:

The ease with which the bleak landscape and ascetic ideology of 

work like Man o f  Aran passed into popular political rhetoric during 

this period points to the dangers inherent in taking romantic images 

at face value, as truthful representation of reality.^

Elizabeth Butler Cullingford has further highlighted the danger o f accepting outright the 

political neutrality o f  a series o f other “isms” o f decolonisation. In her view nationalism, 

revisionism and postcolonialism are all to be regarded in the context o f their various 

utterances, none is to be granted any degree of objectivity or established as “the” 

uncontaminated version.^^ Liah Greenfeld goes even farther in criticising the ideological 

fixity achieved by any collectivistic political discourse. From the moment o f enunciation 

the potential for flexibility, alteration and openness to change that is otherwise a central 

attribute o f the modem nation becomes frozen into a rationalistic set o f discriminatory 

practices o f inclusion and exclusion. Greenfeld locates the problem at an imaginary 

source o f the ideological movements mentioned above; the base she calls the author o f 

nationalism, (although what she says is equally relevant for revisionist, postcolonial, anti

colonial, and other versions o f historiography):

Collectivistic ideologies are inherently authoritarian, for, when the 

collectivity is seen in unitary terms, it tends to assume the character 

of a collective individual possessed o f a single will, and someone is 

bound to be its interpreter?^ [emphasis original]

ibidem, p. 203
Elizabeth Butler Cullingford Ireland’s Others: Ethnicity and Gender in Irish Literature and Popular 

Culture (Cork: Cork University Press, 2001) pp. 1 - 3
Liah Greenfeld Nationalism: Five Roads to Modernity (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University 

Press, 1992) p. 11
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Interestingly, Greenfeld leaves her point on the hermeneutic. The primary mode o f 

ideological continuity is text-based: interpretation begets interpretation and the hegemony 

continues. To read the nation as an open-ended textual process, it is necessary to come 

into contact with it at a point prior to interpretation, before the nation as process of 

defining becomes a definition. I have already described the nation as a narrative process 

that we might usefiilly read as keeping itself open to deconstruction by attempting “to 

spot the point[s] where [it] covers up its grammatological structure”.̂  ̂ Above all else, 

this way o f considering the nation will reject as derivative and ideologically loaded all 

secondary and parasitic discourses that have distorted understandings o f its textual 

processes. Henceforth nationalisms and other interpretative ideological movements may 

be fl amed and separated fi'om an alternative narrative line o f  the nation, in much the same 

way Derrida has scrutinised and rejected the anthropology o f Claude Levi-Strauss on the 

grounds o f its simultaneous classification and closed descriptive techniques. Derrida 

described the logocentric and phonocentric approach o f the latter as:

a teleology and an eschatology; the dream o f  a full and immediate 

presence closing history, the transparence and indivision o f a 

parousia, the suppression o f  contradiction and difference.^

All o f the ideological discourses that support and infiltrate national representations, 

artefacts and projections (whether colonial, national, postcolonial, etc.) operate to fortify 

their justification and render invisible the created-ness o f their performance by the 

“suppression o f contradiction and difference” that are otherwise necessary in the 

evolution o f the national. I have demonstrated how during the narrative process in which 

the subject protagonist is identified “into” a temporally forward-moving (but backward- 

looking) national story in the designation o f nationality (and the nation), contradiction 

and difference -  as potentially counter-hegemonic attributes -  are closed, solidified and 

disarmed. In different historical narratives the national discourses are ideologically 

secured with characteristic dissimilarity: the colonised nation may be fixed as subordinate 

and unruly, the nationalist nation may be fixed as militant and obsessive, and the

Spivak in Derrida (1976), p. Ixxiii
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postcolonial nation may be fixed as antagonistic and paranoid. It is necessary to find a 

moment o f cultural discourse during which these fixed narratives are re-opened in a 

deconstruction that presents the act o f creation otherwise claiming the naturalness, 

permanence and integrity o f other ideological narratives that construct the relationship 

between the national subject, nationality and the nation. This pre-hermeneutic moment of 

engagement with the operation o f the nation as discourse will automatically occur prior to 

the rational analysis and explanation that have so frequently been criticised for their 

association with the project o f European Enlightenment. It is an instant o f contact with 

the nation that refiises that logic o f fixity, and empowers the nation as a text that (at 

specific points in its textual process) is found to be simultaneously constructing and 

deconstmcting itself Through a deconstructive understanding o f the nation, I am 

seeking, in Derridean terminology, that particular text’s “stress-points where writing 

resists any attempt to reduce it to an order o f  univocal...truth”.̂ ^

There exists, at the instant o f textual overlap between the two cultural discourses o f the 

cinema and the theatre, a moment o f potential deconstruction that opens the sealed fixity 

o f all empowering national discourses o f oppression and celebrates the protean, ever- 

opening changeability o f nationne^^. This moment o f deconstruction must occur at the 

point where the individual inscribes herself or is inscribed through identification into the 

national narrative, and it will fi'ame the conventional performativity by which the 

operation o f “nationalising” takes place. I will show in the next chapter how the matrix 

o f individual/identity/identification/nation might be destabilised and framed as a 

contingent social performance by the interface across adaptation o f the theatrical and 

cinematic media in their representation o f nationality.

^  ibidem, p. 115
Christopher Norris Derrida (London: Fontana Press, 1987) p. 86



Chapter Two
Deconstruction and the nation: theatre on screen



2.1 A space and medium to foster a post-colonial voice

In this section I intend to highlight not only the instability inherent in the process of 

initiating identification by narrating a link between the subject and the nation, but also 

how in a postcolonial situation this process is necessarily publicly performed. It is the 

specifically performative and allegorical nature o f this incidence that makes its 

deconstruction through representation a possibility. In his essay “When was the ‘Post- 

Colonial’? Thinking at the Limit”, Stuart Hall sets out to examine the transformations in 

the “subject” and “identity” within the historical progression from the colonial to the 

post-colonial.' By tracing this evolution he argues that in the aftermath o f colonial rule, 

identity is marked not by singularity, but by multiplicity and diversity. By evoking the 

work o f Foucault, he suggests that this is to be expected in any situation where a 

peripheral discourse begins to speak the language o f the centre, in an effort to describe its 

own cultural or political identity. Rather than solidify into coherent “selves”, he notes 

how:

‘The subject’ and ‘identity’ are...tw o o f  the concepts which, having 

been radically undermined in their unitary and essentialist form, have 

proliferated beyond our wildest expectations in their decentred forms 

into new discursive positionalities.^

Implicit in this statement is an idea that will become critical for an examination o f the 

operations o f the postcolonial in the Irish context, and the means by which the designs o f 

the anti-colonial may be seen to be emerging in the later historical moment. In an 

attempt to source the catalysts and media o f developing national consciousness, and 

relate the same evolution to national identity as projected through cinema, Jeffrey 

Richards points to a number o f channels. In a problematic allegation, he proposes that;

' Stuart Hall “When was th e ‘Post-Colonial’? Thinking at the Limit” in Iain Chambers & Lidia Curtis 
(eds.) The Post-Colonial Question: Common Skies, Divided Horizons (London: Routledge, 1996) pp. 
2 4 2 -6 0  
 ̂ ibidem, p. 249
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Once the national identity has been defined, it can be promoted and 

spread by a whole range o f  institutions, events, sym bols and 

ceremonies.^

Two problems emerge from this assertion, by virtue o f its premise, which seems to be 

taken as read. First o f all, Richards assumes that a definition o f “national identity” 

somehow exists a priori as a foundation and inspiration for the symbolic representations 

that come to concretise and symbolise it. He contradicts this claim when he admits a few 

lines later that he believes “that national character is a cultural construct”.'* Richards 

points out how Sir Ernest Barker had expressed this aspect o f the construction o f national 

identity in 1927, and reiterates himself: “Not only is national character made; it continues 

to be made and remade”,̂  so that there was never any question o f a historical precedence 

for the definition o f national identity to facilitate its symbolic propagation. Rather, 

various modes o f performance that were responsible for the representation were 

themselves contributing to the making and remaking o f the sense o f national identity. 

Secondly, and more importantly, Richards conflates the ideas o f national identity and 

national image, conveniently passing the new category off as “national character”. The 

disjunction between the sense o f national identity as perceived, and the images and 

symbols that were offered as best defining the nation, is clearly brought to the fore by 

Desmond Fennell -  though not intentionally as a part o f his project -  in a section dealing 

with Irish ideological bodies and associations which Richards has called: “institutions, 

events, symbols and ceremonies”.̂  Fennell notes that certain institutions embodying 

national narratives emerged in the Free State and:

proclaimed with their various and com bining voices, that the Irish 

had an absolute right to determine and shape their own life, were

 ̂ Jeffrey Richards, Films and British National Identity: from Dickens to Dad’s Army (Manchester, New 
York: Manchester University Press, 2000) p. 2 
'* ibidem 
’ ibidem 
 ̂ ibidem
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self-sufficiently capable o f  doing so, and were a distinct, non-British,

European nation /

What was most important about these cultural, social and political institutions was not 

that they presented any homogenous, “distinct” national image, but that through the work 

o f their respective establishments they seized the right to the ground on which images of 

Irishness could be built, negotiated and discussed “with their various and combining 

voices”. In anti-colonial interest, the drive towards national independence was not only 

based on the search for an essential Irishness: perhaps more significantly was the Irish 

fight for the “absolute right to determine and shape their own life”, and the organisations 

that emerged to facilitate this became public platforms of debate and deliberation o f the 

national image. The recreating narratives o f national identity had to be negotiated and 

contested overtly, in a common language and in a recognisable and liberated space. But 

even Fennell’s position is not clear-cut. While he, unlike Richards, maintains a 

distinction between the notions o f national identity and image, his position on the 

consciousness o f this operation by a people, and the degree o f volition behind the 

creation o f national symbolism, is more equivocal. To address the finer issues at hand, it 

is necessary to quote at length a section that concisely summarises his position:

The problem o f  its national identity is to choose from its manifold 

reality an image o f  itself which w ill make it possible and activate or, 

in one word, serve, its independent life. In effect, this means a 

national image which asserts the nation’s shared humanity and 

nationhood; distinguishes it from its neighbours; bonds it internally; 

links it advantageously with other nations; buttresses its self-respect; 

and arouses its w ill to act and create.* [emphasis original]

In this passage, Fennell grants too much intentionality to his personified “national 

identity”, and gives no consideration to the dialectical evolution o f the process. The 

negotiated image is as relevant to the recognised sense of identity as are each of the

’ Desmond Fennell, State o f  the Nation; Ireland since the Sixties (Dublin: Ward River Press, 1984) p. 39
* ibidem, p. 26
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qualities that he suggests emerge from some unexplained “assertion” by the national 

image. Equally he does not deal with the fact that because o f the “manifold reality” of 

which he speaks, there will never be an ultimately determined, singular, homogenous 

“image”. What is significant in this emphasis on process -  rather than on product -  is 

that the offered national image becomes the manifestation o f a procedural operation in 

which the contestation o f national identity takes place. Rather than read the process as a 

set o f horizontally defined stages as Fennell does (national identity chooses image o f 

itself which asserts the characteristics listed in the quotation above), it is much more 

helpful to read the process in the light o f Fanon’s “dialectic o f decolonisation”.̂  While 

national self-consciousness is central to Fanon’s description o f the movement from a 

period o f occupation, through the growth of nationalism to liberation, I would like to 

stress the processes o f this self-consciousness, through the design (in both senses o f the 

word: “construct” and “deliberate intent”) and negotiation o f images o f the national self 

This emerging self-consciousness goes even farther than the self-reflexive performance 

o f the stage-Irishman that has been documented in the first chapter here. In this case the 

subject simultaneously knowingly identifies with a national identity and becomes 

constituted -  “nationalised” -  in the process. This procedure comes about like the 

development o f a narrative because it must be a concrete performance in a public arena 

where opposition to it and alteration o f it are possible; it is not in any way secretive, 

silent, private or once-off

In the context o f Ireland, the historical progression from the colonial to the postcolonial 

age changed significantly the modes o f expression o f national identity. When Luke 

Gibbons writes o f “Allegory and agrarian insurgency” in nineteenth century Ireland, he 

foregrounds a number o f anti-colonial movements and makes two significant points 

regarding the way certain subversive agrarian institutions manifested themselves. On the 

one hand he emphasises the covert and seditious nature o f their activity which were 

unavoidably “pervasive and clandestine”,'^ but on the other hand he spends considerable 

time detailing the means by which these underground groups presented themselves

® Frantz Fanon The Wretched o f  the Earth (Middlesex: Penguin, 1977) p. 1 6 6 - 8 9
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publicly. He returns to Barbara Johnson’s etymological definition o f the word 

“allegory”:

Allegory is speech that is other than open, public, direct. It is 

hidden, deviant, indirect -  but also, 1 want to emphasize, public...It 

names the conflictuality o f  the pu b lic  sphere  and the necessity o f  

negotiating these conflicts rhetorically." [emphasis original]

For the subversive organisations, disguise facilitated public appearance. Celebrations, 

which were usually attached to annual agrarian festivals, were marked by practitioners 

dressing in costumes which carried symbolic anti-colonial connotations, distinguished 

group members within the community and publicised allegorically the nature and politics 

o f the subaltern movement. The power behind the dissident behaviour was its communal 

expression because its symbolism was:

a strategic device, deliberately coding information and sentiments 

that were already known in a literal sense, but which could not be 

uttered directly because o f  the fear o f  being charged with sedition.'^

Subsequent manifestations, in turn, provided the critical element in the evolution o f and 

towards a post-colonial identity: the public platform. While the earlier movements 

fought for a sense o f identity, and imposed a symbolic form on the image that would 

reflect that, it might be argued that they ultimately failed to achieve was the conquering 

o f the territory on which that expression -  going beyond the determinism o f Fanon -  

could be proposed, identified, rejected and redefined in a continuous, open-ended, and 

changeable discursive process that overturned essentialisms and the myth o f pure origin.

The symbolic elements mobilised for concrete representation o f the nation have a 

syntagmatic relationship within the discursive procedures o f narrating the national.

Luke Gibbons Transformations in Irish Culture (Cork: Cork University Press, Field Day Essays, 1996) 
p. 140
'' ibidem, p. 7 

ibidem, p. 142
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These parts and the formulated identity that they present are constantly under negotiation, 

and the productivity o f  this process is the terrain o f self-representation that is sought, and 

fought for, in a colonial society. The consciousness o f  the need for a certain type o f 

national image is evident in sections o f the writing o f Desmond Fennell, who shows his 

sensitivity to the desire o f a race to be able to manufacture its own image, but 

problematically reverts to basic essentialist binaries. The ideological bias o f what he 

proposes to be a naturally recognised national prerequisite is clear in his claim that:

The danger...is that the image o f  ourselves, which w e present, w illy- 

nilly, to the world and ourselves, might cease to have that 

distinctiveness from neighbouring nations which is proper to a 

nation, and shows us, rather as an extension o f  Britain or a Sasca eile  

darb anim Eire -  as the poet foretold in the seventeenth century.'^

This quotation demonstrates how there is only a fine line between the proposition o f the 

usefulness o f an open-ended discourse for the negotiation o f national identity, and one 

that falls back into essentialist claims. In Ireland, at the end o f the nineteenth century, 

with many organisations o f cultural nationalism emerging within and around the literary 

revival, the birth o f the Irish Literary Theatre marked the establishment o f what was to be 

one o f the most important arenas in which images o f Irishness were not only presented, 

but also, more importantly, in which those images could be challenged and renegotiated. 

Indeed, the importance o f the position occupied by any literary institution -  especially a 

theatre -  in a colonial or post-colonial context has been recognised by Patrick J. Duffy:

literary texts can be regarded as signifying practices, which interact 

with social, econom ic and political institutions so that they ‘are, read, 

not passively, but, as it were, rewritten as they are read.’*''

Fennell, p. 25
Patrick J. Duffy “Writing Ireland: Literature and art in the representation of Irish place” in In Search o f  

Ireland: a cultural geography Brian Graham (ed.) (London, New York: Routledge, 1997) p. 65
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The potential for social and political transformation noted by Duffy had already been 

acknowledged by George Moore, in an essay written for Samhain where he had noted 

almost a century earlier that:

The Irish Literary Theatre is the centre o f  a liberating movement, and 

our three years have shown that an endowed theatre may be o f  more 

intellectual service to a community than a university or a public 

library.

This sentiment, if understood within the context o f a national need to challenge, through 

its discursive channels, the hegemony o f colonial rule, accords well with Antonio 

Gramsci’s vsritings on the position o f intellectuals in society. As he notes the essential 

transformational capacity o f  these groups, Gramsci points to their function and operations 

“which give it homogeneity and an awareness o f its own function not only in the 

economic but also in the social and political fields.” '^ That the theatre was later to be 

renamed the “National Theatre” demonstrated that the institution was in a central public 

position with regard to the staging of national identity and facilitating community debates 

over the same representations. For this reason, operating in its early years under an 

increasingly weakening colonial administration, the theatre was constantly at the centre 

o f heated debates, discussions and at times aggressive public outbursts, on the subject of 

images o f Irish identity. On the stage o f the Abbey theatre there would occur an 

embodiment by actors and actresses o f the ideological positions occupied by the group 

before and after the foundation o f the Irish Free State. In this politically charged space of 

representation, interpretation, spectatorship, deliberation and contestation a concrete 

personification o f the ideological positions o f the institution would happen through what 

Lionel Pilkington has referred to as a “libidinous physicality o f  performance”.'^ This 

influential enactment contributed to the evolution o f narratives o f national identity, and 

provided a substantial form in which those unfolding narratives could be forged and

George Moore “The Irish Literary Theatre” /row  Samhain (1901) pp. 1 1 - 1 3  
Antonio Gramsci Selections from the Prison Notebooks Quentin Hoare & Geoffrey Nowell Smith (eds. 

& trans.) (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1971) p. 5
Lionel Pilkington Theatre and the State in Twentieth Century Ireland: Cultivating the People (London, 

New York: Routledge, 2001) p. 5
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remade by actors, critics and spectators. As the period o f Free State postcoloniality 

began in Ireland the significance o f the Theatre was not only in its being a space in which 

Irishness could be reflected but also, more importantly, an arena in which images of 

Ireland could be debated. The underground agrarian subversion o f colonial times was 

brought into the open and national identities could be publicly negotiated in a process of 

narration that continued to bind the subject to nationality.

2.2 The deconstructive moment in the national text

To read the performance o f national narratives within a space o f contestation and debate 

and to acknowledge that as an enacted textual procedure it contains moments of 

deconstruction, is to accept its potential for the continuous accommodation o f otherness, 

and its self-reflexive ability to undermine the factuality o f its own discourse as 

“originary” and “truth bearing”. It becomes in these instances an example par excellence 

o f one o f Linda Hutcheon’s historiographic metafictions, openly acknowledging its own 

status as performance, even as it constructs its images and identities. Eugene O ’Brien has 

located some “knots” '* in the Irish national identity discourses operating throughout the 

writing o f  James Joyce and W. B. Yeats that set up “an Irishness that is thoroughly open 

to different forms o f alterity”,'^ but I would like to turn to other cultural texts in order to 

point out similar fissures in the narrative action that is the nation.

One area that helpfully exposes the grammatological knots o f the national text in order to 

mark points that are blind spots o f logocentric discourse, is the site o f interface o f two 

cultural discourses which may be considered in their supplementarity o f the nation: the 

theatre and the cinema. Broadly speaking, a series o f textual adaptations occurs in the 

translation from one medium to the other during which the performative nature o f the 

nation as it comes to be represented through cinematic and theatrical tropes, syntax and

A term used by Gayatri Spivak in the introduction to O f Grammatology to describe the possible 
openings to deconstruction that appear in any given textual process.

Eugene O’Brien The Question o f  Irish Identity in the Writings o f  William Butler Yeats and James Joyce 
(Lewiston, Queenston, Lampeter; The Edwin Mellen Press, 1998) p. 12
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symbols is, itself, performed. At specific stages in the interface between the media, an 

exposure o f non-identity takes place that is similar to what O’Brien has called in the 

works o f Joyce and Yeats “a protreptic discourse wherein different aspects o f identity 

engage in a dialogue”. T h i s  is a key attribute o f the interaction between the theatrical 

and the cinematic throughout various manifestations o f the projection o f a national entity 

-  narrative, history, identity -  any procedure, in fact, that facilitates the syntactic change 

Irom the noun “nation” (Ireland) to the adjective “national” (Irish). The feature combines 

the ideas of nation and national identity as textual practices with the contribution o f meta

narratives to the on-going process o f (re)defming the nation. O’Brien’s synopsis is 

significant in his explanation o f the negative dialectic in procedures o f identification 

throughout the literary canons o f Joyce and Yeats, and the section is relevant to my 

current work, so it is worth quoting completely. O’Brien has sought:

a genuine dialogue with an otherness that is part, and yet not part, o f  

what is seen, broadly, as Irishness. This dialogue takes on the form 

of interrogating the essentialised notions o f identity as set out in the 

language, literary and cultural revivals that took place in Ireland 

around the turn o f  the century. By so doing, this protreptic discourse 

ipso facto  must change the nature o f  that Irishness just as individual 

subjectivities became altered through the linguistic interchange that 

constitutes their development.^’

In order to appreciate fiilly the usefulness o f reading theatrical to cinematic adaptation -  

used in the broadest sense -  from a post-structural perspective, it will be necessary first of 

all to come as closely as possible to a definition o f the word “deconstruction”. Even 

Derrida himself has expressed the difficulty o f  doing this, and has noted more than once 

that the term has undergone considerable revision in different academic centres on both 

sides o f the Atlantic.^^ In his most lucid explication o f possible meanings o f  the 

neologism, Derrida concedes to his “Japanese friend” that it is perhaps better defined

ibidem, p. 7 
ibidem, p. 13
Jacques Derrida “Letter to a Japanese Friend” in Derrida and Differance Robert Bemasconi & David 

Wood (eds.) (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1988) p. 1
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negatively: deconstruction is not a methodology for approaching texts, a system of 

analysis, a critique, an interpretative mode, or a type of reading. Nor can it be understood 

as an act or an operation. A deconstructive understanding of cinematic and theatrical 

narratives of the nation is ideally suited to consideration of those texts before ideological 

interpretation and configuration because it is so intrinsic to the discourse of nation/z<?5'i' 

that it precedes all analytical and hermeneutic intervention. Deconstruction has always 

already been going on, doing and undoing, being done and undone, at the same moment 

in any textual practice that is approached for consideration. Occurring simultaneously 

with narrations o f the nation as they construct discourses that reify the subject into 

identity is a deconstruction of the same identification. This deconstruction is a discursive 

exposition by which the naturalness o f national identity is guiltily implicated in its own 

fabrication. Derrida exposes his intellectual roots in phenomenology when he outlines 

the nature of his model;

Deconstruction takes place, it is an event that does not await the 

deliberation, consciousness, or organization o f  a subject, or even o f  

modernity. It deconstructs it-se lf It can he deconstructed.. .The 

“it” [9a] is not here an impersonal thing that is opposed to some

egological subjectivity. It is in deconstruction... [emphasis

original]

Whatever the event is to which the word refers, it is already occurring within the process 

of the text; the discourse has already empowered itself with the activity o f deconstructing 

and being deconstructed. The course of action defined by the word falls somewhere 

between the active and passive voices o f the predicate (between “doing” and “being done 

to”), resonating in the ancient Greek “middle” voice (“acting for my advantage”). It is 

valid to suggest that the nation makes itself known for examination, analysis and

interpretation after its self-deconstruction, because it is only then that it problematises

identity discourses that empower themselves on the idea of fixity that is central to the 

theoretical writings of Homi Bhabha. Theatrical and cinematic narratives that configure

ibidem, p. 4
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identities through the manipulation of time and space are nourished by the nation as they 

invent it following every act o f “examination, analysis and interpretation”. These texts 

become meta-narratives which provide for further analysis and criticism so that the 

process becomes hermetically and ideologically sealed, continuous and permanent. 

Regression to an earlier moment in the unfolding o f the nation as text, and its 

consideration as enabling its own deconstruction, will go some way to reopening the 

valuable epistemological elasticity that is lost with interpretation. Writing on Husserlian 

phenomenology, John Macquarrie has warned against distortions o f consciousness that 

explain the need “to clear the mind o f presuppositions and prejudices... and to resist the 

tendency to go from description to inference”.̂ '* Gayatri Spivak also proposes 

deconstruction as usefully contesting the epistemological immovability imposed by logic:

Deconstruction seem s to offer a way out o f  the closure o f  

knowledge. By inaugurating the open-ended indefiniteness o f  

textuality -  by thus “placing in the abyss” (m ettre en a b m e ) . . . \ i  

shows us the lure o f  the abyss as freedom.

It is my contention that a deconstructive perception o f the national text, considered at the 

moment o f cross-textual transformation between the dramatic and the filmic, can usefully 

reopen the alterity, and help to expose the advantageous operations o f differance before 

the point at which ideological solidification and political manipulation take place. The 

nation apparently behind and prior to the national theatre and cinema is revived in all o f 

its protean self-determination at the moment o f the concatenation o f the technical, 

aesthetic and textual attributes o f drama and film. The situation is complicated: cultural 

texts beget the nation, and certain moments o f union -  such as the adaptation of the 

dramatic to the cinematic -  may expose the contingent nature o f the constituted nation. 

The nation paradoxically, therefore, has no origin, only that which is defined or 

performed after the fact.

John Macquarrie Existentialism (London, New York: Penguin, 1972) p. 22
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2.3 Mainstream classical cinema: logocentric analysis and closure to differance

I have already explained that the first concrete manifestations o f the possibility o f  a 

textualisation o f the nation developed around the middle o f the nineteenth century, and 

have been described by Benedict Anderson as relating to changes in relations o f 

production, the decline o f linguistic diversity, and the rise o f print t e c h n o l o g y . T h e  

nation could be read subsequently as a process o f definition -  usually ideologically 

appropriated -  that is constantly reinvented through symbols, symbolic practices, codes 

and writings. The tautology o f the nation still sets up considerable obstacles for modem 

cultural theorists, analysts and sociologists: any rationalistic procedure o f examination 

must concede the fact that while inclusions and exclusions institute the discursive 

“nation”, the “nation” equivocally determines what must be incorporated into or 

disqualified from its spatial and temporal fields. The problem occurs in any attempt to 

consider what falls under the rubric o f  “the nation”, while realising at the same time that 

it is the concatenation o f events, rituals, symbols, epistemologics, and codifications that 

appear to have gathered “naturally” in the constitution o f the nation. All such processes 

are ideologically solidifying and seek, even as they operate through the paradox, to cover 

over and deny it.

The three ways in which the ideological insemination o f the national narrative occurs are 

worth mentioning before I turn specifically to cinematic practices. Firstly, the 

paradoxical position o f  national definition may be dissolved: inclusion and exclusion are 

used to support politically useful systems o f alienation and othering. By lists and 

definitions based on reasoning and rationalising for the inclusion and exclusion o f certain 

attributes, elements, symbols and people, a sense o f what is the national is established. 

“X” becomes a naturalised part o f  the “nation o f all X ’s” by virtue o f the fact that it is on 

the list. Secondly, the flexibility o f  inclusiveness is closed down and there is no logic 

offered for what comprises the national: “X” simply “w o f  the nation”. In this case, 

individuals are defined as either constituting or not constituting the nation; each is either

Gayatri Spivak in Derrida, O f Grammatology (Baltimore, London: Johns Hopkins Press) p. Ixxvii
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“national” or “non-national”. Several other ideological binaries are naturalised in the 

process, and logic is applied to ensure division: an individual can be “either or”, but not 

“neither both”, alien/national, local/foreign, emigrant/visitor, descendent/immigrant, 

ally/enemy. Justification for this system o f othering may be offered by rationale of 

birthright and natural law, by state policy and constitutional rights, or by other affiliation 

(religious, cultural, educational, etc.). Thirdly, commentaries on any utterance (including 

cinematic texts) may contribute unquestioningly to the maintenance or reconstitution o f 

the ideological position. This operation takes place after the historical fact, when 

national constitution has been under way for some time, and in this instance the further 

inclusion or exclusion is justified on historical precedence: “X” is national because other 

“X ’s” are national, or because the processes that acted in the provision o f the nation, also 

brought about “X”, or quite simply because “I have said that it is the case”. All o f these 

methods are justified and maintained through discursive textual practices, o f which the 

theatre and the cinema are two influential examples.

Evident in these procedures is a logocentric imposition o f closure and affirmative fixity -  

o f which Jacques Derrida has been critical in other contexts -  onto the nation as it is de

scribed in a number o f  cultural texts. The cinematic apparatus has not escaped a rigorous 

critique o f its ideological effects and their implications by some o f its detractors, but even 

many o f its academic and theoretical enthusiasts have inadvertently applied logocentric 

analyses to the technicalities o f its machinery, as well as to its narrative and commercial 

aspects. Because film is one of the primary international sites o f projection o f the 

national image, its position as an example o f the third definitional closer o f natiorwe^i' 

above is significant because o f the way it has, itself, been written about as closed text. 

When Andre Bazin posits the locus dramaticus as the primary difference between the 

performative aspects o f  theatre and cinema, the implication behind his thesis is the 

primacy o f  “presence” to the operation o f the theatrical spectacle, whose lack in the 

cinema must be constantly suppressed. His assessment is evocative o f the writings of 

Claude Levi-Strauss on the introduction o f language to the Nambikwara tribe, heavily

Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the origin and spread o f  Nationalism 
(London: Verso, 1983) pp. 4 1 - 9
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criticised by Derrida and providing the basis for his subsequent writing on the auto

affection o f conversation that marks self-presence. Derrida explains that:

Speech and the consciousness of speech -  that is to say 

consciousness simply as self-presence -  are the phenomenon of an 

auto-affection lived as suppression of differance. That phenomenon, 

that presumed suppression of differance, that lived reduction of the 

opacity o f the signifier, are the origin of what is called presence.

That which is not subjected to the process of differance is presence.

The present is that from which we believe we are able to think time, 

effacing the inverse necessity: to think the present from time as 

differance.^’ [emphasis original]

It does not take much theoretical examination to read the rationalistic undertones running 

through Bazin’s writing, with which Derrida would take issue. On the idea o f  the role o f  

the dramatic space in the representation, which he has expressed his desire to elucidate, 

Bazin has written:

Founded on the reciprocal awareness of those taking part and present 

to one another, it must be in contrast to the rest of the world in the 

same way that play and reality are opposed...Costume, mask, or 

make-up, the style of the language, the footlights, ail contribute to 

the distinction, but the clearest sign o f all is the stage.^*

He will later clarify that: “It is not the same with cinema, the basic principle o f  which is a 

denial to any frontiers to action.”^̂  The immediate problem with this assessment o f  the 

distinctiveness o f  the theatrical and cinematic modes o f  representation is that it allows no 

room for the crossing o f  technical or aesthetic attributes o f  one into the other. This 

logocentric separation o f  the two media is not confined to Bazinian theoretical paradigms

”  Derrida (1976), p. 116
Andre Bazin “Theatre and Cinema” in Film Theory and Criticism Leo Braudy & Marshall Cohen 

(eds.) (New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999) p. 413 
ibidem, p. 415
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in the earlier writing on film, and similar approaches may be found relating to both the 

impossibly closed ideological operations o f the cinematic apparatus, and the 

transcendental identification by the subject spectator all o f which demonstrate the means 

by which the cinematic event and its interpretation and analysis can facilitate a fixed and 

lasting condition o f national definition. In another context Jean-Louis Baudry reads the 

cinematic expression as an originary utterance, an exclamatory mode that once again may 

be understood in the same way that Derrida evaluated Levi-Strauss. Here, Baudry is not 

concerned with the cinema as national text so he places no emphasis on its position as 

either constituted by or constitutive o f a national identity, however he does speak o f the 

apparatus as potentially providing for access to a transcendental subjective identity. This 

is an ideological function that has roots in broader tendencies o f Western art.̂ *’ 

Restricting his conception o f cinema to its mechanical operations and working with a 

generality that locates his study in the domain o f mainstream, predominantly classical 

film, he suggests that the apparatus works utterly ideologically in its marking and 

concealing o f difference. The case o f cinema is, he suggests, conceivably unique in this 

regard:

We could say that film -  and perhaps this instance is exemplary -  

lives on the denial o f  difference; diflference is necessary for it to live, 

but it lives on its negation.^'

The hidden “differences” o f the medium are mentioned: the “reality already worked 

upon, elaborated, selected”, the “place occupied by editing”, the restoration o f 

“continuity o f movement and the temporal dimension to the sequence o f static images”, 

and the “material procedures by which an illusion o f continuity, dependent on persistence 

o f vision, is restored from discontinuous elements.”^̂  What is notable about the listed 

sets o f differences that are simultaneously uncovered and concealed again by the 

apparatus, is that none can be traced to an aesthetic or mechanical theatrical equivalent. 

More significantly, each one displays manifestly the fundamental distinctions between

Baudry in Braudy & Cohen, p. 348 
ibidem, p. 394 
ibidem, pp. 348 -  9
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the technicalities o f the two media. This discrepancy will alter considerably the 

perceptions o f  the ideological force in a cinema that has been, in various ways, 

influenced, challenged, or permeated by dramatic convention. What Baudry points to as 

the ideological invisibility and seamlessness o f the cinematic experience, in its psychic 

creation o f the transcendental subject, will come under extensive revision. Indeed 

moments o f theatrical interfacing can seriously challenge the hegemonic relationship 

between film and spectator as he describes it:

Everything happens as if, the subject h im self being unable -  and for 

a reason -  to account for his own situation, it was necessary to 

substitute secondary organs, grafted on to replace his own defective  

ones, instruments or ideological formations capable o f  filling his 

function as subject...The cinema can thus appear as a sort o f  psychic 

apparatus o f  substitution, corresponding to the model defined by the 

dominant ideology.^^

While, elsewhere, Jean-Luc Como Hi and Jean Narboni detail with the same concern the 

ideological implications o f the medium, they are not as hesitant to suggest the possibility 

o f a counter-hegemonic alternative that might percolate through the filmic text. 

Throughout their writing, they evoke linguistic metaphors in much the same way Baudry 

had.̂ "̂  A reconsideration o f the principles on which the cinematic apparatus works, and a 

review o f the means by which it projects its narrative, can reopen its operation to 

deconstructive readings. Rather than accept the cinematic text as secondary expressive 

utterance that is always already impurely infiltrated ideologically (in a way that is similar 

to pre-Derridean understandings o f “writing”), it is useful to consider it from the point o f 

view o f locating within it an opportunity to regenerate its textual aherity, differance, and 

variability. This will be especially useful in readings o f  national cinema, which would 

otherwise get caught in the tautological rut described earlier, and would assist its being 

left open to multiple-interpretation and the inter-penetration o f otherness. Firstly, a self- 

realisation must occur. Comolli and Narboni are not uncertain about the possibility when

ibidem, p. 354
Lean-Luc Comolli & Jean Narboni “Cinema / Ideology / Criticism” from  Braudy & Cohen, p. 755
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they suggest that it is possible to “disrupt or possibly even sever the connection between 

the cinema and its ideological function” .̂  ̂ I wish to propose that this implication -  one 

problematically confused in Comolli and Narboni’s article by the inclusion o f the 

intentional and authoritative intervention o f the filmmaker -  underlies the potential for 

self-deconstruction o f the national textual process that occurs at the moment o f 

intersection o f the theatrical and cinematic.

2.4 The theatricality o f the cinema and the dialectic o f narrative absorptive and 

soliciting spectacle

The history o f the relationship between the theatre and the cinema is neither consistent in 

their mutual interdependence, nor linearly progressive in terms o f their aesthetic, 

technical or commercial developments. Having emerged from the laboratories o f 

scientists rather than the studios o f artists, for many o f its earliest years film was attached 

to a movement in the pursuit o f capturing reality on screen. The actualites o f the 

Lumiere brothers were typical o f  the “slices o f life” that entertained audiences before the 

magician and variety show performer Georges Melies developed the aesthetic capabilities 

o f the medium challenging its verisimilar functioning in order to concentrate on more 

fantastical narration. With this move towards supernatural representation, and filming 

that emphasised the spectacular, there occurred a considerable borrowing from theatrical 

performances that used complex staging devices for adaptation to screen, in the first two 

decades o f  the new medium. Many o f the earliest one-reelers, which used popular 

theatrical performers and well known plays, were designed with the influence o f late- 

nineteenth century theatrical pictorialism: the elaborate and complicated stage designs for 

melodramas such as those written by Dion Boucicault were transferred on a smaller scale 

to the cinema screen. Their visual exuberance and broad popularity was another 

contributing motive for the selection o f specific dramas for adaptation over others. As 

the technicalities o f film art were refined and improved, two distinct and opposing 

attitudes to the theatrical form arose among film practitioners and caused a gradual

ibidem
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movement away from dramatic texts and styles. Firstly, theatre presentations were 

increasingly considered to be too unrealistic and over-performed. With developments in 

shooting and acting styles, and the possibility o f  using close-ups and the development o f 

more subtle performing that came in light o f this, film was once again seen as a medium 

that could work with a greater verisimilitude, whose details could be controlled with 

greater precision. Secondly, and conversely, a concurrent development among Soviet 

filmmakers witnessed their exploitation o f the potential for aesthetic control o f the nitrate 

strip; something alien to the theatrical presentation and therefore opening a wider range 

o f possibilities in marking an individual and distinctive artistic space for the cinema. By 

advocating montage, the practitioners o f  the Soviet circle were offering:

a particular aesthetics o f  the film medium, a field o f devices which 

were specific to that medium, not borrowed from any other o f the 

arts. Editing seemed to provide such a field.^*

Both o f these developments were reflective o f a general tendency among cinema 

practitioners in the late teens and early 1920s to try and establish film as an art form in its 

own right. This necessarily meant its separation in any way possible from the theatrical 

association that had previously provided it with creative inspiration. Ben Brewster and 

Lea Jacobs have noted that despite the fact that:

as soon as the cinema turned to fiction, it took the theatre as its 

m odel... the true history o f the medium since then has been one o f its 

emancipation from the tutelage o f  the theatre, the discovery o f  an 

autonomous cinematic aesthetic.'^’

It was ironically much later with the development o f  sound cinema -  and then later still 

with the widespread use o f colour -  when the medium was more frilly equipped to 

represent a growing verisimilitude, that it began to challenge the conventional modes o f

Ben Brewster & Lea Jacobs Theatre to Cinema: stage pictorialism and the early feature film  (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1997) p. 4 

ibidem, p. 5
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realist cinematic narrative, and review audience needs for escapism and its own aesthetics 

o f production. In a move to counteract the effects o f rising numbers o f television set 

owners who were showing preference for staying at home to going out to the pictures, 

and alternative leisure time activities that were draining post-War dollars, studios turned 

increasingly to the musical. The tendency was commonsensical if only because the genre 

had had continuing rising success from its reappearance in the period o f the “talkies” . 

Once again, a set o f dramatic conventions developed that tied the film to the theatre, both 

stylistically and thematically. This time, however, the merger o f the matured cinematic 

medium with the theatre back stage settings, characters and events established for it a 

means o f framing its own performative elements. It is not coincidental that many back

stage musicals openly question the theatrical nature o f cinema or play cinematically with 

the deceptiveness o f its seamless construction with meta-theatrical allusions. Many, like 

Singin ’ in the Rain (Donen & Kelly, 1951), focus specifically on the early years o f the 

sound cinema and use the technological development o f sound to satirise its effect on the 

overtly theatrical performances by the already established actors o f silent film.

In this period, characteristics o f early cinema that were specific to its former relationship 

with the theatre began to re-emerge, but with calculated parody. In its harmonisation o f 

dramatic and cinematic techniques, the musical superimposed theatrical texts over 

cinematic contexts to undermine playfiilly the realism that was prevalent in much early 

cinema. Leo Braudy has noted o f the genre “the relation between realism and stylization 

is a central issue in musicals, not an absurd convention” and “the musical is self- 

conscious about it stylization, the heightened reality that is its norm”.̂  ̂ In general, its 

mode o f address, its ability to reach out beyond the proscenium arch and expose the 

machinations o f the theatrical apparatus, and its openly self-conscious exhibition o f 

performance, made the musical a generic mode that forced film audiences to review the 

way in which they regarded cinema. By referring to Rick Altman’s writing on cinematic 

genres I will argue later that because John Ford’s Irish-based films used large number o f

Leo Braudy “Genre; the Conventions of Connection” in Braudy & Cohen, p. 615 
ibidem, p. 619
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Abbey Theatre players, the theatrical inclusion made obvious a staged self-consciousness 

that echoed traces o f the performative style evident in the musical.

An important mode of classification is borrowed by Brewster and Jacobs from writing on 

the history o f painting and theatre and applied to their study o f styles o f representation in 

early film. With reference to work by Michael Fried, they explain:

‘Absorptive’ paintings...are opposed to those that solicit attention, 

where the subjects are in display, either apparently engaging the 

viewers (addressing them by look or gesture), or revealing the self- 

consciousness that suggests an awareness [of their presence].

During the different historical phases o f stylistic and generic association and interaction 

between theatre and film, performers displayed an awareness o f the viewing camera, and 

therefore o f the gaze o f the spectator, in varying degrees. Gestures unseen by other 

characters, or blatant “eye contact” in the direction o f a gaze “outwards” was common 

among many theatrical actors who worked on film. Whereas these moments coincided 

with periods o f greater theatrical influence and the growing separation o f the media after 

the development o f sound pictures,'*' the absorptive seamlessness would be challenged by 

the later musicals. One o f the most notable aspects o f stylistic classification o f films 

under the category o f “dominant Hollywood production” throughout the classical period 

was a rendering invisible o f its filmic structuring and contrivance. Imperceptible editing, 

subtle background music, understated performing and narrative smoothness were all 

harnessed for viewing pleasure through the least possible disturbance o f fictional 

engagement. Nothing could have been farther from the blatant theatrical display which 

Tom Gunning has noted utterly undermined any possibility o f  narrative absorption in 

films such as D. W. Griffith’s earlier work."*  ̂ Even though Christian Metz “insists that 

the presence o f the actors [in the theatre] implies their consent and hence an

Brewster & Jacobs, p. 10
ibidem; a thesis that is elaborated throughout their book.
Tom Gunning “The Cinema o f Attractions: Early Film, its Spectator and the Avant-Garde” in Early 

Cinema: space -  frame -  narrative Thomas Elsaesser (ed.) (London: British Film Institute, 1990) pp. 56 
- 6 2
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acknowledgement o f the spectator that the cinema lacks’’/^  his attitude is neither 

reflective o f every single film made, nor applicable to any sustained style o f film acting. 

In fact, two approaches to cinematic performing have been evoked to explain theatrical 

influences in cinema. In the earlier years, more deliberate methods relying on established 

postures, large gestures and stereotypical actions and reactions have been referred to as 

“histrionic”, while techniques seen to be more faithfiil to “real” expressions and 

movements, have been blocked as “verisimilar”. Roughly speaking, these approaches 

may be aligned with the initial cinema d ’attractions and narrative absorptive modes of 

film, and the methods o f acting as well as those o f the cinematic styles have remained, for 

Tom Gunning, in a continuous dialectic throughout the history of film.'*'*

Because o f the fact that dramatic temporal and spatial continuity are the predominant 

distinguishing factors in the comparison between the stage performance and setting, and 

the cinematic spectacle and mise-en-scene, the very notion o f performance style becomes 

problematic. Framed from a potentially infinite number o f  camera angles, and under the 

influence o f the editor’s systematic re-arrangement o f images and takes, what was in the 

theatre for the actor an intact event becomes a series o f a-chronological, performative 

stops and starts. Brewster and Jacobs list five comparisons in acting style that they have 

observed between early and sound film: the tendency to pause momentarily for different 

reactions; the assumption of stereotypical postures; the expression of interior emotional 

or mental states; the systematic variation and iteration o f poses; and blocking that leads 

from one pose to another. Whatever might be their argument for such stylistic practices 

in early silent film, later increased mobility o f  the camera and faster rates o f editing 

dispensed with any temporal continuity that could maintain predetermined performing 

methods. In “The Work o f Art in the Age o f Mechanical Reproduction”, Walter 

Benjamin also evokes the difference imposed by the recording apparatus:

The camera that presents the performance o f the film actor to the 

public need not respect the performance as an integral whole...The 

sequence o f positional views which the editor composes from the

Brewster & Jacobs, p. 13
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material supplied him constitutes the completed film...the 

performance of the actor is subjected to a series o f optical tests.''^

This notion will become especially important when we reconsider the thesis of Jean- 

Louis Baudry in which he deals with the ideological power of “the idealist conception of 

the fullness and homogeneity of being”'*̂  that is imposed upon the fabricated “reality” by 

the cinematic apparatus, in its denial of differences. In one selection of readings, 

therefore, the dramatic spectacle is seen to offer its presentation -  in contrast to that of 

the cinematic -  as whole and complete in its presence. In an alternative set of work, it is 

argued that the cinema establishes a homogeneity that is ideological in its denial and 

concealing of difference. This mythological representation of totality is only possible 

because of the “presence” of the spectator, who becomes reified by the experience into 

the dominant ideological state. There occurs, in the passage from one medium to the 

other, a transference of modes of “presences as totalities”: in the dramatic scene, presence 

is performed, in the cinematic representation the performed presence of the theatre is 

reconfigured into a “written” presence, and this allows for the interpretation (by both 

actor and spectator) of the “performance as performed”.'*̂

Another reconfiguration that occurs with the adaptation from theatre to cinema that has 

notable consequences for performance style, mise-en-scene, camera positioning and 

character movement, is a spatial one. Even allowing for differing relative auditorium and 

stage compositions such as spilt audience, theatre in the round or basic proscenium, the 

dramatic address for the actor, as far as the individual spectator is concerned, has a single 

focus. The cinematic focus opens up a much broader array of spatial possibilities, and 

even when the 180° rule is taken into consideration, the relative number of permutations 

of shots and combinations o f edited alterations is infinite. Single takes are also marked 

by a complete inversion of the typical theatrical spatial arrangement: whereas a fmite and

'''' Gunning in Elsaesser, pp. 56 -  62
Walter Benjamin “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” in Braudy & Cohen, pp. 

739 -  40
Baudry in Braudy & Cohen, p. 348
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enclosed depth o f field is imposed in the theatre, narrowing behind the actor with a linear 

convergence, in the cinema the camera marks the point from which all lines o f  depth of 

field diverge infinitely onto the perceivable horizon. This effect alone is responsible for a 

particular “look” in many of the films in which Abbey Theatre players have performed: 

criticism has been made o f the “staginess” o f John Ford’s Irish films, and reviewers at the 

time noted of Emmet Dalton’s collaborations with the Abbey an inability to break away 

from the dramatic origins o f staging and style that were more suited to theatrical mise-en- 

scene.'*^ Because o f this clash the theatrical performance can open up the cinematic fixity 

imposed by its apparatus, and the reframing o f the theatrical performance by film can 

challenge the coherence and unity o f the stage-performance (as mentioned above with 

regard to examples from the self-reflexive musical).

These mutual deconstructions are all the more significant when the representation is 

based on the national image, and this historical narrative therefore is highlighted as an 

ideologically performed construction. When the theatrical is reframed through the 

cinematic, a paradoxical reversal is exposed, and further ideological suppression o f 

difference in the cinema is apparent. Whereas the theatrical performance may be 

multidirectional in its communication -  each perspective exists only by virtue o f the 

perception o f individual spectators -  in the cinema, the angles o f performative address 

open out into an unlimited number o f possibilities, and these are drawn together by the 

imposing view point o f the camera, and projected thus for the observer. The hegemonic 

modes o f control o f the modes o f address contribute to the ideological invisibility o f the 

seamless, absorptive cinematic mise-en-scene and performance o f mainstream 

production.

In each o f the examples above dialectical distance is maintained between what I have 

been calling “the theatrical” and “the cinematic” in predominantly mainstream film. The

I have chosen the word “interpretation”, here, using it zygmaticaliy as it relates to the nouns “actor” and 
“spectator”: to mean “embodiment of character” in the former case, and to suggest “understanding of role” 
in the latter.
'** Kevin Rockett has made reference to critical commentary on the Abbey Theatre and Emmet Dalton 
collaborations from the Sunday Independent'. “Like other Ardmore productions, this film cannot get away
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relatively few academic works that concentrate on the interrelationship o f both media do 

so from the point o f view o f their artistic autonomy. As narrative procedures, I am now 

interested in concentrating on their imbrication: how this provides for a reading o f their 

representations as protreptic discourses, and what the effects are on their performance of 

“nation-ness”. Taking into account the subsections above -  absorptive and outward- 

looking set ups, histrionic and verisimilar acting styles, fragmentation and continuity, the 

inflections o f presence, and spatial configurations - 1 want to read the Abbey performers’ 

films o f John Ford and Emmet Dalton from a deconstructive point o f view. The notions 

o f nation, nationality and national identity will become unfixed with the possibility o f 

infinite interpretation in a representational mode that is in the main visual and acoustic 

and hangs between theatre and cinema. This expressive method is, ‘‘heteroglossic in that 

different voices and different languages are allowed to confront each other and achieve 

some kind o f dynamic interaction, or dialogization”.'*̂  At the moment o f intersection o f 

the theatrical and cinematic texts, or at the moment o f  adaptation when one infiltrates the 

other, there occurs a narrative undecidability that can shatter the conceptual oppositions 

and binaries on which ideologies are founded. By evoking a deconstructive reading o f 

these instances, as Christopher Norris has noted generally on the grammatological 

strategies o f Derrida, it will be possible to:

Catch at those moments o f  ‘undecidability’ where writing 

com plicates the meaning o f  a text beyond its express intentions or its 

self-authorized logic o f  sense.

This will open up the possibility o f a “third space” between the dramatic and filmic 

utterances and performances o f nation: a position from which binaries o f logic that 

support hierarchies o f power no longer hold. By locating the self-deconstructing event in 

the adaptations studied below, I wish to depart from post-colonial readings that merely 

reverse the existing hierarchies. As I have explained already, these methods only serve to 

maintain (although from an alternative perspective) the dialectic o f power that fixes

from its stage beginning.” (5 /26*  April, 1959) in The Irish Filmography: fiction films, 1896-1996  
(Dublin: Red Mountain Press, 1996) p. 22

O’Brien, p. 12 (in reference to “Bakhtin: 1981; 263”)
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ideologically many anti-colonial texts. Gayatri Spivak implies this inflexibility when she 

evokes the idea of deconstruction in the power/knowledge formulation: “One of the two 

terms governs the other...To deconstruct the opposition...is to overturn the hierarchy at a 

given moment.” '̂ This understanding of deconstruction is brought to mind again by Roy 

Boyne when he emphasises the textual subversion o f the phenomenon:

Deconstruction, then, in the somewhat mechanical formulation, 

means reversing polarities, and according privilege to the side o f  the 

opposition which was hithertofore unprivileged.^^

Instead of maintaining the hierarchies set in the ideological utterances of national texts by 

a simple reversal of subject and object, it is necessary to understand deconstruction as 

valid in its reopening of textual differance. The deconstruction that has already begun to 

happen in the process of theatrical to cinematic adaptation before interpretive 

intervention is the exposure, clarification and enunciation of series of logically 

impossible differences. The dialectic, when upheld through creative textual practice or 

analysis, aspires:

to that moment o f  transcendence when the difference between two 

dialectically opposed moments is dissolved, the ground o f  the 

dissolution being that yet-to-be-revealed presence o f  each moment 

within the other. The horizon o f  dialectics, then, is the resolution o f  

difference.

The performance of the nation by the theatricality of theatre through the theatricality of 

cinema will refute any textual closure by the “horizon of dialectics”, and will serve in the 

denial of “the resolution of difference”.

Christopher Norris Derrida (London: Fontana Press, 1987) p. 85 
Spivak in Derrida (1976), p. Ixxvii
Roy Boyne Foucault and Derrida: the other side o f  reason (London: Unwin Hyman, 1990) p. 125 
ibidem, p. 128
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2.5 The theatre and the cinema as narrative supplements for and traces of the 

national text

It is tempting to resolve the tautology o f national textuality -  the fact that texts seem 

reliant on the “nation” for the constitution o f the same “nation” that they are responsible 

for writmg -  by reverting to such cultural textual practices as pure supplementarity. But 

Derrida has demonstrated the dangers inherent in such a simplification in his criticism of 

a phonocentrism running through the history o f philosophical and academic writing from 

Plato to Hegel. Cinematic and theatrical texts may be supplementary to national texts in 

as much as they contribute to its reinvention, reformulation and re interpretation, however, 

following Derrida’s challenge to the logic o f supplementarity, the supplement cannot 

simply add to a discursive defming that is incomplete, nor is it acceptable (if the 

supplement is necessary in the first instance) that the nation is considered in a 

straightforward way as inclusive, whole, and homogenous. As Derrida has advised, it is 

necessary to be aware o f metaphysical traditions in thinking that consist:

o f excluding non-presence by determining the supplement as simple 

exteriority, pure addition or pure presence...The paradox is that one 

annuls addition by considering it a pure addition. What is added is 

nothing because it is added to a fu ll presence to which it is exterior.^'*

[emphasis original]

This traditional closed reading o f “writing as supplement” deprives it o f the natural 

authenticity that is ascribed to speech acts in the same works. Rather than being read as 

potentially useful open texts that are not always ideologically infected, or texts that are 

derivative and parasitic on the nation that exists a priori as originary and teleological, 

cinematic and theatrical discourses (as well as many other political, social and cultural 

texts) may be seen to be constitutive o f  the very myth o f origin. Derrida continues:

Derrida (1976), p. 167
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The concept o f  origin or nature is nothing but the myth o f  addition, 

o f  supplementarity annulled by being purely additive. It is the myth 

o f  the eflfacement o f  the trace, that is to say o f  an originary difference 

that is neither absence nor presence.

According to Derrida, it is necessary to read the supplements (of which there are many 

including nationality, national identity, cinema and theatre which write the nation as 

process of defining) as additional extras, and at the same time as filling the lack in an 

entity that is otherwise unfinished. Christopher Norris has pointed out that, “we cannot 

think the possibility o f culture, history or knowledge in general without also thinking the 

prior necessity of w r i t i n g . W h e n  Anne McClintock sets out some of the difficulties 

inherent in the applications of the terminology central to discourses of postcolonialism, 

she quotes extensively from Walter Benjamin by evoking his “Angel o f Progress”.̂  ̂ The 

continual reproduction of a mythical origin as a self-perpetuating trace, after the fact, is 

evocative of Benjamin’s Angel of future anteriority, who faces the past while begin 

projected violently forward in time to watch the accumulation of destruction in the 

aftermath of the same storm that drives him forward. Derrida has called the operating the 

trace of trace the “arche-trace”.̂ * It is worth quoting the relevant section from O f 

Grammatology in its entirety:

The concept o f  the arche-trace... is in fact contradictory and not 

acceptable within the logic o f  identity. The trace is not only the 

disappearance o f  origin -  within the discourse that we sustain and 

according to the path that we follow  it means that the origin did not 

even disappear, that it was never constituted except reciprocally by a 

non-origin, the trace, which thus becom es the origin o f  the origin.^^

”  ibidem 
Norris, p. 95

”  Anne McClintock “The Angel of Progress: Pitfalls o f the Term‘Post-Colonialism’” in Social Text 
Vol. 3 1 / 3 2  Spring, 1992 p. 84

Derrida (1976), explained pp. 6 1 - 5  
ibidem, p. 61
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The theatricality o f cinema in the current case studies facilitates a deconstruction o f the 

nation as text that is often otherwise fed by ideological misconceptions like the concept 

o f “origin”. The establishment o f a trace within a discursive trace can assist the 

undermining o f a whole logic o f  ideological reading and writing, and free the texts 

implicated (first cinematic and theatrical, but ultimately national). Roy Boyne compares 

the disturbances o f invisible power/knowledge structures by Foucault and Derrida, and 

outlines that for the latter:

the thesis o f  an original true essence is ideological, in the sense that 

it shares the very same assumptions which structure the metaphysics 

o f  presence in general. These assumptions are that a return to the 

true origin is both possible and desirable, and that those phenomena 

subsequent to the true origin are contingent and inessential.^

When the effacement o f the trace occurs, with the subsequent denial o f  difference and the 

establishment o f a fixed origin, all textual processes are vulnerable to the kind of radical 

ideological interpretation that Partha Chatterjee finds at the centres o f nationalisms. Such 

production:

merely consists o f  particular utterances w hose meanings are fixed by 

the lexical and grammatical system  provided b y ...th e  theoretical 

framework o f  post-Enlightenment rational thought.^'

What is significant in the examples o f the performances by the Abbey players on film, the 

application o f theatrical effects within mainstream cinema, and the adaptation o f dramatic 

texts for the screen, is the effect o f self-interrogation that occurs in the case when one 

textual practice infiltrates, and becomes enframed by, another. The myth o f origin is 

exposed in a process o f magnification in which -  rather than reading the cinema and 

theatre as horizontally facilitating the projection o f the nation -  they become “stacked” 

vertically: the cinematic text moves into a supplementary relationship with the theatrical

“  Boyne, p. 129
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text. This postpones the origin to an infinite projection into future narrations, as the 

connection o f the texts in order o f priority shows each one to be the trace o f a trace, and 

the supplement o f a supplement. The frequent invisibility o f the process o f national 

characterisation and description through “national” cinema and theatre becomes more 

visible through a deconstruction o f the many points o f contact between the media: 

adaptation, performance, recording, event, publicity and analysis. By this deconstructive 

“rendering visible”, the ideological machinations o f narrating the nation are exposed. 

The correlation between the cinematic and theatrical presentations o f the nation in this 

instance is similar to that between the stage-Irishman and the “Irish character”: in each 

case the former re frames the latter as ideological construct by performing its 

performance. In the section o f this work in which John Ford’s Irish fihns will be 

considered, “stage-Irishness” will become a metaphor for all that has been framed in the 

national representations on stage as they are fiirther exposed in film: this will include, as 

well as performance technique, the use o f language, songs, names, locations, customs, 

costume and actors. By the final section on Emmet Dalton’s productions, there is less 

concern with a framing of the performance o f Irishness in favour o f thematic exploration 

o f the implementation o f  nation/jej'5. Before these however, it will be necessary to 

provide the historical context o f the interaction o f the Abbey Theatre with cinematic 

projects, and to explain how the rise in the involvement was coincidental with the 

renaissance o f the Irish stereotype on the stage; a concurrence that would have far- 

reaching repercussions for the representation o f Irishness on the international screen.

Partha Chatterjee Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: a derivative discourse? (London; Zed 
for the United Nations University, 1986) p. 39
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Chapter Three
The context in which staged Irishness becomes

filmed Irishness



3.1 The New State and the National Theatre Society

Before considering how an active textual deconstruction o f national narratives can occur 

at the point o f cinematic and theatrical intersection and hence challenge the fixity o f 

discourses o f the nation, it will be necessary to outline chronologically certain social and 

theatrical circumstances in Ireland from the 1930s onwards, as critical contexts. In this 

chapter three clear developments at the Abbey Theatre -  as they relate in some cases to 

broader social and political events -  will be shown to have coalesced inevitably for the 

production o f a particular type o f representation o f Irishness on screen. An increasing 

body o f academic commentary on the 1930s probes beneath the appearance o f cultural 

dearth under the first de Valera government, and represents the decade with insinuations 

o f a separation o f artistic cultural productivity and state ideological strategy. The 

consequence o f this social disconnection, it is shown more and more frequently, was a 

frustration in circles o f artistic production and criticism, rather than an out and out 

absence of cultural development. This resulted in a paradox that is characteristic o f 

descriptions o f the early decades o f  the Irish Free State. Christopher Morash describes 

the era following a decade o f economic depravity after the Civil War as one o f creative 

doubt:

The culture o f  the period thus rankles with an awareness o f 

limitations, constraints and lost opportunities. This was particularly 

true o f the theatre, and Abbey-bashing quickly became one o f the 

national pastimes in the new state.'

Placing the theatre as one o f the primary victims o f a stagnant cultural age, in his 

commentary on the inter-relationship between the theatre and state in twentieth century 

Ireland, Lionel Pilkington reflects the paradox inherent in the inconsistent and sometimes 

conveniently variable association between the directorate o f the National Theatre and the

' Christopher Morash A H istory o f  Irish Theatre 1601 - 2 0 0 0  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002) p. 172
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Fianna Fail government o f the 1930s: at once “characterised as depressingly adversarial”  ̂

but, then again, interesting because at an institutional level:

what is so remarkable about the overall relationship between Fianna

Fail and the Abbey Theatre in the 1930s and 1940s is that there is a

striking lack  o f  conflict.^ [emphasis original]

As the theatre evolved along a gradually softening tradition o f constructive unionism, 

Yeats (the only remaining founding member on the Abbey Theatre Board) may have had 

little to celebrate after the January 1933 general election, which saw the establishment of 

the anti-Treaty nationalist Fianna Fail government. But the immediate appearance of 

ideological incompatibility -  insinuated by the abrupt reduction o f the theatre’s annual 

state grant from £1,000 to £750 -  proved at length to be far less a cause for concern than 

a series o f internal problems faced by the board o f the theatre during the decade. 

Following a number o f meetings and exchanges between Yeats and de Valera 

necessitated by complaints from Fianna Fail Inc. in New York about the plays performed 

during the early tours o f the United States, the relationship between the directorate and 

the government was for the most part without contention. The more significant problems 

derived from the immediate effect o f the reduction by Fiarma Fail o f the government 

subsidy because it had the effect o f exacerbating the existing financial difficulties o f the 

theatre, and their knock-on effects in the wake of the American tours. These were to 

have long-lasting repercussions for the already insecure management o f the theatre.

Regarding the ftiture projection o f “Irishness” on screen one fact was considerable. All 

o f the unfortunate developments and misfortunes o f the theatre coincided with the re- 

emergence o f the stage-Irishman and the stereotypical attributes on the national stage that 

would facilitate the restoration o f that type. The intention o f  the founding members of 

the Irish Literary Theatre had been to break away from what they perceived as the 

declining aesthetic standards, the moral inferiority, and the misrepresentations o f Ireland

 ̂ Lionel Pilkington Theatre and the State in Twentieth Century Ireland: Cultivating the People (London, 
New York: Routledge, 2001) p. 114 
 ̂ ibidem, p. 118
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common on the popular English stage around the turn o f the century. Edward Martyn, 

W. B. Yeats and Lady Gregory wanted to stage Irish plays with Irish themes and claimed:

We will show that Ireland is not the home o f buffoonery and o f  easy 

sentiment, as it has been represented, but the home o f  an ancient 

idealism /

It is quite possible that for some this heralded the ultimate demise o f the stage-Irishman 

and its replacement by a character type somehow “truer” in its representation o f the Irish, 

as well as the establishment o f a more reliable platform for realistic depictions and 

expressions o f the Gaelic race. Three decades after the formation of the Literary Theatre, 

however, two points emerged about the stereotype that had been previously disregarded. 

Firstly, there was no clearly singularly defined prototype: the stage-Irish performance 

was multi-faceted and polyphonic, and embodied a remarkable ability to acclimatise to 

any dramatic situation. Secondly, the stage-Irishman was not with O’Leary in his grave, 

but likely to resurface at any time provided the locus dramaticus were conducive to the 

reappearance.

More significant for the state’s embryonic consciousness o f  its own image than any firm 

ideological position taken at the foundation o f the theatre was the importance o f the 

charmel the National Theatre Society had opened up for the projection of this image. 

Lionel Pilkington has demonstrated thoroughly that even having adopted the title 

“National” the founding members o f the theatre society remained afiFiliated with a socio

economic, and culturally elite class that was associated with the Anglo-Irish ascendancy 

parliamentary aristocracy who fought for a national independence that had more to do 

with assuring the stability o f their own political and social position through “constructive 

unionism”.  ̂ Political and cultural protagonists o f the ideological strands o f this 

movement were certainly aware o f the stance, responsibility and risk they were taking in 

offering images o f the nation-in-the-making to a sensitive public, and many o f the earlier

Augusta Gregory Our Irish Theatre: A Chapter o f  Autobiography (Smythe: Gerards Cross, 1972) p. 20 
 ̂ This point is central to Pilkington’s thesis on the relation between the Free State ideologies as they 

altered with successive governments, and the Directors of the National Theatre Society.
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years o f  the Abbey saw the directors in direct conflict with popular and literary audiences 

concerning dramatic (mis)representations. Throughout the developmental years o f the 

theatre -  and to a lesser yet, nonetheless, significant extent after that -  the theatrical 

activity o f  the group was vigilantly scrutinised by leading members o f fledgling 

nationalist and cultural nationalist movements. The most significant role o f the new 

theatrical society lay not in its on-going quest for a projection and production o f an Irish 

national identity, but in the potential for open-ended debate as to what form that 

necessarily elusive entity might take. There were too many oppositions, protests and 

arguments from audiences and critical groups throughout the early history o f the theatre 

for W. B. Yeats and Augusta Gregory to have ever been trusted as paragons o f popular 

nationalistic idealism, but the fact that a national dramatic association was in existence 

was important for the airing o f those opinions in the public process o f national identity 

conciliation.

From the beginning of the 1930s, a concatenation o f aesthetic developments, fiscal 

factors, social circumstances and theatrical events facilitated the return o f the stage- 

Irishman, and all o f the dramatic accessories that supported that representation. I will 

consider each o f these in depth but, before doing so, it will be important initially to 

explain the situation at the theatre that led to the unavoidable growing association 

between the Abbey performers and film production companies’ projects. What is of 

greatest significance in this historical analysis is the coincidence o f the renaissance on 

stage o f a particular dramatic character, style and mode o f audience address with the 

international distribution o f the same performed identity through increasing cinema 

representation o f Ireland from 1930 to 1960.

3.2 The growing frequency in appearances by Abbey actors on screen

On December 12* 1946, Kathleen O ’Connell, secretary o f the Taoiseach, was sent an 

unsigned letter relating to the state o f the Abbey Theatre over the previous seven years. 

Despite the Jinonymity, but because o f the detail and confidentiality o f the facts enclosed.
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' I

it is reasonable to assume that only someone with first-hand involvement in the day-to- 

day running of the theatre or somebody who had privileged access to such information 

could have written it. The insufficient government subsidy o f an annual £850, which had 

been supporting the theatre since 1926, and was subsequently raised to £1,000 was 

reduced to £750 in 1933 under budgetary cutbacks that came in the light o f de Valera’s 

stringent and, some would argue,^ narrow-minded economic protectionist policies. The 

letter addressed to him ultimately sought a reintroduction o f the higher state subsidy of 

the theatre, but in making the case drew together what the author saw as the fundamental 

problems experienced by the theatre over a considerable period o f time. It complained 

about the organisation o f the company, pointed to the threat o f continued diminution of 

the acting group due to the temporary and disruptive loss o f prominent actors, and made a 

number o f suggestions regarding the implementation o f policies and strategies deemed 

necessary for its recuperation. The writer then came to the point and conceded; “There 

are three things wrong with the Abbey.” Firstly, the subsidy was insufficient for any 

successful work in the theatre. Secondly, the auditorium was too primitive for decent 

production and, in comparison with cinemas in the capital city, was far less comfortable 

for audiences. Finally, the writer claimed that the directors had lost all sense o f what the 

National Theatre ought to be doing.’ A detail that suggests that the author was someone 

who had creative -  as opposed to managerial -  input into the organisation, was the fact 

that the letter rejected the fundamentally pessimistic line taken by earlier critics who had 

written scathing reviews o f the artistic standards o f the company throughout the 1930s. 

Unusually, the person responsible defied the generally negative attitude suggested by 

these critics and held that: “In 1939, the Abbey had the biggest and finest company it 

ever had”.*

Most significantly, the writer insinuated that all o f the theatre’s current difficulties might 

have been directly or indirectly related to developments in film production involving 

Abbey actors. To end the generally pessimistic reading o f the existing state o f the Abbey

* Among them, J. J. Lee in Ireland 1912 -1 9 8 5 : politics and society (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1989)
’ Letter to the Taoiseach, 12'*' December 1946. Dept, o f Taoiseach File S14342. National Archives,
Dublin
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on a more positive note, the author suggested that the absence o f players to cinematic 

productions was only a temporary issue and, once enough funding had been guaranteed to 

support the company, the position o f the National Theatre Society would be reassured. 

Confidently, the letter suggests: “The present craze for Irish subject films in England and 

America is not likely to last indefinitely.”^

No forecast o f prevailing cinematic market tendencies could have been less accurate. In 

the years following receipt o f the letter the number o f Abbey performers cast in screen 

roles by film producers increased exponentially until the early 1960s, and the cinema 

directors’ affmity with the players that had begun following the United States tours o f the 

1930s continued. Minutes from Board o f Directors meetings show the inevitable cause- 

and-effect correlation between the fiscal troubles faced by the Abbey in the early 1930s, 

the decision by the company to embark on the four tours o f America the same decade, 

and the subsequent increase in film corporation offers for collaboration with the Irish 

theatre and numbers o f its players. Ironically, this last outcome re-introduced a new set 

o f  financial dilemmas for the directorate who could not afford to keep players on the 

stage by matching salaries with those earned on film sets.

It is difficult to assess the extent to which the American tour in the autumn o f 1932 was 

intentionally designed by the theatre’s directors to be “deliberately provocative” o f the 

prevailing ideology o f the increasingly popular Fianna Fail party, as Pilkington has 

s u g g e s t e d . W i t h  regard to the theatre’s attempt to restrict expenditure during that 

period, it has been suggested that one o f the most important reasons for the embarkation 

on the American tours was the recognition o f serious financial difficulties, which could 

go as far as seriously to threaten the existence o f the theatre." While the plays chosen for 

the touring programme were hardly the more anodyne options from the repertoire -  three 

had been directly responsible for some o f the most vehement protests the Abbey had to 

contend with in Dublin, and The Playboy o f  the Western World had provoked violent

* ibidem 
’ ibidem

Pilkington, p. 114
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riots during the 1911 tour o f New York -  the purpose o f the venture was motivated 

primarily by publicity and financial needs. If  notoriety emerged Irom degrees o f stirring 

“the politically charged atmosphere o f the time” in Ireland, by the group’s indirectly 

“proclaiming its pro-Treaty and anti-majoritarian tendencies”,'^ and this resulted in more 

extensive publicity during the American tours, then any increases at the box-office would 

be an appreciated bonus.

Most o f the performances during the American tour were greeted with enthusiasm, both 

critically and by audiences, with wholesome commentary in every newspaper whose 

reporter had seen the shows.'^ To create excitement about the visiting Irish players, it 

was arranged that Lennox Robinson travel ahead o f the company giving lectures on the 

background o f the plays and players, explaining the theatre’s success in Ireland, and 

inviting audiences to the performances. These talks were also met with degrees o f 

sentimental enthusiasm, but proved highly successful in securing packed houses for the 

plays. On the whole, in the newspapers there was consistent reiteration o f the talent of 

the players, with particularly irequent mention o f their comic ability. It is highly 

significant, therefore, that the only grounds on which any complaints were made about 

the choice o f productions for the tour, emerged from the United Irish-American Societies 

o f New York and Fianna Fail, Inc., who objected to the playing o f Synge’s The Playboy 

o f the Western World and O’Casey’s The Plough and the Stars}* The pattern emerging 

from audience taste, as far as the Abbey Theatre Company was concerned, was a 

preference for undemanding and palatable comedy or farce, and a fondness for the kind 

o f a lighter, amusing stereotypical caricature o f the Irish and their homeland. Political 

issues and social realism on the stage, such as those that had already provoked 

considerably violent audience reactions in 1907 and 1926 in Dublin, were to be avoided. 

Once again the paradoxical nature o f the cultural / political divide that was characteristic 

o f the theatre, its audiences and its political critics in the 1930s was evident in the

" Hugh Hunt The Abbey: Ireland's National Theatre 1904 -  1979 (London: Gill & Macmillan, 1979) 
pp. 1 3 4 - 136

ibidem, p. 115
Newspaper reviews and commentary on tours in MS 25510, National Library of Ireland
The implications and details o f the ensuing meetings between de Valera and Yeats have been well 

documented elsewhere. See, among others, Hunt (1979) and Pilkington (2001).
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opposing attitudes to what was considered to be offensive dramatic misrepresentation. 

Ultimately, spectators’ demands for the light-hearted representations began to affect the 

Irish performers’ manner and as critics began to note a distinctive change in acting 

towards a “broadly farcical style” by the end o f the fourth tour,'^ the growing enthusiasm 

o f American audiences drew the attention o f film production companies interested in 

investing in the Abbey players’ popularity. The exposure o f the Irish actors to the 

American market during the four tours o f the decade directly resulted in the increase o f 

their marketing potential and their subsequent casting by film producers in America and 

Britain.

From the beginning o f the sound period with the shooting o f the Frank Borzage film Song 

O ’ My Heart, and Alfred Hitchcock’s version o f Juno and the Paycock (both 1930), 

American and British production companies had shown interest in working with Abbey 

actors, through co-operation with the theatre. By the end o f 1936 no fewer than eighteen 

former or current full-time Abbey Players had performed a total o f thirty-six roles in 

British and American productions. At the end o f the decade -  following the United 

States tours -  the interest in the Irish performers had increased. Just as had been the case 

in the aftermath o f the first tours o f America in the 1910s, the residue o f publicity -  both 

positive and negative -  had had international repercussions. O f the former period, 

Christopher Morash has noted:

As the Abbey players roamed America, trailing the rich odour o f  

stinkbombs and scandal, they attracted increasing media and 

scholarly attention around the world.

The exposure obtained by the troupe during the later tours explains the noted public 

interest that attracted cinema moguls to the profitability o f  hiring the Irish players. What 

this tendency demonstrated, contrary to evidence presented in most o f the critical articles 

that had appeared throughout the decade, was that several film producers who were 

working with vast production budgets and were ready to offer considerable remuneration

Robert Hogan After the Irish Renaissance (London: Macmillan, 1968) p. 6
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to actors, were quite satisfied with the standard, style and range of acting abilities they 

saw in the Abbey casts. Regardless o f the disapproval o f  reviewers,’  ̂when the increased 

number o f contracts offered to performers from the theatre is taken into consideration it is 

fair to assume that influential and prosperous magnates in the cinema industry believed 

more and more that the Abbey Company could provide a number o f actors and actresses 

who would be valuable in the attraction o f film audiences and the increase o f box office 

receipts. Because the contract permitting the use o f players from the National Theatre 

sometimes contained a clause granting entitlement to credit the film as “starring the 

Abbey Players” or “with Irish Players from the Abbey Theatre”, it might be counter

argued that this was the primary reason actors from the theatre were hired by producers 

who recognised the international renown o f the company rather than the talents o f 

individual performers. However, the steady escalation in the number o f Abbey players 

called for film performances between 1930 and 1957, and the very reason the board o f 

directors became extremely anxious about the fiiture o f  the theatre over the same period 

is evidence enough that producers were not profiting by using the name o f the company 

as a means to an end. Rereading the periodical criticism in the light o f these facts, we 

might better understand the situation o f the National Theatre from the 1930s onwards. 

Internal disharmony between board members, increasingly severe fiscal problems, and a 

paucity o f new incoming dramatic texts o f acceptable quality all began to take their toll 

on the operations o f the theatre. The net effect o f the off-stage administrative troubles 

was soon evident in performances through the excessive repetition o f the use o f particular 

lightuig and stage designs, and in the crowd-pleasing acting style that the players were so 

frequently accused o f exercising.'* Undoubtedly, the Abbey had as fine a talent pool in 

the inter-war period as it ever had; circumstances, however, did not permit the fruition o f 

the full potential o f  the company, and critics were rightly swift to pick up on the artistic 

shortfalls. Ironically the very means by which some o f the financial burden o f the theatre 

was to be relieved -  the decision to tour America -  proved to be responsible for on-going 

managerial and fiscal disruption as more and more actors were approached with film

Morash, p. 147
Many o f the negative critical reviews are cited later in this chapter.
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contracts. The Board of Directors minutes throughout the period regularly reiterate the 

seriousness o f the issue.

At approximately the same time that the unsigned letter mentioned above was sent to the 

Department o f the Taoiseach, a detailed account o f the fmancial state o f the theatre, with 

an appeal for an increase in the annual subsidy to £3,000, was sent by the Managing 

Director, Ernest Blythe, to the Minister for Finance, Frank Aiken. In the document, the 

theatre managers were anxious to stress the origins o f  their cause for concern:

This year...the offer o f  film contracts to many o f  the Abbey players 

again threatened to rob the theatre both o f  experience [sic] actors, 

and also o f  promising juniors. For several months, work had to be 

carried on in the absence which proved temporary o f  a number o f  

prominent players. Som e permanent loss o f  a number o f  personnel 

actually occurred.'^

Clearly, according to the management as expressed in this letter and elsewhere, the loss 

of more mature actors was having a detrimental effect in every area o f dramatic 

production. Recognising that it was impossible for them:

to compete against film  salaries [they] believed that the giving o f  

salaries which would enable players to live in som e comfort and to 

escape the social stigma attached to what had becom e essentially low  

remuneration, would operate in tw o main ways to save the theatre 

from being denuded o f  talent.^”

The critical articles that appeared frequently calling for profound revision o f policy on, 

and approach to, productions at the Abbey continued into the 1940s in Ireland To-day 

and m The Bell, from its earliest editions. While dissatisfaction was not entirely echoed

'* Early in his book on the theatre, Hunt presents some of the reactions to the artistic standards at the 
Abbey by overseas designers who had been employed on temporary contracts to “reupholster” the look of 
contemporary productions.

Abbey Board of Directors Letter to Min. for Finance; Ernest Blythe Collection, UCD. Doc. 789, p. 2
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in the Board o f Directors’ committee meeting minutes over the corresponding time, on

going concerns were expressed in these notes about the loss o f prominent members o f the 

company to film and television productions. There was adequate precedent for this and 

there ought to have been no surprise for the management o f the theatre for, as Morash has 

pointed out regarding developments at the Abbey in the wake o f the American tours in 

the 1910s:

Kerrigan and other key Abbey performers, including Sara Ailgood, 

were among the first to establish a pattern of actors who would use a 

reputation created at the Abbey to launch a career in Hollywood.^'

Increased reputation o f the Abbey players abroad with growing recognition o f their 

commodity value when packaged under the generic term, meant that more than ever 

actors were interested in film roles. Compared to average remuneration o f £2,500 for a 

year’s work in picture production, an actor would receive less than £300 on the stage of 

the National Theatre. Furthermore, the fact that the British income tax system gave 

actors a maximum of six months’ tax-free allowance meant that many were content to 

work in England for half a year, and return to act in Ireland as it suited them, depending 

on roles they were offered at the Abbey. Increases in inflation were not paralleled with 

equivalent rises in actors’ salary, which had remained relatively fixed for over fifteen 

years. Any hopes o f increasing players’ remuneration from the theatre budget were 

undermined by the frozen (and already insufficient) £1,000 government subsidy which 

was still all the theatre received in 1946.

Two goals were detailed in the letter to the Minister for Finance as strategies that would 

help the management o f the theatre provided an adequate subsidy were granted: firstly, 

the directors would aim at reducing the numbers o f younger actors who were leaving the 

theatre at the first offer o f a film role, and, following that, they would attempt to attract 

back to the theatre any actors who had left without intending to return. Elsewhere, in 

private committee minutes and correspondence, the increasing threat o f loss o f talent to

ibidem, p. 4
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the field o f cinema production was outlined. When Blythe and Higgins opted to enter the 

names o f actors into the theatre programmes in Irish, and de Valera personally suggested 

that notices on seats be printed in the national language also, Irish Actors’ Equity 

requested a change back to the English versions. The claim that the Equity request had 

been instigated by certain Abbey players was put forward in Blythe’s minutes o f May 

23 “̂ 1951:

I believe this particular demand from Equity originates with a couple 

o f  members o f  the company who have a notion that they would more 

readily get out o f  the Abbey and into film s i f  their names were 

printed in English.^

A year later, concern emerged around the fact that it was not only actors who were being 

lost to motion picture production. During a board debate, considerable apprehension was 

expressed as to complaints over the lack o f new plays being staged by the National 

Theatre Company, at that time based in the Queen’s Theatre. The film industry was, 

once again, central to the point:

i f  we do not put new plays on as frequently as ever, provided we can 

get plays worth doing, authors w ill turn away from the Abbey -  the 

film s and the radio beckon them insistently, and it will becom e still 

more difficult and rare to get the sort o f  play that w e need.^^

When it came to leave o f absence for actors requesting permission to work on films, the 

management was in a no-win situation. To refuse such an application meant certain 

permanent loss o f the actor seeking leave, and to grant temporary fi-eedom fi'om contract 

resulted in serious rearrangement o f play casting, involving the fi'equent use o f less 

accomplished actors from the second company, or occasionally the complete cancellation 

o f the scheduled run. The perfect solution -  one that had been suggested by directors on

Morash, p. 156
Abbey Board of Directors Minutes; Ernest Blythe Collection, UCD. Doc. 750, 13* June 1951 
Abbey Board of Directors Minutes; Ernest Blythe Collection, UCD. Doc. 751, M* May 1952
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the theatre board as early as the mid-1930s -  was the collaboration between a film 

production company and the National Theatre. Agreement would ideally be reached 

wherein a policy o f work scheduling was in place to facilitate actor sharing, and minimise 

disruption to theatrical productions. It would be at least another decade, after further 

considerable financial crises, before a serious attempt would be made. In the meantime, 

individual actors left the theatre on temporary leave o f absence for work in films and, as 

time went on, in small and then larger groups. With them, they brought to screen roles 

the residue o f a revived method o f acting that had been facilitated by a number o f 

developments at the theatre. The stage-Irishman made an appearance on film in the 

sound period following many runs o f a particular performance style that had been 

welcomed by popular audiences in Dublin and America, despite severe criticism by 

theatrical reviewers. To understand the proliferation o f the stage-Irish stereotype on 

screen, it will be necessary at first to consider the circumstances surrounding its 

renaissance on the Abbey stage.

3.3 The resurrection of a transformed theatrical national stereotype

It is not possible to isolate any single development or difficulty at the Abbey during its 

third decade that prompted the return o f the stage-Irishman to the extent that the type 

began to emerge at the time, or to speak unproblematically o f an unchanging, 

homogenous theatrical performing entity that was “the Irish stereotype”. Rather, a series 

o f circumstances within the theatre -  financial, managerial and dramatic -  and several 

others from beyond -  economic, political and social -  made possible the evolution o f a 

particular style o f acting, within a precise dramatic mise-en-scene, directed at and 

encouraged by a specific audience, at a significant time in the development o f national 

self-consciousness. The ultimate responsibility for the performance was with the actor, 

but the multiple influences to which each member o f the Abbey group was open, and the 

variety o f presentation backgrounds and spectatorships against which each one performed 

can begin to explain the complexity and interconnection o f the reasons for the re- 

emergence o f the national stereotype at precisely that time. In spite o f the intricate
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correlation between the motivating circumstances in the reappearance o f the stage- 

Irishman, each one is related to attributes o f the character as it had already been 

developed over the preceding 300 years, especially on the English stage. Reincarnated in 

the 1930s on the Abbey stage in Dublin and during the tours o f America, the character 

displayed a self-reflexive awareness o f performing a hyperbole o f national identity, a 

meta-theatrical disregard for mimetic convention and dramatic naturalism, a subversive 

but disingenuous self-deprecation, and an increasingly familiar popular vaudeville style 

o f implicit communication with the audience that ignored the conventions o f the fourth 

wall and proscenium arch. Unsurprisingly, the resurgence and repetitive appearance o f 

the Irish stereotype was a development reviled by the critics, but it was something with 

which audiences on both sides o f the Atlantic were, on the whole, more than content.

I wish to propose below eight reasons -  considerably interrelated -  in explanation o f  why 

the stage-Irishman underwent a revival at the Abbey at this period in the development o f 

the theatre. That the reappearance should be contemporaneous with a sharp rise in the 

number o f film contracts offered to players from the theatre is not entirely coincidental, 

and it is very likely that the initial exportation o f the type on film created an expectation 

by film audiences and producers for the style among Irish actors, and brought about a 

standardisation o f the type. Nevertheless, the concurrence will be later shown to be 

significant in its own right as it is probable that earlier developments on the stage that had 

initially affected screen performances would have, in turn, been gradually affected by a 

proliferation o f the new cinematic characterisation. Some o f the causes offered for the 

character’s re-emergence relate to the financial problems the directors o f the theatre were 

trying to solve from the begirming o f the 1930s, but others are more broadly reflective o f 

the theatre’s phase o f development and how that may have related to the historical period 

of the newly constitution-based Free State, as well as the audiences addressed at the time. 

The tours o f the United States, which began in 1931, were one o f the earliest factors to 

influence the method o f acting.
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3.3.1 Playing nationality: the tours o f America

It was convenient for the management that the Abbey’s dramatic legacy at home and 

abroad had been one o f simplicity o f setting and design, and restraint o f voice and 

movement; what Christopher Morash has identified as an association by audiences 

between their style and the “minimalism o f Abbey scenography”, the “refreshing visual 

restraint” and its characteristically palatable productions, such as the “undemanding rural 

comedies” '̂* from the repertoire. Without the finances to provide for any more complex 

staging and lighting designs than the most basic o f theatrical set-ups, and in the light o f 

its increasingly profit-making venturing in the latest succession o f American tours, 

because the type o f dramatic simplicity o f decor and costumes were largely what the 

American audiences o f the 1930s expected, the company could justifiably maintain and 

market its image of stylistic minimalism, A comment by Morash on the earlier tours is 

equally applicable in the later context o f performances in America. With reference to the 

theatre’s international identity in comparison with the actual reality o f  the situation, he 

notes that: “while touring tied the Abbey more than ever before to the world o f 

commercial theatre, it also spread its myth”.̂  ̂ In this case, the “myth” is directly related 

to comments made by:

Eugene O ’Neill, Susan Glaspell and Robert Edmond Jones [who] 

would all speak o f its influence on their work in American theatre, 

with Jones in particular influenced by the ‘very sim ple’ set designs.^^

For the tours o f the 1930s this “myth” was re-staged; not merely literally in set designs 

and in the plays chosen for the repertoire (despite, as has been noted above, the violent 

reactions to some o f them during the first tours), but more importantly in the way actors 

played to audiences’ expectations. Furthermore, because the audiences were foreign, 

performances were nationalised in ways they had not been in Dublin, as actors may have 

felt more readily a sense o f playing “other” to “the other”. While the productions

Morash, pp. 1 4 5 -6
ibidem
ibidem
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represented elements that bore national traits with varying degrees of verisimilitude -  

Irish costumes, accents, names, locations, references, customs, social events and rituals -  

these same facets were unconsciously re-framed by unfamiliar (“foreign”) audiences or, 

contrarily, by over-familiar nostalgically sentimental spectators, and so were accentuated 

in theatrical delivery or consciously stylised for them by the Irish performers. By the end 

of the final Abbey tour of America in 1937, a distinctive theatrical style was recognised, 

and actors’ intentional playing at “Irishness” was noted. One writer, George Nathan 

made reference to this by criticising a tendency to play excessively comically, and by 

insinuating a parodic gesturing towards an akeady established national image:

lovely and musical speech aside, the present Abbey Theatre 

company has put the dub in Dublin. Not so long ago one o f  the 

finest acting organizations in the world, it is now a caricature o f  its 

former s e lf

Nathan’s language does not merely suggest criticism of poorer standards of performance 

by the company than had been witnessed during the earlier tours of America, it points 

more subtly to a self-mocking and self-referential parody of an earlier style of stagecraft 

with which the Abbey had become associated.

3.3.2 Identifiable theatrical types and stylistic marketability

The second circumstance that contributed to the rejuvenation of the stage-Irishman was 

what was frequently criticised as histrionic acting and a comedic commercialisation of 

style at a time when revenues for the company had been dropping steadily. By the early 

1930s, following the death of Lady Gregory, with Yeats gradually retiring from work on 

the Abbey Theatre Board of Directors, numerous articles began to appear in critical 

journals such as Ireland To-day and Irish Monthly concerning the artistic merit of the 

National Theatre, and its production standards. In the course of these debates much

George Jean Nathan “Erin Go Blah” Newsweek Vol. X 27**' December 1937, p. 24
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consideration was given to the complaint that the standards o f  the theatre had become 

significantly inferior to those o f its earlier days, and that its management failed to deliver 

on the aspirations o f its former higher artistic ideals. A common argument took the 

position that this had been done by pandering to an audience who knew nothing about 

and cared little for original, provocative, progressive and innovative theatre. It was held 

by many in dramatic critics at the time that, in complete disrespect for the founding 

principles on which the dramatic society was established, the players had been pandering 

to audiences’ baser tastes. As far as many were concerned the artistic aspirations o f 

Yeats had been long forgotten with the founding objectives outlined in his contribution to 

the theatre society’s original periodical Beltaine in 1899. In the editorial comment o f the 

review he promised that the work o f the theatre would:

appeal to that limited public which gives understanding, and not to 

that unlimited public which gives wealth [and, i f  the plays] interest 

those among their audience who keep in their memories the songs o f  

Callanan and Walsh, or old Irish legends, or who love the good  

books o f  any country, they will not mind greatly i f  others are bored.^*

The tendency noted was also in breech o f his reiterated aesthetic objectives proclaimed in 

1919 when he still believed that the Abbey would become: “an unpopular theatre [with] 

an audience like a secret society where admission is by favour and never to many.”^̂  It is 

understandable to some extent that in times o f financial difficuhy, because o f its 

weakening side-eflfects on managerial structural harmony, managerial control is more 

easily lost over the negotiation and long term planning o f theatrical resources, use of 

talent, and aesthetic principles. Conflict among board members in the 1930s was 

frequently pointed to as being responsible for lowering production standards, and the 

directors were usually held accountable. The most notorious instance o f internal 

disagreement surrounded the staging o f O’Casey’s play The Silver Tassie. On March 9**’ 

1935, the board had been expanded to include F. R. Higgins, Brinsley MacNamara and 

Ernest Blythe, the government minister originally responsible for passing the bill that

W. B. Yeats Beltaine May, 1899 pp. 6 - 9
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granted the state subsidy in 1924. But relations on the board were fraught with constant 

political tension and fundamental policy differences and disagreements. By the end of 

the year, MacNamara had resigned over the staging o f the O’Casey play, claiming in a 

letter to the Irish Independent he had no part in its approval for production, and criticising 

the directors and cast for permitting it.^° Following MacNamara’s departure, Higgins 

was appointed Managing Director in September 1938, but he died less than two-and-a- 

half years later. The problems inherent in the internal conflict were soon perceived to be 

having ramifications for the quality o f productions, and criticism of acting ability, 

directing, the decision-making capabilities o f the directors, and staging practices, became 

increasingly common in literary and cultural journals during the latter half o f  the decade. 

Writing in Ireland To-day, Sean O Meadhra launched many o f the critical articles:

Beyond doubt, the present Abbey Company is not capable o f  doing 

poetic plays or indeed plays o f  any real feeling. I blame the undue 

preoccupation with realistic and com ic plays o f  peasant and tenement 

life for this. Yet even these plays are wrongly done, nothing but the 

com ic being regarded as ‘good theatre’ by the actors. Undoubtedly 

this ‘Abbey’ type o f  show is highly entertaining, but it is maddening 

at the same time to see real talent going to waste in them for lack o f  

proper direction.^'

Continuing his criticism of the management, he also explained the degeneration in the 

standards o f audience frequenting the theatre:

the Abbey has perverted its audiences’ taste by constant catering to 

its lower instincts, and now it must keep on doing so  or lose its 

audience.

Cited in Morash, p. 160 
ibidem, p. 129
Sean O Meidhra “Poet and Peasant” Ireland To-day July 1936, p. 63 
ibidem
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In a later article from the same publication, Mervyn Wall was even more specific about 

the technical shortcomings o f the theatre:

The lighting is still appallingly bad, the settings unsatisfactory when 

not depressing, the actors as incapable as ever o f coping with 

anything other than the whining drama o f the bogs. The speaking of 

verse is still a torture to the ear.^^

He found blame in the style o f presentation, and failure by the board to embrace theatrical 

movements, such as the expressionist one,

which was a living force on the Mainland nearly thirty years ago,

[but] is entirely unknown at the Abbey. Is it any wonder that no 

good plays are being written and that the Abbey audience has shrunk 

to those that laugh boisterously, make love and eat oranges?^

Because they had been fearflil o f  financial failure, it was maintained that the Abbey 

Board had too frequently compromised the company’s position as an innovative and 

thought-provoking theatre, and had safely opted to produce plays designed to the lowest 

aesthetic standard and, therefore, aimed at the largest common market. A bitter truth was 

emerging slowly in the narrative o f the Abbey during the second decade o f the Free State. 

From the 1930s onwards, the National Theatre slowly slid into a mainstream safety zone, 

in which little material would be presented that might upset the political or cultural status 

quo or even provoke audiences into the same enthusiastic dissent that had been witnessed 

earlier with the demonstrations surrovinding the Synge and O’Casey plays. Furthermore, 

what might be interpreted as the growing complacency and political apathy o f  the Irish 

Free State audiences, regarding the standard or accuracy o f national representations, was 

accompanied by an increasingly vociferous critical body o f academics, journalists and 

reviewers who complained about the consistently lowering standards o f the Abbey 

productions. Significant factors in audiences’ preferences for character types were the

”  Mervyn Wail “Thoughts onthe Abbey Theatre” Ireland To-day September 1936, p. 59 
ibidem, p. 60
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uncomplicated and entertaining style o f the stage-Irishman, and his rise in popularity is 

testament to the broad appeal o f the performance style, and explicatory o f the increasing 

frequency o f his appearances.

3.3.3 Theatrical hyperbole and self-referential performance

The criticism that many of the actors were “milking” the lines for comical effect, and 

frequently allowing complete sections o f tragedy to slip into farce, seems to suggest that 

fault often lay not with the producers o f plays but with the actors, who because they were 

encouraged to do so by audiences, inclined towards more openly comic styles o f acting. 

Robert Hogan wrote o f the period: “The realistic playing o f comedy degenerated into a 

broadly farcical style, with nothing indigenous about it except a brogue.”^̂  Among a host 

o f critical articles pitched at what he perceived as an ever-deteriorating National Theatre 

audience, Sean O’Meadhra wrote in April 1937, somewhat in defence o f the management 

o f the theatre, particularly addressing himself to a recent production o f The Plough and 

the Stars:

the audience demanded comedy and the players at times tried not to 

supply it (and thereby give the play a chance) and almost succeeded.

This is hardly a faithful production, but it is the nearest the soulless 

efficiency o f  the no. 1 Company and its self-created audience w ill 

permit nowadays.^^

While in the middle o f a period o f considerable budgetary deficit, with an absence o f 

strong direction from the board, it is easy to see how actors would play to “keep the 

customer satisfied”. Even S e ^  O’Meadhra, one o f the Abbey’s most vociferous critics 

at the time, was willing to concede in the quotation above that the actors tried not to 

indulge the more boisterous impulses o f the Dublin audiences, but admits that it was in 

vain. The manner o f performance may have been easy comedy, but infused with it was a

Hogan, p. 6
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self-referential mockery that also related to the return o f the stage-Irishman, and may 

have been more political than it first appeared.

What began as an improvised self-mocking, meta-theatrical, exaggerated performance 

style as part o f the dramatic events during the American tours, gradually became a 

standard attribute o f a night at the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. As critics increasingly noted 

a relaxing o f artistic standards, this mode o f comic self-reflexive representation shifted 

from the spontaneity o f the performance to being written into the dramatic text. The 

comedy of the text frequently contained a bitter ideological subversion as in the comic 

asides and vaudeville exchanges o f the individuals in O’Casey’s Dublin trilogy, and the 

idiosyncratic and exaggerated character types that inhabit many o f Louis D ’Alton’s 

settings. More and more o f the first-time productions at the National Theatre were 

comedies, and large numbers o f these were equally “beloved by audiences as they were 

reviled by critics”,^’ as had been the case with the earlier style o f  acting. Listing a 

number o f comedies by John McCann and Louis D ’Alton from the beginning o f the 

1940s, Christopher Morash notes that, despite their seeming apolitical:

the director o f  the Abbey, Ernest Blythe, saw them as important 

weapons in the National Theatre’s mission to defiise the unexploded 

mines o f Ireland’s recent history.^*

As had already been the case with the depiction o f the stage-Irishman in the English 

theatre in the closing decades o f the nineteenth century, here again the comic type, 

performance style and text, were politically deconstructed for theatrical historical 

revision. Whether or not Blythe was accurate in his assumption that “the theatrical form 

best suited to the task o f demilitarising public opinion was comedy”, a n d  whether or not 

these plays were successfiil in that pursuit, may be impossible to determine. What is 

notable, however, is the extent to which such ideological appropriation can occur through 

the flexibility o f  texts and performances despite the inflexibility o f the historical, national

Sean O’Meadhra “While the Cat’s Away” Ireland To-day April 1937, p. 65 
Morash, p. 215 
ibidem, p. 216
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or individual narratives they are relating, and that the comic genre is endowed with the 

potential for a structural and paradoxical ambiguity that can be usefully politically 

mobilised. It is precisely that ability to reach broader audiences with humorous derision, 

and the ambiguity inherent in the comic performance o f the national stereotype that 

connects the comedies on the Abbey stage after the American tours with the acting style 

o f  the stage-Irishman more than half a century earlier.

3.3.4 A theatre’s meta-theatrical phase

While the main company spent almost half o f  the decade touring the United States, the 

depleted acting group in Dublin was forced to rely for the completion o f casts in many o f 

their productions on the less-experienced members o f the second company, who, 

compared with the full-time actor’s salary o f £7.10s per week performing, received only 

£1.1 Os. The frequent substitution o f absent players by members o f the junior shadow 

company coincided with a phase in the development o f the Abbey that Lionel Pilkington 

has noted for its growing awareness o f itself as a dramatic institution within a society that 

was itself developing in theatrical sophistication.'**’ Rather than simply reflect and 

evaluate candidly, metaphorically or symbolically the political and ideological 

circumstances in which it was situated in the Free State, there was a clearly emerging 

predisposition towards self-reflection. The extent to which the junior members o f the 

group were perceived to be capable o f “filling the shoes” o f the more established absent 

actors marked the substitution o f one performer by another for audiences and critics, 

framed the replacement theatrically and -  whether or not it affected the style of 

performance -  established a novel meta-theatrical way o f viewing the plays. One 

commentator has pointed to the tendency in Dublin theatre-conscious circles at the time 

to compare the ability o f one actor against another in determining the best Joxer Daly,

ibidem
Pilkington, p. 113
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Pegeen Mike or Christy Mahon.'^* For Pilkington, the age o f the National Theatre that 

was contemporaneous with the sweeping Fianna Fail general election victory heralded:

a new cultural epoch, one in which the NTS forgoes its previous role

o f  rebarbative social criticism and opts instead for comedy and

popular appeal.'*^

The implications o f this change, Pilkington suggests, are evident in the timing o f the 

writing and staging o f Lennox Robinson’s Drama at Irtish, a play that narrates the 

difficulty for a travelling theatre group to achieve valued artistic and cultural recognition 

in a small town in rural Ireland. Pilkington’s analysis reveals that:

the narrative action o f Drama at Irtish is marked by a theatrical self- 

consciousness that suggests the playwright’s awareness o f  this very 

significance/^

Implicit in Pilkington’s historical account is the idea that, having long been the cultural 

representative o f a pro-Treaty nationalism that was infiltrated by constructive unionism, a 

critic o f an anti-Treaty Republican ideology, and itself the frequent object o f much

critical condemnation and debate, the National Theatre was maturing from the early

1930s into a more self-critical phase. At one level Pilkington’s reading is concerned with 

the central focus o f the play as it reveals a discrepancy between what was projected as the 

more cultured metropolitan Abbey-going audience, and their inexperienced provincial 

counterparts. At another level, the play is interpreted as a harsh critique o f a prevalent 

cultural anti-intellectualism evident in Ireland at the time. Both o f these points suggest 

another argument: namely that the theatre had begun to mature in its ability to be 

culturally self-analytical, and that it had advanced into a flirther phase o f its ovm natural 

evolution as an ideological and artistic body. This meta-theatrical situation was 

conducive to exactly the type o f productions and performance styles that provided for a

Brian Fallon A n A g e o f  Innocence: Irish Culture 1 9 3 0 -1 9 6 0  (Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 1999) p. 137
Pilkington, p. 112
ibidem
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renaissance o f the stage-Irishman; a character notable for its self-reflexive and tongue-in- 

cheek self-framing performative style.

3.3.5 Consciousness o f national identity and cultural commodification

Parallel to the self-reflexive awareness that became evident in the performances on the 

stage o f the Abbey in the 1930s, there developed a dawning o f national consciousness 

and the sense o f a novel development o f a national identity that continued into the late 

1950s in the Irish Free State. Reflected somewhat in a new democratic attentiveness and 

interest which altered the parliamentary power-holding from one goverrmient in fifteen 

years to four changes in less than a decade, it has been suggested that the revision was 

related to widespread re-conceptualisation o f the idea o f nationhood in post-War 

Europe.'*'* Christopher Morash points to an economic off-shoot o f the cultural festival An 

Tostal in its marking “a new way o f  thinking about Irish culture”,'*̂  and explains, in a 

way that is reminiscent o f the commercialisation o f a certain style o f stereotypical acting 

that emerged during the Abbey tours, how the festival “was part o f a dawning recognition 

that Irish culture could be more than just the spirit o f a nation; it could also be its 

bankroll” .̂ ^

In 1943, three years after the publication o f the first issue o f The Bell, the review 

established by Sean O'Faolain concerned with topical debates on Irish culture and politics 

and ardent in its rejection o f what its contributors saw as the false representations o f 

Ireland in reviews, and on stage and screen, Eamon de Valera’s famous St. Patrick’s Day 

speech was broadcast on Irish radio. Praising anti-materialist Ireland as a country o f 

people who were content with simple living, he painted a picture o f the island as:

a land whose countryside would be bright with cosy homesteads, 

whose fields and villages would by joyous with the sounds of

ibidem , p. 143 
Morash, p. 210  
ibidem
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industry, the romping of sturdy children, the contests of athletic 

youths, the laughter of comely maidens'*’

The Ireland o f the 1940s and ‘50s was a country proceeding between two significant and 

frequently recalled national moments: the historical period between this “dream” radio 

broadcast, and de Valera’s succession by Sean Lemass in 1959. In its poetical rhetoric 

and idealisation o f rural Ireland as a land valuing spiritual over material wealth, the 

broadcast o f the Prime Minister -  in as much as it is representative o f his wider economic 

policies -  has been marked as demonstrative o f utter “economic ignorance”,'** while the 

latter is often celebrated as the beginning o f a new socio-economic era in modern 

Ireland.'*^ Luke Gibbons points to one o f the blatant contradictions in de Valera’s speech 

in the light o f the increasing emigration numbers:

There would in fact have been no need to leave the countryside and 

go further afield if life was an idyllic aflFair of cosy homesteads and 

comely maidens.^®

A huge decline in the number o f emigrants leaving rural communities, a strengthening of 

the economy with more liberal outward-looking strategies for attracting foreign 

investment, and an overhaul o f  the education system, are frequently cited as significant 

examples o f  the effects o f an ideological transformation that occurred in Ireland in the 

1960s. Some o f the sweeping changes were summarised thus:

censorship finally had its teeth pulled, sexual permissiveness was 

upon us, “internationalisation” was officially embraced, and in every 

field a new, emancipated generation emerged.^'

Eamon de Valera’s radio broadcast speech, March 17'''1943 quoted by Terence Brown in Ireland: A 
Social and Cultural History, 1 9 2 2 -1 9 8 5  (London: Fontana, 1988) p. 146

Lee, p. 334
It is often argued that the 1960s brought about seismic shifts in the Irish political outlook and popular 

mindset, and this understanding has given rise to chapter divisions in cultural commentaries by critics such 
as Declan Kiberd, Christopher Murray, and Paul Bew, and is manifest in titles such as An Age o f  
Innocence: Irish Culture 1930 -1 9 6 0 , State o f  the Nation: Ireland since the Sixties, and The Best o f  
Decades: Ireland in the 1960s.
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However if, as Gibbons has n o t e d , t h e  supposed ideological evolution from the late 

1950s into the celebrated ‘60s was little more than a superficial national facelift, then the 

period in which the Abbey lost many o f its established players to the cinema is even more 

wrought with inconsistencies. Behind many o f these anomalies lay the interesting fact 

that while emigration figures rose from an annual 30,000 in 1945 to above 43,000 in the 

late 1950s,^^ the tourist industry grew at an unprecedented level over the same period. 

Toddy O’Sullivan, at the time Managing Director o f the Gresham Hotel Dublin, spoke in 

an interview in 1959 o f the unprecedented growth in the numbers o f tourists visiting 

Ireland over the previous twenty years: an increase o f  over 1,000% from 3 million in 

1939 to over 35 million by the beginning o f 1959."'* The historical moment was thus 

marked by different ways o f regarding Ireland and “Irishness” -  perceived from the home 

ground but done increasingly so through the eyes o f the visitor. In a very real sense this 

was to have a number o f  significant political and social effects. In the case o f Dr. Noel 

Browne’s proposed state-subsidised Mother and Child medical scheme, for example, J. J. 

Lee has noted:

the disparity betw een  the treatm ent o f  the sick  in Ireland and in

Britain w as brought increasingly hom e to the Irish by their em igrant

relatives.’^

The consequences o f the new self-conscious “being-looked-at-ness” were also to have 

cultural ramifications. Not only did the 1950s see the establishment o f Bord Failte -  the 

Irish Tourist Board -  the body responsible for negotiating the reframing o f Ireland’s 

international image, but the decade also witnessed the beginnings o f wide-ranging 

cultural commodification evident somewhat in the setting up o f the national cultural

Luke Gibbons Transformations in Irish Culture (Cork: Cork University Press, Field Day Essays, 1996) 
p. 85

Fallon, p. 127 
Gibbons, pp. 82 -  93 
Lee, p. 288
Interviewed by a reporter for a special S t P atrick’s Day E d Sullivan Show, 1959. Irish Film Archive, 

Dublin
ibidem, p. 314
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festival An Tostal which one author has noted had been devised by the Irish Tourist 

Association as a means o f provoking “a rapid expansion o f tourist traffic”.̂  ̂ The festival 

phenomenon was also apparent in the establishment o f the Wexford Opera Festival, 

Comhaltas Ceoltoirl Eireann and the Arts Council in 1951, as well as the Cork Film 

Festival in 1956 and Dublin Theatre Festival in 1957. The new developments in the 

cultural performances o f “Irishness” frequently capitalised on the nostalgia o f Irish 

descendents returning to the country so that not only was a particular type o f imagery 

selected,^’ but also within a short time the nostalgia o f the returning emigrant was even 

amalgamated into the idealistic framing. This was embodied most evidently in the 

founding o f The Rose o f Tralee Festival in 1958, but had reverberations in the 1963 

celebration o f the return to his native country o f one o f the more successfiil Irish- 

American descendents: John F. Kennedy.^* A sense o f the national image -  and many o f 

its essential characteristics -  had been so clearly “evidently” (ideologically) defmed by 

the end o f the 1950s, that attitudes to it were likely to be mixed. Brian Fallon has written:

The quality o f  “Irishness” was unmistakable, so much so that som e 

felt it to be claustrophobic and even repellent, while others 

romanticised it as an escape from the pressures o f  modernity.

This nostalgic backdrop was the perfect imaginary setting on which de Valera’s Irishman 

could be projected. Privileging the rural over the urban, the life o f the hard-working 

spiritual farmer over the materialistic opportunism o f the city-dweller, the centrality o f 

dedicated family and community life over the self-centred drives o f personal satisfaction 

-  the Irishman could be seen to be utterly in tune with his spiritual and physical strength, 

his family, his community and its natural environs and the ideals o f  his national leaders. 

For different reasons, this picture o f the verdant rural idyll proved a valuable and highly

Pilkington, p. 149
Luke Gibbons details many of the inherent contradictions in the imagery selected to market the country 

for different purposes in Gibbons, pp. 82 -  93
The American President’s speech to the members o f Dail and Seanad Eireann on June 28* 1963, 

combines nostalgic images of the roles of Irish men and women in American history with a 
contemporaneous political rhetoric that marks the developing relations between Ireland and the 
superpowers in its contribution to peace-keeping through the United Nations. Internet archive, 
http://ua_tuathal.tripod.com/kennedy.html
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marketable commodity on both sides of the Atlantic. For thousands of Irish-Americans 

the picture was packaged in representations of the country in literature, drama, films and 

tourist souvenirs to evoke a satisfying nostalgic, enchanting sense of romantic belonging, 

attachment and loss. Above all else, the changes in the commodification of Irish culture 

demonstrated a novel self-awareness that was also evident on the stage of the National 

Theatre. Pilkington explains much of the theatre’s socio-historic contemplation by 

reference to ideological and economic circumstances:

The repertoire o f plays performed at the Abbey from 1949 to the

mid- to late 1950s suggest a period o f self-conscious renewal with a 

strong thematic emphasis on national self-examination in the light o f 

new (post-war) economic exigencies.^

The stage-Irishman was a potent political tool in challenging the stage-Irish image and 

the commercialised essentialisms from within, not by rejecting it as the construction of an 

elite capitalistic or former colonial enterprise or by undermining its “truth claims” of 

nation, history or nostalgia, but by freely popularising the images as performances, and 

by drawing attention to the ideological frames around the same cultural creations with a 

disorganized exaggeration.

3.3.6 Fewer original plays, more frequent re-runs

Another minor factor in the contribution to the resurfacing of the Irish stereotype through 

a meta-theatricality of performance and acting styles was the increase in the repetition of

plays from the theatre’s repertoire. Focussing his criticism especially on the type of play

being produced at the Abbey, Mervyn Wall commented in an issue of Ireland To-day.

The type o f  Irish drama is easy comedy. The subject matter is 

usually trivial, and even if  the play runs away and becomes serious

Fallon, p. 268  
“  Pilkington, p. 145
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for a few moments the audience need never be uneasy, for the author 

can be relied upon to dissolve each moment in laughter.^’

Although his criticism can be justified by reference to the writings o f a number o f other 

contemporary critics, the line o f his attack may be slightly misguided. The Abbey 

produced relatively few new plays in its third decade; instead it returned to the more 

successftil pieces in its repertoire. Somewhat restricted by the four tours o f America 

which reduced the main company considerably and lasted the greater part o f the decade, 

it was left to the second company, the more junior group, to perform the well-established 

dramas. With a reduced cast it was difficuU to present new plays, and it was usually safer 

to re-run more popular and better-rehearsed dramas. In any case, the directors 

complained frequently about the lack of new plays being submitted to, or available for 

commission by, the theatre. The ultimate effect o f this repetition was little aheration in 

or originality o f  lighting or scenic design from one production to another. A number o f 

promising designers such as James Pould and Tanya Moiseiwitsch were brought from 

England to rejuvenate the sets and costumes but each left frustrated at the lack o f co

operation, feeling that “within the theatre there was resistance to these innovations” .̂  ̂

For excessive runs o f day-to-day performances o f the well-knows plays, casts would act 

in almost identical stage-designs, with only minute variations. It is easy to understand 

how creative frustration might ensue in such circumstances, and how actors -  particularly 

from the junior company seeking to gain a reputation on the national stage o f Ireland -  

might devise ways to make their characters more outstanding, diverse or appealing. This 

approach inevitably leads to a consciously framed reconsideration o f how a part is 

presented in light o f increased audience and actors’ familiarity with the artificiality o f the 

performance, and this aligns with a key trait o f the stage-Irishman: an acknowledgement 

o f his characterisation o f  deceit at the same time as his projection o f the deceit o f his own 

characterisation.

Mervyn Wall Ireland To-day Jan 1937, Vol. II p. 46
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3.3.7 Expectations of the Abbey in a changing Free State

Another sense in which the activity o f the National Theatre was reviewed is related to its 

perceived raison d ’etre in the wider social and political atmosphere o f the Free State in 

its second decade. With the new order established by the Fianna Fail government 

increasingly perceived as having a keen ability for political chameleon-like sensitivity to 

keeping diverse social groups content, it has been noted that the Abbey reflected this 

flexibility in some of its dealings. Regarding the incident over the staging of The Silver 

Tassie as a spectacular “miscalculation”, Lionel Pilkington refers to what some critics of
•  • 63the theatre believed was “the NTS’s already well-established ideological adaptability” .

In one section o f his book, Pilkington argues justification for the majority o f critical and 

political condemnation o f artistic activity at the theatre based on the directors’ espousal 

o f  an ideology from a constructive unionist perspective in pre-Treaty Ireland. Perhaps 

due to some degree o f political influence on the board o f the theatre through Fianna Fail’s 

appointees -  although the predominant strands o f the cultural representation o f the 

ascendancy viewpoint lingered into the 1930s -  their ideological hold on the work at the 

Abbey softened somewhat after Gregory’s death, and Yeats’ later retirement from his 

central position on the board. The blatantly pro-Treaty stance was not eradicated, but the 

company’s position in Irish society was modified by virtue o f external changes in the 

socio-political landscape. The articles that appeared throughout the 1930s and ‘40s to 

condemn the standards o f the company with ideological undertones are later restructured 

around a more purely artistically focussed critique. The turning point for both Pilkington 

and Morash comes with Valentin Iremonger and Roger McHugh’s protesting public 

walkout from the theatre in November 1947 during a production o f The Plough and the 

Stars. Unlike earlier protestors who had objected to the same play (and several others 

from the repertoire) because o f its perceived politically offensive misrepresentations and 

degradation o f the 1916 martyrs, Iremonger and McHugh were voicing disapproval on 

aesthetic grounds. Their complaint concerned what some perceived as a debasement of 

the higher artistic ideals that had motivated the directors in its early years:

“  Pilkington, p. 188 
® ibidem , p. 131
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the problem was that the NTS had degenerated into a commercial

theatre, and that it had failed to effect a transition between the

formidable literary standards of its founders and the modernity of 

contemporary popular culture.^

In effect, later commentaries began with the reframing o f the dramatic event through 

analysis o f performances at the theatre, which took as their critical starting point not 

motivations towards the inaccuracy or perspectives o f political representations, but the 

aspiration for the strengthening of the aesthetic criteria that were deemed to be 

deteriorating under the management at that time. The initial protest by Iremonger and 

McHugh is not only informative o f how the theatre may have been run under the then 

Managing Director, Ernest Blythe, but is representative o f how the social and cultural 

perception o f the theatre was changing during the period. Increasingly seen as a space for 

popular entertainment as opposed to political dissent -  one in which the performances 

were predominantly naturalistic -  another dramatic deconstruction based on the 

awareness o f the artificiality o f verisimilitude could take place, and this, as well as the

attributes o f performances at the theatre from the 1930s to the 1950s mentioned above,

helped establish a breeding ground from the resurgence o f the self-reflexive and more 

playfiil style o f the stage-Irishman.

3.3.8 Breaking away from the aesthetic restrictions of verisimilitude

The final suggestion as to why the activity at the theatre from the late 1930s onwards was 

conducive to the emergence o f a new performing stereotype, and stereotypical style, 

relates to a number o f minor factors, two o f which are effects linked with the growing 

appearance o f Abbey actors on screen. With the advent o f sound recording, cinema was 

increasing in its capability for verisimilar representation: as Christopher Morash had

ibidem , p. 140
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noted of the rivalry between theatre and film in the 1910s the reality was that “it became 

clear that the cinema could do certain things better, and more cheaply, than the theatre”.̂ ^

By the 1930s the Abbey the plays performed were predominantly based on a realism of 

design and a naturalism o f characterisation, and critical comparisons between the theatre 

and cinema were extremely rare.^* Despite evidence o f music hall and vaudeville style 

influences working in the dialogues o f Sean O ’Casey and Samuel Beckett^’ the only 

radical variations on the naturalism o f Abbey plays at the time were the much-maligned 

Irish pantomimes, which would stretch the conventional performances beyond the 

verisimilitude o f the standard performances. It was therefore, in both genres o f play, at 

the discretion o f the actor as to how to relate theatrically to a prevalent realism of setting 

and situation in one case, and to a vaudeville-like disturbance o f dramatic conventions in 

the other. It is not difficult to appreciate how one parodic style might infiltrate another 

with the enthusiasm and active encouragement o f a pantomime audience at a serious 

performance, as evidently happened at the instance o f The Plough and the Stars noted 

above, when Sean O ’Meadhra described the situation:

the audience demanded comedy and the players at times tried not to 

supply it (and thereby give the play a chance) and almost 

succeeded.^

Not unrelated is the gradual but involuntary development o f a style o f on-screen acting 

that is evident among many o f  the Abbey cinematic performances, and that many would 

have realised as increasingly popular, and therefore marketable. The histrionic gesturing, 

exaggeration o f demeanour, and vocal projection that are essential in the large theatre

Morash, p. 156
^  The only significant example I have found of any cross-referencing is in the Ireland To-day article by 
John Dowling in which the writer blames certain trends of thematic and iconographic representation of 
Ireland in cinema on the “Abbey tradition”. Criticising, among other films, Ourselves Alone (Brian 
Desmond Hurst & Walter Summers, 1936) he writes, “Ourselves Alone is quite in the Abbey tradition, and 
the Abbey tradition explains the blind and stupid acceptance o f it by the Irish people. The same audiences 
who were grateful for the sorrows o f Cathleen Ni Houlihan were grateful for this picture o f a foolish and 
futile handful o f imbeciles pitting themselves against the might o f an empire.” Dowling “The Abbey 
Theatre Attacked I” Ireland To-day January 1937 Vol. II p. 42

See David Krause The Profane Book o f Irish Comedy (London: Cornell University Press, 1982)
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auditorium were, in many cases, not adequately dampened down by the Abbey actors in 

screen roles. The result is an overstated style that frequently undermines the otherwise 

intact realism o f the cinematic mise-en-scene, and is reminiscent o f earlier silent cinema 

methods o f acting. Directors like John Ford were recognized as being less intrusive in 

terms o f acting instructions, giving members o f the company more freedom of 

interpretation and, in Ford’s case as will be detailed in a later section, even encouraging 

an hyperbole o f performance.

3.4 A broader theatricality of stage-Irishness

None o f the influences above can be isolated from the series o f others that provided for 

the emergence of the latest stage-Irish performance style. Many are rooted in the 

financial crisis that took place at the theatre form the beginning o f the 1930s that was 

precipitated by the reduction o f the state subsidy. Most are related to a growing sense o f 

dramatic self-awareness, on national and cultural levels, which reframed the performance 

o f Irish identity as it was combined with a meta-theatrical, self-reflexive tendency also 

emerging in the Abbey’s specific phase o f development. These, in turn, were affected 

variously by the prevailing political and cultural events against which the Abbey Theatre 

performed: the new ideological perspective o f the growing Free State and its government, 

the tours o f America, the relentless Los Angelesation o f Irish culture, the increasing 

volume o f projections o f the Irish accent and inflections through English-language sound 

cinema, and the revised post-War reconfiguration and interrogation o f questions o f the 

national and national identity in Europe. But most significantly, the stereotypical 

performance was no longer reducible to the traditionally singular entity that was the 

“stage-Irishman”: the physical embodiment o f characteristics that had been deemed to be 

representative o f “Irishness”, in a solitary stage persona. More accurately, the feature 

expanded from personification by one character type, to becoming synonymous with a 

theatrical genre, a political, social and geographical landscape, a mode o f audience 

address, a theatrical interaction between players, a meta-theatrical defiance o f dramatic

O’Meadhra (1937), p. 65
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convention, and a parodic representation o f what was recognised by popular audiences as 

an historical subversion. Above all, the cinematic infiltration o f this instinctive 

stylisation o f national identity caused a reopening o f textual closures o f narrative, 

verisimilitude, interpretation, theme, stardom, authorship and racial essentialisms in a 

deconstruction o f the cinematic text by the theatrical performance. Ultimately the 

unravelling o f the text occurred because o f a clash between the temporal and spatial 

reconstruction o f cinematic celluloid, and what Lionel Pilkington refers to as the 

“libidinous physicality o f performance”,̂  ̂and this opened an infinite number o f potential 

reinterpretations and critical perspectives. For this reason, the performmg stereotype 

provoked strongly opposing reactions from different sections o f the theatre-going public 

and dramatic critics.

Although the stage-Irish performance was considered by the majority o f theatrical 

practitioners o f the time as the epitome o f every aesthetic weakness a theatre could 

project, it was largely accepted and enjoyed in popular circles. As I have outlined above, 

there was nothing unusual about the partiality for the type: in hindsight, it was the plays 

whose authors consciously went beyond what they saw as the comic stereotypical Irish 

character towards dramatic realism, which provoked the more hostile reactions. 

Although Christy Mahon and Rosie Redmond were rejected and condemned as figments 

o f the writers’ fantastical imaginations, and were classified as stage-Irishness at its most 

offensive, in order to explain more comprehensively the motivation o f popular anger 

manifested during the remonstrations, I would suggest that the frankness o f these 

characterisations, and the return o f the repressed which they represented, go farther in 

justifying the initial textual provocations that incited the antagonism. A trait absent from 

these depictions that prevented them from being perceived as stage-Irish by traditional 

standards was a meta-theatrical subversion that Christopher Morash noted was “an 

intrinsic feature o f the character’s history (and attractiveness).”’® Furthermore, the 

protests by politically sensitive audiences at certain performances and not others, display 

reasonable sensitivity to disparities between one character or national representation and

Pilkington, p. 5 
™ Morash, p. 159
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another. This is testament to a divergence between the subtleties o f popular taste, and the 

current critical commentary that dismissed outright the aesthetic (and frequently, 

therefore, political) validity o f the style o f performance. Morash credits Irish theatre- 

going audiences with more dramatic sensibility than the critical writings o f the time, by 

highlighting the possibility for a variety o f stage-Irish performance styles, some o f which 

were underscored by a subversive deceitfulness:

this subversion o f the stereotypes was not new to Irish audiences, 

who had sharp eyes for distinguishing between insulting and 

strategic forms o f stage Irishry.^'

Provoking such interest in popular circles both at home in Dublin and on tour in the 

United States, it was not long before the Abbey Players drew the attention o f cinema 

producers interested in capitalising on their international renown.

3.5 Early offers by producers for collaboration with the National Theatre Society

Throughout the times o f greatest financial difficulty in the 1940s, film companies and 

organisations involved in film production continued to show interest in the Abbey and its 

players. At first encouraged by the prospect o f such collaboration, the board o f directors 

was to learn o f the less attractive aspects involved in the negotiations surrounding the 

initial plans. The first proposition came late in 1937 from Milton Shubert, a director o f 

Warner Brothers, and partner in the Shubert Theatrical Group, which was at the time 

responsible for backing the latest Abbey Theatre tour o f America. The initial proposal 

was that an association would be made forming an equal-rights partnership between the 

National Theatre and Shubert’s, with the intention o f establishing a film studio in Dublin. 

However, the contract stipulated that each party had to provide £20,000 to inaugurate the 

deal, and this was to prove problematic for the Abbey managers. It was apparent from 

the outset that the sum o f money required was far beyond the resources o f the theatre.

ibidem
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The board promptly contacted the Minister for Finance, Sean MacEntee, for support. In 

a letter drafted by the secretary o f  the theatre, Eric Gorman, the directorate explained the 

proposed arrangement to MacEntee:

The plan is to equip a studio in Dublin for productions, under the 

artistic control of the Abbey Theatre, which will provide the subjects 

and actors. The American group will advise on apparatus and 

technical services.^

A series o f  inter-departmental memoranda followed in an internal investigation o f the 

viability and suitability o f  the suggested project, but the government ultimately offered 

no financial assistance. The tentative way in which the proposal was handled was 

consistent with general attitudes o f wariness among government members o f establishing 

any policy for the development o f  a national film culture. As later innovators seeking 

support for the fostering o f a proactive cinema to be harnessed for national propaganda 

were to find, the Fianna Fail administration proved to be resistant and conservative in its 

attitude to progress (even when the source o f the suggestion -  as had later been the case 

with Fr. Richard Devane, S.J. -  was itself rooted in a conservative Catholic ethos).’  ̂ At 

length the whole project faded out, despite de Valera’s feint praise o f  the idea, and his 

protectionist declaration that showed how far into the project he might have been willing 

to go in supporting it, should viability prove realistic. In a note o f advice, he warned:

it will be necessary to keep carefully in mind in reaching a 

decision...the type of film which will be produced. We must guard 

against the danger of the enterprise being used for the production of

Letter to Min. for Finance, 4* November 1937. Dept, o f  Taoiseach File S14342A. National Archives, 
Dublin

Kevin Rockett has written about the inherent contradictions in the Fianna Fail government’s policy 
promotion with regard to national film culture in the 1930s, and the hostile reception o f  Fr. Richard 
Devane’s proposal for the development o f  the role o f  film in national life in “From Radicalism to 
Conservatism: Contradictions within Fianna Fail Film Policies in the 1930s” Irish Studies Review  Vol. 9 
No. 2 ,2001  pp. 1 5 5 - 1 6 5
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plays which would be regarded as hurtftjl from the national point o f
74View.

The underlining implication o f the note was entirely in line with the governmental 

attitude towards investment in Ireland by English and American corporate film interests, 

and the mistrustfiil cultural protectionist stance expressed by Ministers about the Shubert 

proposal would not have been unheeded by the Abbey Directors. The upshot o f the failed 

venture was to make obvious for the directors o f the theatre exactly where the Fianna Fail 

administration stood in terms o f policy, ideology and financial support for investors 

seeking cinematic collaboration with the Abbey. It also prepared the board for an 

entirely different approach to international marketing negotiations, and demonstrated in 

the absence o f willing state subsidy the necessity for financial independence. The next 

proposal would further alert the directors to the precautions necessary before contractual 

alliance with approaching cinema producers should go ahead.

De Valera was much more sceptical when he had correspondence nearly a decade after 

the Shubert proposal from the Dublin solicitor Arthur Cox on behalf o f Gabriel Pascal, 

who claimed to have exclusive rights to the adaptation for film of the plays o f George 

Bernard Shaw. Over ten years earlier, the charming Hungarian, Pascal, had met Shaw 

swimming in the sea off the southern coast o f France. Claiming to be a film-enthusiast -  

with business interests in many other areas o f the arts -  Pascal convinced the playwright, 

who had recently had bad experiences with a German film adaptation o f Pygmalion, to 

grant him permission to film his plays. Within a few years, Pascal had approached Shaw 

reminding him of the forgotten promise, and claiming to be in the process o f contracting 

a production team and cast. Disaster after disaster surrounded the business and artistic 

endeavours o f Pascal, but Shaw remained committed to his cause, certain that he was the 

most trustworthy producer and director who could be given rights o f adaptation to film o f 

the Shavian canon.’  ̂ In the summer o f 1946 Pascal had flown to Dublin to show de

Memo, from Taoiseach, 25'*'November 1937. Dept, o f  Taoiseach File S14342A. National Archives, 
Dublin

The whole relationship between Shaw and Pascal has been documented by Pascal’s former wife in 
Valerie Pascal The D isciple and His D evil (London; Michael Joseph, 1971)
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Valera his production o f Caesar and Cleopatra, the film that was such a financial 

catastrophe for British producers that Pascal had been banned fi'om shooting in England 

after it. Pascal was desperate following the embargo, and wrote in private to Shaw that 

summer saying: “My dearest G.B.S...we have come to a crucial point...I have no studio 

space any longer at my disposal in England.”^̂  With the intention o f producing The 

D evil’s Disciple, and hoping to get support by attracting Mary Pickford to the project, 

Pascal turned to Ireland. He planned to use Shaw’s renown and Irish background as bait 

in getting financial assistance from the government to set up an Irish film studio. The 

initial proposal, detailing the establishment o f “Gabriel Pascal Irish Picture Productions”, 

explained that:

This company would operate under the direction o f  Mr. Pascal and 

would devote itse lf to the production o f  famous authors and 

produced and directed on the International scale so as to command a 

world market. In particular it would be devoted to the production o f  

the works o f  George Bernard Shaw.^

By the time de Valera received this proposal, Pascal had already been in touch with Frank 

Dermody -  independently o f his work as producer in the Abbey -  in an effort to create a 

wave o f publicity around the project. Shaw wrote to Cox shortly after the initial 

correspondence, attaching a press notice to be sent “ ...to  Press agencies in Ireland (if 

any) and in England and America”. The announcement was designed to emphasise 

Shaw’s personal role in the move to establish the studio:

Having already municipalized my Irish landed property I am ready to 

give Ireland the first call on my valuable film  rights...A n  

experimental company, to be known presently as Irish Screen Arts 

Limited, is now in existence with sufficient Irish capital to exploit

ibidem, p. 109
Letter from Arthur Cox to Taoiseach, 30'*'August 1946. FileS14342A. National Archives, Dublin
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certain film rights o f  mine until it is in a position to build the 

necessary studios to operate exclusively in Ireland.^*

A number o f letters followed from Arthur Cox to de Valera, in which the solicitor either 

played down or denied completely the fact that what Pascal was doing in America was 

trying to secure a contract with Mary Pickford, for his own project^^ Rather, the letters 

suggested that the only reason for his visit was the acquisition o f  equipment for the Irish 

studios. UTien Shaw cancelled the production o f  The D octor’s Dilemma, much to 

Pascal’s outrage, a letter was then sent through Arthur Cox to de Valera deceptively 

explaining:

Mr. Pascal has asked me to inform the Taoiseach that while he was 

in the States he concentrated all his time on the Irish project. In 

order to be able to return to Dublin with all preliminary contracts, he 

cancelled his current production o f The D octor’s Dilemma, in 

Hollywood.^

In fact, the accounts relayed to various parties by Pascal, were suitably tailored for 

different financial and political involvement. Early in the New Year the directors o f  the 

Abbey began to show interest in some degree o f  co-operation with the proposed film 

company. By their first meeting they seemed convinced by the current rumour that:

a local company with which Gabriel Pascal is associated is actually 

going to erect a film studio in Dublin, and the Government, to go no 

further has encouraged them to believe that if a start is made, State 

help will be forthcoming.*'

™ Dan H. Laurence Bernard Shaw: Collected Letters 1926-1950  (London; Reinhardt, 1988) p. 799 
™ It seems likely from the evidence available in the correspondence between Pascal, Shaw, de Valera and 
Cox, that Pascal had also kept Arthur Cox somewhat in the dark as regards his real reasons for going to 
America.

Letter from Arthur Cox to Taoiseach, 3̂ “̂ October 1946. File S14342A. National Archives, Dublin 
Abbey Board of Directors Minutes; Ernest Blythe Accession 3961. Manuscript Room, National Library 
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No promise had ever been made by any Minister to the producer,*^ but the misleading 

insinuation o f such a guarantee to Frank Dermody by Pascal was enough to create the 

necessary interest among Abbey Board members. A strong alliance with any well- 

established film company working in Ireland would erase many o f the problems the 

theatre was suffering with the loss o f actors, and no opportunity at partnership should be 

missed. The details o f an agreement with this possibility in mind were considered 

immediately and in considerable depth. Board minutes record:

we ought in our own interest and in the national interest to consider 

making an arrangement with them whereby young actors starting 

here as trainees would for a period be under option to them from the 

film making point o f  v iew ...a  trainee starting here should sign a joint 

contract with us with the assumed Irish film company, the film 

company undertaking at the end o f  three years to give the trainee a 

screen test or alternatively to release him from any obligation to 

them.®

The detail in which the plans were discussed at this early stage demonstrates the 

importance for the theatre board o f any agreement with a film company. Were Pascal to 

approach them, they intended to have a well-thought out proposal arranged.

A meeting took place in November 1946 between Ernest Blythe and Gabriel Pascal. 

Convinced o f the certainty o f Pascal’s imminent establishment o f the film studios, and 

sure that any collaboration with the film producer at this time would benefit later 

agreements with the new company, Blythe saw an opportunity for partnership. Typically, 

Pascal had some requests o f his own, as the minutes o f the board note:

Mr. Gabriel Pascal who is now definitely erecting studios at 

Shanganagh talked to me about the possibility o f  our letting him the 

Pit Cafe and the Peacock for a school o f  Acting to be conducted by

A series o f  interdepartmental memoranda dated September 1946, shows growing scepticism among 
TD ’s about Pascal’s honesty and reliability. File S14342A. National Archives, Dublin
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his organisation in external associations with the Abbey and under 

the direction o f  Mr. Dermody.*^

However, in the months that followed no developments emerged that might have proven 

beneficial to work in the theatre and Frank Dermody, who had been the producer and 

annual director o f the Irish pantomime, was engaged full-time with Pascal’s Irish Screen 

Arts, much to the dismay and inconvenience o f the directors. Ironically, the bilateral 

discussions between Pascal and the Abbey which had been motivated by the need to 

reduce the detrimental loss o f persormel at the theatre resulted in the threat o f Dermody’s 

own leave-taking for some months on order to work with Pascal -  an absence that would 

seriously hinder work on the annual pantomime w'hich Dermody was due to produce. 

After much deliberation with Pascal, it was arranged that Dermody be given permission 

to suspend his work on Pascal’s next project, S(. Joan, which was to be filmed in Italy, 

and return to the Abbey to produce the Christmas pantomime. Dermody would only 

consent to this provided Pascal continue his film salary during the period o f his work in 

the theatre. Pascal agreed, on condition that the directors produce Shaw’s Androcles 

and the Lion on the Abbey stage. The theatre secretary noted:

[Pascal] said i f  the board agreed to play it, he would allow Mr.

Dermody to remain on with us for three weeks or so after the 

conclusion o f  his work on the pantomime to take charge o f  its 

production.®^

But, by the beginning o f December only an inadequate sum had been raised by those 

involved in Irish Screen Arts, the company which had been established to oversee the 

mechanics o f the collaboration, and when Shaw discovered that reports he had been 

receiving o f the company’s success for over six months had grossly exaggerated the 

extent o f the fiind-raising achievement, he fiiriously wrote a letter to Arthur Cox and de

ibidem
Abbey Board o f Directors Minutes; Ernest Blythe Accession 3961. Manuscript Room, National Library 

o f Ireland 
ibidem
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Valera, announcing his resignation from the operation. Telling de Valera that “the film 

project has fizzled”, he continued:

After doing its utmost to raise the necessary capital in Ireland it has 

got £41,000, including £10,000 from M acGrath [a wealthy 

entrepreneur and owner o f  the Sweepstakes], who will give no more.

The odd £1,000 has been borrowed by Dan Breen, who ought to 

have known better.*^

No more dealings took place between Pascal and the Abbey. Although Frank Dermody 

would return as assistant producer to Ria Mooney, and succeed her as producer in 1956, 

the experience left the directorate cautious about any potential partnership with another 

company. In fiiture, a balance would have to be orchestrated between measures to ensure 

the faithfulness o f actors, and co-operation with approaching groups seeking sharing 

schemes. It was not until the 1950s that this would be attempted through the contractual 

negotiation between the Abbey Theatre and another film company. In the meantime, 

players from the National Theatre Society continued to accept film offers in increasing 

numbers, and thereby bring more and more extensively the stage-Irish mode o f theatrical 

performance to the screen for international exportation.

Letter from G. B. Shaw to Taoiseach, 2"“* December 1947. File S14342A. National Archives, Dublin
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Chapter Four
John Ford and the Abbey players



4.1 An overview of John Ford’s Abbey Theatre films

When he writes about the idea of national identities in the Hterature o f James Joyce and 

W. B. Yeats, Eugene O’Brien praises the lack o f fixity that is a result o f the Irish writers’ 

protreptic discourses. These discursive textual practices emerge through the negation and 

the avoidance o f fixed definition rather than by means o f positive description and the 

permanent establishment and organisation o f identity, image, dialogue or narration. Their 

literary source in the works o f Joyce and Yeats may be traced to what O’Brien has 

identified as the interfacing o f “different languages” in “some kind o f dynamic 

interaction”. ' While we may speak o f an amalgamation o f differing modes o f discourse 

that constitute theatricality on screen, it is important to acknowledge that -  although the 

theatre and cinema do possess conventions and institutional procedures that are unique to 

themselves -  neither side o f the imagined binary divide that marks the separation o f the 

two is, in itself, whole, constant or coherent. We cannot, in other words, refer 

unproblematically to self-contained entities that are “the theatre” and “the cinema”. Each 

opposed aspect o f the dialectical interface is constituted and reconstituted by the points o f 

contact so that neither can be taken as homogenous.

Under the general rubrics o f the “theatrical” and “cinematic” in the current work we may 

propose an extension o f interacting discourses: between the text and the performance, the 

universal and the national, the generic and the improvised, the frame and the proscenium, 

the American overview and the Irish outlook. The confluence o f these contrived 

oppositions by the rendering o f the theatrical cinematically and the cinematic theatrically 

is an aspect o f John Ford’s Irish-based productions that have called upon the 

performances by actors from, or associated with, the Abbey Theatre. The negative 

critique that emerges from the reframing o f theatrical performances heavily underscored 

by ideas o f  nation and national identity assists in the disentanglement o f the cinematic 

paradigms that have fixed national narratives. This in turn exposes:

' Eugene O’Brien The Question o f  Irish Identity in the Writings o f  William Butler Yeats and James Joyce 
(Lewiston, Queenston, Lampeter: The Edwin Melien Press, 1998) p. 12
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the contradictions inherent in the totalising drive o f  that myth

making project...by unravelling the constructs that pass for axioms 

and essences in such mythic discourse.^

One o f the more obvious cinematic impositions over the dramatic text is generic. It is 

helpful initially to take a stable, structural (although logocentric) understanding o f genre 

as:

a familiar formula o f  interrelated narrative and cinematic 

components that serves to continually reexamine [sic] som e basic 

cultural conflict [but equally] changes in cultural attitudes, new  

influential genres, the econom ics o f  the industry, and so forth.^

From this perspective, it becomes easier to examine the ways in which dramatic 

adaptations have been structurally revised to accommodate the cinematic generic 

convention. This is most evident in the evolution of plot expositions and closures across 

the four Ford Irish films discussed below. The concentration on a romantic subplot 

inaugurates the action in the adaptation o f Liam O ’Flaherty’s novel The Informer, and the 

romantic aspect o f the narrative is centralised in Ford’s version o f O ’Casey’s The Plough 

and the Stars, and ultimately postpones the possibility o f closure that facilitates the 

ideological line in the play. In The Quiet Man, the tensions provided by the relationship 

between Mary Kate and Sean maintain the pace o f the dramatic action, but the 

foregrounding o f performance at the end o f the film by what has been called the Abbey 

Theatre players’ “curtain call”"* also hinders balanced technical closiare. The series of 

contrived landscape shots that close the film by insinuating its fictional status provide the 

same effect. The fourth o f Ford’s “Irish” films -  a trilogy o f shorts entitled The Rising o f  

the Moon (1957) -  effects the complete unravelling o f all generic structure by the erratic, 

episodic, self-conscious and fragmented performances o f the Irish casts. The first o f the 

three, based on Frank O’Connor’s short story “The Majesty o f the Law”, upsets a series

 ̂ ibidem, p. 8
 ̂ Tom Schatz “Film Genre and the Genre Film” in Leo Braudy & Marshall Cohen (eds.) Film Theory

and Criticism (New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999) p. 642
■' Luke Gibbons in Kevin Rockett (etal.) Cinema and Ireland (London: Routledge, 1987) p. 240
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of spatial structures. The second ruptures temporal structures, and the third foregrounds 

the ideologies of fabricated theatrical and cinematic realism, by an interrelation of the 

two. In all o f these films, the conventions o f generic closure have been undermined by 

the relationship between the theatrical source of the text and its cinematic performance.

However, to address the concept of genre as a stable entity of categorisation is to ignore 

an inherent paradox in the process that has been pointed out by Rick Altman, and 

resembles the anomaly that is intrinsic to all classification surrounding ideas of the 

national: how can the entity be defined if no clear idea of what it comprises exists before 

its definition? If the characteristics that we use to indicate what a given genre is, or is 

doing, assist us in the generic classification of specific films, then how have these 

cinematic attributes been designated in the first instance? To overcome this problem of 

characteristic description, Altman embraces a poststructuralist undecidability that reduces 

into variability the problematic binaries that have been erected for the purposes of generic 

identification. In order to overcome systems of separation based on inclusion and 

exclusion, historicism and structuralism, and ritual and ideology -  all of which he has 

identified as working behind every cinematic identification of genre -  he suggests:

If  we have learned anything from poststructural criticism, we have 

learned not to fear logical contradictions but instead to respect the 

extraordinary energy generated by the play o f contradictory forces 

within a field.^

In an effort to cross the analytical divide between the semantic and syntactic 

methodologies of film genre classification, Altman explains the logic of the split in the 

first instance:

The semantic approach...stresses the genre’s building blocks, while 

the syntactic view privileges the structures into which they are 

arranged.^

 ̂ Rick Altman (1984) in Braudy & Cohen, p. 634 
 ̂ ibidem
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Altman’s useful semantic / syntactic model emphasises the relationships between lexical 

elements o f a given genre, and classifies the genre based on these dialectical qualities. In 

order to expose how given cinematic texts, such as The Plough and the Stars, The Quiet 

Man, or The Rising o f  the Moon trilogy might be deconstructing certain textual elements, 

their vocabulary -  generic iconography or textual specificity -  must be viewed both 

elementally and from the point o f view o f syntax. Each performative aspect in the 

constitution of the films must be considered in three ways: as it signifies independently; 

as it signifies in relation to other components o f the narration; and, as these significations 

are undermined by the dynamic interaction between individual parts and the overall 

“structure”. As well as opening Ford’s films up to a broader field o f investigation, 

Altman’s approach goes some way to accounting for certain paradoxes that seem to have 

surrounded the reception o f the films; simultaneously one o f immense popularity and 

severe embarrassment, o f intellectual enthusiasm and academic dismissal.^

If we take a unilateral semantic perspective o f the films that only takes into account 

specific generic factors -  or “building blocks”, in Altman’s terminology -  Ford’s work 

with the Abbey players is seen to span a broad spectrum of mainstream genres. The low- 

key lighting, downbeat conclusion, foggy exteriors, murky interiors, expressionistic mise- 

en-scene, tragic hero, smooth-talking females and crime scene investigation o f The 

Informer are semantic elements that would place it in the film  noir stylistic category. 

Certain aspects highlighted in the adaptation o f The Plough and the Stars such as the 

lovers’ relationship that is suspended and obstructed by the onset o f war, the idealistic 

struggle for national independence, the strong sense o f domestic space and camaraderie, 

point to the classical romantic epic. The Quiet Man has been referred to more than once 

as a Western set in Ireland, not only because o f the associations o f its key players: 

Wayne, McLaglan and Ford, the director o f Westerns, but also due to several o f its 

semantic components, o f which we might include the appearance o f horses and trains, 

fistfight and bar scenes, and the western location. In addition, even the shorter, irregular 

and somewhat haphazard films that make up The Rising o f  the Moon, are not impossible

 ̂ These commentaries will be detailed in the individual sections below on each o f  the films.
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to place generically: The Majesty o f  the Law and A M inute’s Wait might be considered as 

slapstick comedies, and The Rising o f  the Moon can be read as a political thriller. 

However, Altman’s simultaneous and moveable consideration o f both the semantic and 

the syntactic dynamics o f film classification allows for a syntactic reading o f the 

interrelationship between the semantic blocks, and between this consideration and the 

purely semantic arrangement. He proposes that;

the relationship between the semantic and syntactic constitutes the 

very site o f  negotiation between H ollyw ood and its audience, and 

thus between ritual and ideological uses o f  genre.*

The semantic blocks with which Ford’s Abbey players’ films are set up create a theatrical 

space in the cinematic medium that replicates many o f the generic qualities o f the 

musical, and this will become increasingly important as a genre that constantly enacts the 

production o f its own “performance”, a characteristic shared by the stage-Irishman. The 

qualities pointing to this dynamic interpretation of genre are specific, and appear 

throughout all o f  Ford’s Irish work currently under examination.

As described already, one o f the later developments in the early cinema was the anti

theatrical move from actively engaging its audience with narratives and acting styles that 

solicit attention, to a more absorptive presentation, inwardly focussed and clearly 

disconnected from the space in which the subject is constituted “invisibly” in the text. As 

mainstream cinema worked towards subordinating its functions to narrative transparency 

and ostensibly automatic linear development, the ideal became the engagement o f the 

audience without its recognition o f the processes that held the fictional operation 

together. The musical disregarded the illusion o f fiction in favour o f recreating the 

spectacular through excessive stylisation. By deliberately breaking conventional 

cinematic coding, consciously celebrating the framing o f performance, and overcoming 

the restrictions for the maintenance o f fictional credibility, musicals such as An American 

in Paris (Minnelli, 1951) and Singin’ in the Rain (Donen & Kelly, 1951) centralised

* Altman in Braudy & Cohen, p. 638
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questions about the theatricality o f film. Through their staging, song and dance routines 

and narratives, a number o f recurring tropes emerged. All o f these are central 

components in the John Ford films discussed, but because I will concentrate in greater 

detail on the musical qualities o f The Quiet Man in a separate section below, that film 

will receive least attention right now.

The musical typically reverts to an early sound cinema histrionic style o f acting that 

disregards verisimilitude and exaggerates spectacle. Leo Braudy has noted that while the 

‘Svestem may be self-conscious about its myths...the musical is self-conscious about its 

stylization, the heightened reality that is its norm” .̂  He goes on to discuss the dance 

routines in the musicals o f Busby Berkeley by saying that the choreographer “attacks 

theatre in favor o f film and dance by destroying the limits o f theatrical space” and then 

he notes o f the musical the tendency towards “realized style and stylized realism”. ’ ‘ This 

sense o f performed realism is central to the exaggerated gesturing, intonations and 

overacting that is typical o f the performances by many o f the Abbey Company actors on 

screen. The stage-Irishman signifies a particular mode o f staged performance whose 

acting is doubly constituted by the cinematic frame. This hyperbole o f style manifests 

itself not only in performances, but also in a complete expressionism that is materialised 

in the films’ mise-en-scene, montage, and the varieties o f diegetic and extra-diegetic 

interactions. From The Informer it will be usefial to consider the pervasive expressionist 

decor and atmosphere, which act through pathetic fallacy to represent the mental and 

emotional confusion o f the hero. The recurring motif o f the “Wanted” poster that is 

superimposed on a number o f street walls as the paranoid, hallucinating Gypo makes his 

way around the city is memorable, as are the soft focus close-ups o f his face that Ford 

uses repeatedly when the protagonist stares directly at the camera. The Abbey character 

actors come forward from the diegetic space o f The Plough, and are constantly 

incongruously mismatched with their environment by virtue o f confined interior setting, 

or exterior shots following the looting in which they are dressed in strange costumes. 

The saturated Technicolor photography o f Ford’s imaginary Innisfree landscapes in The

® Leo Braudy (1976) in Braudy & Cohen, p. 619 
ibidem, p. 621
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Quiet Man are reminiscent o f the heightened use o f colours in musicals such as The 

Wizard o f  Oz (Fleming, 1939), An American in Paris and Singin ’ in the Rain, all o f which 

associate the use o f colour with imagined or fantastic spaces. While two o f the shorts in 

The Rising o f the Moon are staged and performed like scenes from a pantomime or 

vaudeville performance -  directly engaging the spectator with episodic and slapstick 

scenarios, stories and routines -  the last one foregrounds the use o f theatrical costume as 

a subversive means o f escape. The world o f the colonial prisoner who becomes a fugitive 

is constructed as “back stage” space in which characters wait for their moment o f 

performance. Disguising himself as a wandering ballad singer in the back stage space of 

the Abbey Theatre during a performance there, he escapes through the checkpoints that 

have been erected by the English officers to capture him until a Royal Irish Constabulary 

sergeant allows him to escape.

Within the diegesis o f each o f Ford’s Irish films there occur several performances inside 

the performance. Often in the form of minor sequences in which one or many characters 

sing, dance or narrate a tale, this establishes a division o f the screened acting space into 

two further areas o f dramatic playing and spectatorship, that operates in the same way 

that every song and dance routine does in the musical. Gypo Nolan is constantly 

enframed as focal point in The Informer when groups rally around him as the centre of 

attention on the streets, in the fish and chip shop or in the brothel he visits with Terry 

where he sings “Believe Me if All These Endearing Young Charms” -  Thomas Moore’s 

melody that features in almost every John Ford Irish film. The gathering o f the Rising 

leaders in The Plough provides the spectacle in that film, as does Fluther’s quixotic 

boxing match against the Covey. The extended fistfight and the horse race are added to 

the adaptation o f the original short story in The Quiet Man, and both establish within the 

diegetic space an internal division o f presentation and audience. This internal narrative 

separation in each o f the films also contributes to the idea o f groups o f spectators as 

community -  another key constituent o f the musical. Ford’s settings are usually busy 

with background activity, knots o f on-lookers, or groups o f people involved to varying

'' ibidem, p. 620
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degrees in the central action. Braudy’s reference to the idea o f society in the films o f 

Gene Kelly bears important significance for Ford’s Irish films:

Kelly makes the perfect couple the centre of an ideal community 

created by dance, a world of harmony where everyone on the street 

not only sympathises with the exuberance you feel because you’re in 

love, but also knows all the words and dance steps that express you 

feelings.

It is only one step from this communal harmony and active involvement o f the on-lookers 

in the musical to the scenes like the fish and chip shop in The Informer, the bar scenes 

and brawls in The Plough and the Stars, the climactic horse racing and fist fight in The 

Quiet Man, or the train station ceili in A M inute’s Wait.

The objections raised by critics to the excessive stereotypical performances through the 

backwardness that is shown to be characteristic o f Irish society, often fail to recognise the 

sophistication o f audiences and artists responsible for the consumption and creation o f 

these images. Nonetheless, the ideological damage is only possible when a certain 

discursive closure is imposed upon the representations -  either as blatantly “ridiculous” 

in their inaccuracy, or perfectly “correct” in their depiction -  but this will occur uniquely 

in the domain o f criticism and analysis, and not before interpretation at the level o f 

performance as it is framed in these films. Accordingly, reception o f Ford’s Abbey films 

has been varied, and while the reaction o f Irish audiences and critics generally has been 

one o f embarrassment or revulsion,’̂  others have been charmed and intrigued by the 

spectacle. Some degree o f their success may be due to the generic elasticity that the films 

maintain. Altman draws attention to the potential behind such semantic / syntactic 

deconstruction:

ibidem, p. 627
Words used, for example, by Martin McLoone and James MacKillop in reference to the representations 

o f Ireland in The Quiet Man, although McLoone’s revisionist reading o f the films questions the authaiticity 
o f the justification for such “embarrassment”. See footnotes 65 and 66 in this chapter.
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Whenever a lasting fit is obtained -  which it is whenever a semantic 

genre becom es and syntactic one -  it is because a common ground 

has been found, a region where the audience’s ritual values coincide 

with H ollyw ood’s ideological ones.''*

Another manifestation o f the pretence and demonstration o f the power o f imreliable 

simulation in these films is worth mentioning before continuing. One recurring trait o f 

the stage-Irishman as he appears in Ford’s work may be associated with an idea briefly 

mentioned in an essay by Lorraine Weir. In her work, when talking about discourses that 

speak against the dominant power, she notes that irony:

in the hands o f  those who exercise genuine power is very different 

from the same device in the hands o f  those classified as powerless.

Am ong those w hose basic communication may frequently depend 

upon the skilled use and reception o f  ironic utterance -  that is, 

among the powerless -  irony will be all the more powerful. The 

Irish, as it is com m only known, are masters o f  irony and invective.'^

Citing the Irish as “masters o f irony” is interesting in terms o f global perception more so 

than actual factuality, but the suggestion that certain linguistic manipulation, distortion 

and general word-play, has parallels with deception through disguised representation is 

important. Both ideas reflect the failure o f different channels o f communication, and the 

problems with the simple acceptance o f the truth as presented. Language is not marked 

as a failed medium in The Quiet Man and The Rising o f  the Moon as will later be 

demonstrated is the case in the films o f Emmet Dalton, but we are continually reminded 

that it is a channel o f  discourse that can problematically embody its own paradoxes, 

impossibilities and tricks. As a means o f expression and description -  as is the more 

ideological syntax o f colonial discourse -  it is capable o f providing its own 

deconstructive moment and the grammatical decoding to make its logocentric system fail.

Altman in Braudy & Cohen, p. 639
Lorraine Weir “Towards a Feminist Hermeneutics: Jay MacPherson’s fTe/co/wmgD/saster” in Barbara 

Godard (ed.) Gynocritics: Feminist Approaches to Canadian and Quebec Women’s Writing (Toronto: 
ECW Publishing, 1987) pp. 59 -  70
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When this occurs in Ford’s Irish films it enhances characterisation by displaying muddled 

wit, insightful absurdity or eloquent nonsense. There are two modes o f this self- 

deconstructing discourse: one in which the internal logic o f  the statement is maintained 

although its expression conflicts with the situation presented, and the second in which all 

meaning has been distorted by contradictions o f logic that are nevertheless humorously 

held together by coherent syntax. Both become associated with the character o f the 

stage-lrishman, who by virtue o f his irrationality at first appears muddled and ridiculous, 

but due to the implicit complexity o f his linguistic reformulations may be seen as a usefiil

device for the unsettling o f the discourse. As an example o f the first confusion o f

dialogue we can turn to The Majesty o f  the Law, in which association is made by the 

equivocal use o f language between illicit action and a character’s defiance o f authority. 

Having been caught with a bottle o f poteen by the Sergeant, the distiller Mickey J. 

reluctantly surrenders it declaring as he does, “I never saw it in my life”. In A M inute’s 

Wait, the stationmaster Paddy Murphy proposes to the bar maid Miss Mallery by asking 

her: “How would you like to be buried with my people?”

The second type o f marking o f the failure o f linguistic logic occurs more fi^equently, but 

is nonetheless always associated with the stage-lrishman. In this case the internal logic 

o f the statement is destroyed, and a comic tension is built up between that and the 

preserved syntactical coherence. A few examples o f this illogical equivocation suffice:

“He’ll regret it to his dying day, if ever he lives that long.” -  Red 

Will, The Quiet Man

“If he was the last man on the face of the earth and she was the last 

woman, I’d still say ‘No!’” -  Red Will, The Quiet Man

“You can buy me a drink at your wake, if you live that long.” -  Red

Will, The Quiet Man

“Forget them words. They slipped outta me mouth when me back 

was turned.” -  A neighbour. The Majesty o f  the Law
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“I hear they’re dying over there that never did before” -  Mickey J 

on the climactic changes occurring for the worst overseas. The 

Majesty o f the Law

■‘That step is loose. Do you want the man to break his neck before 

he’s hung?” -  Guard to Hangman, The Rising o f the Moon

It is significant that all o f  these examples deal with the notion o f death. Like the old man 

who leaps from his deathbed in The Quiet Man, in a scene that Luke Gibbons has shown

to be making reference to Dion Boucicault’s play The Shaughran,^^ there is once again

the sense here that just as through their performative aspect, these statements betray their 

meaning, so too can the stage-Irishman by virtue o f his performative fiction, elude and 

defy the consequences o f death. At the very least, there is a comic undermining of the 

gravity o f passing away and a rendering o f it as somehow “less than real”. Equally, 

because language is often used for circumlocution and hyperbole -  deliberately filling 

time and space -  the formal syntactical qualities and content o f these statements may be 

read as going as far as to suggest the manipulation by the Abbey players o f even the 

omnipotent and irreversible forces o f nature. This recurring linguistic action, attributed 

most frequently to simple Irish characters who may be unaware o f the profound 

confiision o f their utterance, portrays the inherent capacity o f language to betray itself 

Just as the sentence, “This statement is a lie” poses and sustains its own irrationality so, 

too, do the paradoxical expressions used by many o f the stereotypical Irish characters in 

the two Ford f i l m s . Wi t h  this in mind perhaps more might be read into Tjrone Power’s 

introductory statement to The Majesty o f  the Law, when he summarises the narrative by 

saying: “This story is about nothing.” This blatant performance o f the deconstructive 

potential o f language is precisely the kind o f “writing” that Jacques Derrida has praised, 

not for its rejection o f the continuation o f the myth o f  origin and presence by

Gibbons in Rockett, p. 240
The impossible equivocation at work in these utterances may be categorised within philosophical 

writings under the broader title of “Epimenide’s Paradox”, and this -  as well as “The Liar’s Paradox” -  has 
been explained in a collection by Michael Clarke, Paradoxes from A t o Z  (London, New York: Routledge, 
2002)
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phonocentric approaches to language, but for its marking the ideologies hiding in notions 

o f self-presence. Derrida does not vindicate different kinds o f performative “writing” 

(such as those which occur with the reframing o f theatricality on screen), he merely 

approves o f their potential for the unsettling o f “natural, primary and immediate 

presence”.’* He declares:

Deconstructing this tradition w ill therefore not consist o f  reversing it, 

o f  making writing innocent. Rather o f  showing why the violence o f  

writing does not befall an innocent language. There is an originary 

violence o f  writing because language is first... writing. “Usurpation” 

has already begun. The sense o f  the right side appears in a 

mythological effect o f  return. [em p h asis orig inal]

Writing exposes the performance o f the “mythological effect o f the return” which, when 

undisclosed, is likely to support the myths o f origin and presence. This effect o f writing 

appears through the performances o f the stage-Irishman on screen, the impossible 

irrationality o f  his language, the cinematic framing o f the theatrical, and the 

representation o f the mechanics o f fiction through all o f  these. Nation and national 

identity, language and accent, and representation are actively deconstructed as inauthentic 

fictions.

4.2 John Ford’s early stage-Irishman and theatrical expressionism: The Informer 

(1935)

The most significant alteration in the adaptation for the screen o f Liam O ’Flaherty’s 

novel The Informer is the addition o f the disingenuous, corrupt and stage-Irish sidekick 

Terry, who accompanies the protagonist for a considerable part o f his narrative journey. 

Other significant tropes that enter the film are the proliferation o f religious symbolism,

Jacques Derrida O f Grammatology Gayatri Spivak (trans.) (Baltimore, London: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1976) p. 37 
”  ibidem
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the constant references to spirituality and mysticism, and the metaphorical staging o f the 

ambiguous relationship between the coloniser and the colonised. Whereas these 

components are somewhat more separately manifest in the Irish films o f John Ford made 

after The Informer, in this film they are condensed into a framework set around the 

character, actions and interactions with others o f Gypo Nolan. There is a performative 

fluidity around both the characterisation o f Gypo and the unravelling o f the narrative 

which evolve with the linear cause-and-eflfect dynamic predominantly associated with 

narrative cinema, but rotate without clear motivation around episodic movements in the 

style o f  a picaresque novel. This textual ambivalence is rooted in the broader contexts of 

the book’s reception through various cinematic and theatrical adaptations, a quality that 

Patrick Sheeran has compared to the “mythogenic text” that “obscures and obfuscates its 

own origins”.̂ ® The performative dialectic evident in the film, emphasised by the Abbey 

Theatre players’ characterisations -  and especially the J. M. Kerrigan role o f Terry -  may 

be further explained by Sheeran’s elaboration o f the operation o f textual mythogenesis: 

“The mythogenic is not just a quality inherent in a text but is rather the result o f a 

transaction between text and audience.”^' In this way, Sheeran places his reading o f John 

Ford’s filmed adaptation within a deconstructive context and emphasises the hermeneutic 

flexibility o f the discursive practice: “A mythogenic text is deeply unstable” .

The film tells the story o f Gypo Nolan, a former member o f the Irish Republican Army, 

who has been dismissed for failing to execute a captured British soldier. Six months after 

his discharge, at the beginning o f the film, he is down-and-out and helplessly unable to 

provide for his lover who has taken to prostitution. Desperate to find money to buy two 

tickets to sail to America in order to escape the poverty o f Dublin in the early 1920s, he 

informs on Frankie McPhillip, a former partner who is wanted for murder. The latter 

returns to his home to visit his mother, having been misleadingly assured by his friend 

Gypo that it is safe to do so, but is pursued by the Black and Tans and is killed trying to 

escape. Gypo receives the financial reward, but squanders the £20 in various drunken 

sprees and acts o f generosity towards strangers whom he meets in the course o f the

Patrick F. Sheeran The Informer Ireland into Film Series (Cork: Cork University Press, 2002) p. 1
ibidem, p. 7
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evening following the assassination. When they are finally convinced that it was he who 

informed, leaders o f the “Organisation” follow, charge and imprison him for the crime 

against their member, and in an attempt to flee execution he is gunned down. Before he 

dies, he makes his way to a church where the mother o f his informed victim is praying, 

and she forgives him.

Gypo’s transition from impoverished, but decent supporter o f the Irish republican anti

colonial struggle to that o f informer is marked metaphorically by two further conversions. 

On the one hand, from the beginning he is identified in Biblical terms with the character 

of Judas: references to thirty pieces o f silver are made when Gypo first receives the 

reward and when, at a later point in the film, against the background hum o f the mourners 

praying in Irish at the wake o f Frankie, he drops five silver coins on the floor. The 

prerequisite for this reading has been established in the opening title o f the film: “Then 

Judas repented himself -  and cast down the thirty pieces o f  silver -  and departed.” But, 

as well as setting the stage for the heroic transgression, the turn o f phrase maintains the 

possibility o f identification with the protagonist by inferring repentance. Holding the 

empathy of the spectator in this way fiirther supports the transition from Judas-symbol, to 

the image o f the Christ, which he will come to occupy following atonement at the end o f 

the film. Having been forgiven by the mother o f Frankie McPhillip, he stretches his arms 

outward as if on the cross, and calls to heaven: “She forgives me! She forgives me!” 

This has resonances in the earlier expression o f his ladylove, who begs the leader o f the 

rebel army to set him free by saying: “Forgive him. He did not know what he was 

doing.”

The symmetrical narrative balance enacted through the evocation o f religious references 

by Gypo’s initial personification as Judas and final depiction as the Christ figure, is 

typical o f the plot configuration o f conventional mainstream cinema. The composed 

generic developments o f the tragic hero’s interaction with other characters and ultimate 

downfall are underscored by the romance plot line that not only serves to motivate 

Gypo’s informing, but also provides for sympathetic response in place o f alternative

ibidem
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devices used in the novel. In O ’Flaherty’s version, the narrative exposition is established 

with the fugitive McPhillip. The presentation o f his character in the novel is designed to 

reduce the maliciousness o f Gypo’s betrayal, as McPhillip confesses his own ill health: “I 

‘know I’m dyin’...and that’s why I came in. I got the consumption”, and then is not 

shot directly by the Black and Tans, but when his own gun misfires. The dire poverty o f 

Gypo’s former lover Katie Fox -  and the suggestion in the film that she has subsequently 

turned to prostitution -  initiates the romantic plot since we are introduced to her before 

other characters. On the contrary, she is not presented in the novel until after McPhillip 

has been killed. His commitment to realising his dream o f marrying and sailing to 

America with her is seen to be the primary provocation in Gypo’s informing on his 

friend. The narrative reworking -  balanced also by religious references in the film -  is 

based on specific generic adaptation that reconfigures the nomadic and episodic 

movement o f the book into a clearer linear format.

The use o f religious symbolism to mark Gypo’s change from Judas-figure to Christ-like 

martyr, is paralleled by the emphasis o f his occupying a new political position after the 

disloyalty. Once he has committed his treason, Gypo is recognised to have “crossed to 

the other side”. Members o f the organisation, who have been following him around the 

streets, noting how much money he has spent, sarcastically comment on his betrayal, 

significantly depicted as an innocent, uncertain and indecisive act o f hubris, by a 

character that was neither intelligent nor o f sound enough mind to realise the 

consequence o f  his action. When Gypo accuses them o f following him, his altered 

affiliation is the underlying point o f a rebuttal by Tommy, who remarks: “Sure you can’t 

blame Bartley and me for taking a friendly interest in you for old time’s sake, seeing as 

you were one o f us.” In a later scene, the mention o f monarchy has painful colonial 

connotations and Gypo angrily dissuades the reference:

Gypo: What’re you looking at me for?

Passer-by: Ah, I’m not looking at you.

Liam O’Flaherty The Informer (Dublin: Wolfhound Press, 1999) p. 20
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Gypo: You’re a liar! You’re a liar! C an’t [sic] you know that I

can see you looking at me?

Passer-by: Ah, a cat can look at a king!

Gypo: What are you talking about kings for? Don’t be talking

about kings around here!

Only moments later, however, indicating the lack o f  coherence in his sentiment, not only 

does he find the use o f the term less offensive, but he takes pride when the soubriquet is 

applied to him. From the crowd that has gathered to see Gypo pimch a policeman, a 

stranger asks who he is, and immediately Terry emerges from the mob and claims:

“Who is he?” He’s Gypo Nolan, and he’s as strong as any bull! Eh,

Gypo, am 1 right? I’ll tell you what this boy is: he’s a king! That’s 

what he is! King Gypo. Am I right?

This line from the film also makes use o f one o f the more powerful animal similes and

metaphors that are used to describe Gypo in the first half o f  the book. Although we are

initially told o f Gypo’s huge corporal frame, awkward bulky movements and lack o f 

mental and physical agility, the earlier descriptions evoke sympathy for the helpless beast 

with “wild eyes” "̂* and a face that “looked like tanned pigskin”.̂  ̂ In the book, following 

his informing, and after he has been referred to by allusions o f  royalty, O’Flaherty’s 

description o f the tragic hero -  though no less pathetic -  is more monstrous. Following 

an exchange in the book that is replicated almost word for word in the film (as cited 

above), Gypo is described by regal simile:

Gypo strode in front o f  the disreputable throng as proud as a king 

leading his courtiers. They came after him with pattering feet, 

panting, pushing, snivelling, emitting that variegated murmur o f 

sound that comes from a pack o f wild things in a panic^^

ibidem, p. 32 
ibidem, p. 72
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As the animalism o f the crowd is suggested, Gypo immediately becomes more terrifying, 

“like some primeval monster...with the slow, languorous eye movement o f a resting 

bull.” ’̂ The association between monarchy and Gypo’s transformation to monstrousness 

has negative connotations for O’Flaherty, which suggest his ideological affiliation. On 

the one hand it is used to underscore the betrayal o f allegiance to the “Organisation” and 

the Republican cause: by his act o f infidelity, Gypo is seen to have crossed to the other 

side and is no longer “one o f us”. But on the other hand the depiction allows O’Flaherty 

-  despite his broadly socialist political beliefs -  to be critical o f  a certain complacency 

and dishonesty o f the working classes; interested as far as the author is concerned neither 

in political liberation nor social justice, but what each individual can take from the 

system for himself In an earlier section o f the book, the downfall into prostitution o f 

Katie Fox is blamed on social conditions o f poverty that O’Flaherty clearly denounces. 

The extract in which Katie first appears has clear Marxist undertones:

Katie was a woman o f  the slums. Her father had been an employee 

o f the Corporation and her mother was a charwoman. As a girl Katie 

worked in a biscuit factory. Her own beauty o f body and the 

grinding toil in the factory made her discontented. She joined the 

Revolutionary O rganisation...A fter that...she was led by excess o f 

feeling into one pitfall after another. Finally she passed out o f  the 

ranks o f respectability altogether by being expelled from the 

Revolutionary Organisation on a charge o f  public prostitution.^®

But O’Flaherty’s socialism does not blind him to the less reputable activities o f certain 

elements o f the labouring classes. With prescient irony, Gypo warns his comrade 

McPhillip:

God only knows who’s givin’ information to the Government now, 

an’ who isn’t. Ye never know who yer talkin’ to. I never in me life

ibidem, p. 114 
ibidem, p. 116 
ibidem, p. 36
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saw anythin’ like it. Tell ye what, Frankie, the workin’ class is not 

worth flgthin’ for.^

In a later conversation, O’Flaherty’s position is clarified when Frankie’s father. Jack 

McPhillip, is chastised by his daughter, Mary, for condemning Gypo. The older man 

answers:

Am 1 to be called a tramp by my own daughter in my own 

house...w hen  1 tell this ruffian his true character? Yes, an’ every 

other ruffian that’s the curse o ’ the workin’-class movement with 

their talk o f  violence an’ murder an’ revolution. All me life I have 

stood straight for the cause o f  me fellow -w orkers.^

Despite the widespread success o f Ford’s 1935 film The Informer in the United States, it 

was initially banned in Ireland by James Montgomery as a “sordid show o f Chicago 

gunmen, armed police, and prostitutes... offered as a realistic picture o f the underworld 

o f Dublin”. '̂

The popularity o f the film among American audiences and the critical acclaim it received, 

earned Ford his first Best Director Academy Award, and the first ever New York Film 

Critics Award for Best Picture and Director. This success, however, belied somewhat the 

considerable difficulties Ford had suffered during the production process. In the belief 

that the film depoliticised and universalised socially any notably Irish situations, many 

critics were o f the opinion that:

Ford all but eliminated O ’Flaherty’s protests against capitalist 

exploitation and British imperialism, reducing them to a generalised 

situation.^^

ibidem, p. 34 
ibidem, p. 62
James Montgomery Irish Film Caisor Notes, National Archives, Dublin
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Despite the difficulties he faced in producing the film, Ford never explained his persistent 

determination to see the screenplay through to the screen. Having befriended Liam 

O’Flaherty while the Irish writer was spending some time in Hollywood, Ford became 

interested in an adaptation of his novel. After a series o f refiisals from the major studios, 

RKO Pictures eventually agreed to support the project but only under the strictest 

guidelines designed to ensure the release o f the film, which everyone had recognised as 

politically precarious. Every draft o f the developing script was closely monitored by both 

the MPPDA and the BBFC to guarantee that there would be no inappropriate inclusions; 

the former group watching for “any wilful offence to any nation or creed”, a n d  the latter 

wary o f “films showing challenges to authority, or the military in a bad light”.̂ '* It was 

this severe censorship in the process o f the redrafting o f  The Informer, and not any design 

by the director, that ultimately contributed to the political dampening down about which 

so many Irish critics later complained.

Several o f the thematic concerns, symbols and filmic devices in The Informer become 

important elements in Ford’s later Irish Abbey players’ films. O’Flaherty’s political 

attitude, to which there are allusions with adequate frequency and subtly in the novel, 

provides sufficient material in the filmed adaptation for the revision o f an entire 

sequence, the addition o f a number o f scenes, and the significant inclusion o f a stage-Irish 

character who does not feature in the novel. It is likely that the personification o f Terry is 

an embodied characterisation o f a section o f text that O’Flaherty ties into his fiction as a 

supposedly factual report made by “a representative o f the International Executive o f the 

Revolutionary Organisation”.̂  ̂ This extract notes that, in Ireland in the years before 

independence:

There are local causes, arising out o f  the recent struggle for national

independence, which has left the working class in the grip o f  a

Tag Gallagher John Ford: the man and his films (Berkeley, London: University o f California Press, 
1986) p. 123

Louisa Bums-Bisogno Censoring Irish Nationalism (London, North Carolina: McFarland and 
Company Inc., 1997) p. 51 

ibidem, p. 45 
ibidem, p. 79
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romantic love of conspiracy, a strong religious and bourgeois-

nationalist outlook on life and a hatred of constitutional methods.^^

This “love o f conspiracy” and “hatred o f constitutional methods” is personified in the 

filmed version by Terry, one o f John Ford’s first stage-Irishmen. The characterisation as 

a synoptic construction further justifies Patrick Sheeran’s reading o f the mythogenic

openness o f the text (text as discourse), and as he notes that “the vernacular form of

mythogenesis is b l u f f s o  Terry emerges as a deceitful and self-centred liar.

The well-established Abbey Theatre actor J. M. Kerrigan plays the role o f Terry, Gypo 

Nolan’s hypocritical, corrupt and manipulative sidekick. With this characterisation. Ford 

set up a trademark that would recur frequently in his depictions o f the stage-Irish in 

supporting roles. In each o f the significant cases o f this character development, Ford 

called on actors from the National Theatre, and over time Kerrigan, Barry Fitzgerald, 

Jack MacGowran, Donal Donnelly and Cyril Cusack all played the part o f the unreliable, 

two-faced Irishman. The position o f feigned subservience o f the smaller colony was even 

marked by a visual objective co-relative, and the casting o f a shorter, slighter Irish actor 

beside a larger, stronger and more bulky foreign player provided an appropriate visual 

metaphor for the geographical shape and size o f England and Ireland.

In the case o f The Informer, Kerrigan was cast as Terry opposite Victor McLaglan, and 

his emergence from the crowd in a scene following the informing, after which Gypo has 

been shown to have supported the side opposing the republican cause, begins a section of 

the film in which he accompanies the informer around the foggy streets o f Dublin. 

Terry’s deceit and disingenuousness is highlighted from the outset, and his playing at the 

fawning sycophant to the drunk Gypo is shown to be utterly for his own benefit. His 

dishonesty is paralleled with Gypo’s growing drunken conflision and suspicion, and both 

are represented expressionistically by poorly lit, shady interiors and foggy exterior shots 

o f the streets in which the action o f the film takes place. Terry’s hypocrisy is delivered in 

rhetorical hyperbole, talking about the dead Frankie MacPhilip, he says:

ibidem
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He died fighting for Ireland to be free and every man here should do 

the same thing. And I’ll do it when my time is called and so will 

King Gypo. So will King Gypo. Am 1 right King Gypo, me Lord?

Later, in the chip shop where Gypo has offered to buy fish and chips for everyone, Terry 

exclaims loudly as the bags are passed over the counter: “Hold the peace, now. Ladies 

first, ladies first”, but in the next shot is seen greedily helping himself to the first bag. 

Later, when Gypo grabs him around the neck, he reveals his motives:

What are you doing? What are you doing? You big stiff. You’re 

drunken, bedad, that’s what you are. You’re as drunk as a fiddler’s 

dog. Eh, take your hands o ff me. You think you’re a king, do you?

Well you’re a big lump o f beef T hat’s ail you are, a big lump o f 

beef

At this point he is framed alone moving away from Gypo, and, turning on his heel he 

adds: “You’re drunk and your last penny is spent and I have no flirther use for you...Mr. 

Gypo Nolan, ipso facto...''’ But any character redemption that might have been achieved 

by the honesty o f this confession is immediately undercut when Gypo produces the 

remaining money from his pocket. As Terry turns towards him again, about to continue 

the verbal assault, he stops himself:

...and another...[seeing the m oney]...O h be the holy! Where did 

you get it Gypo? There’s enough there to choke a horse! And me 

only joking you about it a few minutes ago! Ah, Gypo me boy!

You’re a king and descended o f kings and I’ll fight for you and die 

for you when the time comes. And there’s me hand on it, Gypo.

The hand o f  a man that’s loyal and true. Am I right, Gypo?

Sheeran, p. 15
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Terry’s ultimate betrayal and demonstration o f hypocrisy occurs when the IRA members 

come to take Gypo to the trial that will determine his culpability. Again, the deceit and 

disingenuousness, which provide for his self-centred profiteering, come to the fore. 

When Tommy and Bartley call Gypo, Terry says:

I know who they are: them ’s the Republican Army. The Republican

Army. I’m no friend o f G ypo’s, he wormed his way into my

confidence. I’m a true son o f Erin.

The hard-edged portrayal o f  this character as the extreme stage-Irishman -  manipulative 

and ruthlessly devious -  is toned down considerably in Ford’s later Irish films, but the 

paradigm is established. Though malicious, certain attributes in the case o f Terry in The 

Informer are maintained to prevent audience contempt o f the character. Frequently, his 

equivocation and circumlocution lend a comic element to the personality and his 

nastiness is softened so he becomes more o f a “likable rogue”. Terry’s final line supports 

this. When he declares he has no money to pay the owner o f the shebeen for drink, she 

calls a bouncer to deal with him. Casting his eyes around the room, deducing his fate, 

Terry says: “Oh dear, oh dear! I have a funny feeling there’s going to be a strange face in 

heaven tomorrow.”

Both the comic tone o f his line and the resolution o f justice implied by it, contribute to 

the softening of the character, and this development marks a new phase o f the stage- 

Irishman in Ford’s work. Along with the religious and national metaphors evoked to 

mark Gypo’s transgression and transformation, the stage-Irish sidekick represents the 

second, more dubious relationship after Gypo’s partnership with Frankie. Just as Gypo 

has betrayed his comrade for fmancial reward so, too, will Terry swindle money fi’om 

Gypo. The circularity o f this movement, and its relation to character transformations and 

mythical symbolism that work through the novel and create dramatic tension in the film, 

demonstrates the processes o f narrative construction rather than the faithfiil adherence to 

verisimilar reproduction. In the adaptation, the discursive quality o f  the mythogenic text 

is prevalent through the characterisation o f Terry, which serves to challenge both the
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narrative origins and the historical reality from which the novel emerged. Sheeran 

comments on this dialectical narrative dynamism:

Rather than sim ply reflecting social reality, the really vital points o f  

contact between the historical order and the text may be those 

occasions where the text struggles with, objectifies and displaces an 

element o f  the social sphere in order to bring it to representation 

within the text’s own formal constraints.’*

The film ends with the implication o f a universal justice, when Frankie’s mother forgives 

Gypo and the hero dies at the feet o f a statue o f Christ. The final conversion has occurred 

and the swell o f choral music surrounded by religious iconography assists narrative 

closure. But ultimately, this closure is exposed in its theatrical hyperbole as imposed 

generic construct that is aligned with other performative elements o f the text: the 

expressionistic mise-en-scene, the episodic division o f the narrative into well-demarcated 

geographical spaces, the imposition o f precise temporal rhythms,^^ and characterisation. 

The performative openness o f the filmed text evident in the theatrical cinema o f The 

Informer would continue to develop through all o f John Ford’s work with the Abbey 

Players.

4.3 John Ford’s stage-Irishman as group, the theatrical in cinema; The Plough and 

the Stars (1936)

Even though Ford was not happy with the final production o f The I n fo r m e r ,(despite its 

broad-ranging commercial and critical success) he was soon attracted by another Irish 

project. However, the filming o f Sean O’Casey’s play The Plough and the Stars proved 

to be even more difficuh to realise for Ford than The Informer had been. An Emanuel 

Eisenberg interview with the director in 1936 documented Ford’s sentiments:

ibidem, p. 41
Sheeran spends some time in his monograph on the film considering the significance of time.
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W e did The Informer. Does that make it any easier to go ahead with 

O ’C asey’s The Plough and the S tars!  Not for a second. They may 

let us do it as a reward for being good boys. M eanwhile w e’re 

fighting to have the Abbey Players imported intact, and w e’re 

fighting the censors and fighting the so-called financial wizards at 

every point.'”

Having already worked with a number of Abbey actors such as Denis O’Dea, Una 

O’Connor and J. M. Kerrigan in The Informer, and having seen others performing during 

the Abbey tours o f America in the mid-1930s, Ford had decided that he wanted to work 

again with the Abbey Players on his next Irish fibn. As with the previous one, during the 

production of The Plough his determination to see certain of his aspirations come to 

fruition meant considerable sacrifice at the hands of the studio executives. Rigorous 

script censorship occurred over a number of redrafts of the screen adaptation by Dudley 

Nichols, and it was insisted that Barbara Stanwyck play the role of Nora Clitheroe, with 

Preston Foster in the role of her husband, Jack.

At the beginning of O’Casey’s play Jack Clitheroe learns through a private messenger of 

his promotion to the position of Commandant of the forces fighting for Irish 

independence. He is surprised by the fact that the courier assumes that he is already 

aware of his military upgrade and it is revealed that his wife has been destroying letters 

that had been previously sent to announce the news to him. Outraged by her deception, 

he leaves her in their tenement so that he can attend a public gathering and play his role 

in the imminent Easter rising. Other occupants of the same Georgian house are less 

concerned by the struggle for different reasons: some out of selfish sloth, others because 

of feelings of the pointlessness of the effort. The Covey, who argues “What’s th’ use o’

see Gallagher (1986) for his discussion of the film, and comments on Ford’s reaction to it initial 
screening, p. 121

Emanuel Eisenburg interview with John Ford “John Ford: Fighting Irish” New Theatre April 1936 
reprinted in John Ford made Westerns: filming the legend in the sound era Gaylyn Studler & Matthew 
Bernstein (eds.) (Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2001) p. 259
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freedom, if it’s not economic freedom?”/^  expresses most ardently O ’Casey’s socialist 

point o f view. The cohabitants o f the Clitheroes’ tenement provide certain social 

commentary, which is integrated into the more serious tone o f the play by light comedy, 

although this is frequently interlaced with bitter irony that is significant for its provision 

o f harsher political commentary. One tenant, Bessie Burgess, is especially vocal in her 

refutation o f what she perceives as the futile effort to rid Ireland o f its colonial overlord, 

until economic equality is achieved. A debate in the local public house spurred on by a 

prostitute and the looting of shops in Dublin during the rising, lend to some o f the 

dialogue a comic tone. However, the tragic severity o f  what might otherwise have been 

considered light-hearted exchanges is emphasised by the death from consumption o f a 

young girl in the tenement, the fatal shooting o f Jack Clitheroe, and the accidental 

shooting o f Bessie Burgess, at the time urging the distraught Nora to come away from the 

window in front o f which she is standing. The play is critical in no uncertain terms o f the 

vanity o f the patriotism o f  the Rising, it scorns the economic desperation suffered by 

many Dubliners in its aftermath, it advocates a clear socialist ideological line, and is 

disparaging o f the existing social class structure and the hypocritical snobbery it 

embodied. The play is, in O ’Casey’s words, despite its lighter moments, “A tragedy in 

four acts”.'*̂

Considerable alterations to the plot, the thematic emphasis, and the tone o f the play were 

made in the screen version, many o f which may be put down to some extent to censorship 

and marketing considerations, but are largely the result o f generic superimposition: the 

fact that for ease o f  translation from the dramatic into the cinematic some scenes were 

removed and others added does not prevent a theatrical residue surfacing on screen. The 

most significant changes in the film ensure that neither is Bessie Burgess (played by 

Abbey actress Eileen Crowe), nor Jack Clitheroe shot dead in Ford’s version. In Dudley 

Nichols’ adaptation, the only death to occur is that o f Maggie Gogan’s daughter, Mollser. 

The dramatic climax o f the piece is no longer the assassination scene, but a chase 

sequence in which Clitheroe flees the British army across city rooftops before climbing

Sean O’Casey Three Plays (London; Macmillan & Co. Ltd, 1957) p. 165 
ibidem, p. 131
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into his tenement building. Hiding his shotgun in the coffin in which Mollser is laid, he 

escapes the search conducted by the soldiers, and survives to carry the coffin to the 

church with some o f the other tenants. The issue o f socialism is reduced considerably in 

the film, getting only brief mention, and the censors also toned down insinuations o f 

Rosie Redmond’s prostitution, who becomes in the adaptation a mere “common Judy”. 

The Easter Rising is not criticised as an act o f political or revolutionary futility, but is 

paralleled with the romance plot line that is balanced with it for the establishment o f the 

thematic and dramatic tension o f the film. As a backdrop to all o f  this -  and significantly 

in terms o f how Ford was to use the Abbey Theatre players in his later films -  the scenes 

involving the supporting characters are relegated to a position o f comic relief where the 

ideological effect achieved by their discussions in the play is undermined by moments o f 

farcical slapstick and dialogue. As the comic scenes are heightened and physicalised in 

their dramatic effects in this way, there occurs simultaneously a dampening down of their 

political and ideological sting.

The effects o f these changes are numerous. Whereas issues surrounding the respective 

roles o f masculinity and femininity and their relation to patriotism and revolt are evident 

as a side commentary in the play. Ford’s generically specific method o f framing his hero 

and heroine by giving prominence to the romantic story centralises the matter in a few 

ways. Firstly: as has been the case with heroic motivation in The Informer, the separation 

o f O’Casey’s hero and heroine at the beginning o f the film motivates much o f the action 

o f  the narrative, and their coming together in the middle and at the end o f the story 

enhance further the plot progression and closure. Secondly: their personal story as 

depicted in the film is balanced with, and sometimes comes to take precedence over, the 

larger social issues o f the play, and this establishes a tension between the national battle 

and the romantic struggle. Ultimately, the former is subordinated to the latter, in a 

universal humanism that conflicts at times with O’Casey’s ideological position. Thirdly: 

the closure o f the play is totally reinvented by the imposition o f the romance plot, and the 

political emphasis is adapted accordingly. With these textual reconfigurations that imply 

semantic fixity to the adaptation by reducing the ideological perspectives on the Rising 

and its aftermath o f capitalistic greed, there is established a new dialogue between text
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and performance, and the role o f the Abbey players are central in this respect: the 

hypocritical enacting o f pomposity by Uncle Peter used to critique the fiatility o f war in 

the play is replicated in the film through the exaggerated performance by all o f  the theatre 

actors in their various cinematic and generic roles. Before assessing the importance o f 

these performances, it is worth reconsidering each of the three points mentioned above in 

detail. What emerges from the examples studied is that in the binary divide established 

between the romantic and the patriotic storylines, as a result o f cinematic generic 

imposition over the theatrical text, there is no room for the realism or ideological 

weighting o f the comic characters who become, in the film, relegated to a position 

outside the dialectic between the sub-plots. Furthermore, as the love and war sub-plots 

are increasingly gendered, the excluded Irish male characters perform in a middle 

territory where they are portrayed as effeminately disinterested in any romantic interests, 

and emasculated with regard to the possibility o f participation in the current nationalistic 

and political struggles.

Furious at the fact that his wife has been burning letters from his Commander so that he 

will renounce his revolutionary activity, in the first act o f the play Clitheroe grips Nora’s 

arm and shouts fiercely: “You deserve to be hurt...Any letter that comes to me for th’ 

future, take care that I get it...D ’ye hear -  take care that I get it!”'*'̂  He storms out when 

Nora shouts bitterly: “I don’t care if you never come back!”,"*̂ and they don’t meet again 

until after the Rising has begun. Their romantic reunion, and Clitheroe’s apology for 

having been involved are quickly forgotten when he hears that she has been out searching 

for him, begging him to come home. He is angered and embarrassed by her attempt and 

challenges her;

What way d ’ye think I’ll feel when I’m told my wife was out bawlin’ 

for me at the barricades? What are you more than any other 

woman?''*

ibidem, p. 158 
ibidem
ibidem, p. 196
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Once again “He roughly loosens her grip, and pushes her away from him”,'*̂  and leaves. 

In the final scene o f the play, Nora hears o f his death. Both the basic plotline and the 

way in which the tone o f the romantic interaction is dealt with, differ considerably in the 

filmed version. Generally in the play, war intrudes into the private, domestic and 

romantic lives o f the characters, whereas in the film, aspects o f relationships and romance 

interrupt the narrative o f the independence struggle. This subjugates the importance of 

the themes in the play that rely on O’Casey’s criticism o f the war, and the narrative 

interruption facilitates the intrusion of characters’ social performances: the loyal wife, the 

brave lover, the emotionally and clinically detached commander, and the good mother 

figure. The staging o f different character’s fictional situations from the play is re-framed 

-  notably by the Abbey players -  in the film; expressions o f  romance, love scenes, family 

relationships, social roles such as paternity and maternity, state ideologies and politics, 

ceremonies o f birth and death, and war, are all displayed as “performances” by the stage- 

Irish “in-betweeners”.

The extensive exposition o f the play, in which Mrs. Gogan, Fluther, Peter, Bessie and 

The Covey are introduced as significant characters who, though comically presented, 

serve an important function in the revelation o f their political opinions or apathy, is done 

away with in the film. The screen version opens with a prolonged scene that raises the 

romantic interaction between Nora and Jack to a position o f importance equalling that of 

the struggle for independence. Though irritated by Nora’s destruction o f the letters sent 

to him, when he departs he is much less outraged than his theatrical counterpart: “Don’t 

worry,” he reassures her in the film, “I’ll be back”. Our identification with the couple, 

and specifically with him, is reinforced by a point o f view shot from the street as he looks 

back to see Nora peering out from behind the curtains o f  an upstairs window. Whereas 

the play does not present her searching for him in the middle o f the fight, the camera 

follows her through the devastated streets from one barricade to another. This process of 

identification with the protagonists by foregrounding their struggle is complemented by 

the emphasis o f their centrality to all o f  the action, and the sheer screen space given to 

them: Ford has actually included a protracted scene where the couple go for a walk in the

ibidem, p. 197
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park following a Sunday mass service. Marking the balance between the private 

romantic and the public struggle, once again this addition is interrupted when the leaders 

o f the Rising summon Clitheroe to the declaration meeting. Whereas O ’Casey dealt with 

the relationship between Nora and Jack to give the play tragic emphasis, and highlight the 

vanity o f the Easter Rising, Ford used the political struggle as a backdrop against which 

the emotional intensity o f the romance is strengthened. The issue o f socialism is 

abridged, and the depth o f characterisation that in the play contributes to thematic 

exploration, is also a casualty. This conventional rearrangement o f temporal and spatial 

action around the centrality o f the protagonists was not unique in this instance as it 

formed the structural backbone of classical cinematic narratives. Significantly, here, 

there occurs in the theatrical adaptation through the reconfiguration o f the roles o f the 

male and female leads a dynamic tension between the tragic and comic elements o f the 

original play. This reorganisation emphasises the instability o f any ideological weighting 

that comic moments, events, characters or dialogues might have borne in O ’Casey’s 

work.

The comical situations presented in the play at times camouflage the serious thematic 

concerns and tragic undertones working through the dialogue, while at others serve as 

dramatic counterparts against which the tragedies o f poverty, disillusionment and war are 

heightened. The comedy of the film does not act as a foil for any tragic moments. 

Instead, the lighter scenes -  predominantly comprising Abbey players -  operate as 

interludes o f comic relief, downplaying serious thematic concerns, detached from the 

body o f the narrative, and thereby eluding O’Casey’s original ironic commentary. The 

interior scenes involving the players from the National Theatre are shot with a fixed 

camera. Many o f the filmed scenes were shot in one long take, a style that undoubtedly 

suited the theatre actors, and created a sense o f dramatic continuity that resulted in the 

histrionic styles o f performance, the particular spatial configurations o f  character 

blocking, and the imagined audience focus. Only rarely, and for extreme dramatic effect, 

is a medium long shot o f a group in the film interrupted with a medium close up o f two 

participants so, for the most part, the cinematic screen is comparable to the frame of the 

proscenium arch.
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The moments o f comedy in the film subvert formally but not, in essence, politically or 

socially the more serious scenes. This interruption is literalised on a number o f occasions 

such as the introduction o f Barry Fitzgerald as the drinking rogue Fluther, and has the 

effect o f highlighting -  even through Fitzgerald’s exaggerated play o f drunkenness -  the 

ceremonial performance by the revolutionary marchers outside the bar. A montage 

sequence depicting the general gathering o f the leaders o f the Republicans, with the 

arrival o f  a pipe band and crowds o f supporters lining the streets to listen to speeches, is 

underscored by grand nationalist trumpeting music. Inserted into the exterior action o f 

the public gathering is an interior o f the local public house into which Fluther strides, 

goes to the bar, and pours the contents o f three quarter-full glasses o f stout into another 

before drinking the lot. The musical accompaniment for the episode is a short section o f 

a lighter merry Irish jig, typically used by Ford to signify the arrival o f the stage-Irish 

character. By contrast, in the play, dramatic significance is given to the political aspect 

o f the pub scene when the comical interactions o f the characters debating the socialist 

issue and Ireland’s involvement in the First World War, are hauntingly overshadowed by 

the speech-making figure who stands outside the window. Rather than evoke the same 

visually powerfial atmosphere, the film’s weighting has the comedy suspend momentarily 

the speeches outside, rather than the reverse. In the scene in the bar performed by the 

Abbey cast, even the more serious remarks by Bessie Burgess, a central political 

commentator in the play, are undermined by exaggerated playing and the stylistic 

progression towards farcical slapstick. Abbey actress Eileen Crowe delivers a line, which

is condensed from a page o f dialogue in the original text, with regard to Ireland’s

profiteering from Britain’s involvement in the War:

There’s the men marchin’ out into the dread dimness of danger like 

me own boy, while the vermin is crawlin’ about drinkin’ an’ feedin’ 

on the fatness of the land.

A fight then ensues between Bessie and Maggie Gogan that is resolved climactically 

when the barman throws both out. With comical rhythm frequently used by Ford, and in
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subtle reference to a moment in The Informer, the end of the scene is punctuated when 

Burgess throws a rock through the window o f the pub, followed by Gogan who protests 

her eviction in the same way. Shocked by the women’s actions, in demonstrative protest, 

the barman picks up one o f the projectiles and furiously flings it over his shoulder 

through yet another window. Once again, the seriousness o f the political dialogue of the 

play is undermined by a comical punctuation that underwrites fiirther political enframing 

o f performance in the film.

The opposite dramatic effect to the one described above is used in the play when the 

Rising begins and the British forces start their counter-attack, and mobs o f Dubliners take 

to the streets to plunder damaged shops. The scene in which some o f the inhabitants of 

the Clitheroes’ tenement are told o f the looting, and leave to participate, begins with 

comical hypocrisy. Having returned with several stolen items o f clothing Bessie Burgess 

excitedly announces the windfall and departs again for another load. The exchange that 

occurs exemplifies the initial tone o f the episode.

The Covey:

Fluther;

Bessie:

Fluther:

T h’ selfishness o f  that one -  she waited till she got 

all that she could carry before she’d come to tell

anyone!

Ay, Bessie, did you hear o f e’er a pub getting’ a 

shake up?

I didn’t hear o ’ none.

Well, you’re goin’ to hear o f one soon!'**

While this conversation remains intact in the adaptation, the film omits a section at the 

end o f the scene, which exposes the tragic implications only lightly insinuated as 

consequences o f  the laughable action. In the dramatic text, before Peter, The Covey and 

Fluther hurry away to steal what they can, a “middle-aged, stout woman comes hurriedly 

in, and makes for the group”.'*’ Terrified, and lost in the turmoil o f  the conflict, she 

pleads for help:

ibidem, p. 188 
ibidem
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I haven’t the slightest idea where I am ...C ould  you possibly come 

and pilot me in the direction o f  W rathmines?...l know I’ll fall down 

in a dead faint if 1 hear another shot go o ff anywhere near me.^°

Fluther and The Covey leave her, and Peter indignantly responds, before abandoning her:

D’ye think I’m goin’ to risk me life throttin’ in front o f  you? An’ 

maybe get a bullet that would gimme a game leg or something that 

would leave me a jibe an’ jeer to Fluther and The Young Covey for 

th ’ rest o ’ me days!^'

Rather than frame the subversive side o f the comedy o f the scene by retaining this 

significant piece o f conversation, highlighting the blacker side o f the characters and their 

situation, the film prolongs the humour o f the raiding. As the Abbey characters return 

from their plundering, the incongruity o f  the mise-en-scene emphasises their individual 

performances. Against the backdrop o f the dark back alleys o f Dublin, ruined shops and 

streets littered with debris, the camera tracks to frame Eileen Crowe, Una O’Connor and 

Barry Fitzgerald in stolen, upmarket clothing that serves as much to accentuate their 

characteristic playacting as Abbey cast members beyond the film itself, as to draw 

attention to their upper class pretence within it. It is fitting therefore that Peter, the true 

hypocrite o f the play, is not seen looting, but struts around in his soldier suit and fijsses 

about his costume in a way that marks his personal performance o f political conviction. 

Furthermore, the audience of the film is granted a number o f insets not related in the play 

in which individuals are shown breaking into premises. Fluther breaks through the 

window of the bar in which he has been given credit and shatters the blackboard on 

which his orders have been recorded.

The detachment o f any political gravity from the comic characterisation o f the Abbey 

players has the result o f placing the stage-Irishman in an ambiguous position with regard

ibidem, p. 189 
ibidem
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to the performance o f masculinity. As Ford draws together the romantic elements o f the 

original plot to strengthen the centrality o f  the hero and heroine and their plight, a number 

o f binaries are established that suggest the acting out o f “manhood” against the 

background o f the performances o f patriotism and national, class and social identities. 

By avoiding criticism of the patriarchal patriotism o f the Easter Rising the film balances

alternative virtues o f masculinity against O’Casey’s condemnation o f the Rising, and

goes as far as to commend the possibility o f a successful struggle. Rather than have Jack 

Clitheroe assassinated, as he is in the play, the film concludes with a juxtaposition o f the 

male and female attitudes to the insurrection that have been in evidence throughout, as he 

and his wife look into the sky above the General Post Office, fi’om where the Irish flag 

has been thrown into the flames o f burning rooftops. It is worth quoting completely the 

closing lines to emphasise this gendered difference o f opinion.

Nora: What was it all for?

Jack; What they said with their blood won’t die, Nora. This is

only the beginning.

Nora: Beginning? Beginning o f  what? O f more men lying dead.

O f more women sorrowing and grieving? Is that all that 

this means? Why does the fighting go on, and on, and on?

Is there no end to it?

Jack: Yes, Nora. There is an end. W e’ll live to see Ireland free.

And go on fighting till we do.

Nora: Aye. And w e’ll go on weeping.

This closing line is echoed over the “The End” R.K.O. Radio Pictures logo title card that 

immediately follows the exchange, and is fittingly seen to be broadcast from the picture’s 

radio transmitter across the world. But the humanistic message through a generalisation 

o f  pacifism, and the question over the film’s stance on the Easter Rising and Irish 

independence, are less at issue here, than the specific way in which masculinity and 

femininity are defined. In the scene in which young Mollser Gogan talks with Nora 

Clitheroe about her longing for a husband, Nora’s grief at the recent departure o f Jack is 

echoed in her warning to the teenager, in a line not taken from the play: “Make no
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mistake, child. It’s a woman’s nature to love just as it is a man’s nature to fight, and 

neither one can help it more than the other.”

Later we witness women fighting at the barricades in the war-blasted streets o f Dublin, 

but they aggressively dismiss Nora’s search for her husband, and provoke embarrassment 

for Jack Clitheroe when he discovers what she has done. For the narrative systems o f 

classical Hollywood cinema, a man must be romantic and caring but he will also fight 

unquestioningly for his country, and die if necessary. Some o f O ’Casey’s derisive irony 

is too overstated, and was excluded trom the adapted screenplay, clearly for its 

undermining the kind o f masculine and revolutionary link that Ford espoused. The 

booming voice outside the bar, for example, rouses the gathered crowd o f volunteers with 

the following words o f encouragement: “Bloodshed is a cleansing and sanctifying thing, 

and the nation that regards it as the final horror has lost its manhood.”

But leaving out subversive lines is not the only method o f re-weighting the ideological 

slant o f the original text, and the decisiveness o f O’Casey’s critical position on the Rising 

is undermined when, in one instance, lines from the play are inverted and delivered 

without the irony originally intended in order to echo the proud masculine struggle 

presented in the film:

Lieut. Langon; The time is rotten ripe for revolution. 

Clitheroe: You have a mother, Langon.

Lieut. Langon: Ireland is greater than a mother.

Capt. Brennan: You have a wife, Clitheroe.

Clitheroe: Ireland is greater than a wife.^^

The very possibility o f  associating freedom with femininity by methods such as the 

gendering o f the nation as “Mother Ireland”, is even ridiculed by Rosie Redmond in the 

film -  a role in which her sexual activity as a prostitute has been all but obliterated. 

When The Covey delivers his only direct remark taken fi'om the play on the need for a

ibidem, p. 162
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revolt o f  the working classes by asking, “What’s th’ use o ’ freedom, if it’s not economic 

freedom?”, Rosie responds, “A lot o ’ thicksters that wouldn’t know what freedom was if 

they got it from their mother”.

John Ford’s heroes may be romantic but they are content to fight for their country. As 

the performance o f the stage-Irishmen undercuts textual precedence in a blatant framing 

o f performance as performance -  whether o f nationality, identity, or gender -  they are 

seen to exist beyond the parameters o f masculine identification in the narrative. None 

displays the sexual or romantic impulses, or the compulsion to fight and die for his 

country in the same way as does the hero. In the play Bessie Burgess tries to shame Jack 

Clitheroe in front o f his Lieutenant and Captain by boisterously roaring from the 

apartment above the Clitheroes’ home. While his patriarchal position is challenged with 

sexual implications at this moment in the theatrical text, the same doubt is removed from 

the film that presents the hyper-masculinised hero:

T h’ Minsthrel Boys aren’t feeiin’ very com fortable now. T h’ big 

guns has knocked all th ’ harps out o’ their hands. General 

C litheroe’d rather be unlacin’ his w ife’s bodice than standin’ at a 

barricade.^"*

With the ideological questioning o f gender roles o f the play erased, and the sexual roles 

and attitudes more clearly and simply defined through respective activity and passivity in 

the film, what becomes immediately apparent in the stage-Irish performances o f  the 

Abbey Theatre players is the blurring o f their position on the established axis o f 

masculinity and femininity. As the Covey, Fluther and Peter hide in the tenement, Bessie 

admonishes them severely as the cowards they are shovm to be in both the play and film: 

“Why aren’t yous in the G.P.O. if yous are men?”^̂  But considerable character alteration 

occurs in a few o f the stage-Irishmen. In the play Fluther braves the bullets and shells to 

look for Nora who has left the safety o f the tenement to find her husband. The stage

ibidem, p. 178 
ibidem, p. 194 
ibidem, p. 186
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directions explain: “Fluther has his arm around her and is half leading, half carrying her 

in.” ^̂  Later in the same scene, Nora substantiates the evidence: “I don’t know what I ’d 

have done, only for Fluther. I ’d have been lying in the streets, only for him.”^̂

This is not the stage-Irish Fluther played by Barry Fitzgerald in Ford’s film. Represented 

as utterly cowardly, he ventures out into the turmoil only to steal a jar o f whisky from the 

bar, and a regal-looking costume from a clothes shop. While standing in front o f the 

window in the flat, he is accidentally fired upon from outside, and immediately, with 

histrionic and maniacal over-acting drops to the floor cowering behind the wall below the 

windowsill, gesturing with slapstick movements o f his arms. When the firing continues, 

he leaps to his feet, launches a flowerpot out o f the window and exclaims: “That just isn’t 

cricket.” The association made between Fluther’s unusual missile, and the bullets and 

grenades exploding in the background, marking the division between the male territory of 

war and the female domestic space behind lace curtains as performative areas, and has 

the effect o f undermining the masculinity o f his character in the light o f the other males 

presented. The implications that he employs the services o f Rosie Redmond in the play 

are also censored from the film, but rather than have his virility admired as is suggested 

in the play, the same character is used to undermine his maleness. When Fluther 

challenges the Covey to a fistfight, there follows a comic routine in which Barry 

Fitzgerald with his fists in the air, wheels around Denis O ’Dea in a dancing movement. 

Without any blows having been exchanged, the barman stops the innocuous wrestling 

match by separating the men. When the Covey is restrained from Fluther, Rosie 

Redmond ironically declares: “Says I, myself ‘Men like Fluther,’ says I, ‘is gettin’ 

scarce nowadays’.” Fluther’s comical gullibility is outlined as he fails to see the irony: 

“No matter. The second time I, I hit him, I, I thought I kilt him. [To Rosie] Gimme me 

hat.”

Uncle Peter is equally presented in all o f  his hyperbole o f stage-Irishry, as enacted 

feminised masculinity. A section o f dialogue added in the adaptation shows Peter

ibidem, p. 183 
ibidem, p. 186
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returning to the tenement having been through the city at the height o f the crossfire. 

Ironically, he has been asked to provide some milk for Maggie Gogan’s dying daughter, 

but his maternal instincts are not inspired and on returning he angrily declares to those 

gathered around the sick girl: “A nice state o f affairs having a man riskin’ life and limb 

for a drop o f milk. I’ll not be parrying around in the streets from now on.” However, the 

temptation to profit from some o f the looting that occurs soon after is nearly too much for 

him, and after several attempts to leave the front steps o f the building, each time dashing 

back spinelessly at the sound o f a gun blast, he spies Maggie Gogan and Bessie Burgess 

on their way to the spoils with a baby’s pram. Sensing both the protection and potential 

use o f the container that the ladies are wheeling, he calls to them. Gogan’s response once 

again contests his patriarchal standing:

Peter: Hee, hee, hee, hee, hee! I’ll go with th ’ pair o ’

yous an’ give yous a hand.

Mrs. Gogan: Get up in th’ prambuiator an’ we’ll wheel you

down.’*

Generally, the performance o f national identity and patriotism is undermined by the 

performance of stage-Irishness, and this is in turn aligned with another performative 

binary o f sexuality that posits patriotism and martyrdom as masculine, and romance and 

peace as feminine. The emphasis on the shift from textual utterance to performative 

utterance marks the performance o f generic (here, romantic) roles and conventions as 

they are aligned to a number o f national, social, gender and identity narratives. The text 

has been adapted -  re-performed -  but this performance highlights the act o f adaptation 

by reverting to ideological implications that have been eradicated from the play because 

o f textual generic specificity.

Irish commentators were not reserved in their condemnation o f  the film. Liam 

O ’Laoghaire was one o f the first commentators to pitch a particularly thorough critique 

o f  the film in the journal Theatre Craft.

ibidem, p. 191
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Sentimental hokum, bourgeois humanitarianism and Hollywood 

playing at conspiracy, set the keynote o f  the central theme. In other 

words, the picture is a cheap misrepresentation o f  one o f  the few  

great moments o f  Irish history.

Criticism from a range o f other Irish journalists and reviewers is understandable in light 

o f the fact that many on both sides o f the Atlantic had already considered the text o f the 

play an unfaithfiil and sacrilegious revision o f the historical event that it depicted. 

However, after criticism of Arthur Shields’ playing o f Pearse as “a hypocondriacal 

peeve” and Moroni Olsen’s Connolly, he turned his attention more precisely to the pro- 

filmic elements when he directly addressed Ford’s attempt at depiction o f Ireland:

The film does justice neither to O ’Casey nor to Ireland, and one 

might add not even to Hollywood. Were it not for the fact that it 

contained Barry Fitzgerald, Una O ’Connor, and a few others, it 

might be dismissed briefly with a caution. John Ford, its director, 

has done good work before with ‘The Iron Horse’ and ‘Up the 

River’, but it looks as if the Irish subject had better be left for 

someone else.“

But by the time The Plough and the Stars had gone on release, in spite o f all o f  the 

restrictive censorship and artistic difficulties he had faced with it and The Informer, Ford 

had already secured the rights for a short story written by Maurice Walsh. Although he 

had co-operated with the instructions o f Dan Breen, the MPPDA and the BBFC, and had 

given in to all o f  the RKO demands regarding casting and story drafting, and had 

admitted hating the screenplay adaptation o f O’Casey’s play, he was still determined to 

make another Irish-themed film. The imanimity with which film writers detailed the 

reasons for Ford’s shift from movies about the troubles to a sentimental love fairy tale.

Liam O’Laoghaire “At the Cinema” Theatre Craft Sep 1937, p. 70 
“  ibidem
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was constant for many years.^' According to many historians The Quiet Man was safe 

territory, politically neutral and inoffensive: something that would not provoke the 

censors. Couched in nostalgic pictorials o f  a lost, rural idyll, the romantic plot decorated 

with lovable simple folk, it was argued that it was clearly the unsophisticated cinema that 

Ford longed to design as a tableau o f old Ireland. Louisa Burns-Bisogno justifies the 

motives o f any film director’s choice o f area for thematic exploration when screening 

Ireland, in the light o f the obstacles o f censorship to be overcome:

The lesson was the following: realistic treatment o f  Irish political 

images in film was almost im possible to achieve given the strictures 

o f  the British Board o f  Film Censors enforced by the production 

code administrator. Ergo, the studios should focus on Irish stories 

that have romance, period costum es and a brogue -  a profitable 

formula.®

However, insinuated in this extract, and maintained throughout her whole work, is the 

sense that the only reason for turning to such stylistic representation is to avoid the 

restrictions o f censorship. She does propose by reference to a few lines in The Quiet 

Man, that the film might be doing more than what the more superficial readings have 

insinuated: she writes that although it “was promoted as a light-hearted romance / 

comedy...it was in fact very political, blatantly pro-IRA in its philosophy”. M u c h  o f 

her other writing falls back on the simpler reading o f the film, in one case claiming that:

Ford created in his imaginary Innisfree...a perfect Ireland, the 

Utopia he wished it to be. Here, Protestants and Catholics lived side 

by side in communal, familial and connubial harmony.^

Among them Louisa Bums-Bisogno (1997), and Lindsay Anderson in About John Ford (London: 
Plexus, 1981)

Bums-Bisogno, p. 92 
“  ibidem
^  Louisa Bums-Bisogno “Ireland Recreated by Hollywood” Internet Paper p. 9
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In fact any dismissal of cinematic complexity is utterly unfounded in the case of The 

Quiet Man, and the adaptation of the short story by Maurice Walsh opens up a space for 

an interaction between different modes of performance, and levels o f expression wherein 

the film can question the verisimilitude of its own playing as it unfolds.

4.4 The film performing, a cinematic theatricality: the Abbey Players in Ford’s The 

Quiet Man (1952)

Since its release more then fifty years ago. The Quiet Man has come to occupy possibly 

the most significant international position in the representation of Ireland in cinema, if 

only due to the sheer volume of its screenings. It has accordingly been central to many 

cultural debates and articles dealing with how images of Ireland have been formulated, 

and what ideological role this negotiation has played. Popular sentiment towards the film 

is rarely apathetic. On the one hand, James MacKillop has commented on its fabulous 

reputation among Irish-Americans, pointing to its televisual ubiquity in the United States 

for weeks before St. Patrick’s Day every year, while on the other, he concedes his initial 

reluctance to view the film, saying “I avoided seeing it out of expected embarrassment.”^̂  

Martin McLoone has echoed the sentiment:

it has also come to be seen as the epitome of ‘ paddy whackery’ and 

its popularity, especially among Irish audiences at home and abroad, 

is often the occasion of some acute national embarrassment.^

Although it is perhaps surprising that two independent film historians -  one Irish and the 

other American -  have used the same word to express certain reactions to a film which 

elsewhere achieves such immense popular acclaim, the description is not incidental. Not 

only does this reading problematically insinuate inaccurate or blatantly offensive 

depictions of some stable, factual national identity, history and narrative, but it also

James MacKillop “The Quiet Man Speaks” in Contemporary Irish Cinema (New York: G. Crowdis, 
1999) p. 179
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underwrites the extent to which most o f the analytical readings o f  the film have been 

concerned uniquely with its perspective on “Irishness”. I want to argue here that a 

broader understanding o f how the film is operating may be gained from a consideration 

of the cinematic heritage from which it emerged, and that through an analysis that takes 

into account the context o f production, a deconstructive movement in the film may be 

opened.

The early critical commentary on The Quiet Man may be divided roughly into two 

arguments. Firstly, there are film theorists and cultural critics who hold that the film 

represents a fantastical projection o f the country about which Ford romanticised, as some 

lost Edenic homeland; such analyses may at times concede varying degrees o f political 

content in the script, but ultimately reject the possibility o f  any cinematic complexity by 

stressing the importance o f Ford’s way o f visualising Ireland. Lee Lourdeaux has 

dismissed the film as farcical sentimentality^’ and Robert Lowry has written it off with 

the same criticism.^* Louisa Burns-Bisogno has conceded certain political subversion in 

the text and pointed to a number o f references to IRA activity such as Michaeleen Og’s 

line: “Well it’s a soft night so I think I’ll go and join me comrades and talk a little 

treason”, and his exchange with the officer, having saluted him:

However, she ultimately credits these textual asides as insinuating the only political 

undercurrents o f  any serious political or challenging depth in a film that is otherwise 

predominantly decorated with marketable, sentimental nostalgia. Lindsay Anderson goes 

to the extreme o f denying any intricacy at all in the film:

^  Martin McLoone Irish Film: The Emergence o f  a Contemporary Cinema (London: BFI Publishing,

deaux Italian and Irish Filmmakers in America (Philadelphia; Temple University Press, 1990)

Robert G. Lowry “The Silver Screen and the Emerald Isle” Workers Life Vol. 3 No. 4, August 1982, p.
26

Officer: We’re at peace now, man.

But I haven’t given up hope.^^Michaeleen:

p. 109
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Ford’s Irishness would always be a thing o f romance and fantasy, 

and could never encompass the political and social realities of 

twentieth century Ireland. That is why The Quiet Man succeeds -  as 

a poetic comedy, a fairy tale.™

James MacKillop finds so little evidence o f social commentary or depth in the film that 

he asserts:

We are invited to believe that Irish religions and class differences 

can melt away. Such an assumption is based on the assertion that the 

Irish have short memories and care very little about their history.^'

By thus establishing a prerequisite o f thematic exploration through which it is deemed the 

film ought to engage with specific social realities, this and other comparable analytical 

approaches inaugurate a self-fulfilling prophesy which is later used to criticise the 

operations o f the film as failing to tackle contemporary issues with any degree o f 

complexity. MacKillop’s understanding o f the film seems to unfold less in admission o f 

any admirable aesthetic intricacy or originality, and more in praise o f Ford’s ability to 

enchant the general audience to whom The Quiet Man speaks.’  ̂ Without justifying that 

the film is in any way academically or artistically noteworthy, he adds curiously:

None of the above should be seen as evidence to argue that The 

Quiet Man is an undervalued masterpiece. There are too many 

cinematic and thematic solecisms for that.^^

As with the other approaches to the film mentioned above, this analysis latently refutes 

any formal innovation in the film, and remains largely concerned with the context o f its 

literary adaptation, and the sentimental and stereotypical elements o f its content. Above 

all else, this approach maintains the value o f logocentric analysis -  accepting or rejecting

Bums-Bisogno (1997), p. 115 
Anderson, p. 65 
MacKillop, p. 177 
ibidem, pp. 169 -  181
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the representation on the grounds o f the accuracy, truth or complexity o f  national identity 

or imagery.

The second theoretical perspective, drawn by writers who choose to reread the text in 

acceptance o f the broad experience o f its director, thoroughly rejects any notion that Ford 

believed that this was a “true” depiction o f Ireland as it was in the 1930s. Each writer 

subscribing to this point o f view -  in a succession o f academic commentaries beginning 

with an essay by Luke Gibbons entitled “Romanticism, Realism and Irish Cinema” "̂* -  

suggests in one way or another that at the heart o f  Ford’s Irish imagery lay an 

interrogation o f the very operation o f the representation. These readings look behind the 

Technicolor saturated images and the hyperbole o f stereotypical language and character, 

and suggest more profound and self-conscious movements. The development o f this line 

o f inquiry leaves a message that is unequivocal in its insistence that the film should not 

be read on the surface. Finding in The Quiet Man a complexity and subtlety that could 

only have been facilitated by so accomplished and experienced a director as one

responsible for films such as Young Mr. Lincoln (1939) and The Grapes o f  Wrath (1940),

theorists from Luke Gibbons to Martin McLoone insist:

the fact that we too are in the position o f  the bishop, [who visits

Innisfree at the end o f  the film] viewing a mere pretence, a

representation o f community.^’ [my emphasis]

and that:

The subversive comedy that so lightens the film flows from the fact 

that, rather than sustaining a myth. Ford attempts to undermine it 

from the inside.’^

ibidem, p. 179 
Gibbons in Rockett 
ibidem, p. 241 
McLoone, p. 58
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In one o f the most recent studies o f the film Luke Gibbons expands upon sections o f his 

original analysis from “Romanticism, Realism and Irish Cinema”.̂  ̂ This latest 

contribution to the canon o f extensively detailed works on the Ford film is one that 

ultimately puts “paid” to any possibility o f  revisiting the “realist” debate surrounding The 

Quiet Man. In his “Ireland into Film” monograph (2002), he takes the issue o f realistic 

representation in the film as far as it has gone and suggests that its formulation, rather 

than presenting a reality or a narrative based on verisimilitude, actually deliberately seeks 

to raise “questions over what exactly it is we are seeing, and where reality ends and 

imagination begins”.̂ * A number o f conclusions are reached with broad agreement 

across some o f the most recently published studies o f the film, and they may be reduced 

to three considerations o f how the film is working. One: while large sections o f 

American, Irish-American, or other foreign audiences enjoy the film and may believe its 

representation o f Ireland and Irishness to be accurate, there is nothing to suggest that any 

of the cast or crew aimed at “truthfulness” o f depiction. Two: it seems, in fact, that in 

many respects the film presents moments at which the very accuracy of the portrayal is to 

be questioned. Three: these moments occur through a set o f formal procedures that 

provide internal structural disharmonies that draw attention to how the text might be 

operating, and beg a deconstructive understanding and a critical structural questioning o f 

its realist narrative. My reading will reconsider many o f the points that have been 

recently written about or used as citations in the formulation o f grand analytical 

narratives around the film. However, I will move away from any totalising theories or 

implications -  grounded in the auteur theory -  o f intentional thematic construction, 

deliberate formal arrangement or textual manipulation, in order that I may emphasise 

what I will call the film’s “cinematic theatricality” and the dynamic, performative 

dialogues that work through it, across different diegetic levels. Operating with an 

interaction o f cinematic voices between framing, editing, acting, dialogue, music, camera 

movement and direction. The Quiet Man represents performance in the same way in 

which the classical musical does, and the framing o f the performance o f stage-Irishness -  

in all o f its aspects o f character, mise-en-scene, narration, landscape, accent, direction.

Gibbons in Rockett
Luke Gibbons The Quiet M an  Ireland onto Film Series (Cork: Ccffk University Press, 2002) p. 19
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and so on -  percolates through the whole film. These qualities contribute to the 

theatricality o f  The Quiet Man as an event, needing and interacting with an interpreting 

and analytically engaged “live” audience or critical spectatorship, something that James 

MacKillop was aware o f but attributed to different aspects o f the film when he wrote: 

“The real significance o f the film is not its considerable if flawed artistry but rather the 

dialogue it makes with its audience.”’  ̂ To explain initially how a series o f images, 

character types, acting styles and accents broadly and increasingly recognised as “Irish” 

can come into creative dialogue with a traditional mode o f mainstream cinematic 

representation,*® it will firstly be important to place John Ford’s film in the context o f the 

period and trends o f American cinema from which it developed.

Although mid-1940s cinema-going audience numbers in America were at their highest 

since the begirming of the century, within five years o f the end o f the Second World War 

there was a significant drop in the popular appeal o f the medium.*' The development o f 

markets in alternative leisure time activities, the rise in the number o f homes with 

television sets, and the ruling o f the Paramount court hearings that split the industry’s 

distribution network o f vertical integration, were to have a significant effect on the way 

in which producers and distributors would go about promoting motion pictures. Even 

though The Quiet Man was produced by Herbert J. Yates at Republic Studios -  better 

known for turning out second features -  the shifts in marketing strategies were to affect 

procedures across the board. It is first and foremost within the context o f such industrial 

technical and aesthetic developments that Ford’s film must be considered. At the time 

film moguls moved to capitalise on the features o f the cinematic experience with which 

television could not compete, and in every way sought to market the cinematic product 

through innovation and by marking its difference from other forms o f entertainment. 

Experiments with elaborate gimmicks such as 3D, Cinerama and Cinemascope were tried 

for their visual novelty, and reliable genres were recycled in a new generic boom to

MacKillop, p. 179
Neither of these categories is clear-cut and unambiguous. It is the flexibility and permeability of their 

borders that provide for the dialectic that becomes relevant later in this study, occurring when one is 
superimposed over the other.

Robert Sklar Movie-Made America (New York: Vintage Press, 1976) pp. 2 6 9 -2 7 5
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provide familiar structures for escapism. One commentator has stressed the importance 

o f  the formula o f genre cinema for Hollywood at the time:

Genre movies made a comeback in the 1950s as Hollywood

struggled to recover its essential audience appeal in years o f

continually declining attendance. W esterns and musicals were

among the strongest box-office attractions o f  the period.*^

However, while Hollywood was increasingly serving its market with flights o f fancy and 

escapism, calling frequently on older and more conventional generic frameworks, post

w ar European cinema was marked by a broad tendency towards a more downbeat, 

existential neo-realist aesthetic, simultaneously representing the widespread post-War 

feeling o f disillusionment and reflecting production contexts o f the restrictive and harsher 

economic realities o f the time. The intersection o f the two different creative trends -  

American and European -  most probably exposed the former as the kind o f “plastic

cinema” that Andre Bazin was criticising at that time,*^ but ironically revealed to

particular clusters o f the American audience a novelty that was lacking in the Hollywood 

product. Robert Sklar has noted:

One reason for the stunning impact o f Italian neorealist fdm  in this 

period was the simplicity and directness o f  their location shots in 

comparison to Hollywood’s highly elaborate but increasingly 

unconvincing artifice.*^

From the aesthetic points o f contact and inter-influence between European and American 

cinema (mostly due to continuing post-War immigration to Hollywood by European 

directors, cinematographers and actors) there emerged a certain tendency in the latter to 

experiment formally with a complexity that addressed directly many o f  the conventions 

o f classical narration, while at the same time retaining an essential narrative simplicity.

ibidem, p. 284
Andre Bazin What is Cinema? Vol. I (Berkeley, California: University o f  California Press, 1967) 
Sklar, p. 280
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The stylistic interaction between spectacular innovation that provided escapist fantasy, 

and the asceticism o f straightforward realism resulted in a formal intricacy that was most 

commonly played out on the set o f the musical genre, but was also frequently literalised 

in storylines in which American protagonists travelled to Europe, to celebrate the newly 

found friends o f  Marshall Aid. John Huston took his film  noir hero to the farther 

continent, and allowed Humphrey Bogart an uncharacteristically optimistic ending in The 

African Queen (1951), Joseph Cotton brought his «o/>-ish associations and ambience to 

post-war Vienna, in Carol Reed’s The Third Man (1949), Vincente Mirmelli’s studio set 

formed the Parisian backdrop for the dancing o f Gene Kelly who was in 1951 An 

American in Paris, and John Wayne became an American in Ireland the same year, when 

John Ford transported his restrained Western hero to County Mayo to shoot The Quiet 

Man {\952).

Significantly, Ford had come across the 1933 short story by Maurice Walsh in 1937, 

shortly after the reception o f The Plough and the Stars. Having suffered the 

consequences o f stringent censorship and the restrictions o f the studio executives, it is 

surprising that he considered another Irish picture at all. Once he had acquired the rights 

to the short story he set about organising the production. A brief period o f campaigning 

followed, and when studio support for the project was not forthcoming, it was put on the 

long finger. Finally given the go-ahead by Herbert Yeats in 1951, the story was adopted 

by the Welshman Richard Llewellyn, who had written Ford’s 1941 How Green Was My 

Valley. Shooting began in Ireland in April 1951. The story narrates the return o f the 

American emigrant Sem Thornton to Innisfree, the Irish village o f his birth and his 

ancestors lived. Seduced by the beauty o f the landscape in which he fmds the cottage 

where he was bom, he sets out to compete with Red Will Danaher, a local farmer, for the 

property. The contest is complicated when Sean falls in love with Mary Kate, the sister 

o f Red Will, and the plot revolves around the courting and marriage o f the couple, the 

objections by Red Will, and the difficulties surrounding Sean’s refiisal to demand Mary 

Kate’s dowry because o f her brother’s attitude. Resolution is achieved in a climactic 

fight sequence between Sean and Red Will, after which the two spend the evening in the 

pub getting drunk. Mary Kate’s dowry is destroyed by Sean who refiises to accept the
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monetary tradition, and with the newly wed couple together, and Red Will appeased 

“peace returned again to Innisfree”.

The fact that the film is a romantic comedy set in Ireland starring Maureen O’Hara and 

John Wayne, that the characters are drawn simply and placed against Technicolor 

landscapes later echoed in John Hinde-style postcards, and that the score makes multiple 

references to popular Irish tunes, undoubtedly contribute to the popularity of the picture 

among Irish-descended audiences the world over; but such narrative and pro-filmic 

simplicity has by now in several commentaries been shown to be highly deceptive. The 

film allows for a complex examination of spectatorship and representation of community, 

nation and national identity. Through a dialogue between various diegetic levels the 

performative aspect of the film facilitates a number of deconstructive instances. This 

permits a playing with notions of story-telling and cultural construction and presentation, 

and with tongue-in-cheek applies methodologies, which demonstrate how such processes 

may work historically, both inside and outside discourses of cinema. It provides for the 

imbrication of numerous diegetic levels with layers of naturalistic mise-en-scene and 

settings, and blatantly fabricated studio sets and backdrops, so that they weave in and out 

of the story that is being told, and constantly remind the audience of the “created-ness” of 

the image. Equally, it foregrounds the players’ performances and places characters in a 

variety of diegetic positions with regard to the narrated and represented events. The 

degree to which individuals remain set between alternating levels o f the diegesis confirms 

the manipulation -  and manipulability -  of the representation, and exposes the 

impossibility of any ultimate control over the images reproduced. The film sustains all of 

these things by an open-ended disturbance of classical cinematic devices, referential 

modes of intertextuality, and parody and pastiche, which display the closest example any 

picture comes to rewriting the idea of “Ireland” in a postmodern way on screen. 

Significantly, once again. Ford called on the talents of the Abbey Company to provide the 

stylistic playing of Irishness that was characteristic of many of their stage appearances 

and a great number of their performances on film.
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It is understandable that many commentators have assessed The Quiet Man with critical 

reference to the Western genre. Lord Michael Killanin, an associate o f John Ford, is 

noted as having claimed that the film was “a Western made in Ireland rather than an Irish 

film”,*̂  and much o f the iconography o f the picture supports this reading. The outsider, 

the use o f landscape, trains, horses, public houses, the community, the “showdown” 

fistfight, its having been set in “the wild natural West”, and the associations o f both John 

Wayne and John Ford, all help to justify useful approaches by theorists writing about the 

film which consider it from this perspective. Adopting a stance on the generic reading 

that is similar to many others,*^ James MacKillop has written:

The initial version o f  Ireland in The Q uiet M an  is based on an

American pastoralism unimagined by Maurice Walsh. Ford’s many

westerns, notably those set in Arizona’s Monument Valley, have 

much in common with Ford’s vision o f  Ireland.*^

Taking his cue more precisely from elements o f the storyline and perhaps forcing the 

analysis somewhat, Luke Gibbons has turned the generic readings o f the film around and 

suggested that it may be considered as:

a western in reverse, a captivity narrative in which the victim  is more 

than w illing to be held captive by the natives and is prepared to fight 

for admission to the reservation.**

But the film is neither a Western nor a “Western in reverse” by any terms o f traditional 

classification o f this genre -  whether those terms have been problematised or not -  and 

no list o f that genre’s iconography and no citations from the characterisations or plot, no 

matter how comprehensive, can substantiate the comparison quite simply because it 

reduces the analysis to the rigid empirical domain o f semantic categorisation. More

Gerald McNee In the Footsteps ofT\\cQ\i\eX M m  (Edinburgh: Mainstream Publishing, 1990) p. 179
Among them: Lance Pettitt Screening Ireland: film  and television representation (Manchester, New  

York: Manchester University Press, 2000) p. 66, McLoone, p. 57, and Gibbons from  Rockett, pp. 194-  
257

MacKillop, p. 174
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helpfully, Martin McLoone approaches his reading o f the film by evoking the idea o f 

intertextuality, but even then restricts his study by placing The Quiet Man against the 

narrower context o f the mythology maintained by Ford’s other Westerns:

The decisive masculinity that is being ridiculed is a very precise one 

-  the Western persona of John Wayne that Ford had himself helped 

to create in the first place. In other words, it is an example of the 

film’s intertextuality, the constant referencing and parodying o f other 

Ford films and characters that permeate The Quiet Man. In this way 

the film is clearly a part of the reassessment of his own myth that 

characterises the later films, a reassessment o f what Wollen has 

called the ‘Fordian System’.*̂  [emphasis original]

There are, however, not enough intertextual references to, ironic subversions of, or 

parodic quotations from other Fordian texts, to support the claim that the director is re

evaluating his position on “his own myth”. Moreover, only in the isolated instance 

mentioned by McLoone -  when Michaeleen Og hums the theme tune as Sean Thornton 

asks him to “Saddle my horse” -  is there direct acknowledgement o f Wayne’s Western 

persona, and this has no counterpart in the film that might suggest that the episode is 

marking the “decisive masculinity that is being ridiculed”. I believe that a wider-ranging 

understanding o f the term “intertextual” must be summoned, wherein its application 

permits not only semantic reference to specific textual components, but also facilitates a 

reading o f the syntactic assimilation and reiteration o f textual methodologies. In this 

sense, I wish to demonstrate that a semantic / syntactic reading o f The Quiet Man, in the 

light o f its dialectical approach to the individual and community, the staged and the 

observed spectacles presented, its relation to the worlds o f modernity and tradition, as 

well as its subversion o f classical cinematic coding by the disregard for the conventional 

limits o f diegetic spaces, the toying with conventionally established positions o f 

narration, points o f view, and the constant, conscious e«-framing o f performance, place 

Ford’s film much more completely in the generic domain o f  the musical. Some o f the

** Gibbons (2002), p. 65 
McLoone, p. 57
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vocabulary of The Quiet Man may well be identified as belonging to the iconography of 

the Western, but its arrangement marks the transition from that genre, when consideration 

is given to the inclusive flexibility o f the semantic / syntactic approach that Rick Altman 

has already suggested.

As is commonplace in the musical, throughout the film there occurs a consistent 

reiteration of a breakdown of the distinction between narration and narrative. The 

confusion between the “teller” -  a position simultaneously established and undermined 

by involvement in the diegesis -  and the “told” -  the linear development of the plot -  

facilitates the operation of a number of parodic filmic devices which expose how the 

whole narrative process is being performed. The position of spectator is paradoxically 

disturbed and reinforced when we recognise the same instability in the shifting status of 

characters: at one and the same time people in the story, and actors performing it. The 

first example o f this, and one which demonstrates the film’s status as fiction throughout, 

is the voice-over introduction by Fr. Lonergan, whose chatty informality evokes the 

action of story-telling from the outset:

Well then, now. I’ll begin at the beginnin’. A fine soft day in the 

spring it was when the train pulled in to Castletown, three hours late 

as usual, and h im self got o f f  it.

His next vocal interruption has the peculiarity of covering a shot that contains him -  a 

device frequently used in the film  noir genre by the narrating detective, but also by the 

protagonist of the musical’*̂ -  but marks an even greater disruption of the divide between 

diegetic and non-diegetic by virtue of the fact that he introduces h im self m it. As the trap 

carrying Michaeleen 6 g  and Sean Thornton moves along a quiet country lane, and the 

priest walks into the shot towards them, his voice-over declares: “Now, then, here comes 

myself That’s me there walking: that tall saintly-looking man. Peter Lonergan, Parish 

Priest.” Other interludes o f voice-over narration include background information on the

^  An American in Paris (Minnelli, 1951) plays with this convention throughout, though most extensively 
during the opening sequence when Gene Kelly’s voice over is heard during the Paris montage ending with 
his self-introduction.
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wedding day o f Sean and Meiry Kate, and the explanation o f the plot to have them

married, which we hear just before the horse race. However, the most unusual and

cinematically subtle example o f this is the voice-over which occurs at the end o f the film. 

The text is delivered in a typical end-of-tale winding down manner, but the monologue is 

suddenly interrupted by the rapid entrance into the frame o f a character on a bicycle, as 

she cycles into the village and towards a gathered crowd. Not only does the action break 

the narrative commentary momentarily (another rupture o f diegetic and non-diegetic, and 

a narrative impossibility) but, when Lonergan resumes his speech, he appears from the 

crowd, his voice now diegetically motivated:

Well, then, so peace and quiet came once again to Innisfree, and we 

were up...[r//e lady cycles into the village, centre shot and the 

camera pans to follow her]...Good Heavens! What’s that woman up

to now? Make way! Make Way! She’ll be running you down with

that juggernaut... [5'/;o/ o f crowd gathered, bicycle moves in among 

them, Lonergan emerges from the group and stands on the wall to 

address them]...k\\ Sure! Now, when the Reverend Mr. Playfair, 

good man that he is, comes down, 1 want you all to cheer like 

Protestants.

The transfer from ofF-screen voice-over to on-screen address is subtly made by disguising 

the character in the crowd, and his presence is marked when he rises above it to speak to 

those gathered. The possibility o f such a transition, and the way this undermines the 

reliability o f the whole presentation as a staged event, is central to my argument. The 

fact that the Catholics are playing as Protestants may suggest the idea o f the colonised 

playing at loyalty to the coloniser, if the religions are interpreted as simplistic national 

signifiers, nonetheless the deception supports the framework o f performance that is 

prevalent in the film. More importantly, this transition visually objectifies the 

“progressive diegeticization” '̂ that occurs in musical numbers that are performed without

Described by Robert Stam, Robert Burgoyne and Sandy Flitterman-Lewis in New Vocabularies in Film 
Semiotics: Structuralism, Post-Structuralism and Beyond (London, New York: Routledge, 1992) p. 61, 
but also discussed by David Bordwell, Janet Staiger and Kristin Thompson in The Classical Hollywood 
Cinema (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985)
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musicians represented on screen, or when a character sings and plays one instrument, but 

extra-diegetic orchestral accompaniment is added as the number continues.

In The Quiet Man, the breaks in diegesis are not confined to vocal tracks, and two 

prominent examples o f  such interaction occur with non-diegetic music. When 

Michaeleen 6 g  tells Sean that Mary Kate has left for the Dublin train, and the latter asks 

him to “saddle my horse”, Michaeleen begins to hum the jig that has already been 

interwoven with the main musical theme o f the film and, as a slow cross-fade elapses, the 

rhythm and tune o f his humming is picked up by the extra-diegetic music. A similar 

device is employed following a lull in the fight scene, when Red Will and Sean pause for 

a drink in the pub. When they recommence, a man holding a squeezebox at the door of 

the pub starts playing the same jig and, within seconds, again with rhythmic precision, 

the tune is continued on the music track. On two other occasions, although there is no 

fluid continuation from extra-diegetic to diegetic or vice versa, associations are made 

between the story world and its narrator, by a musical reference. After Michaeleen Og’s 

matchmaking scene with Mary Kate, she sits at the harpsichord and completes her 

dialogue with him by singing the final line o f the tune she was playing. In a later scene, 

she plays the theme tune o f the film, adding the lyrics that make reference to the story o f 

Sean Thornton’s return to Ireland. The words she sings are understandable in the light o f 

her relationship with him, but they are given more significance by virtue o f the fact that 

they have already come to be associated with the signature melody o f the film.

Each o f the imaginary or romantic interludes in the film is marked by appropriate musical 

accompaniment, usually scored by the classical orchestral signifier o f dreaming -  a run o f 

scales on the harp. But a ftorther denotative device is subsequently repeated for 

connotative effect, in underscoring the fictional quality o f  the whole presentation. When 

Sean imagines his mother’s voice, as he looks over the fields towards the cottage in 

which he was bom, and the chapel where he was baptised, the chapel bell rings a number 

o f times immediately before his mother utters the phrase: “The road led up past the old 

chapel.” Whether the source o f this noise is diegetic or non-diegetic, whether it has been 

motivated by his mother’s voice-over (and therefore magically and mystically in tune
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with it) or happens to toll coincidently as his (absent) mother mentions it, is never 

qualified. However, the association between the dreamlike ringing and the imagined 

monologue is established, and the bell comes to represent the absent, imagined, 

impossible, romantic and past. Several external shots throughout the film are decorated 

with this connotative signifier regardless o f the absence of, or the characters’ proximity 

to, the chapel. It may be argued that the device serves to demonstrate the omnipresence 

o f church and the importance of religion in the lives o f  the villagers, or act as a symbol of 

fate (as does the clock tower in Odd Man Out (Reed, 1947) but neither o f these ideas is 

adequately supported by reference to the plot. Interestingly, not only is the bell heard 

when Mary Kate speaks to Sean on the subject o f planting roses, and when they dash off 

to town on the horse and cart, but it marks the begirming o f the flashback sequence to the 

knockout scene -  obviously this time as a boxing round bell -  when Red Will knocks 

Sean to the floor on the day o f his wedding.

Music and singing are central to the structure o f The Quiet Man not only because the 

lyrics often echo sentiments the film narrates such as emigration, returning to the place o f 

one’s birth (because o f their romantic connotation) but also in their contribution to the 

notion o f the roles o f performance and spectatorship. The idea that the whole story is 

being enacted for the spectator is evidenced by the establishment o f a number o f “plays 

within the play”. This feature works similarly in the “backstage musical”, and is 

characterised by performances that suspend the narrative action and frame the spectacle 

by marking a border between player and audience, within the story-world. When Sean 

Thornton visits Cohan’s public house for the first time, he is greeted with suspicion as the 

regulars sit quietly watching his entrance and introduction, even when he offers to buy a 

round o f drinks, there is no reaction. Only when an elderly drinker quizzes him about his 

family background, and it is revealed that he is the son o f the famous Michael Thornton, 

and grandson o f the respected Sean Thornton, is he made welcome. Having extracted the 

essential information, the old man says: “That bein’ the case, it is a pleasant evening and 

we will have a drink”. With this, he raps loudly on the counter with his shillelagh and 

thus animates the regulars into joyous song and drinking. In a later scene, when Sean 

returns to the same pub to challenge Red Will on disallowing him see Mary Kate, his
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stormy entrance has the opposite effect, rapidly silencing the revelling punters. The 

change in ambience suggests that communal socialising, depicted in the film as everyday 

celebration, is a performance that can be easily started or stopped, as the mood requires. 

The ultimate role play occurs at the end o f the film when the villagers line the streets to 

greet the passing Church o f Ireland Bishop, cheering as their Parish Priest has asked them 

“like Protestants”. Immediately after the success o f this deception, comes a series of 

cameo inserts o f main and supporting players waving, supposedly at the passing Bishop, 

but shot at an angle ambiguous enough to allow interpretation o f the gesture as being 

made towards the cinema spectators. Though the (now recognisable) actors do not face 

the camera directly, it is not difficult to see the implied diegetic break and reference to 

what Luke Gibbons, writing o f the same scene, has noted the film’s drawing:

attention to its own contrivance at the very moment reality -  whether

it takes the form o f  ‘authentic’ nature, the ‘real’ self, or the
on

omniscient camera.

This moment, which Gibbons has referred to as the “curtain call” ^̂  because o f its staged 

appearance, highlights both a communal continuity in an “and-they-lived-happily-ever- 

after” way, as much as it insinuates a “return to reality” when the actors leave the stage at 

the end of a theatre production. The failure o f conventional closure in this instance -  a 

device that consciously foregrounds performance -  has resonances in an earlier scene in 

which a dying man leaps from his deathbed to watch the contracted boxing fight. It is, I 

would suggest, less that this moment contributes thematically to the idea that death is 

overcome as Gibbons agues when he points to the fact that “Death does not have the last 

laugh”,̂ '* but more a case that it becomes significant because o f both the spontaneity of 

the move and the fact that it highlights the notions o f performance, insincerity and 

deception that are central to the film. Again the sense o f “acting” is underscored and 

juxtaposed with an example o f  the most dramatic avoidance o f closure imaginable: the 

refusal to stop living.

Gibbons in Rockett, p. 240 
Gibbons (2002), p. 86 
ibidem, p. 68
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There is the constant sense that, Hke the Abbey Theatre players’ roles during the tours o f 

America in the 1930s, where John Ford had seen them first, Irishness, like all nationality, 

was a role enhanced by adopted characteristics that they could be performed, as Derrida 

has said, by reference to the trace o f  an illusionary or mythical origin that never existed 

before the reference. Audiences came to the theatre to see Irish players acting and 

players “acting out Irishness”. Consequently, therefore, a number o f the sequences in 

The Quiet Man emphasise the position o f the on-lookers, giving prominence to the whole 

notion o f spectatorship. The earliest example is the gathering o f villagers who watch as 

Sean Thornton arrives in the village o f Innisfree for the first time. More blatant 

examples, ones which dominate considerable lengths o f the plot, are the horse race, the 

announcement by Red Will o f  his giving Sean permission to court Kate, and the climactic 

fight scene. Significantly contributing to the spectacle, it is noteworthy that neither the 

horse race nor the fight is in the original pieces by Walsh. The fistfight is interrupted by 

several shots o f different people leaving their activity, downing tools to bet on the 

outcome, and join the large gathering who are following the fighters as they move 

through the fields. It has also been recently suggested, in a riposte to criticisms and 

questions raised by feminist readings, that the scene in which Sean pulls Mary Kate 

across the fields followed and cheered on by an increasing crowd o f on-lookers was 

merely another staged event that provided a further division between spectators and 

performers in the diegesis. According to Des McHale:

the drag across the field is all a sham, a comic caper, and Mary Kate 

far from being abused, is merely going along with the act towards 

her personal triumph.^

The sense that nations are places that take on concrete form through their being “staged”, 

or that their national artefacts may be put on display to this purpose, is hinted at more 

than once in the film. When Sean announces to the Widow Tillane that he intends buying

Des McHale The Complete Guide to VcisQmtX M m  (Belfast: Appletree, 1999) p. 197
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the cottage o f his birth, she sarcastically insinuates that his motives are more for reasons 

o f superficial spectacle than sentimental depth:

Are you planning to turn W hite-o-M orn into a national shrine?

Perhaps charge tuppence a visit for a guided tour through the little 

thatched cottage where all the Thorntons were born?

Possibly one o f the ironies o f  history is that the cottage is currently being reconstructed 

and will most certainly become one o f the favourite tourist spots, along with Cohan’s 

public house, for those visiting Cong, Ashford Castle and other film locations used by 

Ford. There is a knowing insinuation that, like Sean returning to his native land, many o f 

those tourists may be Irish-American. Direct irony is pointed at the American audience 

when having admired Sean’s paintwork on the cottage, the Reverend Mrs. Playfair 

declares:

Well, Mr. Thornton, you are a wonder! It looks the way all Irish 

cottages should ...and so seldom do. And only an American would 

have thought o f  Emerald Green!

Into this blend o f romantic design by the returned emigrant, and tongue-in-cheek 

commentary by Playfair, is thrown a practical caution by her husband. Reality intervenes 

again when he observes dryly: “Red is more durable.” Later in the film, when Sean 

follows another o f his dreams as evoked in the imaginary voice-over from his mother, 

and starts to plant roses around the cottage, his idealisation is interrupted by Mary Kate 

when she quips: “Fine farmer you are! Not a turnip, or a potato, or a cabbage!”

The proliferation o f religious references, symbolism and iconography throughout the film 

give to the setting o f Innisfi'ee a mystical Edenic quality. S e ^  refers to Mary Kate as a 

“Saint” and the village and its environs as “Heaven”. One o f their romantic interludes 

occurs in the graveyard o f an old church and their fu'st meeting happens by the holy water 

font where Michaeleen 6 g  scolds them for “playing patty-fmgers” . Such allusions 

perform an important scene-setting function, and place the action in a specific social
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context, but the extent o f references to reUgion -  both CathoHc and Protestant, as much 

they are seen in harmony -  may also perform two other roles, more responsible for 

facilitating a dialectic in the film. Passing references to religion insinuate concrete 

representation o f the abstract, the use o f material solidity in various forms (churches, 

graveyards, holy water, tombstones, and so forth) to evoke and signify the ephemeral, 

amorphous, insubstantial and unworldly. This association highlights the creative acts o f 

construction, connotation and portrayal: ideas which are visually enacted throughout the 

film. Religious imagery also contributes the sense o f “otherworldliness” to the village 

and inhabitants o f Innisfree -  not in order to present the impossibility o f their being, but 

rather, to demonstrate the possibility o f  their being portrayed. Drawing attention to its 

own representation in this way exposes the dialectical movements that contribute to the 

syntactical relationships that are opened and kept open in the musical and are also visibly 

in operation in The Quiet Man. The dynamics between several binaries facilitate this, and 

evoke the idea o f Derrida’s writing on “undecidability”, as a deconstructive reading of 

Western logic. Some o f the more visible juxtapositions in the film are absence/presence, 

telling/showing, performance/reality, characters/actors, imaginary/real, and 

worldly/spiritual.

At no point is the audience expected to accept as genuine the depiction o f Ireland or the 

Irish in the film: rather, the cinematic operations o f the film evoke inquisition about the 

realism and fiction operating throughout. In the staged Ireland o f The Quiet Man, truth 

and lies interweave as easily as reality and dreams, and both confusions are shown to be 

unreliable points o f reference for the viewer. On the subject o f perception and fact, 

Michaeleen 6 g  warns Sean o f Mary Kate’s temper. When he asks if she is already 

married, the older man says: “Not likely, and her with her freckles and temper. Oh, that 

red hair o f hers is no lie!” Sean is quick to assuage any possibility o f gossiping when 

Red Will accuses him of chasing his sister, having been told that he had “Good Evening” 

on his mind when he had earlier wished her “Good Morning”, Sean shouts: “That’s a 

lie!”. Later when Michaeleen 6 g  explains to Red Will that he has had the affections o f 

the Widow Tillane for some time, the latter asks Fr. Lonergan if this is so. The Priest 

equivocally responds: “Well, I can’t say it’s true, and I won’t say it’s not. But there’s
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been a lot o f talk.” All o f  the citations from The Quiet Man used above have been 

summoned in various analytical circumstances for different ends. Reading the film as 

embodying some o f the dialectical qualities o f the musical challenges many of the 

logocentric motivations o f these arguments. Displacing the control o f authorship and 

removing the dependence on intentionality usefully re-emphasises the notion o f open- 

ended performance, and gives it precedence in analyses over the closed, fixed thematic 

interpretations. One o f the most frequently quoted sequences from the film can help 

elucidate this approach. When Sean looks down though a verdant post-card valley bathed 

in sunshine he sees Mary Kate for the first time surrounded by a flock o f sheep walking 

into the distance, and asks whether he is imagining the picture or not. Michaeleen Og 

acts as voice o f reason and distracts Sean from his fantastical reverie back to the “real” 

world by saying: “Nonsense man, it’s only a mirage brought on by your terrible thirst.” 

Read from one perspective this sequence clearly combines a number o f visual and textual 

components to help question the verisimilitude o f the setting that has been presented for 

us in Sean’s point o f view shot. However, what is significant is how this relationship is 

working: not as a set o f established signifiers, heaped one on another to compound a core 

thematic message, but loosely and dynamically interacting at variance and in discord. 

This moment, and many others like it detailed above, work by disbanding an exclusively 

intentional authoritative reading that hermeneutically provides “meaning” from a solitary 

source. What is noteworthy is not simply that this segment presents and undermines the 

reliability o f  its own representation in a fragmentation o f its narrative realism, but that the 

undoing comes about through a decentred and unstable, polyvocal communication. 

“Meaning” is postponed in an open-ended discourse between text, mise-en-scene, 

framing and performance. In this example, the first line o f the dialogue, as it might have 

been written initially, is no more than a colloquial Americanism o f surprise or admiration 

-  “Is that real? She can’t be!” -  the demonstrative adjective being typical o f  a laid-back 

informality o f  speech. This common expression takes on frirther significance when 

placed against the framed landscape which becomes syntactically the “that” o f the line, 

because o f the way Mary Kate is framed within it: a long shot through which she moves, 

only half-turned to the camera, backed and dwarfed by the lush greens o f the rural picture 

postcard. Against this, displacing and denigrating it with ironic undertones is the
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comment by the stage-Irishman (akeady doubly established by the stereotypical look, and 

the intertextual connotation o f the actor, Barry Fitzgerald) -  a line that marks the 

association between the Irish and alcoholic drink. The combination o f all o f these textual 

elements -  in a dialectical and theatrical cinematic performance that provides for the 

unravelling o f the moment o f narrative realism -  operates in the same way that it happens 

in the musical. This is the kind o f diegetic interchange that shifts the possibility o f the 

interpretation of singular meaning away from authoritative intentionality or textual 

coherence into protreptic discursive interaction. The film does not actively undermine its 

narration through thematic examination of its realistic representations, rather it allows for 

a dialectical deconstruction o f the very possibility o f such narrative control o f meaning. 

Like the musical, everything performs in a polyvocal diegetic interplay and interaction:

the landscapes and interiors through their framing are in dialogue with the performances

o f actors, which move in and out o f synchronisation with the lines o f text.

In a similar moment later in the film when Sean declares his interest in buying the cottage 

o f his ancestors, his romantic description o f it to the Widow Tillane is quickly brushed 

aside by the more realistic lady:

Sean: Innisfree has become another word for heaven to me.

Widow: Innisfree is far from heaven!

The same performative theatricality o f  cinema is evident in a later sequence when Mary 

Kate goes to Sean’s cottage to light the fire for him, and he sweeps her back through the 

door as she tries to escape, the kiss that follows is denied the typical surge in 

accompanying music. The only background sound is o f the raging storm, and no music is 

played until he evokes a dreamlike description o f Mary Kate, in the brief exchange 

following the kiss. Once again, as S e ^ ’s romantic imagination colours his speech, his 

fantasy and the soft music significantly increasing behind his lines are interrupted by 

Mary Kate’s cutting to reality:

Sean: Some things a man doesn’t get over so easy.
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Kate; L ike w hat, su p p osin ’?

Sean: [T hem e tune increases in volum e] L ike the sight o f  a girl

com in g  through the fields w ith the sun in her hair,

k neelin g  in church with a face like a saint.

Kate: [M usic stops] Saint indeed!

Like the theatrical fluidity o f  musicals such as Singin’ in the Rain and An American in 

Paris in which every aspect o f the mise-en-scene -  costumes, settings, properties, 

passers-by, as well as primary characters -  is seen to perform so, too, is performance 

underscored in all o f its components in The Quiet Man. Like the expressionistic 

stylisation o f Ford’s earlier Irish-themed film The Informer, in a visual and aural pathetic 

fallacy various cinematic attributes are in dialogue with the situations, emotions or 

thoughts o f the characters. Luke Gibbons has commented on how the landscapes o f the 

film are raised to a position o f authenticity to the extent that their enhancement acts at the 

expense o f characterisation. This hyperbole further undermines the verisimilitude o f the 

piece as the camera draws:

attention to [the lan dscape’s] intrusive presence, h ence d en ying  the 

very transparency and invisib ility  o f  the m edium  w hich  realism  seek s  

to attain.^

The visual landscape is just one “intrusive presence” o f many that operate in an on-going 

meta-fictional reflection on the principal action. O f the many commentary narrations or 

narrative points o f view established. Father Lonergan’s seems to be the most authoritative 

or “reliable”, if only because his addresses the spectator at the outset. Nevertheless, by 

the end o f the film, this position o f dependability has been challenged by other fictional 

accounts, points o f view, pretences, performances and self-undermining moments o f 

representation. It is therefore less a fact, as Luke Gibbons has said, that Father Lonergan 

“loses control o f the narrative at the end”,^’ and more a case that a cinematic polyvocality 

has occurred throughout the film that has facilitated different and competing possibilities

^  Gibbons in Rockett, p. 224 
Gibbons (2002), p. 64
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of portrayal with the effect o f demonstrating the openness and elasticity o f  representation 

and performance.

By the end o f the film, the question o f the degree to which Sean Thornton -  or indeed 

John Wayne -  is complicit in the enactment may be useful in coming to understand 

Ford’s attitude towards how the average American perceives Ireland. It is clear from the 

opening scene that SeM Thornton is seeking a dream o f the past (“heaven” in his own 

words) but it appears, in many ways, that the character has entered a staged 

representation. The first voice-over tells us he was unlike other visitors: “He didn’t have 

the look o f an American tourist at all about him, not a camera on him, and what was 

worse not even a fishing rod.” Following their marriage ceremony we hear another 

narrative voice-over by Lonergan. As he says: “So they were married in the same little 

chapel I gave them their baptism. Later there was a nice quiet little celebration.” Mary 

Kate and Scan stand still in a typical bride and groom pose, as if in a wedding 

photograph. After a brief pause, the camera trucks back rapidly to reveal left-of-shot the 

real still camera and photographer whose position we had occupied, at exactly this 

moment the flash fires loudly, activating the gathered group into dance as they sing “The 

Humour Is on Me Now”. The festivities are interrupted when Red Will knocks Sean to 

the floor with a punch, motivating the boxer’s flashback to his last fight. The sense o f 

reality paradoxically caught in this flashback dream sequence, is demonstrated by colours 

less saturated than those which have come to mark the staged world o f Innisfree. The 

knockout sequence and its aftermath, when Sean’s competitor is confirmed dead, are 

punctuated by the rapid firing o f photographers’ flashes. Mediation o f the action by the 

camera is exaggerated all the more by the slow motion o f the whole piece, increasing the 

time o f the flashes to several frames, in a few cases. As mentioned already, in another 

scene, Sean dashes into the pub, literally entering and interrupting the performance o f 

those singing “If  You Ever Go Across the Sea to Ireland”. Each o f these examples 

underscores the flexibilities o f the reality projected, by drawing attention to Sean’s 

position within the representation. The sense that he has “been framed” within the 

narrative, is enforced fiirther by the earlier shot / reverse shot from within the station 

house, as he stands between two windows -  one framing the train which brought him
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from the “real” modern world, and the other framing Michaeleen Og’s horse and cart, 

which will take him to his imaginary heaven of Innisfree. On the morning following the 

wedding celebrations, drunken, singing revellers wind their way to Mary Kate and Sean’s 

cottage with some of her old furniture. This depiction of stereotypical Irishmen, bundled 

onto the cart, lounging across the tables and chairs being moved, and drunk in song, is 

undercut as another mere fabricated, enacted show of Irishness. At the front of the cart -  

suggesting that all that follows is mere depiction and not to be taken as fact -  sits one of 

the party holding a picture frame around his head. This slight addition further questions 

the operations of truth and accuracy of representation and the many fictions that portrayal 

facilitates, and is related in the context o f the performing stage-Irishman or the performed 

landscape to notions of how Ireland has created its own image, and the uses which this 

creation have served.

The film also re-enacts the modus operandi of nostalgia, in a postmodern and self- 

referential disruption of classical cinematic coding. Less a longing for a lost home, and 

more a modem pain for which an imagined past could provide a post-modern analgesic, 

nostalgia appears to draw attention to the realisation of the impossibility of ever 

rediscovering an origin. It is approximate to what Linda Hutcheon has called an 

“historiographic metafiction”,’* because nostalgia, through the personal narrativisation of 

history that embodies it, inherently acknowledges “the problematic nature of the past as 

an object of knowledge for us in the present”.’’ The film’s juxtaposition and confusion 

of the possibility of separating truth and pretence, reality and imagination, is frequently 

highlighted by moments at which some external element intervenes to remind either a 

character or the spectator of the self-deception or dreaming taking place. Like a narrator 

caught somewhere between the diegetic and non-diegetic, the individual functions as 

breaker of the conventional cinematic code, just at the moment it has become most 

legible to the audience, in order to remind it of the unreality. Seeing for the first time the 

cottage in which he was bom, in a reverie, Sean hears his mother speaking to him.

Linda Hutcheon A Poetics o f  Postmodernism: history, theory, fiction  (New Yoric & London: Routledge, 
1988) pp. 8 7 - 1 0 1  

ibidem, p. 92
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Memory, the cottage, the chapel and her roses -  all o f which will be central components 

in the unwinding o f the plot -  are mentioned in the voice-over:

Don’t you remember it Seaneen and how it was? The road led up 

past the chapel, and how it wound, and wound. And there was the 

field where Dan Tobin’s bull chased you. It was a lovely little house 

Seaneen, and the roses! And your father used to tease m e about 

them, but he was that proud o f  them too.

The fantasy is interrupted, and reality is restored, when Michaeleen Og interjects: “Ah, 

there’s nothin’ but a wee humble cottage.” The unusual montage o f his mother’s voice 

over -  syntactically delivered in the past tense -  with the present image motivated by the 

three shot/reverse shot fields o f Sean looking across the landscape, is what creates the 

disjunction between visual and aural cues that facilitate nostalgic identification with her 

returned son. At the same time, however, the device also problematises the position o f 

the absent narrator. This inherent complication creates a ubiquitous sense o f nostalgic 

narrative voice as the absent mother may be either caught in the past that Sean 

remembers o f his mother, frozen in an ephemeral present by virtue o f  the logical aligned 

description and matching o f monologue with images, or in some mysterious future, 

insinuated by her use o f the past tense combined with Sean’s immediacy; a mise-en-scene 

clearly “here and now” for Sean and the spectator, but in a past time for her.

Because the film may be read as operating dialectically across numerous diegetic levels, 

and therefore seen to embody a performative ambiguity, it is difficult to support claims o f 

thematic exploration that are based on the intentionality o f authorship. Linear causal 

arguments cannot be sourced once the film is shown to provide the disturbance o f its own 

narrative construction in a meta-theatrical way. As with the examples above, which may 

be understood in the same way as I have read the section in which Sean sees Mary Kate 

for the first time, with any case in which a contrapuntal dialogue or performance is 

established against the visual and aural representations, a shift occurs away from singular 

authorship. At once, the intentionality o f  the “writer” is replaced by the randomness o f 

an inter-diegetic performance. I would suggest that it is not possible, for example, to
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sustain an argument for or exploration o f the idea that memory, nostalgia or renegotiating 

the past as a “talking cure” are central themes in the film as a therapy that Sean must 

undergo by visiting Ireland. When he explains the transformation in the perception of 

nostalgia between the late-18“’ and the early-19"’ centuries as an alteration from being 

classified as a melancholic mood o f loss, to having palliative effects for the suffering of 

emotional and geographical dislocation, Luke Gibbons proposes the therapeutic value of 

an abreaction through reconsideration o f the past. He aligns Sean’s violent past as a 

boxer, from which he hopes to escape by returning to the country o f his birth, with the 

more militant periods o f anti-colonial insurgency in Ireland’s history, and explains many 

o f the breaks in diegetic and extra-diegetic sound and the flashbacks in the film in terms 

of a “coming to terms” with the past that are exorcised like a Freudian return o f the 

repressed. He explains:

Flashbacks in the more manageable sense belong to voluntary 

memory, and lend themselves readily to a coherent narrative or, for 

that matter, to nostalgia. These are the dominant mode of narration 

in The Quiet Man, whether through Father Peter’s overarching 

flashback, or ‘the flashback-within-a-flashback’ device

One of the difficulties with this reading is that the film doesn’t take nostalgia at face 

value or trust in it any paregoric fiinction. Rather, it displays the vulnerability o f  personal 

and political memory as another historiographic meta-fiction, susceptible to narrative 

manipulation and ideological permeation. Nostalgia is present in the film, but it is only 

shown to be an unstable point at which differing temporal, visual and aural points o f view 

come together to challenge -  not support -  narrative (or thematic) coherence. Sean’s first 

sighting o f Mary Kate and the cottage in which he was bom are two such examples of 

narrative perspectives that constantly change to dismantle any solitary position of 

spectatorship. Later in the same analysis. Gibbons approaches the idea that nostalgia has 

been undermined as a dependable memory narrative, but yet holds to the thematic 

significance that the yearning for home can provide a cure for Sean’s past “injuries”:

Gibbons (2002), pp. 58-59
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The film can thus be seen as a gradual disenchantment o f  Sean’s 

nostalgic vision while yet allowing him to come to terms with the 

nightmare o f his p a s t...If  there is redress for the injuries o f his 

American experience, it comes through the community in the form o f 

voice o f ‘the other’ -  which, as befits a ‘Quiet M an’, is more a 

listening than a talking cure.'®'

In the film, nostalgia is a device that is significant for how it works formally on the level 

o f plot -  through flashbacks, and extra diegetic visual and aural cues -  and not for how it 

operates thematically. The formal disturbances across various diegetic levels that 

become associated with it foreground the nostalgic point o f view in all o f its subjective 

unreliability, as a personal realignment between the cinematic experience o f the spectator 

and the fantasised, historiographic meta-fictional remembering o f some protagonist.

The final shot o f the film shows Mary Kate and Sean, arm in arm, walking through their 

garden: the action in the upper section of the frame is reflected in the river that surrounds 

their cottage. This shot echoes the ones behind the opening credits at the beginning of 

the film, composed of a castle landscape on the top half o f  the screen which is reflected in 

a lake in the bottom half The division implied, between reality and its reflection, in the 

closing and opening images, marks the operation of the whole film, a cinematic work that 

exposes representation and its deceptions, and has the foundation o f this exploration in 

qualities inherent in the Irish character performing Irishness. This double-performance -  

o f the actor playing the character, and the character performing another role -  is a central 

component o f the flexibility, unreliability and double-articulation that, when operating on 

the level o f  individual representation, has in The Quiet Man an effect on the greater 

representative structure and coding o f the whole film. The film thus underscores the 

performances o f the nation and nationality by deconstructing essentialisms that give 

history its empirical strength. But the playing out o f nostalgia -  both as a plot device, 

and as formally enacted in the diegetic ruptures -  highlights the simultaneous recognition

ibidem, pp. 88 -  89
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of the discovery o f a never-existing origin through an ironic reproduction o f an authentic 

one. The trace o f “Irishness” that The Quiet Man signifies by its particular framing is, in 

the words o f Jacques Derrida, “an ineluctable nostalgia for presence”.'®̂  For those Irish 

descendants revisiting the film today, as those emigrants revisiting Ireland annually. 

Ford’s film marks the production o f the origin, not the reproduction o f its loss. Here, it is 

worth repeating a quotation from O f Grammatology that I have noted already:

The trace is not only the disappearance o f  the orig in ,...it means that 

the origin did not even disappear, that it was never constituted except 

reciprocally by a non-origin, the trace, which thus becom es the 

origin o f  the origin.

If, in a McLuhanian sense, Singin ’ in the Rain underscores the cinematic “medium as the 

message”, then The Quiet Man may be considered a film that challenges the impossibility 

o f the medium as being anything other than a process o f mediation.

4.5 “Change the clock, act the dummy”: performing Irishness, a theatricality of 

cinema in The Rising o f the Moon (1957)

Five years after the release o f The Quiet Man, Ford returned to Ireland with the American 

actor Tyrone Power and established Four Provinces Productions with Michael Scott and 

Lord Michael Killanin. The first production o f the new company was The Rising o f the 

Moon (1957), a compilation o f three short film adaptations, based on the work o f Irish 

writers, and assembled within an introductory framework, presented by Power. The first 

o f the three was based on Frank O ’Connor’s short story “The Majesty o f the Law”, the 

second on Martin McHugh’s play “A Minute’s Wait”, and the third, renamed 1921 was 

an adaptation o f Augusta Gregory’s play, “The Rising o f the Moon”. The most 

extensively rewritten piece was the third, which had a considerable development with the 

creation o f a whole narrative around what had been the dramatisation o f a single moment

Spivak in Derrida (1976), p. xvi
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o f anti-colonial subversion in Gregory’s pre-Rising one act play. Frank Nugent, the 

writer who had previously co-written The Quiet Man with Richard Llewellyn, was 

responsible for the adaptations. Most o f the journalistic criticism was directed at over

acting, histrionic stage-Irishness, and what was perceived as the patronising introductions 

and voice-overs by Power. The Evening Herald expressed dissatisfaction in no uncertain 

terms:

To the more naive and uninformed foreigner -  especially Americans 

-  it may seem  all very quaint and wonderful, but it w ill do nothing to 

bolster our status in the eyes o f  the more enlightened. Whatever may 

be our fau lts...! do not subscribe to the depiction o f  rural Ireland as a 

place peopled by buffoons and poltroons, happy-go-lucky, work-shy 

poteen swillers, porter-soaks, mercenary matchmakers, uncouth 

lovers, shy malingerers and the rest o f  the incredible litany."^

Undoubtedly, the films were intended for an American market,'®^ and were not designed 

as a realistic depiction o f the Irish or Ireland in the 1920s, 1930s or 1950s, nor were they 

aspiring to profound characterisation or thematic exploration; however, certain criticism 

o f its extreme over-stated acting may be justifiable, when slight exaggeration o f posture, 

accent and linguistic lilt would have been adequate for the purposes o f short-hand 

cinematic depiction. The Tyrone Power introductions before each short film are frank 

about the fictional elements o f the presentations. Having spoken briefly about Ireland at 

the beginning o f the film, he continues: “So we made this little picture entirely in natural 

settings” and then admits o f the first o f the trilogy: “This story is about nothing.” The 

prologues o f the other two films continue in this way, undermining any audience 

engagement with the pictures in ways other than recognition o f pretence and detached 

satisfaction at the players’ masquerade. In the only case where the realism o f the piece 

might have led to an interpretation suggesting a reading o f  concealed political argument, 

or indication o f strong ideological operation -  the final film, The Rising o f  the Moon -

ibidem, p. 61
Evening Herald l®‘ June, 1957 p. 4 quotedin  Rockett (1996)
The American title o f the trilogy Three Leaves o f  a Shamrock, bears its own testament to the particular 

section of the United States market at whom the films were aimed.
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Ford has again underlined the fictional construction of the piece by shooting it in Dutch 

angles; the photographic effect achieved when the camera is set at an angle to the ground, 

producing a “tilted framing” of the scene. In each o f the three stories, both plot and 

characterisation are subordinated to devices that draw attention to performance and, by 

extension, expose as false any verisimilitude o f the representations.

The subtle intertextuality and plot arrangements o f The Quiet Man, and the ways in 

which it toyed with cinematic conventions, have been replaced here by variations o f 

narratives within narratives. Just as with the earlier film, representation and depiction are 

challenged by performative exaggeration, however in the latter films, the form of the 

medium itself remains relatively simple. In the first and second films, The Majesty o f  the 

Law and A M inute’s Wait, the plot is utterly fragmented and lost in a convoluted series o f 

minor narratives that are driven by a number o f anecdotal references and mini-stories told 

by the central characters. For the most part, these have no bearing on the main action and 

serve either as digressions with some moral lesson for the character being addressed, or 

act as non-sequiturs. These narrative parentheses play a similar schematic role to the 

song and dance routines o f  the musical genre. Usually suspending plot development in 

favour o f a minor spectacle interlude that has the effect o f  dividing diegetically presented 

characters into a group o f on-looking spectators, and one or more performers. This 

serves to reframe the cinematic focus, as our perspective o f the spectacle is concentrated 

on the theatrical. These minor accounts frequently involve comical tales o f  other 

individuals with typically Irish names, people who have emigrated or have some other 

trans-Atlantic connection. Typically they never appear, but remain a part o f the fiction 

within the fiction.

Each o f the three films explores the effects o f the affectation o f Irishness in different 

ways and whereas The Quiet Man dramatised the dialectical ways in which the stage- 

Irishman performs, the three short films o f The Rising o f  the Moon develop into the 

enactment o f this dramatisation: each one becomes figuratively the theatrical performance 

o f stage-Irishness. The first. The Majesty o f  the Law, establishes visually and in its text a 

constant reaffirming and collapsing o f  binaries concerning place and space: the intrusion
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of the scientific into the mythical, the legal into the illicit, the modem into the traditional, 

the man made into the natural. All o f  these are framed within the general context o f the 

conventionally contrived division between Ireland and the rest o f the world, ordinarily 

established (as in nationalist or colonial discourses, for example) as naturally occurring. 

In this series o f films, however, notions o f  national imagery, identity and accent are 

shown as national affectation o f otherness with the intrusion o f the Irish into the global, 

and the global into the Irish.

Setting out from the police barracks with an arrest warrant for his old friend Dan 

O’Flaherty, Sergeant Michael Dillon refuses to take a car, or the bicycle offered. The 

opening sequence shows him walking farther from the village, into the countryside where 

Dan inhabits a typical Irish cottage. Ruins o f  towers and small castles appear on the 

landscape, significantly obtrusively framed as the intrusion o f history into the present 

space. The double standards o f the Sergeant are notable in respect to his position on the 

brewing o f “moonshine”, and while he criticises Mickey J for engaging in the activity his 

warning is directed more at the location used, disgusted at the fact he is “Making 

moonshine in a national monument” rather than because the man is in breech o f the law. 

Dan, whose warrant is to be delivered, welcomes the Sergeant warmly, but shows his 

position on the subject o f “moonshine brewing” to be as duplicitous as that o f Mickey J, 

and handing out the cups in which the poteen will be served, he says:

It’s the furthest from me intentions to be criticising the law for which

I have the highest respect. Be the same token, 1 have a tremendous

respect for the a r ts ...o f  which moonshine making is one.

Geographical space is aligned with the loss o f tradition and the “intrusion” o f  modernity 

into the Irish space in a considerable monologue that is worth quoting in its entirety. 

Lamenting the loss o f the old ways o f distilling, Dan expands his nostalgia to broader 

cultural areas, and explodes sarcastically into a histrionic performance that exposes his 

disingenuousness just as it exaggerates the mythology and insincerity o f  his words.
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The secrets o f distiUin’ have been lost, the way all the songs have 

been lost. Arragh, when I was a boy there wasn’t a man in the bar 

and he had one hundred songs in his heart. But with the people goin’ 

here, there an’ everywhere and o ff to Canada, Australia, America, 

sou’ Boston, with the cornin’ o f the automobiles and the films and 

the radio and that other new thing along with it, all the songs are lost 

and all the secrets are lost.

Modernity and its vices are posited within a binary o f inside and outside, and the territory 

that is Irish is seen to have been problematised by the influx o f one into the other. In a 

similar way, the film depicts the arrival o f the representative o f the law into an area of 

transgression. The repetition o f the words “lost” and “secrets” also mark the two-faced 

nature o f the enactment o f national identity insinuated throughout, and most blatantly in 

the character o f the poteen-making Mickey J. The visual metaphor o f spatial intrusion 

and transgression is further asserted when the sergeant first sees Mickey J at the door of 

the cottage. The latter stands, framed by the open upper-half o f the door, with one o f the 

castle ruins behind him as he observes Dan and Michael talking inside. All that is

outside, and by connotation, Irish -  the ruins, the landscape and Mickey J -  symbolises

tradition, illegality, deviousness, nature and history. After a pause, the sergeant asks 

Mickey J to come in, and his turn o f phrase, once more suggests the flexibility o f his own 

legal position: “Come on in, you blackguard! Come on in! And bring that bottle with 

you!” Handing the bottle o f spirits over to the two men, the swindling poteen-distiller 

declares, “I never saw it in my life!” Once again, the equivocations o f  the stage-Irishman 

are central to the character’s make-up and, as in Ford’s earlier work; the manipulative 

and legally transgressive traits take on deeper national and political significance than is 

first apparent. In another episode Dan speaks o f the possible means o f curing his 

arthritis, and makes mystical reference to Irish history, once again placing it in contrast to 

modernity and modem science: “Leave no one tell me that a doctor knows more than the 

wise people who have their secrets from the old times.” The reappearance o f the word 

“secrets” fiirther underscores the covert characteristic o f performed Irishness as it is 

revealed in the rest o f the film. The subversive and illicit nature o f the stage-Irish 

performance operates behind closed doors, hidden within national monuments,
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completely out o f sight o f the law and the authorities who enforce it. It is significant, in 

the light o f the depiction o f  Irish opposition to processes, items and effects o f 

modernisation, that the villain o f the piece -  the gombeen man Phelim O’Feeney -  should 

arrive to offer to pay Dan’s fine in a motor car. The dishonourable, outside “other” o f the 

community is shown to break the silence o f  the traditional setting by entering the natural 

space with the machine that the sergeant had refused to bring at the beginning o f the film. 

Tyrone Power’s final voice-over reminds us o f the historical significance o f the location 

as Dan is escorted to prison:

And beneath the shade o f  the old ruined tower which his people had 

built centuries before him, he took leave o f his kinsmen and 

neighbours.

As the hero marches away, his pride intact and the traditions for which he stands still 

assured, the film achieves closure with a metaphorical allusion to the unchanging stance 

that Dan has taken by reference to another space: the prison. In the place o f his 

incarceration the lines between inside and outside become vastly more significant and 

much more solidly maintained. Outside the world continues to change, and inside 

tradition is preserved.

Whereas The Majesty o f  the Law  is concerned with the Irish contravention o f spatial 

boundaries and a subsequent manipulation o f situations and circumstances across interior 

and exterior spaces, the second o f the films, A M inute’s Wait, deals with characters’ 

transgression o f or blatant disregard for the laws o f time. If  Samuel Beckett’s 1952 play 

Waiting For Godot presented the absurd situation and conversational ramblings o f 

characters who were incapable o f doing anything but waiting and narrating to each other 

stories, memories, and accounts in a vaudeville-like routine in which “nothing happens 

twice”, then the second instalment o f Ford’s The Rising o f  the Moon might be considered 

a film in which nothing happens seven times. The film’s lack of plot is compensated for 

by a complicated structure o f interwoven episodic storylines which serve both to support 

the momentum o f a series o f  visual gags, and also to insinuate the morally dubious
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loquaciousness o f the Irish stereotype. Most o f the characters are played by well-known 

personalities from the Irish stage -  particularly from the Abbey Theatre Company -  so 

the performative pantomime and vaudeville-like aspect o f the set o f events would not be 

lost on an audience otherwise expecting a realistic depiction. The theatricality reaches its 

performance climax in an Irish dancing sequence when Jimmy O’Dea spins Maureen 

Potter around on the floor o f the station house, a section filmed from a high-angle comer 

shot that replicates the view a Gaiety spectator might have from the upper circle at that 

theatre.

The formal arrangement o f the minor narratives in A M inute’s Wait facilitate the 

imbrication o f  several sub-plots which unfold within the core narrative about a delay in 

the train going from Ballyscran to Dunfaill. The typical complex horizontal narrative 

progression is replaced by a vertical development that requires the audience to follow an 

increasing number o f storylines as the film advances. By the climactic sequence, at 

which point a victorious local hurling team surrounded by supporters and a brass band 

proceed along the track towards the train, the viewer has been expected to follow nine 

interconnected plot strands. The supposed one minute “real time” delay o f the train is 

extended literally by the successive interruptions, but also stretched out figuratively by 

the constant introduction o f new narrative l i n e s . O f  the main disturbances: the 

wedding bouquet o f Colonel Frobisher’s wife; Barney Donigan and Mrs. Falvey’s 

matchmaking for their son and daughter; the porter’s courting o f Pegeen Mallory; the 

arrival o f  Tom Donlan’s prize goat, the Bishop’s lobsters and the Ballyscran hurling 

team; some even contain their own sub-plots that fragment the film even further by 

reframing plays within plays within the play. The ease with which the different 

narratives may be grasped conceals the intricacy o f  Ford’s design, which requires the 

audience to remember each o f the stories until a precise moment when one strand must be 

forgotten momentarily, for the success o f the concluding punch line. At this point, a 

victimised Anglo-Irish couple -  Colonel Frobisher and his wife -  who have been the only 

characters not to have left the train during the numerous interruptions, finally ask if they

Appendix C diagrammatically represents the complex plot and inter-plot subdivision in A Minute’s 
Wait, p. 301
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will have sufficient time for a cup o f tea before the train leaves: o f course, it is only when 

it has left the station that they emerge from their refreshment.

In another scene shortly before the climactic one, the notion o f performance is 

dramatically emphasised when passengers and train workers burst into song in the station 

bar, and the bar maid and station porter start an Irish dancing jig in the middle o f  the 

floor. Ford shoots the sequence with a high-angle camera and the whole mise-en-scene is 

more reminiscent o f an Irish ceili than the activities that might normally be expected on a 

train platform during a delay in service, and is evocative o f several o f  the musical 

numbers performed in The Informer and The Quiet Man. Once again the effect is o f a 

general theatricality o f film accomplished by an interface o f cinematic techniques and a 

filmed theatricality that highlights a performance deconstructing performance. Means o f 

transportation, movement from the countryside into the city, metaphorically legible as the 

progression to modernity, have been hampered and overwhelmed by an enactment o f 

Irishness.

The proliferation o f story telling in the first two films brings to the characterisation a 

dimension o f gossip or rumour-monger, frequently associated with the inhabitants o f 

small communities, and, by design and extension, connected with depictions o f the Irish. 

The same conversational dynamics that propel Beckett’s inactive theatrical protagonists 

through their uneventfiil lives with comically confiased vaudeville-like exchanges about 

illnesses, physical discomforts, death, religion, fate, and other trivialities is also at work 

in the three short Ford films. Among the trivialities brought up as background 

enhancement o f the main plots are references to the cause o f Phelim O ’Feeney’s 

“abrasions and contusions”, the news o f the wake o f Diarmuid O’Flynn from Kilgannon 

with his Uncle from Skibbereen, the story o f the Bishop’s jubilee dinner, and the 

unsavoury tales o f  the family members o f the engine driver. Usually a number o f these 

stories make reference to characters who have emigrated to the United States, or have 

some other connection with America; this simple addition is sufficient to increase interest 

among Americans o f Irish descent, adds to the suspension o f plot progression, and avoids 

being unfaithfiil to the original text. As will be mentioned below, the successfiil escape
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o f Sean Curran from his prison cell in The Rising o f  the Moon is similarly pointed: when 

the Major discovers that in place o f the man condemned to death is a young girl, she 

confidently shows him her identity card to claim her immunity and declares; “I ’m Peggy 

O ’Donnell from Brooklyn and I ’ve got an American passport.”

The third o f the short films, 1921, was based on a play that had a title taken from the Irish 

ballad “The Rising o f the Moon”, a subversive song that narrates the tale o f a “gathering” 

for revolutionary purposes and plays with the word “rising” throughout its lyrics. The 

original play was written by Augusta Gregory in 1907, inspired by a story told to her by 

her childhood nurse, Mary Sheridan, o f a shrewd Irish rebel who uses a disguise to avoid 

the attention o f authorities who are searching for him.'®^ The play begins with a Sergeant 

and two Policemen establishing a place o f watch by the dockside for a notorious rebel 

who has recently escaped from prison. Although the description o f him on the “wanted” 

notice is far from helpful in its detail, tension is created around the suggestion that the 

escapee is dangerous when the Sergeant warns: “This place should be minded well.” '”* 

Policeman X and B leave the Sergeant after the brief exposition that provides the critical 

caution:

They say he’s a wonder, that it’s he makes all the plans for the whole  

organisation. There isn’t another man in Ireland would have broken 

gaol the way he d id .’“̂

Neither at this moment, nor anywhere else in the piece, is his method o f escape revealed. 

Shortly after the departure o f the policemen, “a ragged man” appears and claims to be a 

ballad singer. The singer speaks lyrically but does not strike the Sergeant as being too 

intelligent, in seeming incomprehension he fails to take orders or realise the significance 

o f his not moving when his superior tells him: “Be off with you!” The ease with which 

his identity will be immediately recognised by the audience brings fiirther ironic tension 

to the piece as the Sergeant appears to be unaware o f the fact, and this dramatic effect

Lady Gregory: Selected Writings Lucy McDiarmid & Maureen Waters (eds. & intro.) (London, New 
York: Penguin Books, 1995) p. xxxii

ibidem. The Rising o f  the Moon, p. 363
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bears testimony to an earlier claim by Christopher Morash regarding the Irish audiences’ 

ability to discern between positively seditious and offensively stereotyped stage-Irish 

performances:

[The] subversion o f  the stereotypes was not new to Irish audiences, 

who had sharp eyes for distinguishing between insulting and 

strategic forms o f  stage Irishry.’'”

The play continues with a conversation between the men on the Irish struggle: the 

Sergeant becoming so convinced o f the honest simple-mindedness o f the “ballad singer” 

that he asks him to keep watch with him. Ultimately, the rebel uses some verses from 

“The Rising o f the Moon” to disguise the noise o f the arriving rowing boat on which he 

will escape, and to give the signal to his comrades that he is ready for his getaway. The 

discussion between the men concentrates on the dealings o f fate and how, given a 

different situation or alternative events and influences at any time in their youth, the 

positions o f the guard and the prisoner could have been reversed. The Sergeant ponders 

the possibility o f a turnaround in their respective situations:

. ..it  might be m yself would be creeping up trying to make my escape 

from him self, and it might be h im self would be making the law, and 

m yself would be breaking it, and m yself would be trying to put a 

bullet in his head"'

Moved somewhat by the certainty o f this existential argument by the rebel, when he 

finally reveals who he is, the Sergeant allows him to escape and distracts the other 

policemen from his flight when they arrive. The two major differences between 

Gregory’s original play and its film adaptation are firstly that in the film, although it is 

insinuated, it is never confirmed that the Sergeant recognises the rebel and abets his 

escape, and the “ragged man” does not reveal his identity. Secondly, the film version

ibidem, p. 364
Christopher Morash A History o f  Irish Theatre 1 6 0 1 -2 0 0 0  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2002) p. 159
Gregory (1995), p. 370
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shows us not only Sean Curran’s escape, but also the means by which he does so and then 

continues to slip by the police.

Operations o f  disguise and deception are central to the plot o f  the third film, 1921 , and all 

o f  the significant moments have been added to the storyline o f  Gregory’s play. In order 

to save republican army leader from hanging, two women dressed as nuns visit his cell 

and help him escape in one o f  their habits. He makes his way to the Abbey Theatre 

where a performance is taking place, and backstage disguises him self as a wandering 

ballad singer. Significantly, because o f  Ford’s concern with the playing o f  Irishness on 

and o ff the stage and his constant recourse to Abbey actors for dramatisation o f  the same, 

it is insinuated that the nuns’ costumes also came from the National Theatre, and it is 

shown that the players are ultimately complicit in the m an’s escape. I f  the success o f  the 

stage-Irishman in reopening the fixity o f  the colonial discourse that had initially 

controlled it was rooted, is in the donning o f  a mask for political concealment and 

pretence, then that action is literalised in this film. In order to escape his execution, the 

fleeing republican disguises him self firstly as a nun, and passing through the National 

Theatre, then dresses him self in the costume and make up o f  a stereotypical stage-Irish 

buffoon, and in doing so, goes undetected through the checkpoints erected around the city 

to catch him. The symbolic movement represented, from reality to subversive deception 

by passage through the theatrical medium -  and particularly the Abbey -  demonstrates 

the dissident and subversive elements that were masked by the playing o f  the 

performance o f  an Irish national identity. But the performance o f  stage-Irishness is 

doubly literalised in the film: on the level o f  plot, by the escaping Sean Curran and all o f  

the other characters who perform stupidity to distract from his breakout, and also by other 

actors who present an exaggerated mode o f  stereotypical acting. In the extended 

sequence that has been added to the play text this double performance paradoxically 

reveals and conceals its own theatricality: the cinematic spectator is being deceived in the 

same way as the Black and Tans o f  the film. In wide-ranging criticism o f  the declining 

standards o f  some o f  the Abbey performers from the 1940s to the late-1950s, Robert 

Hogan describes Eileen Crowe’s excessive over-acting, with specific reference to her 

playing in this film:
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For example, consider her police sergeant’s wife in John Ford’s film 

The Rising o f  the Moon. There she spoke her lines with a broad 

stage Irishness and at the same time a sort of tongue-in-cheek 

wryness that indicated her awareness of the staginess.

It was no accident that Hogan detected the insincerity o f  Crowe’s presentation, and her 

knowingly facetious means o f characterisation, and there is every reason to believe that 

not only did Ford not redirect this acting style in favour o f a dampening down o f 

portrayal, but Ford was in all probability quietly content with this method from his Irish 

cast. Many critics failed to see that the quality o f  over-play was the attribute sought after 

by the highly experienced director not as an effort at realism, but a move towards a 

particular stylistic development. Near the beginning o f the third film, the Irish warder 

descends the gallows where the republican prisoner will be hanged and, after a brief 

exchange with his assistant, he looks up to the clock tower. Expecting the arrival o f the 

women who, disguised as nuns, will assist the escape o f Sean Curran, and showing his 

complicity in the operation, he says: “Change the clock, act the dummy.” This is the last 

time we will hear him speak in his “true” Irish accent; thereafter he affects a thick brogue 

in front o f his English superiors. The instruction marks the beginning o f the complicated 

performance that all o f those involved will undertake as part o f the conspiracy to help 

Curran escape from the prison. In particular, the warder will don the mask o f the stage- 

Irish idiot to play for time as Curran dresses in the nun’s costume. The message is clear: 

the stage-Irishman successfrilly undermines the power and position o f the colonial 

authority, and the pretended buffoon becomes an effective subversive role in destabilising 

the discourses o f colonialism. The film and the play end with Curran’s escape. Ford’s 

version with a shot o f Curran rowing out to sea, and a chorus singing the ballad “The 

Rising of the Moon”. In the final shots o f the film, once the performance has been 

successful, a return to “reality” is marked when the camera is reset parallel to the ground 

and the visual balance o f the horizontal frame is restored.

Robert Hogan After the Irish Renaissance (London: Macmillan, 1968) p. 7
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Chapter Five
The historical context o f the collaboration between 

Emmet Dalton and the Abbey Theatre



5.1 Approaching a modernisation of Ireland: the Abbey Theatre in the 1950s

If Ernest Blythe’s term on the Abbey Theatre board was virtually contemporaneous with 

Eamon de Valera’s ruling over the Free State, his aspirations o f cultural nationalism 

evident in his Irish language policy at the theatre, his approach to its artistic management, 

and his general political handling o f his colleagues, bore notable similarities to the 

strategies and skills o f  the Taoiseach, who was later described as:

An adroit tactician, a master o f  international and interpersonal 

relations, [who] swooped with exquisitely sensitive ‘antennae o f 

instinct’ when opportunity offered for quick electoral or diplomatic 

kills.'

Appointed to the board on April 9**’ 1935, Blythe watched and waited tactfully from the 

sidelines as a series o f bitter rivalries and political disagreements unfolded among the 

management until the death o f W. B. Yeats four years later. Waiting patiently as Louis 

D’Alton, Brinsley MacNamara, and Frank O ’Connor occupied and vacated in succession 

their positions on the board, Blythe was eventually appointed Managing Director on 

January 28*̂  1941, twenty days after the death o f F. R. Higgins. Presiding over one o f the 

most conflict-ridden periods in the history o f the theatre, Blythe was faced with several 

complex decisions and challenged by many o f the more disruptive strategic moves taken 

by the directors. The most significant o f these alterations regarded the continuing loss o f 

the company’s better players to the television and film industries, the on-going financial 

crisis that persistently threatened to annihilate the theatre, and the increasingly vociferous 

critical demands for a reformation of the repertoire and dramatic outlook which, it was 

considered, ought to stretch and challenge rather than simply concede to audience 

attitudes and expectations. Even if, for a small number o f his closer allies, he ruled with 

a “force o f character at once down-to-earth and commonsensical”,  ̂ the interpretation of 

many commentators was o f a politically capable philistine who had an utterly “dictatorial

' J. J. Lee Ireland 1912 -1 9 8 5 : politics and society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) p. 
333 (See also pp. 338 -  9)
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approach to the direction o f the theatre”.̂  Robert Welch stressed the need for a specific 

type o f management in theatrical operations, in criticism o f Blythe at the Abbey:

a company o f creative people cannot be run by a board under a 

chairman who continually tells them what to do. A board and a 

chairman who do not allow as much freedom to their employees as is 

consistent with probity and efficiency will inevitably produce a 

culture o f wariness and cynicism, which in turn will result in fatigue 

and frustration /

The major problem facing the company from the 1940s onwards was the loss o f players 

to film, and this was to have ramifications in all o f the other difficulties -  financial and 

artistic -  that the Board o f Directors would have to negotiate. Ahhough many o f the 

arising complications were beyond the control o f the management, no doubt the adoption 

o f certain policies, and a number o f strategic moves made, would be responsible for the 

degree o f success or failure with which the problems would be circumvented. As far as 

many of the theatre’s closest associates were concerned, mismanagement and dogged 

narrow-mindedness were destroying the potential o f  the company. Years after his 

departure from the board, Hugh Hunt criticised the poor quality o f the Gaelic plays, the 

falling production standards, and the fact that the theatre had become too commercial in 

its approach to drama.^ But the voice that expressed the disgust o f the theatre’s most 

virulent critics was raised on November 7'*’ 1947 prior to the final act o f The Plough and 

the Stars. Before announcing to the gathered audience that he was about to leave the 

auditorium in protest at the falling standards o f the theatre, Valentin Iremonger made a 

speech in which he praised the former Abbey Company under the directorship of Yeats 

and the legacy he left to the Irish nation, and then continued: “Today, eight years after, 

under the utter incompetence o f the present directorate’s artistic policy, there is nothing

 ̂ E. H. Mikhail (ed.) The Abbey Theatre: Interviews and Recollections (London: Macmillan, 1988) p. 
169
 ̂ Robert Welch The Abbey Theatre 1899 -  1999 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999) p. 174 

ibidem
 ̂ Hugh Hunt The Abbey: Ireland’s National Theatre 1904—1979 (London: Gill & Macmillan, 1979) pp. 
16 9-175
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left o f that fine glory.”  ̂ Hunt summarised the problem as “the lack of artistic

understanding and the acceptance of mediocrity that was spreading throughout the theatre

like a fatal disease”/  but the extent to which the blame might have been entirely 

attributed to the directorate was far from being as clear-cut as many have made out. Only 

months before Iremonger made his public criticism, Blythe had sent a request to the 

Minister for Finance for an increase in the Government annual subsidy to the theatre. He 

had been unequivocal on two points which he reiterated throughout the letter; one, it was 

primarily the loss of talented actors and actresses to film work that was jeopardising the 

healthy day-to-day operation of the theatre, and two, it was the fmancial and artistic 

consequences of these losses -  and not the directors -  that were putting the company at 

risk. Referring to his colleagues on the board, he noted:

They are satisfied that the need for an increased Grant does not arise 

from failure to run the theatre econom ically or from any failure, 

consistent with the artistic objectives for which the institution was 

founded, to maintain revenues. The trouble com es from a change in

the value o f  money coinciding with a new risk o f  being robbed o f

talent arising from the increased interest o f  the American film  

industry in Irish actors.®

It is unlikely that the board would have been eager to explain the hopeless situation by 

implicating themselves with an admission o f any negligence on their part, but the facts do 

actually corroborate Blythe’s claims. In 1947, shortly after the departure of Frank 

Dermody to work with the ill-fated Gabriel Pascal Film Company, F. J. McCormick died, 

and Cyril Cusack, Siobhan McKenna and Denis O’Dea -  all leading players -  departed 

indefinitely for prospective film careers. A host of other actors was contracted on minor 

projects, and the company was increasingly forced to rely -  for the first time since its 

tours o f America in the 1930s -  on the junior players of the second company. The only 

way the board could envisage protecting the theatre was by increasing the weekly salaries

* ibidem, p. 173 
’ ibidem, p. 174
* Document 789, Ernest Blythe Collection, Archive Department, UCD
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o f the players in the hope that, though they would still be attracted by the greater 

remuneration o f the film roles, they would be more likely to return to work at the theatre, 

so that their departure would be only temporary:

It would in the first place tend to prevent senior players from being 

hastily tem pted to leap at the first film offer o f  any description that 

might come to them, and it would also make it worth while to a 

first-time actor or actress who had gone away and done some film 

work and had made a little money, to come back and act again at 

the Abbey, either permanently or temporarily.^

Following the application, the Abbey grant was increased, as had been requested by

Blythe, from £1,000 to £3,000 annually. The rise was accordingly used to bring younger

actors’ weekly pay from £8.10.0 to £10.10.0, and facilitate a proportionate increase for 

the older company members. However, the alteration made little difference when it came 

to the number o f actors requesting leave for film work, and the combination o f such 

losses and on-going financial difficulties forced the board to reconsider their position on 

the relationship between the National Theatre and approaching film producers.

5.2 Final film company proposals at the old Abbey

Almost two years after she had moved from her position as head o f productions at the 

Gaiety Theatre, to work as producer and trainer o f the junior actors at the Abbey, Ria 

Mooney was approached by British Associated Pathe about the possibility o f filming 

some o f the Abbey plays. Initially, the proposal involved making a number o f films for 

television, with the possibility o f  some cinema screenings. Enthusiastic about the idea, 

but ultimately not being in the position to authorise the co-operation, Mooney put the 

idea to Blythe. Though not as keen as Mooney, Blj^he nevertheless consented to the 

drawing o f a contract, which was done by February 1950. The agreement allowed for the 

regulation o f relations between the companies, with regard to a series o f filmed plays,
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which, it was expected, would be televised in the autumn o f the same year. Blythe did 

not object to the initial suggestion in this contract stating that it was possible some o f the 

films would be screened in cinemas, but when another contract was sent to the board, 

detailing with greater specificity how the cinematic screenings might be undertaken, and 

what precisely the remuneration might be for the theatre, he was not content. On May 

3'̂ '*, he wrote:

1 found that they [British Associated Pathe] had put in a proviso 

enabling them to show any or all o f  the films in the cinemas on 

payment o f an extra £100 each to the A bbey...! objected to this, 

pointing out that if  the films were to be shown widely in theatres a 

payment o f £100 to us would be almost derisive.

Instead, the Abbey directors suggested that only a limited selection o f the films be shown 

for each o f which £100 would be paid to the theatre. At first one or two o f the pictures 

would be screened experimentally, and the board would grant permission for the 

distribution o f others, if the initial ones had been successfully received.

By the end o f the year, only one play -  Workhouse Ward -  had been filmed, and although 

it was sent to America for presentation, ultimately no agreement was made between the 

American Distribution Company and British Associated Pathe." The minutes o f the last 

Abbey board meeting o f 1950 noted with some relief the potential upset that might have 

been caused to the theatre -  but had been ultimately avoided -  had a fiill scale co

operation with the film company gone ahead. With three o f the theatre’s major actors -  

M. J. Dolan, Brian O’ Higgins and Walter Macken -  away at the time proposed for 

filming:

 ̂ ibidem
Document 749, Ernest Blythe Collection, Archives Department, UCD  

'' The only currently available record o f  this film is a passing mention by the Ernest Blythe in the Abbey 
Theatre Board o f Directors Minutes from December 28"’, 1950. Document 749, Ernest Blythe Collection, 
Archives Department, UCD
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The difficulties o f casting and rehearsing the plays wanted for 

television would have been so great that the whole work o f  the 

theatre would have had to be subordinated to Associate British Pathe 

Ltd.'^

The possibility o f collaboration had fallen through, but the experience gained through 

negotiation was to provide usefiil with later developments, the first o f which had actually 

been mentioned the previous year, though nothing came o f the offer for some time.

Lennox Robinson had been favourably disposed towards another plan to film for 

television a number o f plays from the theatre’s repertoire when he had a communication 

from Laura Wilke, late in 1949. For a year, however, nothing was heard from the 

company she represented and the original letter was lost. A second letter arrived from 

Miss Wilke in Hollywood in December 1950, asking the directors whether or not they 

would be interested in having a proposal from her. This gave the board ample time to 

consider what, should such an agreement be arranged, their position ought to be, and 

Blythe made a number o f points in the minutes o f December 28'*’. It was o f the utmost 

importance that the board “resolve in advance to do nothing which [would] carry the risk 

o f upsetting the normal work of the theatre”.'^ The two issues emerging from this were, 

firstly, that the agreement should entail the prohibition o f televising plays at, or around, 

the same time those plays were being performed at the theatre. The board foresaw that 

they

would be bound not only to lose a lot o f  money during the week or 

weeks that they were on but [it would] injure business for a 

subsequent period.

Secondly, it was felt that too much time that ought to be dedicated to theatrical rehearsals 

“would be stolen by television and no money we should be likely to get would

ibidem
ibidem
ibidem
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compensate us”.’  ̂ Once these considerations had been weighed up by the Board of 

Directors, Blythe answered Miss Wilke’s next proposal with absolute resolution. In 

February, a letter arrived asking the directorate to consider granting permission for Laura 

Wilke’s associates;

to com e over here with film  equipment and make 13 film s o f  Abbey 

plays all in one spurt, and asking i f  it would suit us for her to make 

more than 13 films at one tim e.‘*

The board immediately decided that the proposed alliance and the planned schedule were 

impractical, and Blythe responded by explaining that:

we could not possibly have our actors make 13 films for television in 

one rush. [He] also pointed out to her that we could seldom afford to 

do special rehearsals o f  plays for television as normally all the time 

that can be found for rehearsals is needed to keep the theatre open 

and to keep the work up to standard.'^

There was no further communication between Miss Wilke and the Abbey. Over the next 

six weeks both Eileen Crowe and Michael Dolan requested permission to give up their 

theatre work in the short term for film roles. As there would be no disruption to the 

schedule, both were granted leave, the only question being whether or not Dolan, having 

missed seventeen weeks during the previous year because o f film work, was entitled to 

more than two thirds o f his holiday pay. But when Michael O’Brian sought leave to 

work on Ford’s The Quiet Man, he was refused on the groimds that other junior players 

had been denied. The issue was o f such concern that Blythe suggested to the board that a 

notice be distributed among the company, to explain the situation regarding leave of 

absence. The missive was drawn up without delay, and emphasised three points. One: 

that applications for leave to act in films would be favourably considered provided the

ibidem
ibidem
Abbey Board of Directors Minutes; Ernest Blythe Collection, UCD. Doc. 750,23"* May 1951
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18board had been given sufficient notice: “a reasonable length o f time in advance”. Two: 

acceptance o f broadcasting offers would pose no problem “provided that no 

inconvenience is caused to the theatre either in respect o f rehearsals or performances”.'^ 

The third point, however, was much less flexible concerning the position o f newer 

members o f the theatre company, and stated that “[j]unior players who have not yet 

played a substantial number o f important parts will, in general, not be given leave of 

absence.” ®̂ The reasoning behind the final ruling is not clear. Perhaps it was believed 

that younger players, who were in receipt o f much smaller remuneration from the theatre 

would be less likely to return having collected the exponentially greater pay packages 

from film projects. Another reason might have been that the reserve o f younger talent 

was the only pool from which substitutes could be chosen in the event o f the unexpected 

loss o f a mature player to film or television work, and that there was a need to protect in 

any way possible this secondary reservoir. Whatever the motivation for the decision, it 

was not the threat o f losing junior players -  nor, really, over the coming years, the loss o f 

senior actors -  that would prove to be the company’s greatest inconvenience. With 

growing financial difficulties, the destruction done to the theatre by the fire on the night 

o f IS*** July 1951, was to have serious consequences for theatrical fiscal and artistic 

policy, and radically alter the position o f the board in respect o f fiiture collaboration with 

film companies.

5.3 Moving to the Queen’s and more film business

In the immediate aftermath o f the fire, initial concern over where the National Theatre 

would operate -  if continuation was at all possible -  was presently allayed by an offer 

from a representative o f the Guinness family. Lord Moyne granted the senior players o f 

the company the use o f the Rupert Guinness Hall, and while the junior group continued to 

use the undamaged smaller Peacock stage, the main players performed in the new Hall 

for two months. This gave Ernest Blythe enough time to negotiate a deal with Louis

Draft of letter to Abbey Players, 13* June 1951. Document 750, Archives Department, UCD
ibidem
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Elliman, for the company to play at the Queen’s Theatre for a five-year period, at a rental 

fee o f  £227 a week.^' The contract that was signed on August 24**' was crucial for the 

National Theatre, not only because it would influence critical aspects o f its performance 

and administrative decisions over the next fifteen years, but also because it brought 

together the directorate o f the Abbey and a significant member o f the Elliman family, at 

that time managers o f the Theatre Royal, the Gaiety and the Queen’s Theatres, but also 

controllers in association with the Rank organisation o f a significant proportion o f 

Ireland’s cinema business. Louis Elliman was a Managing Director o f Amalgamated 

Cinemas (Ireland) Ltd., Odeon (Ireland) Ltd., and Irish Cinemas Ltd., and this initial 

contact with the Abbey would facilitate a number o f strategic moves on his part to create 

a viable, marketable place for the National Theatre on screen.

There is a certain irony in the fact that when the Adelphi Theatre was rebuilt as the 

Queen’s Royal in 1844 it quickly achieved popular acclaim with the kind of 

melodramatic styles o f drama and characterisation which the founders o f the Abbey 

Company sought to out-stage from the beginning. Nevertheless the architecture, history 

and image o f the Queen’s were to prove o f major significance in dictating how the 

company would progress. It has been recorded that the building was in very poor 

condition, that the space was inadequate for the kind o f performances the company had 

been offering, and that much o f the equipment was out o f date.^^ Furthermore, with an 

auditorium one-and-a-half times the size o f the older Abbey space -  a total capacity o f  

760 seats -  the patterns o f performances, the means o f attracting audiences into a much 

less intimate and comfortable space, and the imminent economic difficulties o f running 

and maintaining the theatre, were to pose major challenges for the directorate.

Initially, the board decided to stage the reliable plays from the theatre’s repertoire, 

reviving the O’Casey and Synge favourites, and in the first six months only three new 

plays were performed. In March 1952, the minutes o f the board express uncertainty over 

the benefits o f staging revivals in preference to new plays, and by May when the

ibidem
Hunt, p. 177
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company had lost more than £15,000 Blythe warned of the speculative nature o f new
23works due to the fact that “it is so easy to lose large sums o f money in the Queen’s”. 

However, he went on to express concern, for the first time, over the possibility o f losing 

talent other than players to offers in television and cinema:

if we do not put new plays on as frequently as ever, provided we can 

get plays worth doing, authors will turn away from the Abbey -  the 

films and the radio beckon them incessantly, and it will become still 

more difficult and rare to get the sort of play that we need. '̂*

The board had not forgotten the fact that a series o f six new plays had saved the fortune 

o f the theatre from financial ruin in 1941, but a decade later, the number o f submissions 

o f an acceptably high standard was very small. By 1956, even plays such as Louis 

D’Alton’s This Other Eden, and Joseph Tomelty’s Is the Priest at Home? -  both o f which 

had had excellent receptions during their earlier first runs -  had been too frequently 

revived to continue to interest audiences. To make matters worse, despite the drastic 

losses there was often no choice but to prolong the performance cycle o f these and other 

less successful plays, and frequently because of absent players the casting list from which 

scripts were chosen was impossibly diminished, as Blythe dolefully noted:

This Other Eden like Is the Priest at Home? is doing rather badly 

though not quite so badly as the Tomelty play did. There seems to 

be no option but to run it on for another week...In any case Eileen 

Crowe is still engaged with the Four Provinces Films and Maire 

Mulvey...has also been away doing post-synchronisation work in 

connection with the film she had a part in earlier this year.^^

ibidem
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Around the middle o f 1956, the year o f the greatest financial loss since the move to the 

Queen’s, Blythe expressed serious concern for the future o f the theatre. Having lost over

£13,000 in twenty-nine weeks, it was insinuated that while the new plays were failing

financially, it was the revival o f  older dramas from the repertoire that was doing the real 

damage:

During the five years, (practically), that we have been in the Queen’s 

we have had no revival which paid its way even for a single week 

except The Plough and the Stars, though losses on The Righteous are 

Bold were moderate. In view of the heavy losses recently sustained I 

think we should be well advised to accept as many as we can of the 

several possible plays which have come in recently.^*

By the end o f the year, the three original plays performed in that season had not changed 

the situation at all, and with increased financial difficulties, the theatre board was obliged 

to sell £8,000 o f stock,^’ a reality considerably impeded by the continuing loss o f actors 

to film and television work. The only significant plays to emerge as promising any 

reasonable profit at the time were This Other Eden, The Big Birthday and Home Is the 

Hero, all o f  which would be later adapted for screen. House receipts continued to fall as 

steadily as they had been since the begirming of the decade, and when more popular 

productions did attract audiences that were reasonable in comparison with earlier Abbey 

auditorium audiences, the larger hall only diminished their size relatively. All the while, 

the greater capacity o f the space exhausted interest in the more successful plays so that 

longer runs were forced despite almost empty stalls, and did more harm than good to 

prospective revivals. As had already occurred throughout the financially difficult times 

during the previous decade, theatre critics once again chastised the directorate for giving 

in to the temptation o f choosing profit over artistic quality by producing popular material

Board o f Directors Minutes, July 4'*' 1956. File P24, Document 755, Ernest Blythe Collection, Archives 
Department, UCD
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o f  a weaker standard, and for allowing the actors to adopt a crowd-pleasing comic style 

that had been lucrative during the tours o f America twenty-five years earlier. While 

many recognised the demands that the financial problems created for the board of the 

theatre, few accepted that the lowering o f standards was the only means o f correcting the 

situation. With regard to the general operations o f the company’s artistic procedure at the 

time, UHck O’Connor wrote o f the period:

laxness on the resident producer’s part has allowed the actors to play 

down to the audience. Sometimes they play for laughs like music 

hall comedians, buying guffaws cheaply from the all-too-willing 

gathering.^*

Robert Welch put the motivation for most o f the general critical sentiment o f the time in a 

nutshell:

This contract o f  hilarity, indulgence, and actors getting reputations 

for being “great characters”, was, o f  course, not without its 

attractions in a theatre which needed some such vitality to counteract 

the physical drawbacks o f the place itself and the lack o f intimacy 

which had been a characteristic o f  Abbey Street.^^

The combination o f the larger stage and stalls area and a body o f dramatic works 

designed as crowd pleasers facilitated the continuation o f a style o f acting that had been 

well established at the theatre since the end o f the 1930s. The exaggeration o f gesture 

and accent, and hyperbole o f characterisation were gradually recognised as the trademark 

o f the National Theatre in much the same way the stage-Irishman had been decades 

earlier. This self-conscious and self-referential style would have been confined to the 

proscenium arch had the theatrical management not taken steps towards collaboration 

with film and television production, in order to prevent the permanent loss o f talent to 

those fields. The growing involvement o f players from the National Theatre in film roles

Ulick O’Connor “Dubliner’s Dilemma” Theatre Arts XL July, 1956 p. 65 
Welch, p. 157
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during the period -  that has been noted as one o f reasons for the artistic decline o f the 

theatre -  ensured that a particular Abbey style emerged on screen in a character type, 

arisen from his ancestor the stage-Irishman, but also moulded by artistic circumstances o f 

the company in the 1930s, 1940s, and during its occupation o f the Queen’s Theatre.

With the earliest signs o f diminishing ticket sales and the rise o f weekly losses, measures 

were put in place to counteract the fmancial shortfall. In a move to continue his policy o f 

Gaelicisation o f the theatre, by producing a number o f Irish plays annually, Blythe sought 

to bring the Comhar Dramaiocta under the wing o f the National Theatre, accordingly 

presenting their plays at the Queen’s, and conveniently unburdening them of their annual 

Government grant. The significance o f the sum o f money was not lost on the board, and 

in November 1954 Blythe noted:

Last w eek’s return shows a loss o f  £665. but that will be reduced by 

a grant o f  £200. from the Comhar Dramaiochta, leaving us with 

approximately the same loss as in the previous week. We are now in 

our fourth successive week o f  heavy loss.^°

The final line marked the earliest signs o f the financial difficulties that would beset the 

theatre over the following years, from which even the extra grant from the Irish dramatic 

group could provide little respite. The only other occasional source o f income was the 

royalties due to the theatre when one o f the repertoire plays had a radio broadcast. On 

average the company would receive £180 for each Radio Eireann recording, from which 

the cast would be paid, and from the early 1950s, such broadcasts became more and more 

frequent. However, with the increased regularity o f actors performing on radio, and 

growing demands on them for television and film work, their bargaining power with 

respect to wages at the theatre also strengthened. By the second year o f Abbey players’ 

considerable involvement with radio contracts, in 1954, representatives from Actors’ 

Equity had approached Ernest Blythe to discuss the remunerative arrangements regarding 

actors’ radio performances. The players had requested a flat payment o f £20 for each

Board of Directors Minutes, November 3̂ “* 1954. File P24 Document 753, Archives Department, UCD
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broadcast, but Blythe, having discussed the matter with the radio producers, rejected this 

as excessive. More pressure came from the players through Equity, but Blythe handled 

the matter like a consummate politician. He set out to divide the group over the point of 

flat rate or proportional payment, and for the broadcast of Louis D’Alton’s This Other 

Eden he saw that, aside from the producer and Christopher Casson, each of the other cast 

members received £10: including Sean Mooney who, Blythe recorded “was brought in at 

the last moment to speak a single line”.^’ Immediately Harry Brogan and Eileen Crowe 

objected, on the basis that they had never agreed on flat rate payment but, as senior 

members of the company, would have preferred payment proportionate to weekly salary. 

Within weeks the matter had been dropped and Blythe concluded: “It can now be said 

that the idea of flat rate payment is not only dead but buried.”^̂  However Blythe could 

do nothing about the imminent meeting of the Theatre and Cinemas’ Branch of the 

Transport Workers’ Union, which was seeking a considerable wage increase for its 

members. These negotiations were well under way by July 1955, and coincided with the 

most damaging box office losses at the Queens’ for the National Theatre since its 

occupation of that space. The disastrous consequence admitted by Blythe at the time, 

was that the directorate would probably be obliged to raise seat prices to cover the 

increase in ruiming costs predicted by the end of the year. By the following season, the 

simultaneous blow of poor receipts and increased wages for players, brought the older 

issue of cast absence to the fore again:

The absence of players on films considerably limits our freedom of 

manoeuvre but 1 do not think we can alter the policy of allowing 
players off when at ail possible.

For the first time in five years, the possibility of collaboration with a television or film 

company seemed an option that could go some way towards saving the company from the 

haemorrhage of talent, and perhaps ease somewhat the burden of debt that the theatre was

Board of Directors Minutes, December 2"“* 1954. File P24 Document 753, Archives Department, UCD 
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carrying. Before the end o f 1956, two significant proposals were addressed, which were 

to be critical for the development o f the Abbey Theatre on screen.

5.4 The Abbey and television and film proposals

Near the end o f July 1956 readers o f some Dublin newspapers might have been misled 

into thinking that a previously unheard o f Mr. Charles Clochard was then in the process 

o f  launching a scheme that would provide for the filming o f a number o f Abbey Theatre 

plays starring Irish actors, for general broadcast. It seems that Mr. Clochard coordinated 

the journalistic publicity himself and up to that time had had absolutely no contact with 

either Ernest Blythe or any o f  the other directors o f the theatre. A meeting was arranged 

between Clochard and Blythe, and they came together on Friday, July 27'*’. The 

particulars o f the private conference have not been documented, but Blythe was almost 

immediately sceptical o f Clochard’s approach and general offer, and later, in the only 

recorded reference to the producer, admitted; “He impressed me as a complete 

chancer”.̂ ”* By that time, Blythe had abeady had two meetings with Fred O’Donovan, a 

producer o f sponsored programmes on Radio Eireann, who at that time was representing 

an American group who had an interest in a number o f media areas. The proposal was 

particularly attractive to Blythe because it entailed a system of organisation and offered 

financial return that solved many o f the theatre’s existing difficulties.

The initial proposition put forward promised to the theatre payment o f £750 for each of 

twelve play adaptations that were to be produced for television. Abbey players would be 

rewarded with a total o f  £3,500 for each production, and it was suggested that the sum be 

divided among the group, in proportion to each actor’s weekly earnings. A number o f 

provisions made the offer particularly attractive to Blythe and the Abbey Directorate, and 

brought the players on board with undisputed enthusiasm. So as to provide as little 

disruption as possible to the day-to-day operations o f the theatre, it was promised that the 

twelve films would be completed within two years, and at times during the theatrical

Board of Directors Minutes, August 1®* 1956. File P24 Document 753, Archives Department, UCD
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schedule that would not interrupt rehearsals and performances. It would be included in 

the contract that members o f  the company would be prohibited from making television 

films for other American companies for a period o f three years, or for English companies 

for one year, from the date o f commencement o f the contract. Blythe would have been 

especially keen on this arrangement: an externally imposed order on players’ ensuring 

that they would remain with the theatre for a specified time. This was a clause in the 

contract for which he personally could not be criticised, though he would have most 

certainly encouraged such a provision himself Furthermore, it was suggested by 

O’Donovan that as a publicity move, a series o f long-play records would be produced and 

broadcast, in advance o f the screening o f the films. For each record the players would 

receive a collective total o f  £500, with the theatre to earn £100 for the recording and £50 

for successive broadcasts. Considering the fact that the actors were the only parties likely 

to lose out -  by virtue o f the fact that they might have to pass up profitable job offers in 

film and television circles for the duration o f the contract -  it must have been particularly 

promising for the directors to record, at the begirming o f August 1956:

The players seem to be unanimously anxious to enter this 

arrangement proposed by Mr. O’Donovan and are themselves 

prepared to sign an option as individuals to perform for him subject 

to the Board agreeing, when the time comes, to the scheme as a 

whole.̂ ^

Within two years, and with little or no interference to the business o f the theatre, the 

enterprise could earn for the Abbey a sum o f more than £10,800. The chance o f 

increasing the income o f the company by so much in such a relatively short time, was 

very attractive to the board in the wake of the auditor’s reports which declared the fourth 

financially disastrous year, and only weeks after the armoimcement o f a players’ pay rise, 

to which the board had been committed for some time. Reporting on the situation in 

which Blythe admitted, with a view to pay rises:

ibidem
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I feel that even in the present difficult situation we must do 

something about improving remuneration o f  players who are in or 

near top rank.^

In the concluding words o f the same board minutes, Blythe expressed the kernel o f  the 

problem:

I know that players have now opportunities o f  adding to their 

earnings by Radio work but it is not good to have them doing too 

much outside. It tends to exhaust their energy and divert their

interest.^’

Despite that somewhat ironic association o f what Blythe might have considered the 

“interest” o f the players with what was actually in his interest, the proposal by

O ’Donovan, at first appearance, seemed to be a practical suggestion that would solve

many problems in one go. In fact, to a certain extent, Blythe inferred that the board 

might have no choice in the matter;

It has been argued in favour o f our entering into an arrangement with

Mr. O ’Donovan that if  we do not do so all sorts o f  television films

will be made with scraped-up casts containing ex-members o f the 

Abbey Company and that nothing will prevent them being so 

described as to give people in the United States the impression that 

the films are being made by the Abbey Company.^*

The finer points o f the proposal set out a production schedule that would have three 

blocks o f four films shot over the two years’ timeframe within which the contract would 

operate. These interludes would be reasonably spaced so as not to take players from

theatre work, and the agreement provided for the possibility whereby in the likelihood of

there being no other option, cast members would be expected to film on Sundays or in the

Board o f  Directors Minutes, July 4*  1956. File P24 Document 753, Archives Department, UCD 
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afternoons o f weekdays, after morning rehearsals. In compromise, the directors o f the 

theatre were willing -  in an unexpected concession -  to forego an occasional Monday 

night performance, and it was also suggested that the theatre be closed for the first four 

weeks of Lent, to allow the players a straight run at the television filming. The only 

problem expressed regarding this option was that four weeks’ closure would mean 

significant box-office losses and the return on four films would not adequately cover that 

d e f i c i t . P r e v i o u s  experience with film and television company offers had prepared 

Blythe well for negotiation with O ’Donovan and, lest the whole scheme be deserted, and 

the Abbey left the losing party, a proviso was added to the contract. In the event that if, 

after the release or broadcast o f one o f the films, the production company should decide 

to abandon the project, then a sum of £5,000 would be paid to the Abbey or agreed 

trustees. This seemed favourable to both parties, but despite the fact that the players soon 

thereafter signed individual conditional options for him, flirther discussions between 

O’Donovan and his American contacts proved fruitless, and no general contract was 

signed with the Abbey.

There would have been cause for much distress among the directorate, had another offer 

not emerged very shortly afterwards that promised a much stronger association between 

the company and a new co-operative. Ernest Blythe had now accumulated an array of 

experience in respect o f such negotiation, and having recently discussed the minutiae of 

O’Donovan’s deal with him, there were a number o f items that he would be eager to 

address from the outset with the partners o f this latest deal. Not only was he aware o f the 

terms and means by which production companies orchestrated their proposals, but he also 

knew precisely which bargaining points were most beneficial to the theatre. When Hilton 

Edwards, Louis Elliman and Emmet Dalton approached Blythe in the autumn o f 1956 

about involving the theatre in a scheme to develop a film and television industry in 

Ireland, he approached the idea tentatively: the Board o f Directors would not advance 

unless every aspect o f the plan suited them.

This suggestion was put forward by the Secretary o f the Abbey, Robert O’Farachain, and was noted in 
the minutes quoted above. Blythe raised the objection to O’Farachain’s idea based on an estimated door
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5.5 The Abbey and Emmet Dalton Productions Ltd. form Dublin Film Productions 

M anagement Ltd.

From his earliest association with the directors o f the National Theatre when agreement 

was reached over the letting o f the Queen’s to them, Louis Elliman had anticipated the 

potential o f huge monetary reward in any filming o f the Abbey’s repertoire and players 

for the small or silver screen. Within a year o f the Abbey’s move to the older theatre, 

Elliman had unsuccessfiilly attempted to interest a Television Production Company in 

London in a project that would involve filming the Abbey. The company had only brief 

and inconsequential contact with Blythe, before the plans faded, but the idea had 

nevertheless not been lost on the entrepreneur. Prior to 1956, Elliman had produced two 

films with Mi'cheal MacLiammoir and Hilton Edwards’ Dublin Gate Theatre Productions 

{Return to Glennascaul in 1951, and From Time to Time the following year), and four 

years after their release, he was contacted by another producer hopeftil o f  establishing 

some sort o f production company in Ireland. Emmet Dalton had been a Chief o f  Staff o f 

the Irish Free State Army operating under Michael Collins. After Collins’ assassination, 

which Dalton witnessed as one o f the escort on the way to Cork city, he served as Clerk 

o f the Senate in Dublin for a period before emigrating to England where he sold 

insurance. After the war, he entered the film industry, and worked in distribution for the 

Goldwyn Company. When he left Goldwyn in 1955, he released a successftil Robin 

Hood series for television as an independent producer, and he returned to Dublin early in 

1956 with a view to approaching the Abbey Theatre about the possibility o f filming a 

number o f their plays. In mid-1956, he had preliminary meetings with Louis Elliman, 

and by October o f the same year Elliman, Dalton and Hilton Edwards met Ernest Blythe.

The initial proposal made to the board o f the theatre was for the establishment o f an 

interactive collaboration between companies whose interest would facilitate the filming 

for television o f a number o f  scripts with performances by Abbey actors. This involved 

the formation o f a holding company that would operate as an intermediary between the 

Abbey Theatre and Emmet Dalton Productions Ltd. Dalton’s company had been

receipts shortfall o f  £2,000 and a gain o f  merely £3,000.
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registered in London on August 30^ 1952, and at an early stage its objectives were 

outlined for Blythe;

To carry on the business o f  representatives or agents in the U.K. or 

elsewhere for motion picture producers, distributors, authors, actors, 

artists, exhibitors & to act as theatre, musical, and literary agents and 

generally to  undertake and transact all kinds o f agency business.''®

At first, the make-up o f the holding company was vague, and though it was emphasised 

that it was not a priority that the Abbey name be used, and that it would guarantee work 

opportunities for the players o f the theatre, with co-ordination by and the agreement o f 

the board, Blythe expressed certain reservations. Generally because o f previous similar 

experiences, the Abbey Board “felt at the meeting that every aspect o f TV proposals 

which [were then] tending to flow in...required careful consideration”.'*' More 

specifically, Blythe pointed out to the partners:

the Board might be slow to make up its mind on any particular 

scheme as its first consideration was the future and reputation o f the 

Theatre and that it could not undertake to participate in anything 

without being sure how the Theatre would be affected."*^

The message sent to Elliman and Dalton was clear, and the suggestion was that only with 

receipt o f a definite proposition and a detailed account o f how the operation might run, 

would the board consider the proposal. Their seriousness and commitment to the project 

were demonstrated when, within one week, Elliman had sent to the theatre a draft o f the 

“Heads o f Terms o f Agreement”, explaining their plans for the mediating company. The 

Terms o f Agreement outlined in the preliminary contract were to be drawn between the 

Abbey and the newly established Management Company, and broadly delineated the 

ways in which the company would operate with exclusive rights to the use o f the Abbey’s

Letter from the Minister o f  External Affairs to the Taoiseach, 19'*' December 1958. Dept, o f  Taoiseach 
File 13914B, National Archives, Dublin
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name and players. Motion pictures and television films produced by arrangement with 

the Management Company would be for worldwide distribution and it was specified that 

another new company, to be called “Dublin Film Productions” would be incorporated for 

the purposes o f these productions. This corporation was actually an offshoot o f Dalton’s 

English-registered operation, and was to form the third partner o f the tripartite agreement. 

There were also provisions in the contract for the filming o f a promotional pilot which, it 

was suggested to the board o f the theatre, would be produced in England and would be 

ready for distribution by the end o f February 1957. For each half hour film, whether or 

not it had been based on a play fi"om the Abbey repertoire, the theatre would receive 

payment o f £200, with proportionately greater remuneration for longer pieces. In fact, 

there was no intention to produce films adapted only from the Abbey stock, and the hopes 

were that having used the name of the National Theatre for a small number o f pilot 

experiments, the popular attraction -  both in Ireland and abroad -  would eventually be 

the names o f players from the theatre, and not its plays. A part o f the settlement gave an 

option to the Abbey Board to withdraw from the agreement, based on its assertion that it 

was the responsibility o f the Management Company to give notice in writing to the 

theatre for permission to extend the contract for each successive year, beginning from 

June 1  ̂ 1957. Although it was not formally acknowledged in writing, the board was 

informed at the meeting that “the Abbey would have some check on the use o f its actors 

and a certain censorship o f  the type o f film.”'*̂ The attractiveness o f this choice would 

not have been lost on Blythe, nevertheless even when he was told that a spokesperson 

from the Abbey would be a selected as one of the directors o f the Management Company, 

he expressed reluctance about going along with the scheme. Having been informed that 

the holding company would begin with nominal capital o f  £100, he noted that it:

should have as directors Louis Elliman, a representative from the 

Abbey, a representative o f  Edwards M acLiammoir and a 

representative o f  Emmet Dalton’s group which originated in 

England."*^

Board of Directors Minutes, October 31“* 1956. File P24 Document 753, Archives Department, UCD
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Nonetheless, he was not so dubious as to close off the possibility o f collaboration, as he 

had done earlier within a short time of meeting Mr. Charles Clochard in interview, and 

instead suggested to those advancing the scheme that a “more satisfactory proposal might 

arise”."̂  ̂ However, he expressed with some regret that it was likely the scheme would go 

ahead even without the theatre on board, and concluded in his presentation of the contract 

to the other board members: “I fear that it contains nothing that we should like to 

a c c e p t . T w o  weeks later, having had further discussions with Louis Elliman about the 

proposed joint venture, Blythe’s opinion had changed utterly, and he noted in the 

following board minutes: “I am convinced from all that Mr. Elliman has said that the 

scheme is one in which we ought to participate.”^̂

The complete turn around may undoubtedly have been due to Blythe’s conviction that the 

project would most probably have continued without co-operation from the theatre, that 

the newly formed production company would possibly drain a certain amount of talent 

from the stage and threaten seriously the Abbey’s performance schedule, and that there 

would have been little point in trying to prevent them from using the name of the 

National Theatre. Be that as it may, the facts show that all of these concerns had already 

been expressed a fortnight earlier, when Blythe was equally adamant that the theatre not 

get involved in the proposal. It is more likely, therefore, that in the intervening period, it 

transpired that the hitherto unnamed representative of the National Theatre on the 

directorate o f the mediating Management Company would be Blythe himself The make

up of the new board was referred to in the later minutes, but Blythe was careful about not 

suggesting that one name had in fact been put forward for the position:

It is suggested that a Management Company be registered on the

Board o f  which there would be a representative o f  the Abbey, a

representative o f  Mr. Elliman and Emmet Dalton.'**

ibidem
ibidem
ibidem
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Thereafter Blythe continued to persuade the Directorate o f the Abbey o f  the benefits (or 

drawbacks that would come with the avoidance) o f the association. This was rendered in 

terms that had been already offered, despite earlier rejection o f the whole notion, on the 

same principles. Furthermore, Blythe persistently emphasised to the other directors the 

significance o f the holding company as a secure safety net for the theatre:

The idea is that themes and general treatment o f  the films would be 

subject to the approval o f  the M anagement Company, that such 

Abbey actors as might be required for the films would be engaged 

through the Management Company, thus ensuring consideration of 

the theatre’s work in selecting a particular player at a particular
4 0

time.

On November IS**" 1956, a significant meeting took place between Ernest Blythe, Louis 

Elliman, Emmet Dalton and an associate from Emmet Dalton Productions, which moved 

the process forward considerably. It was decided that the pilot film was to be a 

condensed adaptation of the George Shiels’ comedy Professor Tim. It was a play that 

had been an extremely popular comedy along with Shiels’ other plays Paul Twyning and 

The New Gossoon when they were performed on the Abbey stage in the 1920s.^° The 

plan to begin filming on location in Ireland and in studios in London early in 1957 was 

announced to the directors o f the Abbey at the end o f November. This gave them 

adequate time to schedule a play by Hugh Leonard for January that required only a small 

cast, and wouldn’t be upset by the absence o f players. The only other mention o f the 

whole plan before the end o f the year was the suggestion by Blythe to the Abbey Board 

that it was likely that as a publicity stunt, the players who were cast in the film version of 

Professor Tim would be expected to perform a live version o f the play on American 

television. This would mean a trip to the United States during the holiday period, and 

would be likely to disrupt plans for the tours to Belfast and Paris. The year ended on a 

positive note for the Abbey when it seemed that Blythe’s New Year’s Eve meeting with

ibidem
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the Minister for Finance over the application for a Government allowance for the 

refurbishment o f the old Abbey building had gone satisfactorily.

Although the Abbey Directors must have ratified Blythe’s nomination as representative 

on the board o f Dublin Film Productions Management Limited, there is no mention of 

this in their minutes. Whatever their degree o f acceptance or contentment with the 

development, Blythe was sent a share certificate at his home in Kenilworth Square 

Dublin that was to take effect from January 13'*’ 1957, securing his position as Co- 

Director o f the Company with Louis Elliman and Emmet Dalton. The certificate, valued 

at ten shares out o f one hundred, was signed by Elliman and Dalton, and witnessed by the 

company secretary James D. Kieman.^' The exterior shots for the pilot film Professor 

Tim were begun the same week in Dunboyne, County Meath, and on January IS**" the 

Irish Press ran an article based on an interview with Louis Elliman.^^ The report detailed 

the co-operation between Dublin Film and Television Productions Ltd. and Dublin Film 

Productions Management Ltd., who had registered budgets o f £15,000 and £1,000 

respectively. With somewhat premature optimism, it announced intentions to build a 

£250,000 studio in Dublin by April or May o f the same year, conceding only the fact the 

there would not be developing and printing facilities in the studio complex. Elliman was 

quoted directly: “It would obviously be a waste o f time erecting an elaborate printing 

plant when the output wouldn’t justify it.”^̂  On January 18*, the first meeting o f the 

Directors o f Dublin Film Productions Management Limited was held at Jermyn Street, 

London, and under the legal supervision o f Orpen & Co. Solicitors, Louis Elliman was 

declared Chairman and Managing Director, with Dalton and Blythe as First Directors, 

although the latter was not p r e s e n t . I t  was passed that the Governor o f the Bank o f 

Ireland be asked to open an account in the name o f the company. Two days later, a 

group o f the Abbey players crossed to London where the interior filming o f Professor 

Tim began on January 21®‘. The shoot lasted twelve days, and when the players returned 

to Dublin, Blythe reported that several members o f the cast and crew believed that it

Document 915, Ernest Blythe Collection, Archive Department UCD 
“  “All Irish Studio ‘by May’ ” Irish Press January IS"" 1957 

ibidem 
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would be o f a good quality. Around the same time he had word from Emmet Dalton 

who mentioned that Columbia -  the distribution company which was backing his 

operations -  had tentatively suggested that if the film were successful, a team of Abbey 

players should be flown to New York where a live television performance of Juno and 

the Peacock could be staged. By the end o f February, Blythe had seen some rushes from 

Professor Tim with Elliman and Dalton and they all considered them encouraging. The 

Abbey received £400 for its co-operation in the production, which was currently running 

to a total o f fifty minutes.^^ At the last minute, the Paris visit had to be cancelled because 

o f fears that the theatre could not afford a loss as drastic as had been suffered the 

previous year, and this opened up more time for the likely publicity trip to New York. 

Nothing came o f the proposal to ship the company to America, however, and the final 

mention o f any other filming o f Juno and the Paycock occurred when Eileen Crowe 

sought, and was denied, permission to play in a performance o f it for television late in 

March.

When the film was completed with full soundtrack Louis Elliman went to London to 

view it and bring a print back for the premiere in Dublin. As it happened, this screening 

took place within a fortnight o f Blythe’s viewing John Ford’s three part The Rising o f  the 

Moon in the National Film Censor’s studio. Earlier ill will towards former board member 

Frank O’Connor was possibly in evidence when Blythe wrote in criticism o f the film:

It has generally the rambunctious character of The Quiet Man 

without as much charm. The sections based on the two Abbey plays 

A Minute’s Wait and The Rising o f the Moon are much better than 

that based on Frank O’Connor’s story The Majesty o f the Law.^^

Board of Directors Minutes, February 20“' 1957. File P24 Document 756, Archives Department, UCD 
ibidem
Such was the desire to have Crowe play in the televised version, that even W. T. Cosgrave, Minister for 
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When he saw Professor Tim in the Regal Rooms on April 17*'', the only imperfection he 

criticised was the fact that the quality o f the production was let down by the projection 

onto a large screen, inappropriate for a film that had been made for television. His report

to the Abbey Board concluded with a positive note, faulting only those without Abbey

association:

It seems to me, however, to be good and to indicate that the making

of films for television here should develop successfully. I thought

the guest artists whom we were obliged to take because the experts 

and technicians said we must have “types” did not compare with our 

own people.

In the Kinematograph Weekly review the newly developed cinematic acting style o f the 

Abbey players was noted, and with light descriptive jargon the production was damned 

with feint praise:

Laughable and friendly rustic comedy, unfolded in Ireland...The 

cast, composed of Abbey Theatre Players, shrewdly tempers blarney 

with popular sentiment and securely ties loose ends at the fade- 

out...The production has a few charming and authentic exteriors, but 

most of the action is confined to four walls.“

The critics’ opinions may not have been sympathetic, but Emmet Dalton felt so confident 

that the film had the right combination o f elements to satisfy the United States’ audience, 

and was so sure that a series would be ordered by his American investors, that he made 

preliminary arrangements for the establishment o f a studio in a rented hall in Dublin. 

Before the middle o f May, and shortly before the general release o f Professor Tim, 

Dalton had spoken to Blythe o f his studio plans.

Board of Directors Minutes, May 15* 1957. File P24 Document 756, Archives Department, UCD 
^  “Professor Tim” Kinematograph Weekly October 10* 1957, p. 9
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He proposed as soon as he can make contracts with three or four 

authors to put script writers to work on the play to have them ready 

for filming as soon as the Studio has been fitted up in Dublin 

following receipt of an order for a series.*’

Dalton’s conviction o f success grew with the generally positive reception o f the pilot film 

at the Cork Film Festival, and suggestions for further adaptations were made to the board 

o f the Abbey Theatre shortly before he left Ireland for America with Elliman, to try to get 

backing for the planned series. Initially the triumvirate turned to plays that had been 

especially profitable during their theatre nms, and the more obvious success stories were 

listed: They Got What They Wanted and This Other Eden by Louis D ’Alton, Twenty 

Years A-Wooing by John McCann, Look at the Heffernans by Brinsley MacNamara and 

Fiddlers House by Padraic Colum were all suggested. By the end o f June, Elliman and 

Dalton had secured a deal for financial backing from a subsidiary o f the General Rubber 

and Tyre Company o f America which would receive sponsorship through the 

broadcasting branch o f RKO Teleradio Inc., New York, who were to handle the 

productions.*^

5.6 The establishment of Ardmore Studios

Shortly after his return from America, Dalton bought a property in Bray for £5,000 on the 

grounds o f which he hoped to build the studios in which the series would be filmed. In 

the meantime, Dalton and Elliman suggested to Blythe that they wanted to shoot another 

play in London, while the Dublin studio was being built. Within a month Dalton had 

approached Blythe about arrangements concerning the players:

Emmet Dalton informed me that it is proposed to use Boyd’s Shop 

for the second television film. As the studio at Bray will not be

Board of Directors Minutes, May 15'’’ 1957. File P24 Document 756, Archives Department, UCD 
“Eire to Make Films” Kinematograph Weekly August 15*'’ 1957, p. 9
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ready till Novem ber, he asked whether we could allow actors o ff  to 

do another film  in London towards the end o f  August.®

The request was met with a remarkably obliging response, and immediately the theatre 

schedule was altered so that The Wanton Tide, a play with a small cast, would be run 

while the players were filming in London. Clearly, the arrangement between Dublin 

Film Productions Management Limited and the National Theatre was one that suited the 

Abbey very well, and was to be supported completely. Nevertheless, it was not Blythe’s 

intention to give the impression that the business o f the theatre would be automatically 

subordinated to the work o f the film producers, and when he was invited to Ardmore 

House on August 6**', to review the progress that had been made on the development of 

the studio complex, he made his position clear to Elliman and Dalton. Although only two 

groups o f Abbey players had been sent to London for Dalton’s productions -  causing 

much less disruption to the theatre than had been done consistently over the previous 

decade -  Blythe reported to the board:

1 have already pointed out to Messrs. Dalton and Elliman that it is 

too difficult for us to send teams to London and that it is more 

desirable that the com pletion o f  these studios be hastened.^

His remark didn’t do justice to the fact that he had actually been impressed by both the 

location and facilities o f the emerging studio. But within two weeks, the schedule o f the 

theatre was thrown into difficulty with the absence o f players, not in fact because o f work 

on Boyd’s Shop, but not helped in any way by that. While it had been planned for some 

time that a group leave for London to film the second Dalton production on September 

23'̂ '*, the board o f the theatre had not foreseen requests for leave from Joan O’Hara to 

play a role in We Are Seven, and fi'om Philip Flynn and Maire Mulvey to act in Rooney, 

coincidentally beginning its shoot on the same day as Boyd’s Shop. Blythe claimed that 

in each o f the cases he had no option but to grant permission, and a new, unanticipated 

feature o f the collaboration and development o f the studios at Ardmore was manifesting

Board of Directors Minutes, July 31®* 1957. File P24 Document 756, Archives Department, UCD
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itself: regardless o f arrangements between the Abbey and production companies, there 

was little the theatre could do practically to control or influence the decisions of 

individual players regarding acting contracts outside o f their work on the stage. Near the 

end o f 1957, with the studios still far from completed, Louis Elliman told Blythe that the 

company had already had nine prospective bookings for use o f the three studio stages and 

it was most certain that the whole operation would be a huge success. It seems that 

Elliman believed that within two years o f the opening of Ardmore, a fiirther two stages 

would be required to provide for increased numbers o f bookings. Shortly after hearing 

this, and in the wake o f another financially disastrous year, and more disturbances to the 

Abbey Theatre due to loss o f players at times when they were badly needed, Blythe 

concluded the last board meeting minutes o f 1957, without reflecting any o f the optimism 

Elliman had expressed earlier:

Unless something goes wrong I anticipate that there w ill be constant 

film -m aking going on in Bray after the middle o f  next year. N o  

matter what films are being made or what companies are making 

them additional opportunities o f  work for Irish actors will be 

provided. That will be helpful to our people but w ill no doubt face 

the theatre with new problems.^

These concerns were alleviated to some extent early in the New Year by the receipt o f a 

non-recurrent Government grant o f £10,000 and the management o f the Abbey could 

concentrate once again on orchestrating the co-operation between their film and theatrical 

interests.

The post-production work on Boyd’s Shop was well under way by the time it was decided 

that the third o f the Abbey repertoire plays to be filmed was Louis D ’Alton’s This Other 

Eden. Its commencement was scheduled for the opening o f the Bray studios, which 

Emmet Dahon confirmed to Blythe at a meeting on November 5**' would be New Year’s 

Day, 1958. As the deadline approached, it became clear to all involved that the buildings

^  Board of Directors Minutes, August 14”’ 1957. File P24 Document 756, Archives Department, UCD 
Board of Directors Minutes, December 11* 1957. File P24 Document 756, Archives Department, UCD
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would neither be completely constructed nor equipped in the time allocated. Dalton and 

Elliman brought Blythe on a series o f tactfully planned trips to Ardmore, most likely to 

encourage him with the progress being made -  albeit much slower than Blythe’s 

unqualified eye would have appreciated. By the middle o f  December, the opening date 

for the studios had been pushed back to January 15*'’, but more delays due to weather and 

an unfortunate shipping strike in February meant that even by mid-February Blythe was 

certain that:

It may be possible for the builders to make a great spurt but 1 m yself 

could not see how the place would be fit to work in before the 

middle o f  M arch.^

As it happened, the delay proved helpful in a way that the organisers could not have 

imagined possible. When they had confirmed their backing o f the first two films early in 

January 1958, the American conglomerate stated their preference for a serious play or 

tragedy after the comedies. Consequently Emmet Dalton set about trying to secure the 

rights for Home is the Hero from Walter Macken; by February 12'*’ the deal had been 

finalised and the play had been adapted for the screen. One month later the studios were 

still far from ready for production and in another astute move designed to keep the Abbey 

Company from losing interest or heart, Dalton and Elliman arranged that the players be 

brought on a tour o f the Ardmore site on March 12'*’. After the visit, they reported to 

Blythe o f the progress:

the first o f  the big stages is practically com plete with almost all 

equipment installed, but...there is a good deal o f  work still to be 

done on the dressing rooms section o f the building.

One week after the release o f Rooney, which a Kinematograph Weekly report noted had 

“ ...broken all records at the Savoy, Dublin, where it has gone into a third week”,̂ * there

^  Board of Directors Minutes, February 12"' 1958. File P24 Document 757, Archives Department, UCD 
Board of Directors Minutes, March 19“' 1958. File P24 Document 757, Archives Department, UCD 
“ ‘Rooney’ Captures Irish Hearts” Kinematograph Weekly April 10*, 1958, p. 6
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was a private screening at the Regal Rooms of Boyd’s Shop. I f  a report about John Ford 

and Lord Killanin had not occupied the space in the journal on the announcement that 

they were intending to produce Lennox Robinson’s Drama at Irtish, the poor reception o f 

Boyd’s Shop might have been published. Maxwell Sweeney had space enough only to 

note:

Dublin Film Productions, Ltd., which is concerned at the present 

time with producing film versions of Abbey Theatre plays for TV, 

screened its second production, St. John Ervine’s “Boyd’s Shop,” 

this week.^^

Ernest Blythe was concise in his criticism, though no slower than ever to point the finger 

away from Abbey people. Two days after the private screening, he reported to the theatre 

board:

[Boyd’s Shop] was very disappointing and did not compare at all 

with Professor Tim. The script-writer seems to have made a rather 

bad job of it cutting out too much of the humour.™

It was quickly suggested that the Ervine adaptation not be shown to the American backers 

until towards the end o f the series. At the end o f the same week, more news o f interest to 

the board o f the Abbey Theatre was made public. At a meeting o f the Irish Actors’ 

Equity Association there were calls for the establishment by the Irish Government o f a 

television station without delay. Aware o f the continual influx o f foreign representations 

o f Irish themes, histories and issues on television and in the cinema it encouraged two 

aims:

that a certain percentage of the material used in all programmes 

should be Irish in origin, whether filmed, live or sport, and that a 

reasonable proportion of the programmes should be live.^'

ibidem
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The announcement must have caused some concern among Abbey Directors, in the fear 

that another dramatic medium could only be a further source o f depletion o f acting talent. 

There is no mention o f the report in the minutes o f the theatre at the time, however, and 

most o f the management energy was concentrated upon the casting o f the next Dalton and 

Abbey co-production Home is the Hero.

Eight o f the Abbey’s leading players were cast in the adaptation o f Walter Macken’s 

original drama with Macken himself taking the role o f the title’s “Hero”, and the 

American actor Arthur Kennedy in the role o f  his son. After considerable revisions o f the 

initial cast list, and with the opening o f Ardmore studios only days e a r lie r ,f ilm in g  

began at the end of April 1958. The only disruption to the theatre in this instance was the 

last-minute casting o f Joan O’Hara -  at first rejected by the producers -  forcing the 

Abbey Board to replace her with Doreen Madden in The Scythe and the Sunset, at the 

time running at the Queen’s. Because the film would be considerably longer than either 

o f the first two, the Abbey received a check for £500 early in May. Blythe reported 

confidently in the board minutes: “As compared with the inconvenience caused by the 

two films which were made in London the work at Bray is not putting us out at all.”^̂

The filming was completed by the end of May and the majority o f  those involved felt that 

the production would be “extremely good”.’"* The only exception was Emmet Dalton, 

who was annoyed by what he felt was the excessive length o f time spent on a shoot that 

could have been done much more rapidly, and with less expense.’  ̂ Shortly after it had 

been decided that the next project would be The New Gossoon, by George Shiels, a Mr. 

Reisner was appointed by R.K.O. Television Associates to direct the film. It was Emmet 

Dalton’s intention to adopt the play as the comedy that he understood Shiels had written, 

so he was further angered when it became clear that “Reisner wanted to turn [the play]

Kinematograph Weekly April lO"' 1958, ibidem
There is a brief report in Kinematograph Weekly about the studios beginning production in the same 

week, April 17'*' 1958, p. 10
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into a psychological drama o f the struggle o f youth and age.”’  ̂ After considerable debate 

that resulted in total disagreement, Dalton persuaded Reisner to retire, thus postponing 

the planned shoot date from May 19*̂ . The change o f director meant that some 

amendments to the first casting would also take place, and when recasting began late in 

May the Abbey was at the centre o f the decision making process. The film went into 

production without complications and on July 2"** Ernest Blythe reported that the “cheque 

for £500 from Ardmore Studios in respect o f The New Gossoon has been received.”’  ̂ In 

the same account, Blythe informed the directors that it had been decided that the next 

Abbey play to be filmed was Hugh Leonard’s 1956 comedy The Big Birthday, one of the 

most successfiil new works to have been staged by the National Theatre during their 

period at the Queen’s. It was Dalton’s aspiration to contract Barry Fitzgerald from 

America to play what would in effect be the title role when it had later been released in 

England and the United States as Broth o f  a Boy. Seeing that this looked increasingly 

unlikely as the deadline approached, Harry Brogan was offered the part in the event that 

the renowned Abbey veteran could not be engaged. A fortnight later, only days before the 

production began, Fitzgerald confirmed that he could play the role o f the charlatan 

centenarian Patrick Farrell. There was even more success indicated for Dalton on July 

21*‘ when it was confirmed that British Lion Films had endorsed their agreement to 

distribute The New G o s s o o n .The film was released as Sally’s Irish Rogue, and had its 

premiere at the Cork Film Festival on September 28‘*'. Despite the fact that a large group 

o f players had been employed from the theatre, only Harry Brogan had a substantial 

number o f lines o f dialogue. The whole arrangement caused considerable disturbance to 

the theatre programme and upset the scheduled time for the final dress rehearsal o f Give 

Me a Bed o f  Roses. As a result o f evening filming, the cast o f the play had to be brought 

into the theatre on the Sunday before the show began. However, on hearing o f the 

disruption caused to the timetable, Emmet Dalton agreed to compensate the Abbey for 

the inconvenience, and none o f the directors voiced any disapproval at the arrangement.

ibidem
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The Big Birthday was finished in post-production before the Abbey opened after their 

summer recess, and on September 9*'’ British Lion Films announced their willingness to 

undertake its distribution/^ It didn’t get general release until the following March, and 

its earliest preview criticised it favourably:

Time-honoured and new gags smoothly alternate, and popular 

sentiment neatly offsets the b larney...Its settings are obviously the 

real thing and the asides, which include a jig  and a song, logically 

broaden its scope.*°

Once again, criticism o f the Abbey players was encouraging, and it was noted that most 

o f the roles had been taken by actors form the National Theatre. Early in January, Ernest 

Blythe stated that the same would be true for the filmed version o f Louis D’Alton’s This 

Other Eden, the next Abbey piece on the Dalton production agenda. Assured by the 

growing popularity o f  the players on screen, and in the belief that the distribution o f the 

films would generate more widespread interest in the theatre, he confidently praised the 

possibility o f another predominantly Abbey-cast production. He concluded the board 

minutes o f January accordingly:

Except for the part o f  the girl M aire M cRoarty which will be played 

by Audrey Dalton, Emmet’s daughter and the part o f  Captain Crispin 

which will be played by a British star the majority o f  the parts 

w ill... be filled by members o f  the Abbey Company.*'

This was not to be the case, however, and only Harry Brogan and Geoffrey Golden were 

cast in substantial roles. Ironically, having long bemoaned the hazard to the theatre 

caused by players’ absences, Blythe now found himself expressing disapproval o f  the fact 

that more of the Abbey talent on offer hadn’t been used in the film, and learned that some 

of the Abbey performers had been angrily vociferous about the issue too. On January

ibidem
Kinematograph Weekly February 19* 1959, p. 20
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10'*’, the Abbey Players’ Council had a meeting with Alec Snowden, the film’s Producer. 

He explained that although Dalton was anxious to use as many o f the Abbey players as 

possible, frequently the artistic decision on casting was made by the director o f the 

project (in this case Muriel Box) and that certain choices could not be overruled. Blythe 

heard that both Maire Mulvey and Eileen Crowe had refused offers on the grounds that 

the parts were too small. In a more serious move, Ria Mooney had resigned from her 

position as Production Advisor on the film (a position that had been offered largely 

because she had produced the premiere o f the show at the Queen’s Theatre in June 1953 

and was considered to be the Abbey member most familiar with the play) and refrised to 

take the role o f Mother Superior because she considered it insufficient. Blythe also felt 

that the decision to cast Hilton Edwards as Canon Moyles would weaken the character by 

making him “more earthly”,*̂  and argued on the phone with Muriel Box trying to get her 

to consider casting either Tom McKenna or Vincent Dowling in the role o f Conor 

Heaphy. Evidently angered at the lack o f compromise, and bothered by the relegation of 

the bargaining power and influence o f the Abbey in the whole affair, Blythe added to the 

list o f unsatisfied Abbey performers by informing the board:

Mrs. Box would not take Liam O ’FoghIu [Bill Foley] for Devereux  

[sic] and N iall Maginnis [sic] has been brought over from England to 

do the part.*^

Even though a large number o f discontented players walked away from smaller roles, 

ostensibly in the belief that the roles being offered were beneath them, based on reports 

that he had heard, Blythe felt that at the Players’ Council meeting one or two members of 

the company were unnecessarily confrontational when it came to the issue o f parts 

reserved for the Abbey actors.*'’ Nevertheless, despite the fact that the whole affair 

provoked a lot o f tension between the parties, there was almost unanimous agreement

Board o f  Directors Minutes, January 21^ 1959. File P24 Document 758, Archives Department, UCD 
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among the performers not to dismantle the collaborative arrangement between Emmet 

Dalton Productions and the Abbey Company. Blythe informed the board o f the general 

sentiment among the company, noting that apart from a minority; “the rest o f the players 

are anxious that no drastic decision such as withdrawing the Abbey participation should 

be taken”.

The whole matter ended just as the filming began, when Emmet Dalton’s son-in-law -  

whose wife Audrey Dalton played the lead female role in the film -  personally appealed 

to Ria Mooney on his behalf Mooney eventually conceded and agreed to play the role o f 

the Mother Superior. In total, nine Abbey players worked on the production; just five of 

those had lines o f dialogue, and only two roles were o f any substance. When This Other 

Eden had its premiere at the 1959 Cork Film Festival, in an unexpected move Emmet 

Dalton told Maxwell Sweeney o f Kinematograph Weekly, that he had plans “for a non- 

Irish story, with locations in London and Cornwall, which he hope[d] to start shooting at 

Ardmore in January”.** Whether the dispute between Emmet Dalton and the objecting 

Abbey players over the poor offers o f roles in This Other Eden disenchanted the producer 

about the prospects o f successfully and profitably collaborating with them again, or 

whether this disillusionment found expression in his desire “non-Irish story” to be filmed 

overseas, will possibly always remain a point o f speculation. Nevertheless, three details 

are certain. Firstly: Dublin Film Productions Management Limited, the handling 

company responsible for overseeing co-operation between Emmet Dalton Productions 

and the Abbey Theatre, faded into the background with regard to film and television 

production in Ireland. Secondly: no further interaction occurred between the directors of 

the same Management Company and the Abbey Directors, and no more personal 

meetings took place between Emmet Dalton and Ernest Blythe that had any relevance to 

the involvement o f the National Theatre, its repertoire or its players in film work. 

Finally: Emmet Dalton Productions never again engaged the Abbey Players wholesale.

ibidem
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Over the next three years Dalton produced three films at Ardmore Studios and on 

location in Ireland, and in no case were there ever more than three Abbey performers 

contracted -  and these were mostly confined to minor roles. Harry Brogan and Edward 

Golden had important roles in the 1960 Don Chaffey film Lies My Father Told Me, but in 

The Webster Boy, directed again by Don Chaffey the following year, Brogan and Aideen 

O'Kelly had insignificant parts, as had Peter Lamb and Vincent Dowling in John Paddy 

Carstairs’ The D evil’s Agent, in 1962. Carstairs’ film was the last o f the Emmet Dalton 

Productions to be made at Ardmore Studios, and the final one to have general distribution 

in England. Dalton was later to complain about the fact that there had been problems 

with the distribution o f the nine films made at Ardmore because o f inadequately and 

indecisively drawn contracts. He described the problem by saying that 'th e  completed 

pictures did not get releases”*’ -  by which he meant releases that suited the kind o f 

market at which the films ought to have been aimed. He went on to explain that the 

films:

were presold, but on the wrong basis, because initially I intended to 

make second features but the requirement was asked then for co

features.*®

The following November, because o f trade hostilities in Britain, it was made known to 

Sean Lemass by the Director o f Ardmore Studios, Con McGrath, that Rank and ABC 

who controlled 50% o f the British distribution market were refusing films made at 

Ardmore. Lemass forwarded a letter Irom McGrath to Jack Lynch, then Minister for 

Industry and Commerce, to bring Emmet Dalton on board regarding his Company’s 

operations in England:

Please arrange to have the officer o f  your Department, who will be 

attending the committee meeting next month, invite Mr. Dalton to 

come to discuss the subject with him and consider whether there is

Emmet Dalton interview with Cathal O ’Shannon “Emmet Dalton Remembers” Documentary, Radio 
Telefis Eireann. Prod. Niall McCarthy, 1977 
** ibidem
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anything useful which could be done to help the studios in their 

problem.*'^

A report was drawn up from the committee meeting held on December 8“'', and a number 

o f  proposals were made in an effort to strengthen the position o f Ardmore on the 

distribution network. Con McGrath suggested that British Lion, at that time subsidised 

by the British Government, might try to influence Rank and ABC. A representative from 

the Department o f Industry and Commerce, Mr. St. John Connolly, recommended that 

Emmet Dalton Productions expand their interest by joining the British Film Producers 

Association, and McGrath said that a number o f smaller producers in England had 

already joined together to form the Federation o f British Film Makers. The situation 

became even more complicated when Connolly referred to a recent circulation by the 

British Industry Trade Union, the Association o f Cinematographic, Television and Allied 

Technicians. The document stated that Ardmore was to be regarded as a “location”, the 

effect o f which would be that British technicians working there would have to be paid 

considerably higher w a g e s . N o n e  o f this helped Dalton’s current work at the studios, 

and it seriously hampered the distribution possibilities o f films already produced there, as 

well as the possibility o f  enhancing any formal on-set training for Irish crews. By the end 

o f the year. Jack Lynch informed the Taoiseach that the Board o f Trade was contacting 

the London branch o f Dalton’s Company and added:

Mr. Dalton is hopeful that the difficulties which he has been 

experiencing in London in having Irish films shown in Britain will 

be removed or at least abated.^'

The strongest position that Ardmore Studios was to reclaim over the following decade 

was as an offshore facility for British producers, or a location for American film 

companies. Emmet Dalton’s pictures never got the distribution he had hoped for, and his

Letter from the Taoiseach to M inister for Industry and Commerce, 18* N ovem ber 1960. Dept, o f  
Taoiseach File 13914B , National A rchives, Dublin
^  Details from Report o f  C om m ittee M eeting to Dept. Industry and Com m erce, D ecem ber S'** 1960. Dept, 
o f  Taoiseach File 13914B , National A rchives, Dublin
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company gradually receded over the next decade. No other company approached the 

Abbey Theatre with regard to using its players as a collective, and while a number 

performed in small groups or as individuals in films and on television in the aftermath o f 

the Emmet Dalton and Muriel Box disagreement, the marketing desire behind a strategy 

o f putting the National Theatre on screen soon became an obsolete concept.

5.7 The last film and promotional offer

One other significant option for promotional objectives arose for the Abbey Theatre just 

as This Other Eden was going into production in January 1959. The shooting o f Ardmore 

Studios’ first international film. Shake Hands with the Devil, had just been completed 

when one o f the Executive Producers, Walter Seltzer, arranged a meeting with Ernest 

Blythe before they left Dublin. The company was interested in backing a ten-week 

theatre tour o f the Unites States, beginning the following year on February 1*‘. In the 

belief that by then the Abbey would be up and running in the restored older building on 

Abbey Street -  or else well on the way to returning -  and because o f the fact that Lent 

was usually their slackest time, Blythe was willing to entertain the idea. He was adamant 

from the outset, however, that a financially satisfactory proposal would have to be made 

if the board o f the theatre were to consent to any arrangement regarding the company 

travelling. A few days before the directors met on January 21®*, Blythe had a discussion 

with Mike Kaplan -  a representative o f the United Artists Corporation -  who confu^med 

that:

explorations and negotiations about the 1960 tour were so far 

proceeding satisfactorily and that they hoped soon to be able to put a 

definite proposal before us.^

Letter from Minister of Industry and Commerce to the Taoiseach, December 29'*’ 1960. Dept, of 
Taoiseach File 13914B, National Archives, Dublin

Board of Directors Minutes, January 21® 1959. File P24 Document 758, Archives Department, UCD
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Mr. Kaplan also mentioned that the company thought it would be beneficial for the 

Abbey to make arrangements for one television performance in America that summer, 

and said that the beginning of May would be a preferable time for them. Blythe 

immediately ruled out the possibility of travelling in May and proposed June as an 

alternative.^^ After some negotiation, Blythe agreed that if the offer were monetarily 

attractive, and that arrangements could be made to reduce disturbance in the operations of 

the theatre, the players could travel for the second fortnight of May. There were a few 

details that he asked for in writing before the directorate took any decisions. As a former 

Minister for Finance in the 1920s, Blythe was able to bring his experience to bear on the 

situation and therefore asked for explanation on the means by which the theatre company 

and individual players would be taxed on their earnings in the States. He suggested that 

any money that was to be paid to the performers would be lodged in a bank account in 

Ireland, so that the Inland Revenue would not have access to it. Furthermore, he required 

clarification on the position of living allowances for the players, and a guarantee that 

these could not be impounded through Income Tax regulations. Saying that he intended 

to seek information from the Department of Foreign Affairs about the allowance given to 

a middle-ranking official when visiting New York, for comparison, he showed that he 

wanted every item detailed in advance. He also asked for;

an assurance that the living allowances would be adequate to pay for 

hotel accommodation and meals so that the actors would not have to 
meet any part of ordinary’ cost of living out of their own pockets.^

He was not satisfied with the initial offer of £500 to the players and £150 to the Theatre 

for every production or broadcast o f the film made, and pointed out that the theatre had 

been accustomed to remuneration that was much more substantial. Mr Kaplan said he 

was willing to consider increasing the payment, but no fiarther suggestion was made. It 

had been insinuated that the play to be filmed would be Shadow and Substance, written 

by Paul Vincent Carroll, first performed at the Abbey on January 27‘*' 1937, but this was 

not to be. One month after initial contact had been made, the board of directors received

ibidem
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a letter from Mike Kaplan explaining that the American television performance could not 

be arranged. Promising that the change in plan would not affect the agreement for the 

tour o f the United States early the following year, Kaplan said that no suitable time could 

be found, at such short notice, for the broadcasting o f an Abbey performance. His letter 

might have been a case o f flattery in the mode o f the lady doth protest too much:

Unfortunately, we started on the idea so late that we were not able to 

get the prime time which we felt this project requires and we are not 

willing to let the Abbey Players be seen in anything less than the best 

possible viewing time.^^

The letter ended with a paragraph stating that Walter Seltzer, the Executive Producer o f 

Shake Hands with the Devil, who had approached Blythe in the first instance, was 

returning to America early in March, and would contact the Abbey before the end o f 

April. Whatever the conviction o f  or sincerity behind this communication, no more 

contact was made with Blythe, or any o f the other directors regarding the project, and the 

Abbey Theatre’s players were never again signed up as a group for cinema work under 

the banner o f the National Theatre.

5.8 The immediate consequence for the theatre o f the players’ continuing 

involvement in cinema

The effect o f fewer players being engaged directly under a collaborative arrangement by 

one film company such as Dalton’s, was that more and more performers were approached 

with individual contracts. With a notable increase in the number o f television contracts 

being offered, and the Ardmore Studios facility constantly attracting producers, the 

absence o f any direct contract with a production company took its toll on the theatre. 

From the end o f the decade, and well into the 1960s the Abbey was thrown into more

Board of Directors Minutes, February 4*'' 1959. File P24 Document 758, Archives Department, UCD 
Letter to Abbey Board of Directors from Mike Kaplan. Recorded Board of Director’s Minutes, March 

4* 1959. File P24 Document 758, Archives Department, UCD
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disarray than it ever had been before with constant loss o f its main players to film and 

television work. Angela Newman, T. P. McKenna, Eddie Golden, Geoffrey Golden, 

Eileen Crowe, Jim Fitzgerald, Maire Mulvey, Philip Flynn, Harry Brogan and Ray 

Mac Anally were almost constantly seeking leave throughout the early 1960s. As had 

been the main fear a decade earlier, to refuse players permission to work away 

temporarily ran the risk o f losing high calibre performers permanently, while to grant 

them leave meant severe disruption to the theatre schedule and audience losses 

(particularly during the holiday season) due to decreased “star attraction”. At the end of 

1960, Blythe pointed out:

The accounts for the year ending 30'^ June last w ill show a worse 

result than in previous years possibly due to so many extra television  

sets com ing into use. During the tw elve months beginning I**, July 

1959 w e had no play which was an outstanding success like Hom e is 

the H ero, This Other Eden and Is the P riest a t H om e?.^

The drastic losses o f  £15,052 in 1952 that had crippled the Company the year following 

the fire were eased somewhat in 1953 and 1954 when the Government grant was 

increased from £7,300 to £8,000. But the losses increased across the decade and, despite 

a further hike in the annual grant to £13,000 in 1959, the theatre was still in arrears o f 

£17,304 from that year alone. This continued to climb to a desperate sum o f £21,279 

recorded in June 1960, and two years later the theatre’s losses for the season ending June 

1962, were £32,347. Although the absence o f key players and the disturbance caused by 

this to the theatre could not have been wholly blamed for the extent o f the financial 

trouble, the part played by the on-going absenteeism should not be underestimated. The 

inevitable consequence o f increased involvement by the Abbey players in film work was 

that the number o f new roles offered would increase exponentially. Ironically, while this 

created generous publicity for the Abbey Company as audiences were attracted to the 

theatre to see renowned actors playing live, the increasingly common announcements 

made before a performance, or cover note in the programme, that explained that an

^  Board of Directors Minutes, December 13* 1960. File P24 Document 759, Archives Department, UCD
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understudy would be playing the role, caused considerable harm to the company. This 

happened frequently during the second half o f  1959, and continued with reasonable 

consistency until the mid-1960s -  exactly the period in which the theatre suffered its 

greatest losses.

On a number o f occasions the board o f directors tried to establish regulations and 

guidelines for actors, based on which performance offers they would be permitted to 

accept, and how their theatre salaries would be affected, depending on their missing 

rehearsals or performances. Early in 1960, Blythe even called a meeting o f the Players’ 

Council to discuss the problem. Noting that it would not be possible to take away a 

player’s pay if he were able to continue rehearsals and performances while filming, 

Blythe added that perhaps it would only be fair that if, even having rehearsed a role, a 

player decided to leave to work elsewhere, he should forfeit payment. He went into even 

greater detail later on:

O f course a player w ho had not to give up rehearsals for which he 

was marked because he got a film part might still inconvenience the 

theatre or even cause it loss because he would not be able to act as 

understudy or substitute if  another player fell ill.^

But even regardless o f his suggestion that players should suffer at least some token 

deduction o f pay when they had been unavailable to the theatre due to film work, Blythe 

was ultimately aware o f the fact that there was nothing the Abbey Board could do to 

prevent actors leaving on external contract performances, and that any rigidly imposed 

ruling by the board would threaten the long-term loss o f a company member. The only 

option for the future was for the board o f the Abbey to accommodate in any way possible 

the decision o f a player to leave theatre work temporarily for filming, without being seen 

to be too encouraging o f the practice.

Board of Directors Minutes, February 18* 1960. File P24 Document 759, Archives Department, UCD
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Chapter Six
Emmet Dalton Productions at Ardmore Studios



6.1 Introduction to Emmet Dalton’s Abbey Theatre collaborations at Ardmore 

Studios

There occurs in The Quiet Man a framed theatricality o f performance of national identity 

on the levels o f  form and content, and many o f its devices and inter-diegetic dialogues 

might be recognised as stylistic rudiments o f post-modernism. As well as intertextual 

reference and parody, there is in evidence a deliberate undermining o f the verisimilitude 

o f  the presentation, and a foregrounding o f the instability o f  identity and design o f 

narratives o f history and nation, all o f  which emerge through the reconstructions and 

disturbances o f common mainstream cinematic conventions o f the time. Whether by use 

o f  multi-track sound for the playfiil interaction o f dialogue and music, the use o f richly 

processed Technicolor film, the complicated use o f trucking and tracking shots with the 

help o f Hollywood’s latest camera equipment, or simply the intricacy o f camera set-ups 

which were neither limited by scale nor perspective for interior or exterior shots, 

ultimately the film appears as a polished romantic story, and the experience o f its major 

players and crew contributed extensively to the product. By contrast, as technical 

accomplishments, the films o f  Emmet Dalton must be considered in the context o f their 

production, where turn-over schedules for the early years o f Ardmore Studios meant 

inadequate funding, limited time and less experienced crews than those working with 

Ford.' While the Dalton productions were criticised frequently for a failure to escape 

from their theatrical roots, and it is evident that much o f the cinematic staging is rigid, 

with basic general set-ups followed by standard shot / reverse shot sequences, this must 

be understood from the perspective o f the limitations mentioned above. That is not to 

say, however, that technological simplicity restricts the development o f an alternative 

aesthetics rather, in actual fact, that it may go as far as to contribute to an innovation o f 

artistic technique and creative freedom.

' Fielder Cook, the director o f  Home is the Hero, has commented on the difficulties o f  shooting in the new 
studios, especially with regard to the English technicians who had far less experience than their American 
counterparts. He retells the story o f  a crane operator from the Dublin docklands whom he employed as 
dolly grip when they had no professional operator from America. Fielder Cook Interview with Paul 
Balbirnie recorded independently 2001. Not broadcast. P. Balbimie, private collection.
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The frequent use o f large groups o f Abbey players in single scenes had the effect o f 

restricting camera movement in favour o f recreating a sense o f motion through 

characters’ actions and gestures. Complicated scenic transformations were accomplished 

by panning the camera rather than mounting the apparatus on a dolly for trucking or 

tracking. Scenes were allowed a dramatic continuity -  with character interaction and 

natural climax -  preserved in most cases from the theatrical texts from which all o f the 

Dahon films were adapted. The theatrical manner o f these productions was fiirther 

maintained by simplistic lighting arrangements -  predominantly generally lit from above 

-  that served only to illuminate the sets and characters, without much attention to 

anything but straightforward atmospheric evocation. Generally a spatial unity was 

adhered to in a formal continuity that reduced the number o f close-up or medium shots 

and editing cuts. It is perhaps not coincidental that it was in the exterior scenes, and other 

sequences that were added to the original text in the films discussed below, that the 

greatest innovation with regards to staging, lighting design and camera movement is 

evident. Notable scenes include: the assassination scene at the beginning o f This Other 

Eden, the poaching scene from The Big Birthday, and the opening bar sequence in Home 

is the Hero. In fact, despite criticism levelled at the latter film for its staginess and 

hindering theatrical trappings, it is by far the most sophisticated from the point o f view o f 

editing and cinematography. The consequence o f this technical simplicity for analytical 

readings o f  the Dalton films is that an alternative formal consideration is required in light 

o f an emphasis on performed textuality and characterisation. A spatio-temporal 

cinematic field that fragments in parallel with the disjointed and polyvocal performance 

o f the stage-Irishman in the Ford films, is maintained more coherently in the later Dalton 

films as the persona o f the performing stereotype subsides. The formally complex 

cinematic fragmentation in the Ford films that echoed the dynamic self-referential 

characteristics o f the stage-Irishman, become issues o f pro-filmic textuality and 

performance in Dalton’s Abbey collaborations. The cinematic discourses in the latter 

films interrogate the logocentric fixity and closure o f narratives around history, identity 

and nationality by opening up further discourses, rather than by dramatising and enacting 

a discursive M/7-fixity, as The Quiet Man had done so dramatically.
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It would be disingenuous to assume any degree o f  intentional thematic connection across 

the three films here, from the point o f view o f a coherent teleological, ideological, 

political or even aesthetic project. As the historical context has shown, the means by 

which certain films were chosen for production at specific times was at most hugely 

contingent on a vast set o f random occurrences and, at the very last, utterly arbitrary. 

Emmet Dalton had himself expressed his desire for setting up Ardmore as Ireland’s first 

national film studio purely from his perceived need to develop an indigenous cinema. 

The fact that the Abbey Theatre was involved served only to enhance the marketability o f 

the films, and was not, as far as he was concerned, a political strategy.^ Nevertheless, 

this is not to state that there may be no connection made between the films on the level o f 

narrative, adaptation and performance, and actually across the three cases there is a 

notable overlap. The unifying concept evident here is one that may reasonably be 

expected to materialise in the early years o f a developing national cinema, and is related 

to an increasing sense o f cinematic “being-looked-at-ness”. The Quiet Man performed 

the recreation o f Irishness across a number o f levels -  not all o f  which could have been 

“intentionally” directed by Ford -  and the point o f view o f the onlooker was strongly 

diegetically rendered by the outsider Sean Thornton. Each o f the Dalton productions 

discussed below -  This Other Eden, The Big Birthday, Home is the Hero -  establishes its 

own “outsider” around which the perceptions o f performances o f Irishness are monitored 

and framed. I wish to propose here the concept o f “outsider narrative” to designate in the 

Dalton films certain characteristics that highlight anew (for but noX from  our perspective) 

the frailty o f concepts such as identity, nationality, and history in the light o f the 

problematic and flexible notion o f perspective. The introduction o f the foreigner into the 

community provides the interface o f novelty and history, fact and fiction, and self and 

other in the establishment o f a protreptic discourse that:

can be seen to produce a critique o f the essentialist and mythopoeic 

aspects o f  Irish identity, a critique which will see a position o f 

heterogeneity and alterity as achievable if  only as a negative,

 ̂ Emmet Dalton interview with Cathai O ’Shannon “Emmet Dalton Remembers” Television 
Documentary, Radio Telefis Eireann. Prod. Niall McCarthy, 1977.
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regulative notion from which an ethnicity o f Irish identity can be 

fashioned and debated in a dynamic manner^

In This Other Eden the outsider is the Englishman Crispin Brown, and a series o f 

questions relating the national to ideas o f personal history and identity are re-assessed 

through his point o f view -  an ironically idealistic reading o f Ireland -  for the spectator. 

In The Big Birthday another Englishman, this time a television producer I'ony Randall, 

becomes involved in the quest to produce a documentary based on the life and times o f 

Ireland’s oldest patriarch. As he arranges the representation, the truth about the age claim 

o f the 110 year old comes under question and, with it, the consequence o f the means by 

which Randall is “framing” the nation and national identity. Once again, history, nation 

and identity are displayed as performances and the production o f realism and narrative 

discourses based on verisimilitude are exposed as constructs. In the third o f the films 

being considered at present the position o f the outsider is altered. In Home is the Hero 

the patriarch is “othered” in the process o f the narrative, by rejection from his family and 

community following the involuntary manslaughter o f a neighbour. He renegotiates his 

standing in the community and relationship with his family after his release from prison 

and, in doing so, foregrounds the myths that have been developed around his heroism. 

The questions raised on the level o f  national history and identity by virtue o f the foreign 

“outsider” in This Other Eden and The Big Birthday, are reduced to the more local levels 

o f community and family in Home is the Hero. Despite this, details surrounding myth 

and identity, the authenticity o f authority and paternity, still operate as central facets o f 

the film. The en-framing o f performance is fiarther enhanced by the theatrical modes of 

presentation as they are cinematically reproduced, both in blocking and performance, as 

well as through shooting and mise-en-scene.

In the three films by Emmet Dalton’s production company that emerged in the early years 

o f the Irish film studio, the appropriation o f the stereotype is acknowledged and accepted. 

While Ford’s film facilitated the revelation o f the depictions o f the lie, Dahon’s present.

 ̂ Eugene O’Brien The Question o f  Irish Identity in the Writings o f  William Butler Yeats and James Joyce 
(Lewiston, Queenston, Lampeter: The Edwin Mellen Pres, 1998) p. 11
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in a variety o f different ways, the disparity between the facts and the fiction. These films 

confront the developments o f myth and fact as historical, national and personal 

mediations. This Other Eden, The Big Birthday and Home is the Hero foreground the 

methodologies o f representation, look through the apparatuses o f this construction and 

question the origin o f  identity fabrication. They are concerned with the methodologies o f 

national representation and question the maintenance o f the myths o f  national identity. 

I'he exploration is facilitated for the cinematic audience in each o f the films in three 

ways:

1. By confronting the integrity o f the means, channels and tools o f the construction and 

continuation o f discourses o f national [and social, familial, and personal] difference.

2. By undermining essentialisms o f identity, which work through projections o f national 

and personal “narratives”.

3. By exposing the flexibilities in the interpretation o f  history, the representations and 

readings o f historical events.

6.2 Rewriting perspectives of history and identity: Muriel Box’s This Other Eden 

(1959)

The Abbey players first performed Louis D ’Alton’s play This Other Eden at the Queen’s 

Theatre on June 1®* 1953. The filmed adaptation, marketed under the same title, was shot 

by Emmet Dalton’s film company in collaboration with the National Theatre at the newly 

opened Ardmore Studios six years later. There are only minor and innocuous alterations 

to the original plot in the screened version but alterations in characterisation and dialogue 

are considerable. The play tells the story o f the coincidental arrival o f three characters in 

Ballymorgan, an Irish village famous only for Jack Carberry, a former IRA Commandant 

who died in a Black and Tan ambush twenty-five years earlier and to whom a memorial 

is being erected as the narrative begins. The first visitor is an Englishman who is a lover
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of all things Irish and hopes to buy Kilgarrig House and estate outside the village, a 

property apparently keenly sought after by the local convent. The other arrivals are 

Maire McRoarty, the daughter o f a local property owner, who is returning from a number 

o f years in Birmingham, and Conor Heaphy a former resident who has finished his 

studies and has come home to ask the parish priest for advice regarding a vocation in the 

priesthood. It transpires that Conor is the illegitimate son of the IRA Commandant -  a 

fact that has been hidden from him -  and when he discovers his lineage he vehemently 

damns the hypocrisy o f the villagers and their adoration o f the Carberry myth, and its 

commemoration. The Carberry statue is later revealed and turns out to be a grotesque 

modernist depiction which angers those gathered for the ceremony. The Englishman 

declares it should be destroyed, and when it is that evening, it is assumed that he has 

blown it up. The story concludes with the revelation that Conor demolished the 

memorial to his father, and, rejected by the Church for his illegitimacy, he emigrates. 

The Englishman is welcomed into the community and outbids the nuns for Kilgarrig 

House into which he settles immediately with his new wife, Maire McRoarty, the Irish 

girl whose charm and intelligence have bewitched him in an incredibly short time. The 

play and the film are frill o f allusions to contemporary events in Irish cultural, social and 

political life. With the move from theatre to cinema, the essential ideas and debates 

around nationalism and the nation remain intact, but their weighting and slant have 

changed significantly -  and quite prophetically -  across the decade that has been held as 

one o f radical social and political change in Irish history. I believe that it is precisely 

what the filmed adaptation insinuates about the original play that embodies an 

uncomfortable uncertainty about the extent o f ideological change in Irish consciousness, 

as what has been called “the best o f decades” came to replace the 1950s.

The commemoration o f the former IRA commandant Jack Carberry in D ’Alton’s play 

provides for several discussions between different villagers on the state o f the nation, the 

memory o f its heroes and the means by which its liberation has been achieved. The more 

radical points o f view are expressed by the ardent English-hating nationalist Clannery, 

and the fanatical parish priest. Canon Moyle, but are counter-balanced by the rational 

retired schoolmaster, Mick Devereaux. When Devereaux claims that the ancient King o f
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Leinster, Dermot McMurrough was “a typical Irishman with an international outlook” 

because he “invited the Normans to bring over their European feudal system to impose 

discipline” on the feuding and lawless Irish countrymen, Clarmery furiously dismisses the 

idea as “A lie! A villainous perversion o f history!” However in a number o f scenes the 

play subtly proposes that many o f the facts that constitute the narratives o f Irish 

nationalism may be equally easily undermined as “perversions o f history”. In a 

conversation about the extent o f Thomas Davis’ hatred for the English, Pat, the hotel 

barman cites some lines from the poet:

Like lions leaping at the fold when mad with hunger’s pang 

Straight up against the English lines the Irish exiles ran ...

However, he presently adds a note o f uncertainty:

Oh he hated th ’ English, did Thomas D avis...Q ueer when you come 

to think o’ that now, seein’ that he was a kind o f Englishman 

himself, his father bein’ an English officer.

Later during a discussion about Irish nationalism. Canon Moyle declares: “The gallery o f 

Irish patriots is mostly composed o f Englishmen!” He argues fiirther that “Nationalism is 

a heresy!” and then suggests more precisely that not only are the Irish not truly 

nationalist, but that the very idea o f nationalism is actually an “English heresy”. 

Devereaux reiterates the claim later when he says: “ ...any nationalism we ever had in this 

country was imported from England”. In an ironic, but unintentionally manipulative 

reversal, the Englishman admits an appreciation and understanding even of Clannery’s 

hatred o f England: “Ireland’s hatred is almost a tradition you know. And as an 

Englishman I believe in tradition!”

Both the motivations and motivators o f nationalism in the Free State, and the defmition 

o f the liberated national self are problematically tied to the relationship with the former 

colonial power. The slow evolution o f stages o f independence, marked successively by 

the establishment o f  the Free State in 1922, the drafting o f the Constitution in 1937, and
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John A. Costello’s declaration o f the Irish Republic in Canada in 1948, justifies a cultural 

and political post-colonial hesitation, which -  even at the beginning o f the 1950s, when 

the play was written -  may have been perceived to be tied to an on-going necessity for 

the colonial “other” against which earlier nationalist movements had defined Ireland and 

Irishness. Both this ambiguity and insecurity, and the fragmented process o f Irish state 

freedom, also problematise the clarity o f  the third phase o f Fanon’s process o f de

colonisation. The continuing need o f the colonised for the coloniser as a national 

character against which the former is to be identified, is exposed in Clannery’s untenable 

assertion that the English did not invade Ireland during World War One, for tactical anti

nationalist reasons. When McRoarty says “It’s my honest-to-God opinion, Clannery, you 

were sorry England didn’t invade us!”, Clannery responds:

1 had a vision o ’ the nation risin’ rebaptised in blood! I see our 

countrymen risin’ from their deluded dream o f  sham freedom, facing 

the ancient enemy once again and writing another glorious page o f  

Ireland’s history.

The nationalism celebrated in the play is either an inaccurate mythical reproduction -  as 

the hero’s memorial bust is revealed to be -  or a concrete manifestation o f struggle 

which, to legitimise the supposedly liberated national self, must be continually re-enacted 

in a discursive war against England.

While the realisation o f Irish liberty is undermined by assertions that link strategies o f 

nationalism to the colonial power so, too, is the validity o f the very freedom o f the new 

state brought into question. Though Clannery introduces the idea o f Irish countrymen’s 

“deluded dream o f sham freedom”, it is Devereaux, the retired teacher, who is the 

consistent proponent o f the belief Dismissing the self-delusion o f a good many Irish 

nationalists he says they:

started o ff  with a great vision o f  Ireland in the cornin’ times, an’ the 

marvellous country we were goin’ to have once we got rid o ’ th’

English. Only none o f  it worked out.
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Through a number o f  characters D ’Alton expresses one possible opinion on why it is that 

Irish liberation may be perceived to have failed, but the primary focus o f  his attack is the 

social and cultural domination by the Catholic Church. Maire McRoarty is the first to 

criticise the hypocrisy o f  the Irish people when she explains why many people leave 

Ballymorgan:

to escape from the monotony of their lives here. Or go somewhere 

they can cough aloud without being suspected of heresy, treason and 

immorality...to go somewhere they’d be judged for what they are, 

not for what they pretend to be. Or that they’d like to be able to say 

in public what they said a moment before in private.

This point is a reference to the stringent censorship that Maire mentions again when she 

claims that she emigrated to England “to read a book”. She explains: “I was tired o f  

seeing lists o f  banned books, and I wanted to see what it was the English were allowed to

read that I wasn’t.” This point is dismissed with a laugh, but the authority o f  the Church,

viciously depicted by the domineering Canon, is reiterated frequently. Aware that the 

celebrated nationalist hero Carberry had a son out o f  wedlock, the Canon denounces and 

opposes the building o f  a memorial hall outside o f  which the bust o f  the Commandant 

would be erected. His attitudes echo the church’s approach to familism in the post

famine years, outlined by David Cairns and Shaun Richards as a device overseeing

access to marriage, including the imposition and perpetuation of 

strict codes of behaviour between men and women, general 

endorsement of celibacy outside marriage and postponement of 

marriage in farmers’ families until the chosen heir was allowed by 

the father to take possession of the farm.'’

David Caims & Shaun Richards Writing Ireland: colonialism, nationalism and culture (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1988) p. 42
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Canon Moyles declares angrily, “one bastard can destroy a soul” and, on hearing that the 

memorial building has been burnt down warns:

It will never be rebuilt in saecula saeculorum\ One stone of it will 

never rise again about another!..If you cross me in this you’ll bitterly 

regret it...I’II put no tooth in it...There’II never be any fi'eedom to 

raise bastards in Ireland.

The threat o f the hall to the community is expressed elsewhere by the Canon:

This new Memorial hall that’s been built, what’ll be the result o f it.

Dancin’ two or three times a week if  I’m not able to stop it, and 

young women paradin’ the countryside at all hours of the night. How 

are they to avoid the occasions of sin with the like o’ that goin’ on?

But if  the account seems to be at odds with the image o f comely maidens and romping

athletic youths o f de Valera’s St. Patrick’s Day radio broadcast o f a decade earlier. By 

the end o f the play the idealisms o f  the famous “dream speech” are problematised in no 

uncertain terms. On the one hand the Canon, echoing de Valera’s anti-materialism, says 

that: “Things were far better in the old days when [the people] did a hard day’s work for 

fewer pennies, went to bed at dusk and rose up at dawn.” On the other, both Crispin and 

Conor sustain the idyllic dream, imagining a perfect future for Ireland with misguided 

hyperbole:

Out of Ireland will come a great idea that will be for the uhimate 

salvation o f the world. We’ve come back to the path we were 

compelled to leave for a while, and to take up our work again.

However Devereaux has the last word and undermines the romantic aspirations o f the

other characters when his final statements challenge any possibility o f  an optimistic 

resolution. Having related the demise o f his youthful optimism, he says that the Irish are
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A people hugging to themselves a yoke that no conqueror could ever 

have dared to put on them. What is it but a country for the old, 

stumbling to a fearful salvation, while the young and strong go out to 

give their strength to the stranger?

The latter remark is a direct comment on the massive numbers o f emigrants leaving the 

country annually -  almost the highest since the famine years -  and the fact that female 

emigration from Ireland during the period was the highest in Europe. The play ends by 

deconstructing the traditional idealism o f de Valera’s time, and highlighting Conor’s 

forced emigration. The authority o f  the church remains and the memorial hall and statue 

will not be reconstructed. Crispin’s own illegitimacy is not revealed to the Canon, and 

his marriage to Maire and purchase o f Kilgarrig House are kept under the priest’s carefiil 

observation.

Six years later, all o f  the elements above were cut in the film adaptation. In the 

intervening period three radical changes occurred in Ireland so that by the time the new 

Taoiseach, Sean Lemass, opened Ardmore Studios, the version o f This Other Eden 

arrived on a very different social scene. Most significantly, emigration numbers had 

fallen from 43,000 per annum between 1956 and 1961 to 16,000 between 1961 and 

1966.^ This reduction was facilitated somewhat by an increase in the number o f jobs 

available -  particularly in the industrial sector -  a fact encouraged by revised economic 

policy set out in T. K. Whitaker’s Department o f Finance Programme for Economic 

Expansion. Lemass’ emphasis on industrial development contravened advice from 

experts in the Central Bank who suggested the protection o f

the pre-eminent position o f  agriculture in the economy. A 

prosperous and expanding agricultural section must form the basis o f 

any plan o f economic resurgence.^

 ̂ J. J. Lee Ireland 1912 -  1985: politics and society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) p. 
359
* ibidem, p. 350
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Both o f these factors were assisted by an ever-strengthening education system that would 

have its most radical overhaul in the mid-1960s under the supervision o f the Lemass- 

appointed ministers Patrick Hillary, George Colley and Donogh O’Malley, three 

ministers who, it was later claimed, “were young, and anxious to make their mark by 

injecting some life into a traditionally moribund department” .̂

The tide o f optimism so frequently noted by modem commentators is evident in the film. 

Elements o f Irish nationalism and nationalist sentiment are no longer described or 

explained as “o f English extraction”, the domineering and pervasive authority o f the 

church is undermined, and Canon Moyles is only depicted as an ineffectual, if slightly 

corrupt, comic character, bullied by the nuns in the parish and uncertain o f his own 

decision-making. He has reservations about the memorial that is to be erected for the 

Commandant -  now a statue and not a hall -  not for puritanical, but financial, reasons. 

Following its destruction, he does not forbid its being rebuilt, and presides over Crispin’s 

promise; “Let us resolve to build a greater memorial, one more worthy o f so good a man. 

This memorial shall rise phoenix-like from these embers.” Carberry’s illegitimate son, 

Conor, is not banished at the film’s conclusion, but is promised some work in the church 

by the Canon, and the progressive couple Crispin and Maire marry and move into 

Kilgarrig House in a final shot that insinuates a more optimistic fiature for the country and 

a more harmonious relationship with England than the exile implies at the end o f the 

play.

However, one element o f tension and uncertainty undercuts the light-hearted optimism o f 

the film that has otherwise shifted its criticism from on-going concern with the reliance 

on the former colonial power for national self-defmition, onto a collective dependence on 

descriptions o f past events. The characters are shown to be obsessively interested in 

narrating and re-inventing Ireland’s history, and this is inevitably done with liberal 

fictional appropriation and mythology that exposes the process o f nation as discourse. As 

the investigation o f historical recitation and reconstruction are central to the plot 

development o f This Other Eden, a prologue depicting the ambush and assassination of

 ̂ ibidem, p. 361
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the republican Commandant Jack Carberry has been added to the film adaptation o f the 

play text by Louis D ’Alton. Only referred to in the play, the film depiction facilitates 

comparison o f factual event with the various narrations and descriptions o f  the night and 

its central character by others, several years after the murder. This cinematic prologue 

draws attention to the possibility o f  historical re-enactment, and marks its uses for 

revelation within the resolution o f the plot. It inherently questions historical narration, 

and any assumptions o f political or social neutrality o f those who are recreating history. 

Significantly, the narrative o f the IRA activities-based film The Dawn, made by Tom 

Cooper in 1936, uses the same device o f prologue in recounting an event long preceding 

the main historical span o f the film, and the questions emerging from the occurrence 

become important components o f the plot. Besides presenting as “actuality” what is 

depicted on the night o f  the assassination, the introduction to This Other Eden establishes 

the political affiliation o f the Commandant whose commemoration in Ballymorgan years 

later is central to most o f the plot. As he climbs into the van beside his comrade Mick 

Devereaux, he expresses optimism for the meeting, which he is about to attend with the 

English Colonel Brown, and says: “It’s time this bloody war was ended and Ireland was 

free.” Moments later, the ambush and shooting occur, and Devereaux runs towards the 

dying man. Three successive descending orchestral notes on the soundtrack mark his 

death, and the picture fades to the opening credit sequence, the visual transformation 

clearly signifying the passage o f time.

The questioning o f this historical episode is reiterated throughout the film, and is first 

mentioned in the office o f the Ballymorgan Eagle, the village newspaper. In the film, 

Devereaux is not a retired schoolmaster, but the editor o f the local newspaper. This 

character change and the different emphasis on Devereaux’s position within the plot as a 

result allow a thematic exposition o f the idea that even language is an unreliable and 

inaccurate means o f historical transmission and communication. When the Anglophobic 

Clannery says to Devereaux, “You were there when he died”, the latter answers: “I was. 

I’ve heard it hinted at more than once that it was myself that had him killed.” It is likely 

that this reference alludes to suspicions in circulation following the assassination o f 

Michael Collins that his colleague Emmet Dalton, producer o f the picture, who was with
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Collins when he was shot, may have had something to do with the fatal ambush.* Later, 

in a conversation with the Englishman, Crispin Brown, Devereaux repeats the charge: 

“Ah, not to worry, Mr. Brown, there’s plenty here in Ballymorgan to this day will tell you 

I murdered Carberry myself.”

In the course o f the film, a number o f characters narrate their version o f the historical 

event, with varying degrees o f dramatisation and modification. Speaking o f the former 

owner o f Kilgarrig House, the property which Brown intends to purchase, the cab driver 

who collects the Englishman at the train station declares as they pass it:

There was an English Colonel owned it once, in the time o f  the 

troubles. They do say it was he betrayed Jack Carberry to the 

am bush...but then you never know what to believe.

The inclusion o f the final comment underscores the fictional perspective o f the driver, 

acknowledging the flexibility o f  reportage. In a similar fashion, in a later conversation 

with Brown, the hotel barman narrates his angle on the story, and then subverts the 

account by drawing attention to its fabrication. He starts:

When he was lying wounded by the roadside with gores o f  blood 

spouting out o f  him, w asn’t he kicked to death by the boots o f  a 

British Officer?

But when Brown chastises his unjust historical revision, he adds:

Yes sir! But doesn’t it make a lovely story, sir. The Commandant 

dying a m artyr’s death and all?

* Kevin Rockett has written a detailed analysis o f the similarities between the historical and represented 
events. See Cinema and Ireland (London: Routledge, 1987) pp. 10 7 - 1 1 0
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Clannery, confessing hatred o f all things English, does not renege on his entrenched 

belief that British evil was demonstrated on the night o f the murder. His accusation is not 

taken back, even when corrected by Brown.

Clannery: What sort o f admiration had the English Colonel when he 

kicked him to death as he lay dying at an ambush?

Brown: I assure you, Mr. Clannery, this horrifying story is

absolutely untrue.

Undermining the process o f historical transmission in this way by reference to the 

distortion o f fact is further developed in the film along lines o f national perception. A 

double inversion o f the stage-Irishman occurs in the stereotypical presentation o f the 

British visitor to Ballymorgan, for not only does he embody many o f the typically cliched 

traits o f Englishness and thus symbolise the workings o f  an Irish discourse, but he also 

assumes an understanding o f Irishness that is based on ill-founded facts from previous 

stereotypical representations that he has encountered. The truth behind Brown’s 

perceptions is frequently quickly exposed, and usually for comic effect at his expense. 

He greets all o f  the Irish he meets with salutations in the national language, believing use 

o f the language is widespread.

Brown: Go raibh mile maith agat.

Taxi-Driver: 1 beg your pardon, sir?

Brown: I said, “Go raibh mile maith agat” : that’s the Irish

for “Thank You”, you know.

Taxi-Driver: I’m hanged if I knew, and I’ve been living here all

my life.

When he asks Pat Tweedy whether Irish is spoken in Ballymorgan, the barman informs 

other village residents; “I told him the people down here wouldn’t even use it for cursing 

in.” Brown’s misconceived, romantic image o f Ireland is one motive for his desire to 

acquire Kilgarrig House and settle in the country. The overall complexity o f  the play 

and, following from this, the film is shown through the means by which it admits the
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pretence on which many o f Brown’s beliefs -  and all national prejudices -  are founded. 

His reveries on the Edenic idyll are constantly undercut by voices o f realism in ways 

similar to the “interruptions o f fact”, which bring Sean Thornton back to “reality” in The 

Quiet Man. Brown’s extreme admiration o f the country, and the extent to which he 

fantasises about it, lighten the seriousness o f his imagery, and the juxtaposition o f the 

myth and the perceived actuality heightens the comic effect. Explaining why he was 

initially attracted to Kilgarrig House, he claims: “The name sounds so romantic, so 

forlorn, so utterly Irish.” When he sees the house for what he claims is the first time, he 

says that he has seen it often before but “Only in my imagination, o f course.” The scene 

in which he proposes to marry Maire McRoarty, also places Brown’s romantic 

imaginings beside frank actuality:

Maire: I found no Englishman can resist what you call my

intellectual conversation.

Brown: And the music o f your Irish voice...and  your Irish 

charm ...

Maire: If you weren’t so infatuated with everything so Irish you’d

realise I had no more charm than a crow.

At the end o f the climactic scene in the film. Brown makes a speech that softens the anger 

o f the crowd who have set out to hang him. As the gathered mob believes Brown is 

responsible for the destruction o f the statue erected in memory o f Carberry, he starts by 

praising the murdered soldier, and promises he will pay for a new and better

commemorative piece. The congregation is duly appeased, and his speech, loudly

applauded by the throng, becomes more and more dramatic in its romantic hyperbole and 

rhetorical description o f Ireland. The momentum increases with his excitement and 

exaggeration, and he finishes by borrowing heroic lines from Shakespeare’s Richard II:

We must now work together for the future o f  Ireland, this beloved

land for which so much has been endured and which is so deeply

loved. [Cheering] As one may say in words immortal and not 

inappropriate. This land o f dear, dear souls. This dear, dear land.
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This semi-paradise set in the silvery sea against infection and the 

hand o f  war. T h is ...th is...p lo t. This earth, this realm. This other 

Eden! [Loud cheering]

The excessively romantic image o f  the rural idyll which he evokes, and in which he 

believes, is quickly destroyed by the realist interjection o f Maire McRoarty. Coming in 

from the balcony from which he delivered his oration, his misunderstanding and the 

ridiculousness o f his speech are marked:

Brown: I must say, that went o ff splendidly. What grand people

they are. How well they responded to the voice o f reason.

Maire: Don’t delude yourself They were laughing at you.

You’re the best comic turn Ballymorgan has seen in years.

Again, it is worth drawing attention to the difference between this type o f interruption of 

realism, and the same device as it appears in The Quiet Man. In the earlier Ford film, the 

purpose of the reminder was to draw the character -  as I have said, for the greater part 

Sean Thornton -  from reverie, back into the fictional representation. In this way attention 

was drawn to the fabricated nature o f the story, and the character could continue within it. 

In This Other Eden the device serves utterly to fragment the credibility o f the minor 

narrative diversion, which had been tagged onto the principal plot line. The falseness of 

the dream is exposed in its own right.

While the film undermines the false perception of Ireland held by Brown, it goes even 

fiarther into examining the problematic means by which myth is maintained, specifically 

in two ways. On the one hand, it shows that all representations are made difficuh by the 

processes o f mediation that are responsible for their recreation and presentation, but it 

also suggests that the stage-Irish character has the ability to accept as true, and operate 

believing in, two contradictory points o f view. The obvious example o f the first point 

here is the statue as representation o f the town martyr. Commandant Carberry. Deemed 

an inappropriate recreation of the hero, the town people react in shock at the modernist 

depiction in the cubist style, and boo and hiss when the memorial is uncovered.
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Regarding another form o f representation, the fact that even words are inaccurate when it 

comes to transmission and communication is frequently highhghted. When the local 

T.D., McNeely, begins to describe what an honourable man Carberry was, and how 

fitting it was that a memorial be erected in his honour, the commandant’s former comrade 

shows disfavour at the politician’s hyperbole and hypocrisy:

McNeely: Have I said one word about him that wasn’t true?

Devereaux: Oh, devil a word o f  a lie, you’ve literally

embalmed him in words, man.

The conversation continues with McNeely becoming more frustrated at comments by 

others about Carberry, which he perceives as inappropriate. In a second interjection, 

Devereaux remarks more generally on the position o f  the newspaper regarding the matter 

o f objective reporting:

McNeely: I’m not going to sit here and listen to one o f

Ireland’s patriot martyrs being traduced.

Devereaux: I’m the editor o f the Ballymorgan Eagle. I gave

up telling the truth long ago.

When it is revealed that Carberry’s complete biography has been somewhat edited for 

readers o f the newspaper, an assistant journalist remarks cynically in reference to the 

motto o f the paper: “All the news that’s fit to print.” Perhaps the most remarkable 

example o f the failure o f linguistic communication is the confusion that constantly 

surrounds Brown’s misunderstanding that everyone in Ireland speaks Irish. When Maire 

describes her wealthy landowning father to him as: “ ...the local gombeen man”, he asks: 

“Gombeen man. ‘Gombeen’...Isn ’t that a kind o f  benevolent fairy? Like a leprechaun?” 

Another linguistic clarification is marked by political reference when Maire introduces 

some of the town people: “Mr. Brown, I’d like you to meet Mr. Clannery here, and Mr. 

Devereaux and Mr. McNeely, T.D. or M.P., as you’d say.” A later confrontation with the 

hotel porter results in complete breakdown o f communication turned to comic effect. 

Commenting on the old days. Brown begins:
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Brown: Plus 9a change, plus c ’est la meme chose!

Pat: Oh, you’ve great Irish in your tongue, sir, and well able to

speak it.

Brown: It’s not Irish, you know, it’s French.

Pat: Oh, it’s a French man you are, sir?

Brown: Good heavens, no! I’m an Anglo-Saxon. As you Irish

would say “Sassenach”.

Pat: [Confused] I don’t know what sort o f a man you are, but

whatever it is, it’s a puzzler.

Although the dialogue is significantly reminiscent o f  the exchange between the milk lady 

and Haines in the breakfast chapter in Joyce’s Ulysses.  ̂this moment in the film, in which 

the failure o f the communication is intertwined textually with confusion o f nationality, 

and incomprehension o f national difference, is a concise metaphor for the operations of 

the depiction of nations and the propagation o f the myths that surround them, which are 

central to how the film allows for the deconstruction o f language, personal histories and 

national narratives.

Not only does any notion o f truth prove quite difficult to secure, but also the means by 

which opposing renditions o f fact are readily upheld, becomes an important point in 

characterisation o f many o f the Irish shown. Calling upon the ability to employ double 

standards and connive fraudulently -  a trait latterly embodied by the stage-Irishman -  but 

taking the earlier politically malicious edge firom it. This Other Eden reaffirms the 

existence o f the paradoxical standard, by frequent ironic reference. The double-faced 

relationship o f McRoarty with his barman employee Pat Tweedy, is one o f mutual 

dislike, in which Pat steals whiskey from McRoarty, declaring “the law o f justifiable 

compensation”, and McRoarty shows that he is fully aware o f the theft. Equally, having 

criticised the hotel owner as “a hard graspin’ devil o f  a man” the postman changes his 

tune when McRoarty enters:
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Postman: I was just tellin’ Pat here, that there isn’t a man that’s your 

equal in true generosity ...

Pat: Sure Mr. M cRoarty knows what I think o f  him.

In praise o f  Carberry, Pat proudly declares the advantage o f  his country’s freedom, but is 

ironically cut down by his employer:

Pat: But for men like the Commandant, we wouldn’t have our

freedom at all.

McRoarty: That’s enough. I’m telling you. Get out and see the hens 

are fed.

Pat: Yes, sir.

He undermines the conviction o f  his declaration, and displays the uncertainty o f  his belief 

when he describes the Irish situation to Brown in a later scene:

Pat: Ah, but for men like the Commandant, we wouldn’t have

the freedom we have at all, sir. And all the vast sweeping 

changes that have brought along with it.

Brown: You notice many changes, then?

Pat: Me, sir? Ah, devil a change I can see, sir! Though I do be

enchanted listening to the visitors telling us how well 

w e’ve got on since the bad old days.

Not only does the character unwittingly expose the discrepancy between what he says 

and believes, but he notes that his perceptions have been informed by “visitors”: it is

significant in this case that what had come to exist as fact, is determined by myths from

the outside.

 ̂ The brief discussion between Haines, Stephen and the old milk lady is set in the middle of the first 
chapter that is infused with issues and concerns of national identity, history and language. James Joyce 
Ulysses (London: The Bodley Head, 1960) pp. 1 5 -1 6
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The nuns who, it seems, intend to buy Kilgarrig House for their order and the housing o f 

refiigees, also use subversive pretence to undermine the authority o f the Canon, whom 

they insist arrange the sale, because they allege inability in dealing with “such matters”. 

Contrary to what she claims, the Mother Superior is shown to be masterfiil in the art o f 

manipulation, and is quite competent when it comes to working with figures. Following 

Brown’s offer o f £25,000 for the house, the Mother Superior immediately shouts 

“Done!”, before the bid be revoked, but delicately follows her prompt acceptance with 

more insincerity:

O f course, I would never dream o f taking any irrevocable step unless 

it were confirmed by the Canon. Men o f  his authority are so much 

more capable than we poor helpless women.

The pretence is not isolated to this person o f authority, and both the Canon and the town 

sergeant are equally shown to have certain double standards. When Conor confesses that 

he destroyed the statue, the Canon chastises him with uncertain condemnation:

It was an outrageous action and I’m deeply shocked -  mind you, I’m 

pleased it’s gone but, nonetheless -  it’s outrageous! [Brief pause]

Tell me, as a matter o f  interest, how did you do it?

Equally, when Devereaux tells an investigating journalist, Randolph, that he will do him 

harm if he writes a report on the destruction o f the Carberry memorial, the reporter turns 

to the police sergeant for protection:

Randolph: Did you hear that. Sergeant? Did you hear him threaten 

me?

Sergeant: I did not. 1 was looking out the window minding my own 

business.

This exchange is followed by a discussion about the cause o f the explosion and it is, 

ironically, the bigot Clannery who defends Conor’s action by suggesting that it was his
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dynamite being used in the erection of the statue at the time that was set ahght by leaking 

electricity cables under the site. With a wink to him, the local T.D. says:

McNeelyiYou realise you’ll be held responsible for the damage 

Clannery? The council will not pay for it.

Clannery: [Returning the wink] I’ll fight them tooth and nail. I’m 

not going to be held responsible for electricity leaking all 

over the place. A danger to life and property.

I ’he double irony of this scene is that the character who has been adamant in his 

maintenance of the myths of the evils regarding the British, and his circulation of 

fictional accounts of the night Carberry died, is once again -  though by the end of the 

play, for benevolent reasons -  responsible for the blocking of the truth. The way in 

which Conor’s culpability is concealed is by the invention of another fiction. Contrary to 

the typical dramatic closure of the three act play, in which revelation and discovery of 

truth contributes to metaphorical and plot denouement, the ideological position held by 

this text is the promotion of fiirther myth, in order to conceal truth. Conor on the other 

hand is forthright in his desire to expose the sham that has been maintained by the 

villagers. In a revelatory speech following the explosion of the statue, he declares his 

position:

Do you think it was only the statue I was trying to destroy? It was 

the shame I was out to destroy; the shining legend of a hero that’s 

fraudulent and rotten. Oh, there’ll be nothing hushed up. What they 

all snigger at now in private. I’ll make them blush for in public.

The uncovering of deceit and the revelation of what actually occurred will inevitably 

prove impossible, in a situation where mythical fabrication follows myth.

In This Other Eden, notions of national identity are closely related to familial identity, 

and truths about both emerge as important aspects of sub-plots. This is no more evident 

than in Conor Heaphy’s discovery that he is the illegitimate son of Commandant Jack
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Carberry, a fact that was known by all o f  the town people though it was never mentioned. 

From his pivotal conversation with Devereaux, who is the first to reveal the fact o f his 

background, the search for truth -  in general in the film, but specifically at that instant 

about family and nation -  is reiterated frequently. The irony o f the villagers’ “decent 

silences and pious conspiracies” is that the hero, being celebrated by the foundation o f a 

statue in the town centre, was honoured as a man o f truth. At the unveiling o f the statue, 

McNeely says in his speech:

Above all his shining virtues, was his hatred o f  shams and lies ...it 

may please God to raise another Carberry for the defence o f liberty, 

truth and justice.

Further concealment o f fact continues after Conor has blown up the statue, and his desire 

to expose the truth is emphasised when he fights with Devereaux to get out onto the 

balcony on which Brown is addressing the crowd gathered:

Devereaux: W hat’re you going to do?

Conor: Let them hear the truth for once. Tell them who I

am, tell them I did it, and w hy...

Later, he continues in the assertion o f his need to expose the facts:

There’s going to be no conspiracy o f silence about this. I ’m going to 

stand trial; I’m going to tell the truth. Who I am, why I did i t . . .I ’m 

going to bring all this rottenness into the open.

The multifaceted nature o f national identity, patriarchy and ascendancy are also blended 

into questions o f truth, in the character o f the Englishman, Crispin Brown. The confiasion 

surrounding his understanding o f nationality and the blend o f  characteristics that he 

evokes in relating historical and cultural narratives, become personified symbolically in 

his person through a series o f “truth revelations” in the second half o f the film. He first 

surprises everyone by stating that he is the son o f the British Colonel Brown who once
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occupied Kilgarrig House, and was accused o f having enticed Carberry into the ambush. 

When another false report o f Carberry’s assassination by the British soldier is given, a 

conversation ensues:

Devereaux: W hat’d he know about it anyway? The English

Colonel threw o ff his coat in sympathy with us 

after Carberry’s murder. He resigned his 

commission in disgust.

Brown: Carberry’s betrayal was his life-long regret.

Devereaux: How do you know that?

Brown: He was my father.

Further surprise and disgust is evoked when Brown later states: “I, too, am an illegitimate 

offspring”, and the dialogue between the central characters is again notable for its 

drawing together the main concerns o f representation and misunderstanding across 

boundaries o f nationality, religion and family. The ironic addition undermines all o f  the 

prejudices and preconceptions that have underscored the positions o f different characters 

throughout the film. Declaring that his mother simply didn’t want to marry his father, 

until she thought he was dying, Brown laughs at the fact that he recovered from his 

deathbed when she finally consented to the ceremony, and lived for nine years. He 

continues:

Brown: She was absolutely furious about it. I used to blame her,

you know, but then, o f  course, I realised she couldn’t give 

up her principles. You see, like so many English mothers 

she was an Irishwoman.

Clannery: It’s a lie! I mean it can’t be possible...! m ean...

M cNeely:No Irish w om an... [pauses, reflecting]... she was a 

Protestant?

Brown: With the subject o f  marriage, yes, definitely yes.

M cNeely:Oh that explains it, yes, o f  course. She was free to do 

anything she liked.
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Clannery makes the last joke o f the film, one that reinforces the embracing of 

equivocation, the merging o f fact and fiction, and the blurring o f the defined boundaries 

o f nationality. Being the self-confessed hater o f England and the English, his final line 

resolves somewhat the relaxing of his hard-line position, and demonstrates that even 

within such firmly occupied positions, degrees o f flexibility are inevitable. He has 

invented the ultimate lie, the false explanation o f how the statue came to be destroyed, in 

defence o f Conor, the real culprit. His action ensures that the journalist who was seeking 

the truth behind the explosion leaves the town without a story, and he is duly praised:

McNeely:Clannery, you’re a genius!

Clannery; That’s easily explained: I had an English mother.

Ultimately, the film questions the extent to which “truth” can be presented by historical 

reportage, or the accuracy and singularity with which national and personal identity may 

be formed, and concludes that a variety o f positions may be assumed, depending on the 

very construction o f the fact. This flexibility reveals a multifaceted array of 

interpretations, and this dislodges any rights to exclusive positioning or rank within 

discourse. In particular, three references to this instability regarding national identity 

reinforce the themes in the film, which have been discussed already. In keeping with 

notions o f national masquerade elaborated and celebrated in John Ford’s Irish films these 

subtle instances in This Other Eden insinuate the game that it is playing with the forging 

o f national identity, in admission o f the subversive influence o f its replication. Firstly, 

when they meet on the train, Conor asks Maire if she liked the English she met in 

Birmingham. Her answer reveals the possibility o f national pretence:

Well now, they thought I was grand and that gave me a very good

opinion of them naturally. All 1 had to do was plaster a brogue on an 

inch thick and they wanted me to go on talking forever.

By this time, there has been a notable change in her accent from her conversation with

the Englishman travelling opposite her, so there is adequate reason to believe her claim.

When the same Englishman, Mr. Brown, appears in Ballymorgan addressing everyone in
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broken Irish, Mr. Clannery acknowledges the possibility o f  “playing Irish”, when he 

accuses Brown o f pretence. The latter leaves the bar saying to all: “Cead mile failte, 

everyone”, and the dialogue continues:

Devereaux: Cheer up Clannery. I believe he’s an Englishman,

after ail.

Clannery: I tell you, that fella’s an impostor. An Englishman

letting on to be an Irishman.

Later still, after Clannery has vociferously threatened Brown for the bombing o f the 

statue, it becomes apparent that it was not the visitor who was responsible for the 

damage. In the subsequent exchange, Clannery ironically and aggressively expresses the 

flexibility o f national distinctiveness:

McNeely: Do you realise that if  it w asn’t the Englishman, it

must have been an Irishman.

Clannery: T hat’s it! It’s an Irishman who isn’t an Irishman

at all. A double-dyed traitor with a secret grudge.

As each o f the possibilities is worked through, the need for national pretence becomes 

lessened, and ultimately the film is content to acknowledge in accordance with post

structuralist theoretical writings, that identity and factuality are not fixed, unified or 

homogeneous. As direct response to years o f stereotypical representations o f Ireland, a 

slight clue o f breaking with the past emerges through the mention -  as many as five times 

in the film -  that the train carrying Maire McRoarty into Ballymorgan has arrived on 

time. The comment is placed with an occasional reaction o f surprise, but the notion is 

that, just as everywhere else, no single defining point o f reference as national signifier is 

infallible. Elements o f representation are as regulating as their referents. Fidelma Farley 

has been correct to point out that the film:
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debunks essentialist notions o f national identity by juxtaposing the 

‘fiction’ o f authentic national identity with the ‘facts’ o f 

contem porary Ireland.'®

Nevertheless, there may be more than just a reinterpretation o f national histories, myths 

and identities operating through the film, as performed commentary on the dramatic text. 

Elsewhere Farley claims that:

The need to explain the ‘real’ Ireland to the Englishman, to disabuse 

him o f his prejudices or his romantic view o f  Ireland, not only 

provides a ‘lesson’ to the English audience, but also provides an 

interpretation o f Ireland to the Irish audience."

But it is ultimately less a case (or at least not merely a case) o f the discursive hermeneutic 

unravelling o f truth claims founded in national textualities, and more a suggestion that 

nationalisms o f  history and identity are displayed in the film as no more than 

performances for interpretation -  neither ‘real’ nor ‘false’ as the tentative parenthesis of 

certain words by inverted commas implicitly purports throughout Farley’s work -  and as 

dynamic intertextual dialectics o f mythical, national, societal and familial identity.

What emerges from the adapted filmed text is the insinuation that while the end o f the 

1950s was manifestly celebrated in Ireland as a time o f political, cultural and economic 

breakthroughs, the period was marred by latent uncertainty and insecurity. While many 

o f the aspects o f the play that criticised a historical reliance on older colonial binaries 

have been replaced with the public end-of-decade optimism in the film, there remains in 

the adaptation a tension over the constant evocation o f the historical narratives o f the 

nation. Criticism is refocused from national definition through a required “other” in the 

play, to continued national celebration o f the past. It is as if, in the Irish context, Tom 

Nairn’s Janus-faced image o f nationalism has only one side: the one looking backwards 

in time. Luke Gibbons’ has written o f an ideological uncertainty and insecurity in Irish

Fidelma Farley This Other Eden Ireland into Film Series (Cork: Cork University Press, 2001) p. 3 
" ibidem, p. 44
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consciousness o f the period that was masked and anaesthetised to sleep, only to rear its 

head again in the 1980s. The optimism o f twenty years earlier, he claims:

seems strangely at odds with the subsequent unfolding o f  events in 

the mid- and late-1980s. The chronic unemployment, the Granard 

tragedy, the Kerry babies controversy, the demoralization in the 

aftermath o f the abortion and divorce referenda, the growth o f  a new 

underclass, the reappearance o f ftill-scale emigration, the new 

censorship mentality and, not least, the moving statues, constituted a 

return o f  the repressed for those intent on bringing Ireland into the 

modern world.

I believe that by virtue o f what it maintains as national scrutiny from the play, and how it 

begins a revision o f it based on a very different social situation, the subtext o f the 

adaptation of This Other Eden indicates many o f the problems that Gibbons locates 

decades later.

6.3 Framing history and identity: George Pollack’s The Big Birthday (1959)

Earlier in the same year This Other Eden was filmed, another film was made by Emmet 

Dalton Productions, which bears important similarities to it. Not only is the collaboration 

o f its producer Alec Snowden and co-writers Blanaid Irvine and Patrick Kirwan exclusive 

to these films alone in the Dalton series, but also from a textual point o f view there are 

many parallels. The Big Birthday, directed by George Pollack who had already made 

Sally’s Irish Rogue and Rooney (both 1958), was an adaptation o f the play o f the same 

name by Hugh Leonard, and called upon a number o f the Abbey actors who had 

performed in the original play three years earlier. Though presented in different ways, 

many of the thematic explorations that are central to This Other Eden are evident in the 

Pollack film, which is as concerned with investigating the masks o f national and personal

Luke Gibbons Transformations in Irish Culture (Cork: Cork University Press, Field Day Essays, 1996) 
p. 83
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identity, the construction o f culture and its role in definition o f nationality. Each of these 

is considered in the light o f performance, fabrication o f truth and mediation, which are 

associated (as in This Other Eden) with the point o f view of the outsider who is visiting 

the country, and by extension seek to question the accuracy o f his perceptions. Unlike 

the Englishman in the later film who arrives with certain preconceptions, the “foreigner” 

in The Big Birthday seeks to manipulate the facts, as he perceives them, with the 

intention o f making a television programme to celebrate the birthday o f the oldest man in 

the world. In fact, as the narrative unfolds and rehearsals for the television show recreate 

for the world a show o f Irish national culture, doubt is cast on the truth behind the age 

claim made by the old man. In a double turn at the end o f the film, he confesses that he 

has falsified his age and admits that there is an older man in Turkey, but it is soon 

revealed that the Turk had died weeks beforehand, and the title is restored. What is 

important in the film is not the outcome, which legitimises the television programme, but 

the construction o f the plot, which casts doubt over all reportage, as it intertwines original 

allegations o f truth with the representations o f the same. Just as in This Other Eden, a 

sense o f personal and national identity is at the core o f the interrogation.

From the beginning o f the film two plot lines are established; one depicting the arrival o f 

the television producer Tony Randall into the small town and his later efforts to stage the 

celebration o f Patrick Farrell’s “big birthday”, and the second, the parallel actions o f 

Patrick and his son Wee Willie, who are cycling around the locality unaware o f Randall’s 

intentions. As the first plot develops, it comes to symbolise the act o f representation, the 

methods by which the story is recounted and performed around images and enactments of 

“Irishness”. The narrative o f the television man’s quest evolves along lines o f  fabricating 

and staging the spectacle -  in this case it happens to be the situation o f the birthday 

celebration within cultural imagery o f Ireland. The scenes o f Patrick and Willie, cycling 

around on their tandem, poaching trout in the local gombeen man’s stretch o f the river, 

and visiting the local pub, are juxtaposed as a secondary narrative o f actuality with 

Randall’s world o f imagination. This interconnection o f plots on a formal level serves to 

highlight the performance created for television, but as the film develops, what has been 

depicted as “reality” is slowly deconstructed to reveal the pretence behind it.
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Simultaneously, Randall’s world o f fantasy is shown to have been more realistic by virtue 

o f  admission o f  design, a composition that was not obviously behind the other depiction, 

in which the central character is shown to have been harmlessly deceitful and insincere. 

A number o f instances mark the fragmentation o f the separate narratives o f  performance 

and reality, as they converge into disorder.

When Randall first arrives in the village the absence o f all life suggests the entrance of 

the character on a film set. Having entered a number o f business premises, he goes into 

the bank where he rings a small bell on the counter. Immediately, as a gentle jig is heard 

on the sound track, the hotel porter scurries in with a tray o f drinks. The way in which 

the action is animated by the sounding o f the bell echoes the activation o f the characters’ 

performances in the pub scene in The Quiet Man, when the old man beats the counter 

three times with his shillelagh. The porter informs Randall that everyone in the town has 

gathered to finalise the preparations for the celebration o f Patrick Farrell’s 110*'’ birthday, 

and immediately certain that the story would make a good television presentation, 

Randall leaves for the parish hall. Interrupting the meeting, he tries to convince the 

committee o f the advantage o f celebrating the important birthday on the airwaves, his 

descriptive evocation o f the event growing more and more fantastic as his speech goes 

on. His planned representation departs from the reality all o f the villagers recognise, until 

the parish priest interjects:

Randall: Here is the oldest man in the world with his little son,

Willie. It’s like Abraham with Isaac, the dearly beloved 

son o f his old age. It’s like something out o f  the Bible, 

only better.

Priest: I must say, the old devil never struck me as being

particularly biblical.

Growing more excited about the event, Randall unwittingly admits the fictional part in 

the reconstruction: “This is going to make the most terrific story.” This is pointed out

again, when one o f those gathered declares that the whole idea is ridiculous and Randall

answers firmly:
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Have you no imagination, sir? [Pause] Here is this patriarch with 

his little son, Willie, the apple o f  his eye. They’re strolling hand-in- 

hand through the Irish countryside...

At this point the secondary plot line, which will come to represent “actuality” for the first 

half o f  the film, is introduced and in the middle o f Randall’s imaginative description a 

slow zoom-in begins accompanied by melodic Irish music with dreamlike runs on the 

piano. Once the image has been established, we are afforded the true picture o f Patrick 

and Wee Willie (who is in his eighties), not walking hand-in-hand, but cycling on their 

tandem with groans o f  pain down a rugged rural laneway. The illusion is instantly 

shattered with the complaining o f the two:

Patrick: Will you put a little more drive into them legs o f  yours,

Willie?

Willie: C an’t you ease up a bit, Da? You have the legs nearly

revolved o ff me.

When the next shot cuts back to Randall finishing his oration, the applause o f those 

gathered at the end o f his performance highlights the fantasy o f what they have just 

heard. Another interruption o f reality follows when Patrick’s great, great, granddaughter 

says: “All you’re thinking o f is making a show o f Patrick, so you can make some 

money.” This point closes the scene which has introduced the possibility o f the merger 

o f the two worlds -  one which has clearly been constructed as presentation, and another 

which juxtaposed with this is proposed for the cinematic spectator as real -  and the 

interrelation o f the two sub-plots formally reiterates the central issues about 

representation which the film will challenge.

As Tony Randall prepares rehearsals o f  various acts for the show, he is seen to 

manipulate in lesser or greater degrees aspects o f the cultural performances which have 

been selected. When he directs the brass band and Irish dancers, a parade starts to form 

outside, and marching down the street they pass the pub in which Patrick and Wee Willie
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are drinking. For the first time in the film the two parallel plots intertwine as Patrick and 

his son leave the pub and join the parade. This metaphorical interruption o f the “real 

world” into the world o f performance is flirther emphasised when the same parade 

continues along the street to the parish hall and bursts noisily into the preparations for the 

show. From this moment on, the account, which has been set up as factual, is slowly 

exposed as being just as fictional as the presentations designed by Randall. The point at 

which Patrick admits his swindle to his son is followed by a series o f textual references 

that foreground deceit, hypocrisy, and pretence, that are not only central to some o f the 

characterisations, but also contribute to ideas o f national and personal perceptions and 

presentations. When Patrick confesses that he registered himself as two years older than 

he was in order to claim a pension, this principal admission o f fraud is significantly 

positioned with the question o f paternal ancestry, which may be read by extension as 

related to questions o f family, community and nationality. The question o f reporting the 

truth and maintaining factual historical accounts has been similarly dealt with in This 

Other Eden. The interrelation of concerns o f identity and the continuation o f “truth” 

explored through the sub-plot o f Conor Heaphy’s precise relation to the Irish martyr Jack 

Carberry is in The Big Birthday merely mentioned, and quickly passed off jokingly. 

Importantly, the dialogue between father and son includes the question o f illegitimacy, 

also significant in the earlier film:

Patrick: Willie, I’ve a confession to make to you. I’m not what I

pretend to be.

Willie: Y ou ...you ...you  mean you’re ...y o u ’re not me da?

Patrick: O f course I’m your da! Isn’t it because you’re the apple o f

me eye and the comfort o f me old heart that I’m tellin’ 

you.

Willie: B ut...bu t what is it you’re telling me? It isn’t that...

Patrick: No, Willie. You’re as lawfiil a child as ever walked the

streets o f Ballymorrissey.

Willie: Then, for heaven’s sake, what is it. Da?

Patrick: I’m not the oldest man in the world. That fella in Turkey

has me bet by a couple o f years.
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The disclosure undermines all o f Randall’s efforts to dramatise the birthday, and ironises 

Patrick’s earlier endorsement o f the popular belief when he proclaims to the barman 

about the Turkish man: “Ah, that fella’s an impostor. Fr. Carey had him investigated and 

1 beat him by a month or two.” Evidently, it is Patrick who has been operating under 

pretence, and the pivotal scene in which he confesses his fraud, inaugurates a number of 

references to the feigning o f image and identity. When father and son return to the river 

poaching, Willie finally catches the prized trout he had been hoping for, and, in 

admission o f sham on the grounds o f national show, Patrick declares: “That’s the biggest 

trout I’ve seen in all my life. Except the ones they stuff to show the English tourists.” 

Later, when Patrick is brought before the judge who will determine the degree o f his 

culpability in a case o f  assault, his barrister warns him about concealing his violent 

feelings toward his victim. The way in which an outburst is softened by his barrister, is 

by reference to the national stereotype:

Patrick: . . . i f  I could have got a proper hold on it I. . .I’d have

brained you!

Bolger: That is, o f  course, your worship, a mere figment o f speech,

a fanciful and affectionate exaggeration so typical o f  our 

national character.

The reliance on designing a faQade is shown by many characters in different situations 

throughout the film. Not only does Patrick charm Phillips, the gombeen man whom he 

despises, for a lift into town when his tandem tyre is flat, but also when Willie offers his 

jailed father to appear on the television show on his behalf, the old man ironically 

overlooks his constant deceitftilness: “What that Englishman is after is a mature 

personality, not an ugly little devil like yourself”

Before the judge announces the penalty Patrick will have to pay for hitting Phillips, in 

order to soften the sentence Bolger sends a group o f children into the courtroom to flock 

around Patrick, pretending to be his youngest descendents. Bolger’s ability to stage- 

manage the spectacle o f the young performers echoes Randall’s orchestration o f the town
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people, which has been operating throughout the whole film. The judge shows his 

awareness o f  the hoax;

Bolger: They are the great, great, great, grand-chiidren of Patrick

Farrell, your worship, come from all parts of the country in 

hope of celebrating his birthday. Surely, after this most 

moving exhibition of childish love and affection, you will 

exercise your clemency.

Judge: 1 appreciate the theatricality of the effect, Mr. Bolger, but 1

regret that it will not deter me from proposing the sentence 

1 had originally intended.

It is significant that the town hall -  the most frequently used setting in the film -  not only 

houses the diverse performances that proliferate during the story, but is also used 

variously as a meeting room, a theatre, a television studio, a courtroom and a dance hall. 

This flexibility contributes fiirther to the idea o f  display, performance and exhibition and 

underlines the mediation of all “truth claims”, whether they concern personal or national 

details.

Whereas the maintenance and distribution o f factual account is metaphorically alluded to 

through Randall’s arrangement o f performances for the television production, the results 

o f misconception and rumour are shown in action. On arriving in Ballymorrissey, 

Randall expresses the difference he firstly observes: “I’m finding everything very 

strange, here. Rather odd, in fact,” and then reiterates: “I ’m a stranger to your country 

and I ’m really finding everything rather bewildering.” Other references to the stereotype 

are concisely and subtly expressed when Randall is being reproached by his corporation 

boss for failing to find a story. Chastising him on the phone, the owner o f the production 

company expresses dissatisfaction and his awareness that Randall is travelling around 

Ireland “drinking and racing and generally enjoying” himself The national perceptions 

are not limited to English views on Ireland, and in a later scene the sergeant and his wife 

discuss the drinking habits o f the British, to comic effect:
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Molly: Maybe I’ll have a cup of tea for him. I’ve heard tell some

of these Englishmen don’t drink at all.

Sergeant: Ah, this one doesn’t have the cut of a tee-totailer to me.

He had a gay sort of way with him. [Randall enters]

Ah welcome, welcome to you, Mr. Randall! This is the 

gentleman, Moll.

Molly; I’m very pleased to meet you, Mr. Randall. Martin will

pour you a glass of whiskey, or maybe you’d rather a cup

of tea?

Randall: It’s very kind of you, Mrs. Lehane. I’d rather have a 

whiskey, if you don’t mind.

National difference is also marked when, because o f  language disparity, communication 

is hampered. The moment the hotel porter tells him that the big birthday meeting is being 

held in the town hall, Randall asks how he might find it:

Randall: Where is it?

Porter: Oh, just around the comer there, next to the Garda

Barracks.

Randall: The what?

Porter: The police station.

In a more politically pointed reference, one also made in the later film This Other Eden, 

at the meeting Randall asks for explanation o f  a phrase he has heard:

Randall: “T.D.” What’s that?

O’Driscoll: “Teachta Dala”: what they used to call Member of 

Parliament.

Uhimately, the inference is that perfect knowledge o f  any nationality is difficult because 

o f  the ways in which all representing media are open to manipulation, and subject to 

fiarther distortion through interpretation.
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As in This Other Eden, the revelation of truth which is usually essential for the resolution 

of the plot, is undermined somewhat by the fact that the mediating apparatus is shown to 

be in operation, and it is announced that the television producer is interested in another 

show from Ireland. Whereas not all of the facts are exposed in the later film, in The Big 

Birthday the facts will be projected through the charmel of presentation, and equally at 

the mercy of the dominant ideological machine. Both films seek to expose the 

flexibilities of representation and the means by which distortion of the truth -  particularly 

in deliberate pretence -  can serve the interest of individuals and nations. It is perhaps 

more than a coincidence that the title of the film, when released in America, echoed the 

derisive titles often used to describe Irishmen in newspaper and journal articles of 

nineteenth century England: Broth o f a Boy.

6.4 The myths of identity and history: Fielder Cook’s Home is the Hero (1959)

The drama from which Fielder Cook’s film Home is the Hero was adapted was written by 

Walter Macken and first performed by the National Theatre Company at the Queen’s on 

July 7“’ 1952. Audiences attending the play would have already been familiar with John 

Ford’s latest and recently released Irish film The Quiet Man and may have been sensitive 

to the perspective of newcomer or outsider that is established in both narratives. In fact, 

the filmed adaptation of Home is the Hero by Henry Keating, which otherwise remains 

faithful to the plot of the original play, introduces two specific alterations to the 

“outsider” narrative that was central to the way in which This Other Eden and The Big 

Birthday have also deconstructed the performances and myths o f the nation. In the case 

of Home is the Hero, the outsider is not a foreign national like Sean Thornton, Crispin 

Brown or Tony Randall; he is Paddo O’Reilly, the father of the family around whom the 

action of the play revolves. In the wake of his accidental killing of Mr. Green in the local 

pub, his position with regard to the community and the family is renegotiated after his 

incarceration and rejection. He is an outsider by default, and as his patriarchal position, 

social standing and personal history are reconfigured, a series of metaphors of identity, 

history and -  briefly -  nation, are associated with his narrative of attempted reintegration.
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In the play, he remains an outsider despite the fact that there may be the possibility o f 

some redemption for him, but in the film his external position is softened and closure is 

achieved by his reintegration.

The play opens with a prolonged series o f scenes in which it becomes clear that Paddo’s 

friends and family are awaiting his return from prison following the completion o f a five- 

year sentence for the involuntary manslaughter o f a local man. In his absence, his wife 

has had to rent an upstairs bedroom to a couple who insincerely and sycophantically 

express their enthusiasm about Paddo’s return. His son, Willie, has set up his own 

business as a cobbler, and is courting Lily Green (Maura in the film), coincidentally the 

daughter o f the man whom Paddo accidentally killed. Willie’s sister, Josie, is dating 

Manchester Monaghan a local bookmaker who has a poor reputation in the community 

for philandering. There is some anxiety expressed that Paddo will not approve o f any o f 

these changes, although this is quickly assuaged by expressions that he might “have 

changed” while in prison. It is felt by his grown up children that, in any case, he has no 

longer any right to dominate his family, that he has disgraced them and has much to do in 

order to earn their forgiveness. There are frequent suggestions made that the lodgers -  

Dovetail and his wife. Bid -  have been drinking alcohol excessively in the house in a way 

that used never happen, and that Paddo’s wife, Daylia, previously a tee-totaller, has 

begun drinking stout and whiskey. Dovetail has organised a gathering to celebrate 

Paddo’s homecoming and has a group o f children sing for the “hero” at the train station. 

Paddo evades the attention by going home another way, and arrives into his kitchen 

where the bewildered family and Dovetail are wondering where he is. Over the next 

section of the play Paddo demands that Dovetail and Bid leave the house and that his son 

and daughter bring to an end what he sees as their offensive romantic relationships. 

When there is resistance to his orders, he becomes increasingly violent and severely beats 

Josie with his belt. Monaghan comes to her defence by threatening him, but his anger is 

only momentarily relaxed: shortly afterwards Paddo pushes the drunken Dovetail who 

falls on the floor, apparently dead. Shocked at having killed another man, he begins to 

express regret for everything. It transpires that Dovetail has only passed out, however, 

and confessing that it is the best for the family, Paddo leaves the house for good. The
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structure o f the play is not clearly delineated as based on three acts, but there are roughly 

three unequal movements: the period o f anticipation and waiting before Paddo’s arrival; 

the time he spends in the house after his return home; and the short scene given to the 

reactions immediately following his departure. Before considering the elements that 

emerge solely in the film due to its adaptation, it will be important to reflect on the points 

common to both texts.

In the way his character is constituted in his absence by the dialogue, conversations, 

memories and rumours o f others, in his reaction to this configuration once he confronts it, 

and in his interaction with other individuals, Paddo the “hero” becomes central to how 

narratives and histories o f the community and family are seen to function. At these 

moments, Paddo is seen to renegotiate his position as head o f the family in a patriarchal 

community, and deal with his downfall from the position o f locally respected civilian. 

The tensions occur between differing understandings o f the “changed Paddo” because 

some people desire to reaffirm his position as community hero and decent paternal figure, 

while others (including himself) want to rewrite the past and his long-established position 

at home and in the neighbourhood. Because o f his son and daughter’s changing 

relationship with him and conversion o f attitude towards what they have known o f his 

past, a number o f concepts emerge that are significant to a larger study o f the 

performance o f history and identity. As Paddo’s traditionally held position in the 

community is re-evaluated after his incarceration, questions also emerge about his own 

position as father figure, and the historical narratives that support his heroic standing in 

the village. The possibility o f  a hopeful fixture is reliably maintained throughout the play 

by continual references to the pressure on Willie to finish “Finnegan’s shoes” -  a 

character who never appears, but needs “his shoes in the morning [because] He has to go 

to a funeral” .'^ However, Finnegan’s literal and metaphorical burying o f the past is 

something that none o f the presented characters proves capable o f doing, and the play 

ends with a challenging o f all o f the myths that have been created around Paddo’s 

identity.

Walter Macken Home is the Hero (London; Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1953) p. 20
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The play foregrounds the inability to impose a rewriting of history or character over the 

discourses already existing in society, that have become the unavoidable “truths”. In the 

play, the extent o f Paddo’s villainy is brought under question more than once: in a 

number o f dialogues his character’s past is constituted for the spectator before he appears. 

Despite the fact that Josie has been “called a murderer’s gosling”,''* and that other girls 

have been “putting their heads together wherever [she] go[es]”, ’̂  she is still able to 

reminisce about better times.

You remember all the fun we used to have long ago, Willie, when we 

were sm all...A nd Paddo would come up and pretend to be mad with 

us and be shouting and he’d end up tickling us or playing the ha-ha 

game h im self'^

Willie also admits fond memories: “He had a way with babies. He used to hurl them into 

the air and catch them lightly in his arms as they came down.” '^ Even Lily, the daughter 

o f Paddo’s victim, remembers him in an optimistic light: “He was a nice man. We used 

always wait for him in the street on a Friday night when he got paid. He always dished 

out a bag o f sweets.” '* But the construction o f these memories as fictions is questioned 

on a number o f  occasions, and doubt is cast over the nature o f the myths that surrounded 

the “hero” before the evening o f the accident in the pub. As a complete profile o f  the 

absent convict and his past is developed over an extended exposition, and anticipation is 

increased before his first appearance, certain doubts emerge as to the reliability o f  the 

accounts. At one point Willie warns those gathered “It’s only hearsay evidence”,'^ and 

later an increasing number o f conflised interrogatives and rhetorical questions surround 

Paddo’s arrival:

Trapper: I see your father’s not back yet, Willie.

Willie; Yes, that’s right. Trapper.

ibidem , p. 7 
ibidem , p. 25 
ibidem , pp. 2 7 - 8  
ibidem , p. 16 
ibidem , p. 15
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Trapper: Well, is he or isn’t he?

Willie: Is he or isn’t he what?

Trapper: Home?

Willie: Who?^°

When he appears, and objects ardently to the aherations that have come about in the lives 

o f his family since his departure, Paddo is infiariated by Willie and Josie’s resistance to 

leave their lovers and return to the way things were before he went to prison. This leads 

to increasing threats from Paddo resulting in the vicious beating o f his daughter and 

incensed eviction o f the tenants about whom he has said to his wife, “You could have 

starved before you took the likes o f them into our house”. B e f o r e  his ultimate brutality 

is revealed there are a few insinuations that the image of Paddo, his identity and story, 

may not be accurate. He confesses himself at one point that: “I saw meself in a shop 

window comin’ home and I had to stand and stare at m eself I’m not the man I was.”^̂  

Reflections o f the self-image are also revealed to be deceptive when Bid, reacting angrily 

to her eviction, gives out to Daylia about the quality o f  the room that they rented. Among 

other complaints, she notes:

an oul’ mirror on the table that was riddled with wood maggots and

cracked and bent so that every time you looked into it you thought

you were lookin’ at a m onster.^

Appealing to Lily when he refuses to let her marry Willie, Paddo asks how he can help 

her understand the situation. Lily answers with conviction: “We’re looking through 

different glasses.” '̂* Images, identities, and personal histories are constantly undermined 

and reaffirmed through their fictional status. Reputations o f characters are seen to be 

self-made, and private memoirs are easily reconstituted. Manchester Monaghan asks 

rhetorically, “What’s a reputation? It’s like the froth on the top o f a pint. There’s

”  ibidem 
ibidem, p. 24 
ibidem, p. 36 
ibidem, p. 43 
ibidem, p. 91
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nothing to it.”^̂  Ultimately, in the play, the mythology surrounding the local hero is 

dramatically exposed as is his laudable standing in the community, and he is disgraced in 

his position as paterfamilias. When, after the aggressive beating of his daughter, it is

suggested that he might have changed in his time away from the family (Paddo has

already said himself “It’s not things that changes, it’s people.”^ )̂, Willie declares 

emphatically;

He was always the same. That’s the mistake we made in thinking 

about him. He was always like that. But he was younger, and when

a dictator is young his oppression doesn’t fall as heavy on his

subjects.^’

The recreation o f history is finalised in the play through Paddo’s ultimate failure to 

exorcise the past from the present. The myths and counter-myths are unavoidably 

recycled and he is ultimately unable to control the evolving narratives surrounding his 

own identity. Publicly, he rejects the friends who have questionably raised his position to 

hero, privately he fails to convince his family to erase their memories o f his past, a 

history that is also plagued by doubt and remorse. In the end he is driven from his home, 

family and community, and the only lasting evidence o f his story is another falsified 

account. Moments after he has left, Lily enters and says: “All the talking in the street. Is 

it true that Paddo killed Dovetail and hanged himself and shot Willie?” *̂ The lack of 

closure o f Paddo’s personal story marks the possibility o f continual revision o f identity 

narratives.

The long exposition o f the play that serves to create nervous expectation around the 

homecoming o f the hero is completely done away with in the cinematic adaptation. More 

significantly, Paddo is not rejected and banished from the house at the end o f the film but 

is generally forgiven by his family, with the insinuation o f the possibility o f rewriting the

ibidem, p. 66 
ibidem, p. 68 
ibidem, p. 43 
ibidem, p. 80 
ibidem, p. 112
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history around him and reintegrating that history into the present. The primary symbol o f 

that tradition is one borrowed from the play, but whereas the play uses the recurring trope 

o f “Finnegan’s shoes”, the film returns at intervals to Paddo’s old friend Trapper, and 

their ritual Monday night game o f draughts. The tripartite movement o f the dramatic text 

is effectively reversed in the film. While the play moves from Paddo’s absence, to the 

moment o f his arrival, and concludes with his departure again, the film begins with Paddo 

being present, continues with his departure (to prison), and ends with an elongated 

section dealing with the effects o f his return.

The additional introductory scene in the film is based mostly on a scene in the play in 

which Paddo is confronted by Mrs. Green, the wife o f  his victim. In it he narrates to her 

the events as they happened on the night o f the accident, and though there have been mild 

suggestions that the consumption o f a considerable amount o f alcohol might have been 

responsible, and the fact that these have been corroborated by declarations o f Paddo’s 

gentleness, the actualities o f the case remain unclear. In fact, the play derives much o f its 

internal tension from diegesis rather than mimesis o f the way the manslaughter occurred. 

As with other accounts o f Paddo’s past, we are left wondering about the degree of his 

involvement, intentions and guilt. Because o f the sequence at the beginning o f the film 

depicting the actions o f the night that is only reported in the play, that factuality becomes 

fixed differently and this effects considerably alterations in the adaptation. This scene 

performs a number o f tasks in reopening the idea o f closed fictional history that runs 

through the play and provides for the closure o f the theatrical piece.

Firstly, it works in the same way in which the added opening sequence operates in This 

Other Eden, and (as has been mentioned in that section above) in other historically based 

narratives like Tom Cooper’s 1936 film The Dawn. Generally, the spectator is shown an 

event that occurs some time in the fabula  before the actual commencement o f the syuzhet, 

and this is used to question, or motivate questions about, the factuality and accuracy of 

the recounted versions that surface in the following scenes. In the play Home is the Hero, 

ideas regarding the way the past is being written in the present, the manner in which 

history and identity narratives are open to interpretation (for the spectator as well as for
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the characters) are no longer relevant for the viewer. An imbalance has occurred in the 

distribution o f information whereby a falsified position o f objectivity is established for 

the cinematic viewer who becomes an authoritative adjudicator on the retellings o f the 

events at a later time in the story. Rather than conceal the operation o f historical fiction, 

this reversal implicates the onlooker in it. The spectator is no longer “blind” to the facts, 

but holds an important position in relation to the history o f the characters. This also 

emphasises the fact that the events in the play are depicted in “real time”: we may accept 

that every minute on the stage represents a minute in the lives o f the characters. The film 

is not restricted by such constraints so rather than relying on the type o f second-hand 

reportage that characters provide in the dramatic text, it can demonstrate a broader range 

o f events over a wider temporal horizon. Ironically, the film’s construction o f narrative 

proceeds chronologically, while the events recounted in the play begin in the present but 

reconstruct the events in a temporally reversed chronology. The evening o f the murder in 

the bar becomes a focal one for the story.

The second effect o f the added tragic bar scene follows on from the centralisation of 

Paddo that was mentioned briefly above. It is largely from his character’s point o f view 

that we understand the actions o f the story in the film: empathy is redirected away from 

the suffering o f the family and we participate in the celebration o f Paddo’s strength and 

witness his being held in high esteem in the community, reframing his actions from a 

more sympathetic perspective. All o f the crowd’s attention is directed towards Paddo in 

the opening sequence. A series o f cut away shots o f on-lookers marks the performance 

within the performance o f Paddo’s strength as he raises a man on a chair above his head 

and then breaks the neck off a bottle o f stout. He is shown to be a compassionate man, 

whose spontaneous striking o f Mr. Green that knocks him to the floor was unintentionally 

forceful. Although his point o f view is broken when he is sent to jail, and another level 

o f empathy is established through the perspective o f  the family, Paddo’s viewpoint is 

immediately resumed when he is released. Another added scene, in the middle o f the 

film, follows Paddo home on the train. His association with two children on the train 

suggests the tender side o f his character; a young girl in one carriage, and a boy playing a
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harmonica in another. As he sits across from the boy the youngster is clearly uninhibited 

by the ex-convict:

Boy; Hello.

Paddo: Hello.

Boy: Where are you going?

Paddo: I’m going home.

In another association between Paddo and childhood innocence, he runs upstairs angrily 

to find Willie but discovering his room empty he goes to a dressing table where he finds a 

toy drummer. He picks it up, turns in on, and replaces it still playing. This scene and 

other moments throughout the film sustain the spectator’s empathetic attitude towards the 

hero, and although his past is still seen to be easily appropriated and taken advantage o f 

by parasitic characters like Dovetail -  here, the stage-Irishman o f the piece -  his position 

is credibly held despite his outbursts o f temper and antagonism. For many o f the earlier 

shots o f Paddo at home he is filmed from a low angle -  a perspective that emphasises his 

enormous frame and commanding position within the house. Later on these shots 

become more levelled, and strong vertical shadows in strips cover him, his face or fall on 

the settings behind him. The implication o f the prison bars might be a little heavy- 

handed, but it is nonetheless effective in suggesting that Paddo has still to undergo 

another emancipation in his home from the closed and binding writing o f history. This he

will do by embracing an open idea o f tradition that is represented in the present narrative

through the character o f Trapper.

The third significant element in the added opening sequence o f the film is Trapper, an old 

acquaintance o f Paddo with whom he has been playing draughts regularly for years. In 

an extended opening tracking shot across a row o f small houses behind the opening titles, 

a man makes his way down a quite street to a public house from which shouts of 

excitement can be heard emanating. The man is Trapper and he is carrying the draughts 

board on which the men have played habitually. The board comes to represent tradition 

in the film and the first threat comes when one o f the locals takes it from Trapper and
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hands it to Paddo daring him to display his strength by tearing it in half with his bare 

hands. Not recognising Paddo’s playful pretence at destroying the object o f their sacred 

custom. Trapper begs: “It’s our only board, Paddo. We’ve played on it every Monday 

night for ten years. Please, hand it over.” A brief shot o f  Paddo inserted into Trapper’s 

plea shows his sympathetic concern for his friend, and he throws the board back to him 

before offering instead to break the neck off a bottle. Before Paddo arrives home from 

prison, Trapper visits the house and while he enthusiastically sets up the set o f draughts 

to continue a game which was interrupted five years earlier, he confesses his friendship 

for Paddo: “None o f you will every know how much I missed him.” From the moment 

he returns Paddo is shown to have difficulty dealing with the various opinions o f how he 

has behaved, and as he tries to cope with the many myths that surround his character and 

personal history, he seeks to deny every change that has taken place. Forcefully 

demanding that his family return to the state in which he left them five years earlier, he 

equally attempts passionately to eradicate all memory o f his past. In a dramatic 

movement, he shouts at Trapper and sweeps his hand violently across the draughts board 

scattering the pieces everywhere. This metaphorical denial and eradication o f the 

symbolic tradition that has marked their friendship occurs in both the film and the play, 

but is not mentioned again in the dramatic script which ends with Paddo’s total 

obliteration o f  the past. At the end o f the film, on the other hand, closure is achieved 

with the suggestion that his relationship with Willie will improve, and after an exchange 

with Josie in which he asks her to invite Manchester Monaghan to the house and gives his 

blessing to their marriage. In a complete rewriting o f the ending o f the play, Paddo 

returns from the pub to find Trapper once again setting up the draughts in front o f the 

fire. The scene begins with Trapper’s invitation:

Trapper: Will we go on with the game now, Paddo?

Paddo: Sure we will. Trapper.

Trapper: ...N ow , it’s my move.

Paddo: Oh, I remember that, Trapper. (Looking at the board)

You had only one king.
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Trapper; Two, Paddo. T w o ...I ...(ch eck s his notebook, reading)

“Daylia went into the kitchen to get som e te a .. .” (he 

hesitates) “ ...O n e”.

With this additional sequence it is not only significant that the past has not been 

“rewritten”, but that history as unfolding narrative process has been imbricated into the 

present. Resolution o f the play is achieved by the expulsion o f the element (Paddo) that 

complicates the truth claims o f the past and the historical accounts summoned to validate 

them. In the film, the flexibility o f historical narration is rendered usefully and possibly 

open-ended. The ease with which the historical narratives o f the past can be rewritten is

shown in both texts by the use o f a chant -  to the tune o f an Irish ballad -  which Dovetail

has rewritten to celebrate Paddo’s home-coming. The lyrics unite the ideas o f heroism 

and patriotism with a sentiment that associates Paddo with ideas o f the history and

identity o f a nation. The verse sung by the children in the play and the film is as follows;

Up, Paddo Reilly, he’s the champion o f  the right;

W e’ll folly him to battle ‘neath the orange, green and white.

N ext w e’ll tackle England and w e’ll show  them how to fight.

And w e’ll crown Paddo Reilly King o f  Ireland.

By the end of the story, when Paddo has rejected the disingenuous and self-centred 

Dovetail, the latter is heard conducting the children singing a revised version o f the song 

in which the name “Paddo Reilly” has been replaced by the words “darlin’ Dovetail” . 

The entire mythical narrative that has maintained Paddo in the position o f historical hero 

is as effortlessly rewritten as the replacement o f two words o f a popular ballad. The fact 

that it is sung by children insinuates its persistence into the future, as the regeneration o f 

the myth. The lyrics o f the song, which bring together the ideas o f nationality and 

heroism around the character o f Paddo, inherently tie concepts o f national history and 

identity to those o f personal history and identity. The continuity between each is upheld 

in the notion o f patriarchy and the paternal position in the family, and this is raised 

several times in the play and the film. In both This Other Eden and Home is the Hero 

there is a connection implied between the continuity o f an independent national narrative
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and the position o f the patriarch, whether it be in terms o f heritage, legitimacy or familial 

identity. Furthermore, in each o f the other productions there is a sense in which closure 

is achieved by the resolution o f some question surrounding paternal authority or 

authenticity, without necessarily re-establishing that position.

A similar series o f events initiates the closure o f the filmed adaptation o f Home is the 

Hero, although the same is not true for the play. In both texts Paddo’s position as 

patriarch is confronted and transformed through developments in his relationships with 

Willie and Josie, but a gradual attrition o f his importance takes place in the play that 

continues to a more dramatically violent climax than the narrative progression in the film. 

The hostility towards Paddo -  especially from his daughter -  is expressed early in play 

with direct reference to her heredity: “Wouldn’t it have been better to be bom a bastard 

than to be this, the daughter o f him?”^̂  Willie’s ancestry is asserted against Paddo more 

than once:

Paddo: Am I standin’ here and have me own son, a half man,

talking to me like that?

Willie: Remember who made me half a man. I’m my father’s son.

Remember that, Paddo.^°

And, when he threatens Paddo for attempting to dissolve his relationship with Lily Green, 

he declares:

I don’t give a goddamn about your temper. I have one too. You lose 

yours and I’ll lose mine and then I’ll show you the inheritance you 

handed on to me.^'

ibidem, p. 28 
ibidem, p. 60 
ibidem, p. 62
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The subversion o f Paddo’s position is shown to have occurred in the play even before he

commits his act o f cruelty against Josie. She candidly rejects Paddo, and denies their

relationship moments before he whips her:

Josie: What do you mean pushin’ me about the kitchen as if you

were my father?

Paddo: I am your father.

Josie: Who told you? Isn’t it a bit late for you to think it?^^

His outburst o f violence severs the relationship between himself and Josie, and thereafter 

Willie only brings it to mind with embittered sarcasm. Shortly after Manchester 

Monaghan threatens to attack Paddo for beating up Josie, Paddo chastises Willie for 

failing to intervene on his behalf:

Paddo: You wouldn’t do a thing and he was goin’ after me with

weapons. What kind o f  blood have you in you at all?

Willie: Your blood, Paddo. Didn’t you know?

The only possible conclusion for the play is Paddo’s elimination. Despite his wife’s pleas 

to the contrary, given the only redemption seen fit, he decides to leave the family and 

community permanently. There is no place for the evolution o f the narrative o f his 

personal history or the history o f his personal narrative in the present. In the film, on the 

contrary, the ftature remains openly unwritten, and is healthily interwoven with the past.

All o f  the open expressions o f challenge to Paddo’s position in the play are reduced to 

two key moments in the film, and each one weakens the conviction o f characters’ 

assertions. The first articulation in the film o f the confi-ontation o f his father’s authority 

comes from Willie in a scene before his father has been released, when he anticipates his 

father’s angry reaction to the fact that Daylia has started drinking, and that she has 

allowed Dovetail and Bid rent the room upstairs. Before he speaks, Willie leaves the 

main room in which the others are gathered. The camera follows him into his workroom
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where he closes the door and says quietly to himself: “Please, Paddo, be gentle with her 

when you come back. Be kind, or I’ll tell you, Paddo, I’ll kill you.”

This threat strengthens further Paddo’s vulnerability and dissipates the effect o f  brutality 

that surrounds him in the play. The fact that it is delivered in advance o f his arrival, and 

in soliloquy, also distances it from the dramatic line o f the narrative. The next threat to 

the paterfamilias happens from Willie, but is worded in such a way as to leave open the 

possibility for his reintegration into the family at the end o f the film. Rather than 

destabilise utterly his father’s place and force him to leave, Willie phrases his revulsion 

with an openness that was not evident in the text o f the play. Warning Paddo that he has 

no right to force his son and daughter to do something they are unwilling to do, Willie 

says: “You deserted us. We didn’t desert you. I took your place and I ’m going to keep it 

until you know yours.” Thus the possibility for the paradoxically open-ended closure o f 

the film is established and tradition is brought into the present-day. Accordingly, the film 

ends with Paddo’s assimilation back into the altered family unit, and like the 

reconsideration o f marriage and illegitimacy at the end o f This Other Eden, or the 

exposure o f the fictions surrounding Patrick Farrell’s 110'*' birthday in The Big Birthday, 

there is in this film a recognition o f the writing of history -  its characters, identities and 

narratives -  and a celebration o f the possibility o f rewriting it in a perpetual reiteration.

ibidem, p. 74
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Conclusion



In their study o f the aesthetic interaction between theatre and cinema in the early years o f 

silent film Ben Brewster and Lea Jacobs have made reference to the research o f theatre 

historians in a noteworthy digression from the main thrust o f their work. Moving 

temporarily from the analytical aesthetic methodology that has been applied throughout 

the rest o f their wTiting, they consider cinema in light o f documentary recording. It is 

necessary here to quote the relevant passage in its entirety:

Historians of nineteenth-century popular theatre, who are particularly 

interested in the mise-en-scene rather than the texts of the plays of 

the period, have the problem that staging and acting have to be 

reconstructed from a variety of not very trustworthy sources: 

reviews, memories, descriptions of performances, playbills, specially 

posed publicity photographs or woodcut illustrations, even ceramics.

Early cinema seems to offer a direct view of acting and staging at the 

beginning of the twentieth-century.'

The implication here is that film provides a valuably dependable documentation o f a 

creative activity that would otherwise be more problematic in its historical compilation. 

While the reliability o f the evidence from the recording is given priority over that o f other 

historical sources and this goes unquestioned, what is inherent but unstated in the point is 

the sense that the medium o f film becomes a key assistant in the reconstruction o f theatre 

history. Theatre, unproblematically posited as temporally prior to the other medium, is 

historically re-presented in hindsight through it, and this acknowledges one o f the 

primary elements o f filmed documentation as ordering discourse. In a similar way, in the 

specific case with which I have dealt throughout this thesis -  the position o f the stage- 

Irishman -  has been read metonymically for the discourses that surround the constitution 

o f narratives o f nation, identity and history. Because the stage-Irishman is o f necessity an 

essentially performing entity, it does not become a discursive procedure until it is acting 

and may be observed, and the first point o f contact with the type in presentation is either 

“live” on stage or, for performances that have already occurred, as recorded on film. Just

' Ben Brewster & Lea Jacobs Theatre to Cinema: stage pictorialism and the early feature film  (Oxford; 
Oxford University Press, 1997) p. 5
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as the filmed representation o f the theatrical event becomes for Brewster and Jacobs a 

valuable archival resource for the future o f theatre historiography, so too does the stage- 

Irishman, in all o f its recorded and reframed performance o f national identity, 

tautologically reconstruct (and expose the reconstruction of) the interpolation o f personal, 

national and historical identification narratives.

I have argued above that the reopening o f textual solidities by deconstruction 

demonstrates at the same time the vulnerability o f the discourse to ideological infiltration 

-  hence the narratives o f the nation become nationalism, colonialism, post-colonialism 

and so on -  and also the usefiilness o f the understanding the nation as a process that is 

constantly defined and redefined. I have shown how by rereading such narrative 

procedures through the performativity o f stage-Irishness, identities, histories, myths and 

nationalities are not lost to vagueness and abstraction, rather they are vigorously 

reinforced by a reiteration o f the essential attribute that is usually repressed and denied in 

them: their predisposition towards change. I have detailed how these genres o f writing 

are freed from their rationalistic, positivistic and logical structures that render their 

“factuality”, and become clearly framed historiographic metafictions. Rather than gather 

together a group o f films around the concept o f a national theatre, and emphasise the 

establishment o f  the idea o f an indigenous cinema by tracing lines o f narrative and 

thematic exploration and “relevance”, I hope to have questioned the very founding 

principles on which many approaches to national cinema are based.

There is no other way to conceptualise a discourse around the tautological movements 

that exist in every effort to undertake a national classification than to embrace the very 

equivocation and paradox that gives the discursive process its momentum. While any 

number o f films might have been chosen to instigate a “bottom up” classification o f 

national identities, history or myths -  and these in turn would have been chosen only 

because they have satisfied the conclusions o f  the argument before the fact -  I have 

shown that certain texts begin a process o f deconstruction that prevents the achievement 

o f any closed, definite and unambiguous “bottom up” or “top down” definition. Each of 

these films maintains a dialectical approach that supports a simultaneous “bottom up” and
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“top down” reading by virtue o f the fact that it marks and undermines its own 

establishment o f myths o f origin from which discourses o f nation, history or identity 

emerge.

The films that called on the Abbey players from the beginning o f the sound period until 

just after the establishment o f Ardmore studios were infiised with a theatricality o f 

performance for which the actors were frequently criticised on the stage. I have shown 

how this self-conscious trait was not repressed by the cinematic frame but might more 

usefially be read as facilitating a deconstruction o f the modes o f the apparatus, its generic 

conventions and its narratives o f verisimilitude. It is irrelevant to argue for or against the 

notion o f the auteur in these circumstances, or propose that John Ford, Muriel Box, 

Fielder Cook or George Pollack designed a presentation o f the Abbey performers through 

film. There is, fiirthermore, no point in considering the degree o f intentionality with 

regard to directors’ or actors’ input nor any reason why a purity o f objective ought to be 

located: the deconstructive moment would remain present even if it were argued that the 

actors were inadequate in their performances. What is most significant in this analysis is 

an understanding that the role o f the actors be considered as dialectically operating 

sporadically in tension and harmony within the recording medium, and that this 

emphasises the effects o f processes o f  “writing” national and historical identities.

The failure by successive Irish governments to address the need to establish and support 

the development o f a healthy indigenous cinema between 1930 and 1959 meant that 

English and American companies produced the vast majority o f images o f Irishness on 

screen during the early decades o f  sound cinema. The historical relations between those 

countries and Ireland underwrote to some extent the ideological implications for foreign 

representations o f Irishness by the predominant producers o f English language cinema 

worldwide: one being the former coloniser, the other a reservoir o f immigration in which 

a sizeable community o f the Irish diaspora had settled. By 1959, following the official 

opening o f Ardmore Studios, three different stage-Irish types had crystallised into 

distinctly recognisable ideologically-moulded characters, in each case based on the self

consciously performed spuriousness o f the original stage-Irishman. The American
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version typified by the old man in Darby O ’Gill and the Little People (Robert Stevenson, 

1959) was an irmocuous, likeable rogue who had a penchant for strong alcohol and 

fantastical conversation. The darker side o f the stage-lrishman’s duplicity and 

contradictory disposition emerged in James Cagney’s Sean Lenihan, the life-saving and 

life-threatening psychotic doctor in the English production Shake Hands with the Devil, 

filmed at Ardmore by Michael Anderson. The third example, produced at home, framed 

the self-refiexivity o f  the type and the interrogation o f representations o f national 

identities, and is most evident in a number o f characters in Muriel Box’s This Other 

Eden. The clear manifestation o f the separation o f the possibilities o f stage-Irish 

representation in each o f these films was to be the beginning of the end o f the screen 

appearance o f stage-Irishness, which largely vanished from cinema screens for a number 

o f years after the beginning o f the 1960s.

This disappearance may be broadly explained by changes that affected Irish society and 

politics in the wake o f a series o f events that expanded Ireland’s outlook reflexively both 

outwardly (internationally) and inwardly (nationally). Having become a member o f the 

United Nations in 1955, F. H. Boland became Ireland’s elected President o f the General 

Assembly in 1960: the country’s international involvement in the Congo from 1961 to 

1964 was keenly observed at home, and a growing sense o f positive contribution to 

international affairs was evident.^ Among other events, J. J. Lee has pointed to the 

incident when “ten Irish soldiers were killed in an ambush at Niemba in 1960, causing a 

wave o f sadness, mingled with pride to sweep the country”.̂  Noting that Ireland applied 

for European Union membership in 1961, Luke Gibbons has written about how the 

country was revising its international image:

Much was made of the fact that half of the population was not only

under the age of twenty-five, as the Industrial Development

 ̂ J. J. Lee Ireland 1912 -  1985: politics and society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) p. 
3 7 0 - 1
 ̂ ibidem, p. 370
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Authority (IDA) billboards proudly proclaimed, was not merely 

young but European as well.'*

In the 1960s there was not only a new national sense-of-self emerging, but so too there 

appeared new channels through which it could be projected, and new ideological centres 

with which it could be formed and regulated. Behind the new ideology o f industrial 

modernism there often lay systems that mobilised traditional representations and 

historical artefacts o f the country in contradictory ways. It became evident that many of 

the new centres o f power were rooted in and motivated by influential industrial 

ideological bases -  developing trade relations with Europe, the establishment o f national 

television, the beginning of duty free shopping at Shannon airport, the publicity 

surrounding the opening o f the country’s first shopping centre at Stillorgan, the 

promotion o f a youth-motivated industrially innovative image o f Ireland, and so forth -  

and would have considerable influence over which images o f “old” Ireland would be 

upheld and which would be relegated to the history books. The stage-Irishman was 

implicated in an archaic system of national imagery and no longer served any valid role 

in international representations o f Ireland. Gibbons draws attention to the inherent 

contradictions in ideological forces o f the time when he is critical o f  accounts o f the 

period that:

[Cjonvey the impression that the pull o f  the past is due solely to the 

traditional sector, as if  the metropolitan centre, by contrast, could 

only impel a society towards the future. What is not acknowledged 

is the possibility that it is the modernization process itself...w hich is 

the source o f  the social and cultural ‘backlash’ o f the 1980s.^

The implication, here, is that certain aspects o f Irish history, identity narratives and 

“national” artefacts were preserved and mobilised in the 1960s in the newly-emerging 

capital-motivated project o f industrial Ireland, as ideologically usefiil remnants o f a more

'' Luke Gibbons Transformations in Irish Culture (Cork: Cork University Press, Field Day Essays 2, 
1996) p. 83 
 ̂ ibidem, pp. 8 8 - 9
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homogeneous past. The process o f  selection by which certain artefacts, images, symbols, 

narratives, traditions, rituals and histories would be harnessed for profit was one that 

imposed its own fixity and closure to definitions o f the “New Ireland”, and stage- 

Irishness could no longer serve any lucrative role in the project. Accordingly, the 

performing national stereotype faded into theatrical and cinematic history for a number o f 

years, and the significance and benefit o f its representational framing o f the performance 

o f narratives surrounding national identity were discursively closed, in historical and 

critical writing and in public opinion. It has been the aim o f  this thesis to address this 

closure and attempt a similar reopening o f the concept o f stage-Irishness which, I hope to 

have shown, that performing entity had already achieved by rendering the deconstruction 

o f ideologically fixed procedures o f national narration.
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